
International Registration designating India 

Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 1 
 

 

3597811    12/04/2017

[International Registration No. : 1356086]
DO-FLUORIDE CHEMICALS CO., LTD.

Jiaoke Road, Zhongzhan District, Jiaozuo City Henan Province China

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADITYA & ASSOCIATES

HUBTOWN SOLARIS 121 1ST FLOOR N.S PHADKE MARG OPP. TELI GALI ANDHERI E MUMBAI 400 069

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Fluorine; acids; alkalies; hydrofluoric acid; fluorosilicates; cryolite; tensio-active agents; aluminum fluoride; lithium 
hexafluorophosphate.

7111



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 1 
 

 

3642711    15/06/2017

[International Registration No. : 1259436]
RHODIA OPERATIONS, SOCIÉTÉ PAR ACTIONS SIMPLIFIÉE

25 rue de Clichy F-75009 Paris France

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION 
INDIA

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Fertilizers; additives for fertilizers.

7112
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Priority claimed from 29/11/2017; Application No. : 87702181 ;United States of America 

3749037    29/11/2017

[International Registration No. : 1387440]
MILLIKEN & COMPANY

920 Milliken Road Spartanburg SC 29303 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION 
INDIA

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Chemical masterbatches for use in the manufacture of polypropylene products; chemical concentrates for use in the 
manufacture of polypropylene products; chemical additives for use in the manufacture of polypropylene products; 
chemical additives for use in the manufacture of polyethylene products; chemical masterbatches for use in the 
manufacture of polyethylene products; chemical concentrates for use in the manufacture of polyethylene products.

7113
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4386389    12/11/2019

[International Registration No. : 1504662]
Jiahua Chemicals Inc.

Donghua Village, Hebei Township, Shuncheng District, Fushun City Liaoning Province China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Surface active chemical agents; surface tension active agents; catalysts; polyurethane; triethanolamine; 
triisopropanolamine.

7114
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4392544    11/12/2019

[International Registration No. : 1445264]
BIOIBERICA, S.A.U.

c/ Antic Camí de Tordera, 109-119 E-08389 PALAFOLLS Spain

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Chemical products for use in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; substances for plant growth.

7115
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Priority claimed from 08/08/2019; Application No. : 739210 ;Switzerland 

4399103    26/11/2019

[International Registration No. : 1507238]
Clariant AG

Rothausstrasse 61 CH-4132 Muttenz Switzerland

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Chemical products and active chemical ingredients intended for the cosmetic industry; active botanical ingredients and 
plant extracts intended for the cosmetic industry.

7116
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4400101    09/12/2019

[International Registration No. : 1495230]
Mcgean-Rohco, Inc.

2910 Harvard Avenue Cleveland OH 44105 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Chemicals which are used on metals or other hard substrates to detect flaws therein and are visible under white or 
ultraviolet lighting.

7117
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4401604    04/12/2019

[International Registration No. : 1507518]
Binzhou yuneng chemical co. LTD

Donggang 5th Road, Beihai Economic Development Zone, Binzhou City, 250000 Shandong Province China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Hydrogen; butanol; ketones; ammonia; chemical additives to insecticides; degreasing preparations for use in 
manufacturing processes; monomethyl amine; aniline; methyl benzene; artificial sweeteners [chemical preparations].

7118
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4402751    24/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1507056]
Zibo Haiyi Fine Chemical Co., Ltd

Government resident of Guoli Town, Huantai County, Zibo City, 255000 Shandong Province China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Anhydrides; chrome acid anhydride; phthalic anhydride; maleic acid anhyride; industrial chemicals; biochemical catalysts; 
unprocessed artificial resins for industrial purposes; fertilizers; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; adhesives 
for industrial purposes.
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Priority claimed from 14/08/2019; Application No. : 739212 ;Switzerland 

4402772    26/11/2019

[International Registration No. : 1507147]
Clariant AG

Rothausstrasse 61 CH-4132 Muttenz Switzerland

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Active chemical ingredients and chemical products used in industry; active botanical ingredients and plant extracts for 
use in industry.
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Priority claimed from 27/11/2019; Application No. : 88709080 ;United States of America 

4406884    02/12/2019

[International Registration No. : 1508721]
Inolex Incorporated

2101 S. Swanson Street Philadelphia PA 19148 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Chemical additives for use in the manufacture of or being incorporated in cosmetic and personal care products; protein 
products and derivatives for use as ingredients in other products; fatty acids and their esters and amides, carboxylic acid 
esters, hydroxyaromatic acid esters, betaine derivatives, protein derivatives and nitroalkanediol derivatives for use in 
cosmetic preparations.

7121
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4407851    03/12/2019

[International Registration No. : 1508125]
Miracll Chemicals CO., LTD.

No.35 Changsha Road, Development Zone Yantai City Shandong Province China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Acids; alkalies; salts [chemical preparations]; anhydrides; acetates [chemicals]; ethers; aldehydes; esters; agricultural 
chemicals, except fungicides, herbicides, insecticides and parasiticides; chemical reagents, other than for medical or 
veterinary purposes; plasticizers; adhesives for industrial purposes; cement for footwear; mastic for leather; leather glues; 
glue for industrial purposes; Polyurethane.

7122
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4407870    16/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1508388]
TECH-POWER(HUANGSHAN)LTD.

(XIA JIE RESIDENTIAL QUARTERS), CHENGDONG INDUSTRY ZONE, HUIZHOU, HUANGSHAN ANHUI China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Raw epoxy; synthetic resins, unprocessed; acrylic resins, unprocessed; chemical additives for use in dyeing; 
vulcanization accelerators; phthalic anhydride; adhesives for industrial purposes; curing agent.

7123
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Priority claimed from 05/11/2019; Application No. : 01405320 ;Benelux 

4407871    11/11/2019

[International Registration No. : 1508458]
Stahl International B.V.

Sluisweg 10 NL-5145 PE Waalwijk Netherlands

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Chemical products and preparations for industrial use; crosslinkers and adhesion promoters for industrial purposes for 
bonding to elastomers, plastics, metals, wood, textiles, glass, ceramics, concrete, rigid or flexible surfaces; crosslinking 
agents for cross-linking polymer chains.

7124
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Priority claimed from 23/10/2019; Application No. : 1991706 ;Canada 

4408469    13/11/2019

[International Registration No. : 1508476]
Black Earth Humic LP

432-2880 45 Ave SE Calgary AB T2B 3M1 Canada

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Soil amendments, soil conditioners, soil supplements, fertilizers, bio stimulants beneficial to soil conditioning, soil fertility, 
and plant growth, all for use in agricultural, horticultural, turf & ornamental, and lawn & garden applications.

7125
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Priority claimed from 30/09/2019; Application No. : 4586138 ;France 

4408564    28/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1508207]
RHODIA OPERATIONS

25 rue de Clichy F-75009 PARIS France

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Chemical products for industry, namely surfactants.

7126
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Priority claimed from 06/04/2017; Application No. : 072/17 ;Djibouti 

3662451    04/09/2017

[International Registration No. : 1370557]
HUGO BOSS Trade Mark Management GmbH & Co. KG

Dieselstr. 12 72555 Metzingen DE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION 
INDIA

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Soaps; perfumeries; essential oils; preparations for body and beauty care; hair lotions; dentifrices.

7127
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Priority claimed from 06/08/2019; Application No. : 40167863 ;China 

4391149    25/11/2019

[International Registration No. : 1505952]
HuZhou Younimi Cosmetics Co., Ltd.

Room 220-1, Building 1, No. 55, Xiaoyangshan Road, Daixi Town, Wuxing District, Huzhou Zhejiang China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Cosmetics; sunscreen preparations; lipsticks; skin whitening creams; non-medicated skin serums; pressed face powder; 
beauty masks; eye make-up; perfume oils for the manufacture of cosmetic preparations; rouges.

7128
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Priority claimed from 20/05/2019; Application No. : 4552927 ;France 

4392724    14/11/2019

[International Registration No. : 1505766]
L'OREAL

14 rue Royale F-75008 Paris France

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Make-up.
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Priority claimed from 18/06/2019; Application No. : 08222/2019 ;Switzerland 

4399098    12/11/2019

[International Registration No. : 1507219]
HFC Prestige International Holding Switzerland Sarl

Chemin Louis-Hubert 1-3 CH-1213 Petit Lancy Switzerland

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Hair lotions; preparations for washing, care, treatment and beautification of the scalp and hair; hair styling preparations; 
preparations for hair dyeing, coloring and bleaching.

7130
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Priority claimed from 13/05/2019; Application No. : 4551023 ;France 

4400026    04/11/2019

[International Registration No. : 1506557]
Parfums Christian Dior

33 avenue Hoche F-75008 Paris France

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Perfumery products; cosmetic products; make-up products.

7131
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Priority claimed from 27/11/2019; Application No. : 4020190183070 ;Republic of Korea 

4400223    06/12/2019

[International Registration No. : 1507530]
AMOREPACIFIC CORPORATION

100, Hangang-daero, Yongsan-gu Seoul Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Essential oils for cosmetic purposes; non-medicated toiletry preparations; make-up; cosmetic preparations for baths; 
cosmetic preparations for skin care; make-up foundations; sunscreen preparations; compacts containing make-up; skin 
cleansers; non-medicated skin creams; perfumes; hair gel; lipsticks; cosmetics; lavender oil; cotton wool for cosmetic 
purposes; shampoos; cosmetic soaps; dentifrices.

7132
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Priority claimed from 03/06/2019; Application No. : 018079685 ;European Union 

4401428    19/11/2019

[International Registration No. : 1506364]
Sabine Goesch

Bomhardstrasse 16 82031 Gruenwald Germany

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Cosmetics; hair care preparations; preparations for body cleansing and beauty care; non-medicated skin care 
preparations; nail care preparations; bath preparations; eye creams and eye gel; make-up removers; deodorants and 
antiperspirants; oral hygiene preparations; hair removal preparations and preparations for shaving; after shave 
preparations; perfumes and fragrances for personal use; sunscreen preparations.

7133
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4401446    04/12/2019

[International Registration No. : 1506728]
SPEER LABORATORIES, LLC

5821 N Andrews Way Fort Lauderdale FL 33309 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Non-medicated skin creams.

7134
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4401512    04/12/2019

[International Registration No. : 1506464]
Guangzhou Tianjunzi Trading Co., Ltd.

Room 409, No. 3, Xijiu Street, Baiyun District, Guangzhou City 510000 Guangdong Province China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Cakes of toilet soap; perfumes; cosmetic kits; cosmetics; cosmetics for animals; dentifrices; cosmetic preparations for 
skin care; beauty masks; laundry detergents; essential oils.

7135
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4401637    17/12/2019

[International Registration No. : 1317206]
MÄURER & WIRTZ GmbH & Co. KG

Zweifaller Str. 120 52224 Stolberg Germany

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Soaps, cosmetics, perfumery, essential oils, hair lotions, dentifrices.

7136
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4402626    13/12/2019

[International Registration No. : 1462600]
Prodena Natural Laboratories Pty Ltd

6/12 Blenheim Rd NORTH RYDE NSW 2113 Australia

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Cosmetics; makeup; preparations for care of the hair, skin, body and face; cleansers including facial cleansers; cleansing 
products for removing make-up; facial washes; toners for cosmetic use; soaps; body washes; baby washes; scrubs 
including face and body scrubs; cosmetic masks including beauty masks, facial masks (cosmetic), cleansing masks, 
cosmetic masks; beauty serums; shampoos and conditioners; moisturisers; creams; oils for babies; oils for moisturizing 
the skin after sun bathing; oils for the skin (cosmetics); oils for the body (cosmetics); oils for the hair (cosmetics); natural 
oils for cosmetic purposes; cleansing oils; balms; sunscreens; deodorants; nappy cream; bubble baths; toothpastes; hair 
preparations; make-up; lipsticks; serums (cosmetic preparations); hand creams; moisturizing creams (cosmetic); after sun 
cream; creams for whitening the skin; face foundation creams; tanning creams; dermatological creams (other than 
medicated); cleansing creams; beauty creams; skin creams (cosmetic); sun creams (cosmetics); baby lotions; cleansing 
lotions; wipes impregnated with lotions; lotions for cosmetic purposes; non medicated balms; cosmetic skin balms; lip 
balms; nipple balm; bath powders; powders for cosmetics purposes; powders for skin care (non-medicated); powders for 
the body (non-medicated); non-medicated powders; sun blocking lipsticks; deodorants for personal use; deodorants for 
the body; nappy cream (non-medicated); solvent cleaners for household use (dishwashing liquids, multipurpose cleaners, 
floor cleaners, bathroom cleaners, dishwashing liquids); window cleaners; non-medicated baby care products; make-up 
including foundation, blushers and mascara; cosmetic acne cleansers and creams; perfumes.

7137
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4402668    02/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1283639]
Abercrombie & Fitch Europe Sagl
Via Moree CH-6850 Mendrisio Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2131341

IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, degreasing and abrasive 
preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices.

7138
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4402685    01/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1506957]
Bayagan Group Ltd

The Old Casino, 28 Fourth Avenue HOVE, East Sussex BN3 2PJ United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Scented body creams; scented body lotions; scented body lotions and creams; scented body spray; serums for cosmetic 
purposes; sets of cosmetic oral care products; oral hygiene preparations; organic cosmetics; organic makeup; clay skin 
masks; cocoa butter for cosmetic purposes; cold cream; cold cream, other than for medical use; cold creams; cold creams 
for cosmetic use; cold waving solutions; collagen for cosmetic purposes; collagen preparations for cosmetic application; 
collagen preparations for cosmetic purposes; cologne; cologne impregnated disposable wipes; cologne water; colognes; 
color- [colour-] brightening chemicals for household purposes [laundry]; colorants for toilet purposes; color-brightening 
chemicals for household purposes [laundry]; coloring preparations for cosmetic purposes; color-removing preparations; 
color-removing preparations for hair; colour cosmetics; colour cosmetics for children; colour cosmetics for the eyes; 
colour cosmetics for the skin; colour removers for the hair; colour-brightening chemicals for household purposes 
[laundry]; colouring lotions for the hair; colouring preparations for cosmetic purposes; colour-removing preparations; 
combing oil; commercial laundry detergents; common toilet water; compacts containing make-up; compounds for skin 
care after exposure to the suns rays; concealers; concealers for lines and wrinkles; concealers for spots and blemishes; 
conditioners for treating the hair; conditioners for use on the hair; conditioners in the form of sprays for the scalp; 
conditioning balsam; conditioning creams; conditioning preparations for the hair; conditioning sprays for animals; 
corundum [abrasive]; cosmetic bath salts; cosmetic body scrubs; cosmetic breast firming preparations; cosmetic cotton 
wool; cosmetic creams; cosmetic creams and lotions; cosmetic creams for dry skin; cosmetic creams for firming skin 
around eyes; cosmetic creams for skin care; cosmetic creams for the skin; cosmetic dyes; cosmetic eye gels; cosmetic 
eye pencils; cosmetic face powders; cosmetic facial lotions; cosmetic facial masks; cosmetic facial packs; cosmetic 
foams containing sunscreens; cosmetic hair care preparations; cosmetic hair dressing preparations; cosmetic hair 
lotions; cosmetic hair regrowth inhibiting preparations; cosmetic hand creams; cosmetic kits; cosmetic masks; cosmetic 
massage creams; cosmetic moisturisers; cosmetic nail care preparations; cosmetic nail preparations; cosmetic 
nourishing creams; cosmetic oils; cosmetic oils for the epidermis; cosmetic paste for application to the face to counteract 
glare; cosmetic pencils; cosmetic pencils for cheeks; cosmetic powder; cosmetic preparations; cosmetic preparations 
against sunburn; cosmetic preparations for bath and shower; cosmetic preparations for baths; cosmetic preparations for 
body care; cosmetic preparations for dry skin during pregnancy; cosmetic preparations for eyelashes; cosmetic 
preparations for eyelashes; cosmetic preparations for nail drying; cosmetic preparations for protecting the skin from the 
sun's rays; cosmetic preparations for skin care; cosmetic preparations for skin firming; cosmetic preparations for skin 
renewal; cosmetic preparations for slimming purposes; cosmetic preparations for the care of mouth and teeth; cosmetic 
preparations for the hair and scalp; cosmetic preparations for use as aids to slimming; cosmetic products for the shower; 
cosmetic products in the form of aerosols for skin care; cosmetic products in the form of aerosols for skincare; cosmetic 
rouges; cosmetic skin enhancers; cosmetic skin fresheners; cosmetic soap; cosmetic soaps; cosmetic sun milk lotions; 
cosmetic sun oils; cosmetic sun-protecting preparations; cosmetic sunscreen preparations; cosmetic suntan lotions; 
cosmetic suntan preparations; cosmetic sun-tanning preparations; cosmetic tanning preparations; cosmetic white face 
powder; cosmetic-impregnated tissues; cosmetics; cosmetics all for sale in kit form; cosmetics and cosmetic 
preparations; cosmetics containing hyaluronic acid; cosmetics containing keratin; cosmetics containing panthenol; 
cosmetics for animals; cosmetics for children; cosmetics for eyebrows; cosmetics for eyelashes; cosmetics for personal 
use; cosmetics for protecting the skin from sunburn; cosmetics for suntanning; cosmetics for the treatment of dry skin; 
cosmetics for the use on the hair; cosmetics for use in the treatment of wrinkled skin; cosmetics for use on the skin; 
cosmetics in the form of creams; cosmetics in the form of eye shadow; cosmetics in the form of gels; cosmetics in the 
form of lotions; cosmetics in the form of milks; cosmetics in the form of oils; cosmetics in the form of powders; cosmetics 
in the form of rouge; cosmetics preparations; cotton balls for cosmetic purposes; cotton buds for cosmetic purposes; 
cotton for cosmetic purposes; cotton puffs for cosmetic purposes; cotton sticks for cosmetic purposes; cotton swabs for 
cosmetic purposes; cotton wool balls for cosmetic use; cotton wool buds for cosmetic use; cotton wool for cosmetic 
purposes; cover sticks; cream cleaners (non-medicated -); cream for whitening the skin; cream foundation; cream soaps; 
creams (cosmetic -); creams for cellulite reduction; creams for firming the skin; creams for fixing hair; creams for leather; 
creams for tanning the skin; creams for the skin; creams (non-medicated -) for the body; creams (non-medicated -) for the 
eyes; creams (skin whitening -); creams (soap -) for use in washing; creamy face powder; creamy foundation; creamy 
rouge; creamy rouges; fragrance sachets filled with fragrant substances; perfuming sachets filled with perfumed 
substances; fragrance sachets impregnated with fragrant substances; perfuming sachets impregnated with perfumed 

7139



substances; cuticle conditioners; cuticle cream; cuticle oil; cuticle oils; cuticle removers; cuticle removing preparations; 
cuticle softeners; teeth cleaning lotions; teeth cleaning (preparations for -); teeth whitening preparations; teeth whitening 
strips; teeth whitening strips impregnated with teeth whitening preparations [cosmetics]; toiletries; toiletry preparations; 
toners for cosmetic use; tonics [cosmetic]; toning creams [cosmetic]; toning lotion, for the face, body and hands; tooth 
care preparations; tooth cleaning preparations; tooth gel; tooth paste; tooth polish; tooth polishes; tooth powder; tooth 
powder [for cosmetic use]; tooth powders; tooth powders [for cosmetic use]; tooth whitening creams; tooth whitening 
pastes; tooth whitening preparations; toothpaste; toothpaste in soft cake form; toothpastes; topical skin sprays for 
cosmetic purposes.

7140
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4404660    09/12/2019

[International Registration No. : 1507878]
Miao Guo

Weishengli Engineering Co., Ltd., No. 662 Furong Road, Hefei Economic and Technological Development Zone, Hefei 230000 Anhui 
China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Cosmetics for animals; soaps; cosmetics; air fragrancing preparations; polishing preparations; stain removers; ethereal 
oils; scented wood; dentifrices.
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4405488    24/09/2019

[International Registration No. : 1508382]
Jiang Xinfa

Lizhong Village, Niansanli Town, Yiwu Zhejiang China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Cosmetics; petroleum jelly for cosmetic purposes; eyebrow pencils; toilet water; lipsticks; nail care preparations; make-up 
preparations; hair oil for cosmetics; make-up powder; detergent.
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Priority claimed from 27/11/2019; Application No. : 4020190183068 ;Republic of Korea 

4406871    06/12/2019

[International Registration No. : 1508281]
AMOREPACIFIC CORPORATION

100, Hangang-daero, Yongsan-gu Seoul Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Essential oils for cosmetic purposes; non-medicated toiletry preparations; make-up; cosmetic preparations for baths; 
cosmetic preparations for skin care; make-up foundations; sunscreen preparations; compacts containing make-up; skin 
cleansers; non-medicated skin creams; perfumes; hair gel; lipsticks; cosmetics; lavender oil; cotton wool for cosmetic 
purposes; shampoos; cosmetic soaps; dentifrices.
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4411285    04/12/2019

[International Registration No. : 1509149]
SPEER LABORATORIES LLC

5821 N ANDREWS WAY FORT LAUDERDALE FL 33309 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Non-medicated skin creams.

7144
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Priority claimed from 12/11/2019; Application No. : 738597 ;Switzerland 

4400068    18/11/2019

[International Registration No. : 1506617]
NOVARTIS AG

CH-4002 Basel Switzerland

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations.
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4401600    05/11/2019

[International Registration No. : 1507367]
QINGDAO KINGDOM AGRITECH CO., LTD.

DAGUHE INDUSTRIAL PARK, JIAOZHOU CITY, QINGDAO CITY SHANDONG PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Germicides; depuratives; preparations for destroying noxious animals; pesticides; biocides; herbicides; fungicides for 
agricultural purposes; mothproofing preparations; medicines for veterinary purposes.

7146
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4401633    18/12/2019

[International Registration No. : 1312856]
CSL Behring GmbH

Emil-von-Behring-Strasse 76 35041 Marburg Germany

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment or prevention of blood or bleeding disorders; pharmaceutical preparations, 
namely, a prothrombin concentrate for the treatment or prevention of blood or bleeding disorders.

7147
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4402663    18/12/2019

[International Registration No. : 1206530]
ALIMENTARY HEALTH LIMITED

Building 2800, Cork Airport Business Park Kinsale Road, Cork Ireland

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical use; medicinal drinks; medicinal food supplements; health food 
supplements; dietary supplements; vitamin preparations; dietetic nutritive substances for medical use; protein dietary 
supplements; vitamin and mineral supplements; mineral food supplements; dietetic yoghurts, for medical use; food for 
babies; bacteriological cultures, bacteria and preparations of bacteria.

7148
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Priority claimed from 06/05/2019; Application No. : VA 2019 01092 ;Denmark 

4404737    16/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1507818]
H. Lundbeck A/S

Ottiliavej 9 DK-2500 Valby Denmark

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations and substances acting on the central nervous system.
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Priority claimed from 04/04/2019; Application No. : UK00003389714 ;United Kingdom 

4405455    03/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1508059]
GW Pharma Limited

Sovereign House, Histon Cambridge CB24 9BZ United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; herbs for medicinal purposes; medicinal herbs; medicinal oils; medicinal 
infusions; pure extracts of medicinal plants and herbs; foodstuffs for medicinal purposes; herb teas for medicinal 
purposes.

7150
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Priority claimed from 01/11/2019; Application No. : 737996 ;Switzerland 

4405477    05/11/2019

[International Registration No. : 1507925]
NOVARTIS AG

CH-4002 Basel Switzerland

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations.

7151
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Priority claimed from 09/10/2019; Application No. : 737012 ;Switzerland 

4405496    18/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1508298]
SYNGENTA CROP PROTECTION AG

Rosentalstrasse 67 CH-4058 Basel Switzerland

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Insecticides for agricultural use.
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Priority claimed from 09/10/2019; Application No. : 737013 ;Switzerland 

4405503    18/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1508303]
SYNGENTA CROP PROTECTION AG

Rosentalstrasse 67 CH-4058 Basel Switzerland

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Insecticides for agricultural use.

7153



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 09/10/2019; Application No. : 737017 ;Switzerland 

4407465    15/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1508124]
SYNGENTA CROP PROTECTION AG

Rosentalstrasse 67 CH-4058 Basel Switzerland

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Insecticides for agricultural use.

7154



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 5 
 

 

4407472    05/12/2019

[International Registration No. : 1508135]
Goldfinch Bio, Inc.

215 First Street 4th Floor Cambridge MA 02142 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of renal diseases and disorders.

7155



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 09/10/2019; Application No. : 737018 ;Switzerland 

4407508    15/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1508081]
SYNGENTA CROP PROTECTION AG

Rosentalstrasse 67 CH-4058 Basel Switzerland

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Insecticides for agricultural use.

7156



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 5 
 

 

4407891    19/11/2019

[International Registration No. : 1450982]
Novartis AG

CH-4002 Basel Switzerland

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations.

7157



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 5 
 

 

4407895    19/11/2019

[International Registration No. : 1445254]
NOVARTIS AG

CH-4002 Basel Switzerland

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations.

7158



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 5 
 

 

4407901    20/12/2019

[International Registration No. : 1498320]
Tesaro, Inc.

1000 Winter Street Waltham MA 02451 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment and prevention of cancer.

7159



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 5 
 

 

4407919    21/12/2019

[International Registration No. : 1502173]
Novo Nordisk A/S

Novo Allé DK-2880 Bagsvaerd Denmark

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations for weight reduction and long-term weight loss maintenance.

7160



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 5 
 

 

4408492    21/11/2019

[International Registration No. : 1387615]
NOVARTIS AG

CH-4002 Basel Switzerland

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations.

7161



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 27/06/2019; Application No. : 88492520 ;United States of America 

4408497    21/12/2019

[International Registration No. : 1482690]
Blueprint Medicines Corporation

45 Sidney Street Cambridge MA 02139 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of cancer.

7162



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 11/10/2019; Application No. : 302019000074378 ;Italy 

4411247    17/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1508916]
CHEMA DIAGNOSTICA DI FIORE MARCO

Via Campania 2/4 I-60030 MONSANO (AN) Italy

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Chemical reagents for medical purposes; chemical diagnostic reagents for medical use; biological reagents for medical 
purposes; clinical diagnostic reagents; diagnostic biomarker reagents for medical purposes; medical diagnostic reagents 
and assays for testing of body fluids; chemical test reagents [medical]; reagents for microbiological analysis [for medical 
purposes]; reagents for use in analysis [for medical purposes]; immunoassay reagents for medical use; reagents for blood 
grouping [for medical purposes]; reagents for use in diagnostic pregnancy tests; reagents for use in medical genetic 
testing; reagents for analytical purposes [for medical purposes]; reagents for in-vitro laboratory use [for medical 
purposes]; reagents for use in medical genetic testing; reagent paper for medical purposes; biological reagents for 
veterinary purposes.

7163



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 30/05/2019; Application No. : 4020190084177 ;Republic of Korea 

4411341    29/11/2019

[International Registration No. : 1509177]
HAIM BIO CO., LTD.

(Anam-dong 5-ga, University Research and Business Building), 703-2,145, Anam-ro, Seongbuk-gu Seoul 02841 Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical agents affecting sensory organs; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of cerebral apoplexy; 
pharmaceutical agents affecting metabolism; pharmaceutical agents affecting peripheral nervous system; 
immunomodulators; anti-inflammatories; pharmaceutical agents affecting digestive organs; cardiovascular 
pharmaceutical preparations; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of deep vein thrombosis; drugs for medical 
purposes; medicines for human purposes; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of systemic emboliform; 
pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of venous thromboembolism; pharmaceutical preparations acting on the 
central nervous system; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of pulmonary emboliform; antibiotics; anti-cancer 
preparations; pharmaceutical preparations for respiratory organs.

7164



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 6 
 

 

4401630    16/12/2019

[International Registration No. : 1309125]
Apple Inc.

One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 95014 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Metal rings and chains for keys.

7165



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 6 
 

 

4407921    14/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1508671]
JINAN YA XINHUA INSULATING GLASS MATERIALS CO., LTD.

NO.7-3, BINHE INDUSTRIAL PARK, HUIHE TOWN, JIYANG COUNTY, JINAN CITY 250014 SHANDONG PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Aluminium; aluminium foil; aluminium ingots; aluminium wire; sleeves [metal hardware]; pipe muffs of metal; manifolds of 
metal for pipelines.

7166



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 6 
 

 

Priority claimed from 12/07/2019; Application No. : 30 2019 109 010 ;Germany 

4408533    24/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1508580]
Brand KG

Völlinghauser Str. 44 59609 Anröchte Germany

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Metal springs, in particular compression springs, tension springs, bow springs, torsion springs, spiral springs, leg 
springs; wire bending parts; springs mainly consisting of metal, in particular compression springs, tension springs, bow 
springs, torsion springs, spiral springs, leg springs.

7167



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 7 
 

 

3695382    19/10/2017

[International Registration No. : 1377769]
WHITMORE MANUFACTURING, LLC

930 WHITMORE DRIVE ROCKWALL TX 75087 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION 
INDIA

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Breather filters for fluid reservoirs for use in mechanical systems, gear boxes for stationary machinery and container 
vessels and tanks for industrial fluids.

7168



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 7 
 

 

Priority claimed from 01/07/2019; Application No. : 018089182 ;European Union 

4399095    28/11/2019

[International Registration No. : 1507283]
Alfa Laval Corporate AB

Rudeboksvägen 1 SE-226 55 Lund Sweden

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Pumps, compressors and fans; pumps for use in the industries relating to food, beverage, medicines and cosmetics 
(machines); pumps [parts of machines, engines or motors]; pumps and their parts and fittings.

7169



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 7 
 

 

Priority claimed from 01/07/2019; Application No. : 018089185 ;European Union 

4399113    28/11/2019

[International Registration No. : 1507286]
Alfa Laval Corporate AB

Rudeboksvägen 1 SE-226 55 Lund Sweden

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Pumps, compressors and fans; pumps for use in the industries relating to food, beverage, medicines and cosmetics 
(machines); pumps [parts of machines, engines or motors]; pumps and their parts and fittings.

7170



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 7 
 

 

4400084    05/12/2019

[International Registration No. : 1506651]
Zhejiang TESK Import&Export Co., Ltd

No. 8, Xuri Road, Leidian Town, Deqing County, Huzhou City 313000 Zhejiang Province China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Centrifugal pumps; pumps [parts of machines, engines or motors]; lubricating pumps; pump diaphragms; pumps 
[machines]; pumps for heating installations; vacuum pumps [machines]; fuel dispensing pumps for service stations; self-
regulating fuel pumps; pumps for counter-current swimming.

7171



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 7 
 

 

4400227    25/11/2019

[International Registration No. : 1507583]
Jiangsu leader New Material Technology Co., Ltd.

No.899, Hexiang road, Baoying Economic Development Zone, Yangzhou City 210000 Jiangsu Province China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Pulleys; pulleys [parts of machines]; regulators [parts of machines]; bushing [parts of machines]; slide rests [parts of 
machines]; wheels (machine-); electric pulley block; machine wheelwork; fly-wheels other than for land vehicles; gears, 
other than for land vehicles.

7172



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 7 
 

 

4405480    12/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1507942]
SHANDONG SHUANGGANG PISTON CO., LTD

NO.399 CHENGDU RD, DONGGANG DISTRICT, RIZHAO CITY, 250014 SHANDONG PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Bearing bush; pistons.

7173



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 7 
 

 

4407450    09/12/2019

[International Registration No. : 1508136]
Wanner Engineering, Incorporated

1204 Chestnut Avenue Minneapolis MN 55403 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Hydraulically balanced diaphragm pumps for use in industrial processes and equipment.

7174



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 7 
 

 

Priority claimed from 09/08/2019; Application No. : 302019000059736 ;Italy 

4408468    17/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1508472]
ITEMA S.p.A.

Via Cav. Gianni Radici, 4 I-24020 Colzate (Bergamo) Italy

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Weaving looms; shuttleless looms; rapier looms, air jet looms, projectile looms; mechanical and electro-mechanical 
devices for weaving looms; weaving loom checking and control devices [parts of weaving looms]; components, spare 
parts and fittings for the above goods.

7175



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 7 
 

4408537    18/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1508618]
DANIELI & C. Officine Meccaniche S.p.A.
Via Nazionale 41 I-33042 BUTTRIO (UD) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Closing and cleaning machines for industrial furnaces.

7176



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 8 
 

 

Priority claimed from 01/01/2017; Application No. : 699400 ;Switzerland 

3564216    09/03/2017

[International Registration No. : 1346190]
SCIES MINIATURES SÀRL

Rue de Plans Praz CH-1337 Vallorbe Switzerland

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION 
INDIA

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Saws for metals for jewelers included in class 8; all the aforesaid goods are of Swiss origin.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD SWISS 
PRODUCT AS APPEARING OVER THE TRADE MARK..

7177



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 9
 

4386531    21/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1485607]
360 Service Agency GmbH
Rosastrasse 4 79098 Freiburg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Multimedia apparatus and instruments; data processing equipment; computers; computer hardware for games and 
gaming; computer hardware; computer mouses; computer mice; computer keyboards; keyboards; headsets; headphone 
consoles; desktop computers; computer software and telecommunications apparatus, including modems, to enable 
connection to databases, computer networks and the internet.

7178



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 9 
 

4399147    04/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1506440]
Taicang Zhigengniao Information Technology Co., Ltd.
No.20, Jianxiong Road, Taicang City, Suzhou City 215400 Jiangsu Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Headphones; rechargeable batteries; covers for smartphones; time clocks [time recording devices]; measuring 
instruments; blank electronic chip cards [blank smart cards]; pedometers; anti-theft warning apparatus; electronic notice 
boards; computer keyboards.

7179



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 9 
 

 

4400125    18/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1507057]
Flow Science INC.
683 Harkle Rd. Santa Fe NM 87505 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Workflow software; simulation software; data and image processing software for making three dimensional models; 
optimisation software; scientific research and laboratory apparatus, educational apparatus and simulators; CFD 
(computational fluid dynamics) software.

7180



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 9 
 

 

4400128    04/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1507354]
Bose Corporation
The Mountain Framingham MA 01701 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Audio speakers; earphones; eyewear; headphones; loudspeaker systems; loudspeakers; soundbar speakers.

7181



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 9 
 

4400156    04/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1507102]
SHENZHEN YONGNUO PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT CO., LTD.
Building A, Shenfubao Modern Optics Factory, Kengzi Street, Pingshan District, Shenzhen 518000 Guangdong Province China

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3981190

IR DIVISION
Optical lenses; objectives [lenses] [optics]; cameras [photography]; flashlights [photography]; signal lanterns; video 
recorders; cinematographic cameras; transparencies [photography]; remote control apparatus; shutters [photography]; 
chronographs [time recording apparatus]; photocopiers [photographic, electrostatic, thermic].

7182



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 9 
 

 

Priority claimed from 29/05/2019; Application No. : 88450632 ;United States of America 

4400176    26/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1506692]
Amphenol Corporation
358 Hall Avenue Wallingford CT 06492 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Electrical connectors; power connectors.

7183



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 9 
 

4400188    14/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1506719]
TH SWISS AG
Rathausstrasse 14 Postfach 1557 CH-6341 Baar Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Photographic and optical apparatus and instruments.

7184



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 18/06/2019; Application No. : 38939150 ;China 

4401434    10/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1506377]
COMNAV TECHNOLOGY LTD.
Building 2, No. 618 ChengLiu Middle Rd. 201801 201801 ShangHai China

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3455060

IR DIVISION
Computers; computer programs, downloadable; tablet computers; naval signalling apparatus; aerials; radios; navigational 
instruments; navigation apparatus for vehicles [on-board computers]; satellite navigational apparatus; global positioning 
system [GPS] apparatus; wearable activity trackers; surveying instruments; measuring apparatus; measuring instruments; 
marine compasses; distance measuring apparatus; nautical apparatus and instruments; marine depth finders; steering 
apparatus, automatic, for vehicles; chips [integrated circuits]; chargers for electric batteries.

7185



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 05/11/2019; Application No. : 88679994 ;United States of America 

4402691    12/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1506998]
AFTERSHOKZ, LLC
1801 Burnet Avenue, Suite 102 SYRACUSE NY 13206 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Blank electronic storage media; computer memory devices; downloadable music files; smartglasses; memory expansion 
modules; smartwatches; smartphones; headsets for use with computers; megaphones; microphones; horns for 
loudspeakers; headphones; portable media players; virtual reality headsets; wireless headsets for smartphones; MP3 
players; portable DVD players; music headphones; earbuds; wireless speakers; headsets for virtual reality games; 
magnetic encoded identification bracelets; anti-glare glasses; ear plugs for divers; goggles for sports; protective 
eyeglasses; spectacles; spectacle frames; eyeglass frames; spectacle cases; sunglasses; 3D spectacles; sports glasses; 
frames for spectacles and sunglasses; batteries, electric; USB cables; battery charge devices; lithium ion batteries; swim 
goggles.

7186



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 21/08/2019; Application No. : 40498955 ;China 

4402768    24/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1507133]
Shenzhen Alading Technology Development Co.,Ltd.
Room D, 2 Floor,Building 1, FuRongTai, Pingxin North Road No.183, Pinghu Street, Longgang 518000 District, Shenzhen, Guangdong 
China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer programs, downloadable; computer hardware; wearable activity trackers; telecommunication apparatus in the 
form of jewellery; mobile telephones; wearable computers; selfie sticks [hand-held monopods]; computer peripheral 
devices; covers for smartphones; headphones; batteries, electric; humanoid robots with artificial intelligence; 
loudspeakers; theft prevention installations, electric; encoded identification bracelets, magnetic; computer software 
platforms, recorded or downloadable; smartwatches; electronic key fobs being remote control apparatus; security 
surveillance robots.

7187



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 9 
 

4404553    27/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1508528]
Toshiba Mitsubishi-Electric Industrial Systems Corporation
3-1-1 Kyobashi, Chuo-ku Tokyo 104-0031 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Electric power converters; power supply devices for motor drive; uninterruptible electrical power supplies; photovoltaic 
inverters; control equipment for power converters, motor drive devices, uninterruptible electrical power supplies and 
photovoltaic inverters, all including information and communication interface.

7188



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 9 
 

 

Priority claimed from 03/06/2019; Application No. : 88457808 ;United States of America 

4404560    03/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1508533]
Apple Inc.
One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 95014 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Downloadable computer software for building user interfaces in software applications; downloadable computer software 
for application development; downloadable computer software used in developing other software applications.

7189



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 9 
 

 

Priority claimed from 06/06/2019; Application No. : LS/M/19/00156 ;Lesitho 

4404599    05/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1508162]
Microsoft Corporation
One Microsoft Way Redmond WA 98052-6399 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer hardware; computers; laptop computers; tablet computers; notebook computers; mobile computers; handheld 
computers; computer hardware peripherals namely, headphones, computer keyboards, computer mice, computer stylus, 
headsets, electronic docking stations.

7190



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 9 
 

 

4404625    26/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1507901]
Honeywell International Inc.
300 South Tryon Street, 6th Floor Charlotte NC 28202 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer software (downloadable) for use in monitoring and storage of aircraft gas turbine engine performance and 
maintenance data.

7191



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 13/06/2019; Application No. : 38855644 ;China 

4404648    15/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1507859]
Shanghai Austar Pharmaceutical Technology Equipment Ltd.
No 799, Yuyang Rd., SongJiang District 201600 Shanghai China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer programs, recorded; downloadable computer software; measuring apparatus; bioreactors for laboratory use; 
bioreactors for cell culture; apparatus for fermentation [laboratory apparatus]; chemistry apparatus and instruments; 
incubators for bacteria culture; electric installations for the remote control of industrial operations; measuring 
instruments.

7192



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 9 
 

 

Priority claimed from 21/05/2019; Application No. : 2019-407 ;Leichtenstein 

4404649    21/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1507869]
Apple Inc.
One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 95014 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Downloadable software for displaying content on multiple computer displays.

7193



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 9 
 

4407457    13/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1508708]
ZENOVE CO.,LTD.
707ho A dong 7Floor 357, Guseong-ro, Giheung-gu, Yongin-si Gyeonggi-do Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Radio operated door lock controls; radio-frequency controlled locks; electronic locks for lockers; electric locks for 
vehicles; combination locks (metal -) [electric]; metal locks [electric]; mechanical dialing locks [electric]; locks with alarms 
[electric]; electronic digital locks; electronic locks; digital electric locks; card operated electronic locks; fingerprint door 
locks; electronic door locks with fingerprint recognition; digital door locks system for recognizing fingerprints.

7194



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 9 
 

 

Priority claimed from 28/03/2019; Application No. : 01392983 ;Benelux 

4407473    27/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1508205]
Futech bvba
Ambachtstraat 19 B-3980 Tessenderlo

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; 
solar cells and solar panels; solar panels for electricity generation; batteries; battery boxes; battery chargers; battery 
packs; rechargeable batteries; solar batteries; terminals for batteries; electric storage batteries; rechargeable electric 
batteries; solar-powered battery chargers; solar-powered rechargeable batteries; electrical storage batteries for household 
use.

7195



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 29/08/2019; Application No. : 4020190134866 ;Republic of Korea 

4407491    23/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1508204]
WINIADIMCHAE Co., Ltd.
110, Hanamsandan 9beon-ro, Gwangsan-gu Gwangju Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
3D spectacles; IPTV set-top box; LCD TV; PDP TV; TV monitors; TV remote controls; TV set-top boxes; speakers for TV; 
digital TV set-top box; superslim TV; software for smart TV (application); super flat TV; apparatus for the recording, 
transmission and reproduction of sound and images; portable media players; car televisions; television for kitchen; 
televisions; television receivers [TV sets]; television apparatus; plasma televisions; computers; communications 
computers; portable computers; cell phones.

7196



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 9 
 

4407513    18/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1508403]
Shenzhen Clou Electronics Co., Ltd.
Room 2A, Building A6, China Merchants Guangming Scientific Park, No. 3009 of Guanguang Road, Guangming New District Shenzhen 
China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Electro-dynamic apparatus for the remote control of signals; remote control telemetering machines and instruments; 
optical communication equipment; speed checking apparatus for vehicles; measuring devices, electric; frequency meters; 
electrical instrument (terms too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau – Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common 
Regulations); voltmeter; whole set of electric calibration equipment (terms too vague in the opinion of the International 
Bureau – Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); voltage stabilizer for electrical measurement.

7197



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 9 
 

 

Priority claimed from 31/05/2019; Application No. : 1175 2019 ;Slovakia 

4407861    15/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1508455]
Ján Baráni
Dubová 495/11 SK-031 04 Liptovsky Mikulás Slovakia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Boxes specially adapted for meteorological instruments; meteorological instruments; meteorological balloons; wireless 
weather stations; digital weather stations; downloadable electronic publications; downloadable computer programs; 
downloadable computer software applications; USB flash drives; optical data media; audiovisual teaching apparatus; 
calipers; scales; magnetic tape (ribbon); calculating machines; barometers; thermometers, not for medical use; 
hygrometers; anemometers; pedometers (step counters); detectors; monitoring apparatus other than for medical use; 
photocopiers; photographic apparatus; dictating machines; distance recording apparatus; electric cables; electric ducts; 
control panels (electricity); battery chargers; fuses; speed indicators; intercommunication apparatus; lasers not for 
medical use; computers; recorded computer programs; remote control apparatus; transmitting sets (telecommunication); 
electric installations for theft prevention; chips (integrated circuits); materials for electricity mains (wires, cables); 
computer keyboards; barcode readers; chronographs (apparatus for recording elapsed time); computer peripheral 
devices; software (recorded programs); monitors (computer hardware); monitors (computer programs); optical disks; 
printers for use with computers; readers (data processing equipment); scanners (data processing equipment); video 
cameras; notebook computers; fire-extinguishing blankets; satellite navigation apparatus; computer hardware; data 
processing apparatus; fire extinguishers.

7198



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 08/11/2019; Application No. : 018149277 ;European Union 

4407877    11/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1508524]
Riedel Communications International GmbH
Uellendahler Str. 353 42109 Wuppertal Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Studio technology apparatus, namely apparatus for recording and playing and storing audio data; software, in particular 
software in the form of application software for mobile terminals; telecommunications equipment, in particular network 
components of a network for transmitting sound, images and/or information, signalling and inspecting apparatus and 
instruments, apparatus for recording, transmitting or reproducing sound or images; data processing equipment and 
computers, network data processing equipment and network computers, all for use in audio, video and 
telecommunications networks; audio, video and/or telecommunications networks and components therefor.

7199



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 9 
 

 

Priority claimed from 03/06/2019; Application No. : 88457607 ;United States of America 

4408502    03/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1508696]
Apple Inc.
One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 95014 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer software; computer software used in developing other software applications; application development software.

7200



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 9 
 

4408506    07/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1508638]
G.U.N.T. Gerätebau GmbH
Hanskampring 15-17 22885 Barsbüttel Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Electric, electronic and mechanical apparatus, equipment and instruments being instructional and teaching material for 
technical and scientific training purposes in the fields of mechanics, statics, dynamics, the mechanics of materials, 
experimental tension mechanics, structural engineering, design, materials testing, metal technology, technical fluid 
mechanics, heat mechanics, utility engineering, regulating and control engineering.

7201



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 10 
 

 

4400155    22/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1507094]
TOR VM Ltd
Novatorov st., 7A, bld. 2, room 44B RU-119421 Moscow Russian Federation

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Dental apparatus and instruments.

7202



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 10 
 

 

4401445    12/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1319913]
FRITZ RUCK Ophthalmologische Systeme GmbH
Ernst-Abbe-Straße 30b 52249 Eschweiler Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments; artificial limbs, eyes and teeth; orthopedic articles; 
suture materials.

7203



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 10 
 

 

Priority claimed from 31/05/2019; Application No. : 88455111 ;United States of America 

4404571    27/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1508535]
BEAVER-VISITEC INTERNATIONAL (US), Inc.
500 Totten Pond Road - 10 CityPoint Waltham MA 02451 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Surgical apparatus and instruments for use in ophthalmic surgery, namely, phacoemulsification surgery; surgical 
apparatus and instruments for use in ophthalmic surgery, namely, phacoemulsification and vitreoretinal surgery.

7204



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 10 
 

 

Priority claimed from 27/06/2019; Application No. : 88492095 ;United States of America 

4405457    27/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1507950]
Cook Medical Technologies LLC
750 Daniels Way, P.O. Box 2269 Bloomington IN 47402 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Medical devices, namely, devices for use in the vitrification, cryopreservation, and cryostorage of embryos, oocytes, and 
other biological material.

7205



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 10 
 

4405466    10/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1507980]
MICROTECH MEDICAL (HANGZHOU) CO.,LTD.
No. 9 Haishu Rd., Yuhang District, Hangzhou 100121 Zhejiang China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Catheters; pumps for medical purposes; blood testing apparatus; hypodermic syringes; medical apparatus and 
instruments; trocars; syringes for medical purposes; apparatus for use in medical analysis; testing apparatus for medical 
purposes; diagnostic apparatus for medical purposes.

7206



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 10 
 

 

Priority claimed from 19/09/2019; Application No. : 88623865 ;United States of America 

4407587    25/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1508790]
Vyaire Medical, Inc.
Suite 520, 2131 Lindau Lane Bloomington MN 55425 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Medical devices for pulmonary and cardiopulmonary function testing; medical devices to gather, measure and analyze 
pulmonary function data, cardiopulmonary data, spirometry data, lung volume, diffusion capacity, airway resistance, 
oxygen uptake, CO2 production, ECG data, and ventilator parameters.

7207



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 10 
 

Priority claimed from 26/07/2019; Application No. : 2019-101708 ;Japan 

4407940    19/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1508693]
FUJIFILM Corporation
26-30, Nishiazabu 2-chome, Minato-ku Tokyo 106-8620 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Medical X-ray apparatus; X-ray CT scanners for medical purposes; apparatus and installations for the production of X-
rays, for medical purposes; X-ray tubes for medical purposes; protection devices against X-rays, for medical purposes; X-
ray diagnostic imaging apparatus for medical purposes; digital X-ray apparatus for medical purposes; medical apparatus 
and instruments and accessories thereof; cassettes for photosensitive media for analog and digital X-ray apparatus for 
medical purposes; diagnostic apparatus and instruments for reading, processing and recording medical diagnostic 
images using computed radiography; X-ray system for medical purposes comprised of an X-ray generator, extendable X-
ray tube with collimator, digital wireless image transmission X-ray detector and image acquisition workstation with 
wireless transmission to hospital network, all for acquiring, previewing and sending digital radiography X-rays for medical 
diagnostic use.

7208



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 11 
 

4401435    05/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1506384]
GUANGZHOU COCOPALS TRADING CO., LTD.
No.1 Xiangxi Street, Jiushuikeng Village, Dalong, Panyu Dist, Guangzhou City 511400 Guangdong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Fairy lights for festive decoration; air cooling apparatus; heating apparatus, electric; radiators, electric; light-emitting 
diodes [LED] lighting apparatus; air filtering installations; steam facial apparatus [saunas]; grills [cooking appliances]; 
ventilation [air-conditioning] installations and apparatus; disinfectant apparatus.

7209



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 11 
 

4402683    05/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1506949]
XIAMEN OLT CO., LTD.
No. 155, Dutian Road, Jimei District, Xiamen Fujian China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Heaters for baths; fans [air-conditioning]; sanitary apparatus and installations; regulating accessories for water or gas 
apparatus and pipes; lamps; footwarmers, electric or non-electric; lighters; refrigerators; water purification installations; 
faucets for pipes.

7210



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 11 
 

4402745    31/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1507044]
DIPO INDUCTION CO.,LTD
209, GORAESAN-RO, WABU-EUP, NAMYANGJU-SI, GYEONGGI-DO,12202 Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Electric induction heater for household purposes; electromagnetic induction cookers [for household purposes]; induction 
ranges for restaurants; induction stoves; induction heaters; induction stove; electric induction ranges.

7211



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 11 
 

4404595    05/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1508155]
Truking Technology Limited
No.1, Xinkang Road, Yutan Town, Ningxiang County, Changsha City 410600 Hunan Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Germicidal lamps for purifying air; refrigerating apparatus and machines; cooling installations and machines; refrigerating 
appliances and installations; cooling appliances and installations; air dryers; drying apparatus; desiccating apparatus; 
drying apparatus and installations; air sterilizers; hot air ovens; germicidal burners; furnaces, other than for laboratory 
use; pasteurisers.

7212



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 11 
 

 

4405460    30/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1507968]
Koninklijke Douwe Egberts B.V.
Oosterdoksstraat 80 NL-1011 DK Amsterdam Netherlands

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Electric heating and cooling apparatus for dispensing hot and cold beverages; electric apparatus for making coffee and 
tea; electric coffee machines; electric coffee percolators.

7213



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 11 
 

 

4411307    13/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1508999]
AB Durgo
Box 3021 SE-169 03 Solna Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Parts of sanitary, plumbing, heating, cooling, sprinkler and water supplying installations, namely air admission valves for 
indoor drain systems, anti-vacuum valves, safety relief valves, back siphonage devices, flush valves.

7214



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 12 
 

3387699    14/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1306599]
Roderick Mackenzie
RMB3356 Wombat Park Daylesford VIC 3460 Australia

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
THE LAW OFFICES OF JAFA & JAVALI
S-316, PANCHSHEEL PARK, NEW DELHI 110017

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Over snow vehicles; endless belt wheel replacements for converting road vehicles to over snow use.

7215



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 12 
 

Priority claimed from 17/05/2017; Application No. : 2017-67176 ;Japan 

3631830    05/06/2017
[International Registration No. : 1363878]
NIPPON WIPER BLADE CO., LTD.
311, Aza Numagashira, Shimotakayanagi, Kazo-shi Saitama-ken 347-8585 Japan

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DJS LEGAL
302, NIRMAL TOWER BUILDING, BARAKHAMBA ROAD, CONNAUGHT PLACE NEW DELHI 110001

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Wiper blades; windscreen wipers; automobiles and parts and fittings therefor.

7216



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 12 
 

4386535    12/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1505112]
Zhuhai Ltwoo Controller Technology Co., Ltd.
Room 201, 2nd Floor, No. 5 Plant Building and Room 204, 2nd Floor, No. 3 Plant Building, Hua Xin Rong Industrial Park, Shuanghu 
North Road West, North Side of Zhuhai Avenue, Hongqi Town, Jinwan District, Zhuhai City Guangdong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Bicycle derailleur; bicycle transmission; bicycle brakes; bicycle shift control device; bicycle gear transmission device; 
bicycle internal transmission; brake levers for cycles; bicycle transmission device; bicycle chains; gears for bicycles.

7217



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 12 
 

 

4392878    12/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1505477]
Pioneer Farm Eqpt. Mfg., Inc.
16875 Jericho Road Dalton OH 446189657 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Metal carts with wheels.

7218



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 12 
 

Priority claimed from 23/04/2019; Application No. : 2019-056744 ;Japan 

4404559    26/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1508529]
KIRIU CORPORATION
2, Omataminami-cho, Ashikaga-shi Tochigi 326-0142 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Aircraft and their parts and fittings; railway rolling stock and their parts and fittings; automobiles and their parts and 
fittings; two-wheeled motor vehicles, bicycle and their parts and fittings; wheelchairs; machine elements for land vehicles.

7219



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 12 
 

 

Priority claimed from 24/09/2019; Application No. : 41252146 ;China 

4404647    08/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1507858]
Sharkgulf Technology (Shanghai) CO., LTD
Room J1707, 6 Building, No. 1288, Yecheng RD, Jiading District Shanghai China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Electric locomotives; motorcycles; snowmobiles; motor scooters; golf carts [vehicles]; electric vehicles; two-wheeled 
motor vehicles; cross-country motorcycles; electric bicycles; electric tricycles; moped; push scooters [vehicles]; bicycles; 
remote control vehicles, other than toys; pushchairs; sleighs [vehicles]; electric vehicles; anti-theft devices for vehicles; 
children's safety seats for cars; children's safety seats for vehicles; electrically-powered motor scooters; self-balancing 
scooters.

7220



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 12 
 

Priority claimed from 05/07/2019; Application No. : 39453769 ;China 

4404749    06/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1507835]
GuangDong HTian Automotive Technology Co., Ltd
No. A01-A10, Business Shop, Baizhuang Automobile Parts City, 418 Shatainan Road, Tianhe District, Guangzhou City 100080 
Guangdong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Motorcycle wheel hubs; shock absorbers for automobiles; brake pads for automobiles; automobile tires; brakes for 
vehicles; suspension shock absorbers for vehicles; vehicles for locomotion by land, air, water or rail; automobile wheel 
hubs; hubs for vehicle wheels; brake shoes for vehicles.

7221



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 12 
 

4407495    06/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1508286]
BicBuddy Co., Ltd.
28, Heungan-daero, Gunpo-si Gyeonggi-do Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Bicycles; bicycle wheels; bicycle seats; bicycle wheels, rims and structural parts therefor; bicycle frames; parts and 
accessories for bicycles; road bikes; bicycle forks; bicycle pedals; luggage carriers for bicycles; bicycle bells; bicycles for 
children; mountain bicycles; tandem bicycles; hubs for bicycle wheels; folding bikes; touring bicycles; structural parts of 
bicycles.

7222



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 12 
 

4408516    10/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1507768]
Fuzhou Lianhong Motor Parts Co., Ltd
Qingkou Investment Zone, Minhou County, Fuzhou City Fujian Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Hoods for vehicles; hub caps; sun-blinds adapted for automobiles; spare wheel covers; vehicle seats; upholstery for 
vehicles; head-rests for vehicle seats; safety seats for children, for vehicles; seat covers for vehicles.

7223



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 12 
 

4408524    11/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1508556]
Wuhu Bethel Automotive Safety System Co., Ltd.
No.19, Taishan Road, Economic Tech Zone, Wuhu City, Anhui Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cars; clutches for land vehicles; transmission shafts for land vehicles; air bags [safety devices for automobiles].

7224



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 14 
 

2697141    16/10/2013
[International Registration No. : 1188647]
SIPAR
Rue du Gévaudan F-48000 MENDE FR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY AND SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON 122 009, NEW DELHI, NATIONAL CAPITAL 
REGION

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Precious metals and their alloys and goods in precious metals or coated therewith not included in other classes; jewelry, 
precious stones; timepieces and chronometric instruments.

7225



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 14 
 

Priority claimed from 21/12/2016; Application No. : 697720 ;Switzerland 

3627431    06/06/2017
[International Registration No. : 1362964]
MONTRES JAQUET DROZ SA (MONTRES JAQUET DROZ AG) (MONTRES JAQUET DROZ LTD)
Allée du Tourbillon 2 CH-2300 La Chaux-de-Fonds CH

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Precious metals and their alloys and goods made of these materials or coated therewith included in this class namely split 
rings for keys, busts, statues, figurines, trophies, badges, medals, medallions, ornamental pins, hat ornaments, footwear 
ornaments; jewelry, namely rings, earrings, cuff links, bracelets, charms, brooches, chains, necklaces, tie pins, tie clips, 
jewelry caskets, jewelry cases; precious stones, semi-precious stones; timepieces and chronometric instruments, namely, 
chronometers, chronographs, clocks, wall clocks, alarm clocks as well as parts and accessories for the aforesaid 
products, namely, hands, anchors, pendulums, barrels, clockworks, movements for timepieces, presentation cases for 
timepieces, cases for timepieces

7226



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 14 
 

 

4402655    28/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1507707]
Shenzhen Longhuiteng Technology Co., Ltd.
201, Houruihuating, No.12, Houruixinrui Road, Hourui Residential Area, Hangcheng Street, Bao’an District, Shen zhen City Guangdong 
Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Alloys of precious metal; jewellery charms; necklaces [jewellery]; chronographs [watches]; wristwatches; presentation 
boxes for jewellery; clocks; watch bands; watches.

7227



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 14 
 

4402776    15/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1507159]
MIN, HYEJIN
1802, 660, Seolleung-ro, Gangnam-gu Seoul Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
4391680

IR DIVISION
Precious metals; ornaments of precious metal in the nature of jewellery; earrings of precious metal; hat ornaments of 
precious metal; badges of precious metal; pins [jewellery]; tie-pins of precious metal; medals of precious metal; jewelry; 
jewelry accessories; necklaces [jewellery]; rings [jewellery]; brooches [jewellery]; ornaments [jewellery]; jewel chains; 
jewellery watches; pendants of jewelry.

7228



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 14 
 

4407475    21/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1508417]
Starborn Creations
105 Portal Lane Sedona AZ 86336 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Beads for use in the manufacture of jewelry; Bracelets; Jewelry; Rings being jewelry.

7229



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 16 
 

4401444    09/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1319486]
GUANGZHOU FULLMARK TRADING COMPANY LTD.
No 2405, Building 166-3, Chang-Gang Middle Road, Hai-Zhu District, Guang-Zhou City Guang-Dong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Paper; pamphlets; note books; letter trays; printed matter; pictures; bags [envelopes, pouches] of paper or plastics, for 
packaging; stationery; writing cases [sets]; writing instruments.

7230



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 16 
 

4407570    05/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1508133]
Jindal Films Americas LLC
411 Pegasus Parkway LaGrange GA 30240 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Plastic film for wrapping; plastic film for packaging.

7231



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 17 
 

 

Priority claimed from 20/12/2016; Application No. : 87275460 ;United States of America 

3612394    19/06/2017
[International Registration No. : 1359809]
Swift IP, LLC
Suite 200, 2690 Weston Road Weston FL 33331 US

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION 
INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Self-adhesive tapes, other than stationery and not for medical or household purposes; adhesive tape for industrial and 
commercial use; rubber based sealant tape; adhesive sealant for general use; rubber based sealant for adhesive 
purposes; adhesive rubber based waterproofing tape.

7232



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 17 
 

 

Priority claimed from 03/01/2017; Application No. : 87287871 ;United States of America 

3621077    19/06/2017
[International Registration No. : 1362357]
Swift IP, LLC
Suite 200, 2690 Weston Road Weston FL 33331 US

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION 
INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Self-adhesive tapes, other than stationery and not for medical or household purposes; adhesive tape for industrial and 
commercial use; rubber based sealant tape; adhesive sealant for general use; rubber based sealant for adhesive 
purposes; adhesive rubber based waterproofing tape.

7233



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 17 
 

 

Priority claimed from 03/01/2017; Application No. : 87287905 ;United States of America 

3622036    19/06/2017
[International Registration No. : 1362462]
Swift IP, LLC
Suite 200, 2690 Weston Road Weston FL 33331 US

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION 
INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Self-adhesive tapes, other than stationery and not for medical or household purposes; adhesive tape for industrial and 
commercial use; rubber based sealant tape; adhesive sealant for general use; rubber based sealant for adhesive 
purposes; adhesive rubber based waterproofing tape.

7234



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 18 
 

4399134    25/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1507290]
Guangzhou Tianliang Leather CO., Ltd
No. 97, Huasheng Road, Donghua Industrial Area, Renhe Town, Baiyun District, Guangzhou City, 510000 Guangdong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Briefcases; leather straps; umbrellas; moleskin [imitation of leather]; travelling bags; animal skins; pocket wallets; 
handbags; trimmings of leather for furniture; harness fittings.

7235



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 19 
 

4392868    10/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1441177]
SAINT-GOBAIN PLACO
34 avenue Franklin Roosevelt F-92150 Suresnes France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Non-metallic building materials; building elements and materials of plaster or made with plaster; plaster; building panels; 
plasterboard; ceilings not of metal; non-metallic tiles and panels for covering walls; partitions.

7236



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 19 
 

 

4401607    04/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1507525]
TELTOS Quartz Stone Co., Ltd.
Industrial land of Xiaxiaozhou Economic Cooperative in Xiaozhou Village, Jinli Town, Gaoyao District, Zhaoqing City, Guangdong 
Province (Southeast corner of China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Ceramic tiles; quartz; coatings [building materials]; adhesive mortar for use in building; concrete building elements; 
building materials of wood; asphalt for use in building; plaster; bricks; glass mosaics for use in building.

7237



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 19 
 

4408475    24/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1508482]
SHANDONG WENSHENG GLASS TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.
West No.2 Row 2, No.127, Qingning Village, Cuizhai Town, Jiyang County, Jinan City 250014 Shandong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Building glass; safety glass; plating membrane glass; insulating glass [building]; glass granules for road marking; window 
glass for building; building materials of glass (excluding sanitary equipment); plastics-steel doors and windows; refractory 
construction materials, not of metal; building materials, not of metal.

7238



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 19 
 

4408562    06/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1508407]
SHANDONG SHANSHUI CEMENT GROUP CO., LTD.
SHANSHUI INDUSTRIAL PARK, GUSHAN TOWN, CHANGQING DISTRICT, JINAN CITY 250300 SHANDONG PROVINCE 
China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Marble; granite; stone; cement; concrete building elements; pole made of cement; cement pipes; tiles, not of metal, for 
building; building materials, not of metal; coatings being building materials.

7239



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 21 
 

4402740    20/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1506859]
Haier Information Technology (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd.
Room B4, 21st Tower, No.3 Chinese Technical Park of Research and Development, No.009 Gaoxin Ave.1.S., Nanshan District, Shenzhen 
City Guangdong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Toothbrush cases; heads for electric toothbrushes; water apparatus for cleaning teeth and gums; toothbrushes, electric; 
make-up removing appliances; exfoliating brushes; make-up brushes; window cleaners in the nature of a combination 
squeegee and scrubber; electric make-up removing appliances; manual toothbrushes.

7240



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 21 
 

Priority claimed from 25/04/2019; Application No. : 01394596 ;Benelux 

4407458    11/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1508188]
Mu Design Sarl
9, Avenue des Hauts-Fourneaux L-4362 Esch-sur-Alzette Luxembourg

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Connected flowerpots.

7241



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 23 
 

Priority claimed from 19/07/2019; Application No. : 018097468 ;European Union 

4401567    03/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1507444]
Ter Molst International NV
Molstenstraat 42 B-8780 Oostrozebeke

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Yarns and threads, for textile use.

7242



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 23 
 

4407588    10/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1507795]
Nanjing Aizhi Network Technology Co., Ltd.
RM.903, BLD.18, 2nd Block, Wanda Square West, Jiangdong Road and Jiqingmen Street Northwestern Junction, Jianye District, 
Nanjing 210000 Jiangsu China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Hand knitting yarns; chenille yarn; knitting yarns; cotton thread and yarn; woollen thread and yarn; linen thread and yarn; 
rayon thread and yarn; silk thread and yarn; elastic thread and yarn for textile use; spun thread and yarn.

7243



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 24 
 

 

4404642    12/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1507853]
NANJING HENGHUI REFLECTIVE MATERIAL CO., LTD
No.1, Zhengxue Road, Qinhuai District, 210006 Nanjing, Jiangsu China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Non-woven textile fabrics; wall hangings of textile; felt; shower curtains of textile or plastic.

7244



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 24 
 

4405512    10/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1508326]
Laiyang Huashang Clothing Co., Ltd.
East Of Nan lai xue Road, Changguang Road, Laiyang Economic Development Zone, Yantai City Shandong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Bed cover for babies; household textile for daily use; diaper changing cloths for babies; textile handkerchiefs; bath linen, 
except clothing; non-woven textile fabrics; baby bed sheet; sleeping bags for babies; face towels of textile; mosquito nets.

7245



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 25 
 

 

4404556    06/11/2019

[International Registration No. : 1507747]
Heze Longchi Biotechnology Co., Ltd

900 meters west of the intersection of national highway 220 and Shanghai road, China peony garden, Peony district, Heze city 274000 
Shandong province China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Hosiery; gloves [clothing]; girdles; wedding dress; dancing clothes; clothing; children's wear; masquerade costumes; 
shoes; caps being headwear.

7246



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 25 
 

 

4407528    02/12/2019

[International Registration No. : 1245373]
Abercrombie & Fitch Europe Sagl

Via Moree CH-6850 Mendrisio Switzerland

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Clothing, footwear, headgear, belts for clothing; scarves for the hair.

7247



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 27 
 

 

Priority claimed from 14/06/2019; Application No. : 88473574 ;United States of America 

4404554    05/12/2019

[International Registration No. : 1507743]
Interface, Inc.

1280 West Peachtree Street NW Atlanta GA 30309 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Backings sold as a component of carpet.

7248



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 28 
 

 

Priority claimed from 16/09/2016; Application No. : 87174303 ;United States of America 

3446643    07/10/2016

[International Registration No. : 1319686]
CANNEI, LLC

15402 E. Verbena Drive Fountain Hills AZ 85268 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ARCHER & ANGEL

K-4, South Extension Part 2, New Delhi- 100049, New Delhi, India

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Playing cards.

7249



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 28 
 

 

4399156    03/12/2019

[International Registration No. : 1506504]
Dongguan Jingbao Baby Toy Products Co.,Ltd.

No.1, Ma’an Road, Shuiwei Industrial Zone, Tangjiao Village, Chashan Town, Dongguan City Guangdong Province China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Plush toys; stuffed toys; toys; building blocks [toys]; baby rattles; musical toys; plush toys with attached comfort blanket; 
baby gyms; baby toys; dolls.

7250



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 28 
 

 

Priority claimed from 22/11/2019; Application No. : 88703636 ;United States of America 

4399163    27/11/2019

[International Registration No. : 1506512]
TwoPointOh Games

3420 Oakes Ave Anacortes WA 98221 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Tabletop games.

7251



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 28 
 

 

4404653    03/12/2019

[International Registration No. : 1507877]
Jingpeng Cui

E-1004, New Asia Plaza, Henggang, Longgang District, Shenzhen 518000 Guangdong China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Bite indicators [fishing tackle]; fish hooks; reels for fishing; decoys for hunting or fishing; bite sensors [fishing tackle]; 
Christmas tree ornaments and decorations; toy airplanes; twirling batons; fishing tackle; fishing rod.

7252



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 28 
 

 

4404714    23/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1507894]
SHENZHEN HUOSHI NETWORK TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.

17TH FLOOR 1703B 1703, XINGHE WORLD B BUILDING, NO. 1 YABAO ROAD, NANKENG COMMUNITY, BANTIAN STREET, 
LONGGANG DISTRICT SHENZHEN GUANGDONG China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Toy drones; gyroscopes and flight stabilizers for model aircraft; toy vehicles; remote-controlled toy vehicles; toy boats; 
toys; games; swimming rings; apparatus for games; twirling batons; baby rattles; toy building blocks; smart toys; chess; 
balls for sports; machines for physical exercises; archery implements; swimming pools [play articles]; Christmas tree 
decorations; fishing tackle.

7253



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 29 
 

 

Priority claimed from 10/06/2019; Application No. : 88466381 ;United States of America 

4407466    20/11/2019

[International Registration No. : 1508440]
Whitehall Specialties, Inc.

36120 Owen Street Whitehall WI 54773 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Food products, namely, non-dairy cheese substitutes.

7254



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 30 
 

 

Priority claimed from 30/04/2015; Application No. : 1309637 ;Benelux 

3760552    03/01/2018

[International Registration No. : 1271147]
PURATOS

Industrialaan 25 B-1702 Groot-Bijgaarden

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION 
INDIA

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Bread, pastry and confectionery; cocoa, cocoa powder; cocoa products, namely, cocoa extracts for human consumption; 
drinks with or mainly consisting of cocoa; compositions for the preparation of cocoa beverages, namely, cocoa mixes; 
foods containing or consisting mainly of cacao; chocolate and chocolate products.

7255



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 30 
 

 

4402780    20/09/2019

[International Registration No. : 1507161]
The Oyatsu Company, Ltd.

420 Tajiri, Ichishi-cho, Tsu-city Mie 515-2592 Japan

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Confectionery; bread; sandwiches; baozi [stuffed buns]; hamburgers [sandwiches]; pizzas; hot dogs [sandwiches]; meat 
pies; seasonings [other than spices]; spices; ice cream mixes; sherbet mixes; cereal preparations; jiaozi [stuffed 
dumplings]; Chinese steamed dumplings; sushi; fried balls of batter mix with small pieces of octopus [takoyaki]; boxed 
lunches consisting of rice, with added meat, fish or vegetables; ravioli; instant confectionery mixes; instant noodles; 
spaghetti; snack dried noodles; rice cakes; fried dough cookies; cookies; crackers; biscuits; cakes; chocolate; candy; 
caramels [candy]; confectionery made from bread; pastries; rusks; cereal bars; cereal-based snack food; chips [cereal 
products]; corn flakes; farinaceous foods; macaroni; noodles; pasta; starch-based snack food; bread-based snack food; 
maize-based snack food; rice-based snack food; wheat-based snack food.

7256



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 31 
 

 

3633162    02/07/2017

[International Registration No. : 1186245]
K9 NATURAL FOOD LIMITED

305 Lincoln Road, Addington Christchurch 8024 New Zealand

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION 
INDIA

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Agricultural, horticultural and forestry products and grains not included in other classes; live animals; fresh fruits and 
vegetables, seeds, natural plants and flowers; foodstuffs for animals, malt.

7257



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 33 
 

 

Priority claimed from 03/06/2019; Application No. : 88457096 ;United States of America 

4400081    02/12/2019

[International Registration No. : 1506647]
Rabbit Hole Spirits, LLC

1452 Cherokee Rd Louisville KY 40204 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Alcoholic beverages except beers; distilled spirits.

7258



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 33 
 

 

Priority claimed from 03/06/2019; Application No. : 88457085 ;United States of America 

4400186    02/12/2019

[International Registration No. : 1506711]
Rabbit Hole Spirits, LLC

1452 Cherokee Road Louisville KY 40204 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Alcoholic beverages except beers; distilled spirits.

7259



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 33 
 

 

Priority claimed from 03/06/2019; Application No. : 88457075 ;United States of America 

4400187    02/12/2019

[International Registration No. : 1506717]
Rabbit Hole Spirits, LLC

1452 Cherokee Road Louisville KY 40204 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Alcoholic beverages except beers; distilled spirits.

7260



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 33 
 

 

Priority claimed from 02/10/2019; Application No. : 2019-128537 ;Japan 

4401506    15/11/2019

[International Registration No. : 1506393]
EXTAGE Co., LTD

12-5 Oroshimachi Kamata Fukushima-shi Fukushima 960-0102 Japan

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Distilled spirits.

7261



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 33 
 

 

Priority claimed from 02/10/2019; Application No. : 2019-128538 ;Japan 

4401507    15/11/2019

[International Registration No. : 1506394]
EXTAGE Co., LTD

12-5 Oroshimachi Kamata Fukushima-shi Fukushima 960-0102 Japan

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Distilled spirits.

7262



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 33 
 

 

4405431    31/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1508058]
OAKRIDGE WINES PTY LTD

864 Maroondah Highway Coldstream VIC 3770 Australia

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Alcoholic beverages (except beers); wines and fortified wines.

7263



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 33 
 

 

Priority claimed from 17/05/2019; Application No. : UK00003400130 ;United Kingdom 

4405518    04/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1508237]
Nyetimber Limited

Nyetimber Vineyard, Gay Street, West Chiltington West Sussex RH20 2HH United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Alcoholic beverages (except beer); wines; sparkling wines; all of the aforesaid goods complying with specifications of the 
PDO English and all of the aforesaid goods being of English origin.

7264



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 33 
 

 

4407867    12/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1508421]
CHINA KWEICHOW MOUTAI DISTILLERY (GROUP) CO., LTD.

No. 4 East Mountain Lane, East Road of Outside Loop, Guiyang City, Guizhou Province China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Fruit extracts, alcoholic; bitters; aperitifs; wine; digesters [liqueurs and spirits]; spirits [beverages]; alcoholic liquid; 
alcoholic beverages, except beer; cooking alcohol; edible alcohol.

7265



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 34 
 

 

Priority claimed from 04/10/2019; Application No. : 2019749903 ;Russian Federation 

4399114    11/11/2019

[International Registration No. : 1507276]
SPS CIGARONNE LLC

Hovhannisyan St., 24 A 0076 Yerevan Armenia

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Flavorings, other than essential oils, for tobacco; flavorings, other than essential oils, for use in electronic cigarettes; gas 
containers for cigar lighters; absorbent paper for tobacco pipes; cigarette paper; lighters for smokers; tobacco pouches; 
books of cigarette papers; humidors; matchboxes; firestones; cigar cutters; cigar holders; cigarette holders; mouthpieces 
for cigarette holders; tips of yellow amber for cigar and cigarette holders; ashtrays for smokers; spittoons for tobacco 
users; pipe racks for tobacco pipes; pipe cleaners for tobacco pipes; liquid solutions for use in electronic cigarettes; 
electronic cigarettes; cigarettes; cigarettes containing tobacco substitutes, not for medical purposes; cigarillos; cigars; 
tobacco jars; match holders; matches; oral vaporizers for smokers; tobacco; chewing tobacco; snuff; snuff boxes; herbs 
for smoking; tobacco pipes; pocket machines for rolling cigarettes; cigarette filters; wicks adapted for cigarette lighters; 
cigarette tips; cigar cases; cigarette cases.

7266



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 34 
 

 

Priority claimed from 15/05/2019; Application No. : 4551486 ;France 

4401627    13/11/2019

[International Registration No. : 1506403]
Monsieur Julien BOILOT

1 rue Péron F-78290 CROISSY SUR SEINE France

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Electronic cigarettes; flavorings, other than essential oils, for use in electronic cigarettes; liquid nicotine solutions for use 
in electronic cigarettes; oral vaporizing devices for use by smokers.

7267



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 34 
 

 

4402743    04/12/2019

[International Registration No. : 1507030]
SHANGHAI TOBACCO GROUP CO., LTD.

717 CHANG YANG ROAD, YANGPU DISTRICT 200082 SHANGHAI China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Electronic cigarettes; tobacco jars; cigars; matches; cigarettes containing tobacco substitutes, not for medical purposes; 
chewing tobacco; tobacco pipes; ashtrays for smokers; lighters for smokers; cigarette paper; tobacco; liquid solutions for 
use in electronic cigarettes; cigarettes.

7268



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 34 
 

 

Priority claimed from 26/07/2019; Application No. : 39927443 ;China 

4404739    23/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1507821]
SHANGHAI TOBACCO GROUP CO., LTD.

717 CHANG YANG ROAD, YANGPU DISTRICT 200082 SHANGHAI China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Liquid solutions for use in electronic cigarettes; electronic cigarettes; cigarette paper; tobacco; chewing tobacco; 
cigarettes; tobacco pipes; ashtrays for smokers; tobacco jars; cigars; cigarettes containing tobacco substitutes, not for 
medical purposes; matches; lighters for smokers.

7269



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 34 
 

 

4405479    10/12/2019

[International Registration No. : 1507937]
SHANGHAI TOBACCO GROUP CO., LTD.

717 CHANG YANG ROAD, YANGPU DISTRICT 200082 SHANGHAI China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Electronic cigarettes; tobacco jars; cigars; matches; cigarettes containing tobacco substitutes, not for medical purposes; 
chewing tobacco; tobacco pipes; ashtrays for smokers; lighters for smokers; cigarette paper; tobacco; liquid solutions for 
use in electronic cigarettes; cigarettes.

7270



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 34 
 

 

Priority claimed from 26/07/2019; Application No. : 39955246 ;China 

4407507    23/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1508193]
SHANGHAI TOBACCO GROUP CO., LTD.

717 CHANG YANG ROAD, YANGPU DISTRICT 200082 SHANGHAI China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Liquid solutions for use in electronic cigarettes; electronic cigarettes; cigarette paper; tobacco; chewing tobacco; 
cigarettes; tobacco pipes; ashtrays for smokers; tobacco jars; cigars; cigarettes containing tobacco substitutes, not for 
medical purposes; matches; lighters for smokers.

7271



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 35 
 

 

3584581    21/02/2017

[International Registration No. : 1352361]
INTERNATIONAL FACILITY MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION

800 Gessner, Suite 900 Houston TX 77024 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION 
INDIA

Used Since :31/12/2016

IR DIVISION
Arranging and conducting trade show exhibitions in the field of the workplace environment.

7272



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 35 
 

 

4339858    10/09/2019

[International Registration No. : 1493681]
CITIZENS OF HUMANITY, LLC

5715 Bickett Street Huntington Park CA 90255 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO

14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Retail store services and on-line retail store services in the field of apparel.

7273



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 35 
 

 

4392672    05/12/2019

[International Registration No. : 1503464]
Navepoint, LLC

1435 Busch Parkway Buffalo Grove IL 60089 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Retail store services and online store services featuring networking equipment, audio and visual equipment, cables and 
wires, music equipment, mobile device accessories, and other home and office goods.

7274



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 35 
 

 

4400067    05/11/2019

[International Registration No. : 1506610]
Innotracker AG

Baarerstrasse 25 CH-6300 Zug Switzerland

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Retail and wholesale of food supplements.

7275



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 35 
 

 

Priority claimed from 30/01/2019; Application No. : 018017130 ;European Union 

4402756    28/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1506903]
Boreas Maritime B.V.

Kolk 42 NL-4241 TJ Arkel Netherlands

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; business organisational and business 
economic consultancy, database management, compilation and systemisation of information, in particular in the field of 
personal data and records; human resources; personnel recruitment and selection; personnel recruitment; deployment 
and secondment of personnel; procurement of personnel; personnel recruitment, selection, placement and secondment 
for the maritime sector; personnel recruitment, selection, placement and secondment for the infrastructure sector; project-
based recruitment, selection, placement and secondment of personnel, including for maritime and infrastructure projects; 
information and consultancy in the field of personnel and human resources; project management; administration, in 
particular salary and personnel administration, payment of taxes and social security contributions, including pensions, 
payroll preparation; accountancy, including administration for others; invoicing, book-keeping, including tax returns and 
drawing up annual accounts; all the aforesaid services via telecommunications channels, including the internet.

7276



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 35 
 

 

Priority claimed from 07/08/2019; Application No. : 40183345 ;China 

4405473    25/11/2019

[International Registration No. : 1507914]
Zhejiang Chemicals Import & Export Corporation

No.37 Qingchun Road, Shangcheng District, Hangzhou 310009 Zhejiang China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Import-export agencies; sales promotion for others; provide online markets for buyers and sellers of goods and services; 
commercial intermediation services; wholesale services for pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations and 
medical supplies; retail services for pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations and medical supplies; 
advertising; direct mail advertising; providing foreign trade information; systemization of information into computer 
databases.

7277



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 36 
 

Priority claimed from 27/09/2019; Application No. : 88634306 ;United States of America 

4402711    28/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1506820]
Dana-Farber Cancer Institute, Inc.
450 Brookline Avenue Boston MA 02215 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Charitable fundraising for promotion of public education and awareness of biomedical sciences research, particularly 
with regard to the prevention, detection, diagnosis and treatment of cancer, and for the furnishing of medical assistance 
for the prevention, detection, diagnosis and treatment of cancer; charitable fundraising for biomedical research, 
particularly with regard to the prevention, detection, diagnosis and treatment of cancer and AIDS.

7278



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 36 
 

Priority claimed from 21/08/2019; Application No. : 2031749 ;Australia 

4402750    17/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1507046]
Square Peg Capital Pty Ltd
Level 1, 28 Claremont Street SOUTH YARRA VIC 3141 Australia

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
4380184

IR DIVISION
Financial services including provision of venture capital finance and funds management services; financial management 
services; financial information services; none of the aforementioned including, offered in connection with or related to 
goods or services for reconciling, processing or providing electronic transmission of credit card, debit card, gift card, 
currency and other payment transactions and transfers and related data.

7279



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 36 
 

Priority claimed from 31/05/2019; Application No. : 88454783 ;United States of America 

4405476    26/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1507924]
Chicago Mercantile Exchange Inc.
20 S. Wacker Drive Chicago IL 60606 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Financial exchange services; futures exchange services; financial services, namely, the trading of equity index futures; 
on-line trading of equity index futures; providing financial information; providing information in the field of financial stock 
and equity markets; trading of equity index futures.

7280



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 36 
 

Priority claimed from 11/09/2019; Application No. : 88613201 ;United States of America 

4408554    21/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1508840]
PineBridge Investments IP Holdings Limited
Walkers Corporate Services Limited Walker House, 87 Mary Street Georgetown KY1-9005

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Financial investment in the field of fixed income and equity investments; hedge fund investment services; investment 
advisory services; investment management; management of private equity funds; private equity fund investment 
services.

7281



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 37 
 

 

Priority claimed from 11/06/2019; Application No. : 30 2019 107 603 ;Germany 

4400154    30/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1507089]
Maschinenfabrik Alfing Kessler GmbH
Auguste-Kessler-Str. 20 73433 Aalen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Repair, maintenance and installation of machines, parts of machines, crank shafts, machine tools, induction hardening 
machines, special-purpose machines for metalworking; repair, maintenance and installation of belts for motors and 
engines; repair, maintenance and installation of motors and engines for boats and ships; repair, maintenance and 
installation of motors and engines for aircraft and air cushion vehicles; repair, maintenance and installation of motors and 
engines; repair, maintenance and installation of connecting rods for machines, motors and engines and of milling and 
drilling machines; repair, maintenance and installation of mechanical tools and manually and numerically controlled 
indexing devices, namely apparatus being parts of machines for adjusting and setting up workpieces to be processed; 
repair, maintenance and installation of individual parts and fittings for the aforesaid machines, namely mechanical tool 
clamping devices, tool changers, tool magazines being parts of machines, mechanical handling apparatus, work piece 
magazines being parts of machines, tool spindles, industrial robots, mechanical conveyors, automatic processing and 
handling machines; repair, maintenance and installation of electric and electronic controls and measuring and testing 
apparatus for machines, parts of machines and crank shafts; repair, maintenance and installation of electric and 
electronic controls and measuring and testing apparatus for machine tools, induction hardening machines, motors and 
engines; repair, maintenance and installation of electric and electronic controls and measuring and testing apparatus for 
physical, chemical, optical, geodetic, nautical and electrotechnical weighing, signalling, checking (supervision) and 
photographic apparatus, instruments and equipment; repair, maintenance and installation of electric and electronic 
controls and measuring and testing apparatus for measuring instruments.

7282



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 38 
 

Priority claimed from 25/04/2019; Application No. : 40201908867U ;Singapore 

4404742    21/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1507823]
TTMFS SINGAPORE PTE. LTD.
72 ANSON ROAD, 06-01 ANSON HOUSE Singapore 079911 Singapore

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Telecommunication, mobile and fixed telecommunication, namely, cellular telephone communication; communication by 
electronic computer terminals; communication by mobile telephone; communication services namely, electronic 
transmission of data and documents among users of computers; transmission, delivery and reception of sound, data and 
images; providing dedicated personal telephone numbering services; provision of wireless application protocol services, 
namely, internet protocol television transmission services, voice over internet protocol services, telecommunication 
internet protocol services, including those utilizing a secure communications channel; broadcast or transmission of radio 
or television programs; electronic messaging services, namely, sending, receiving and forwarding messages in the form 
of text, audio, graphic images or video or a combination of these formats; unified electronic messaging services; 
providing telecommunications connections to computer databases, the internet or other electronic networks; providing 
third party users with access to telecommunications infrastructures for other operators.

7283



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 39 
 

4391647    12/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1386717]
CARWIZ International d.o.o.
Savska cesta 106 HR-10000 Zagreb Croatia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.39;Transport; transport services; road transport services for passengers, especially transport of travellers by car, 
hired car, motor buses, armed vehicles; guarded transportation; transport by private vehicles; vehicle rental; chauffeur 
driven vehicle hire services; chauffeur services; rental of private vehicles; rental of vehicle roof racks; rental of garages 
and parking places; rental of automobile trailers; vehicle parking and storage; providing information relating to transport; 
transport consultancy; transport brokerage.

7284



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 39 
 

 

4405526    29/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1508251]
Milk Stork Inc.
2085 East Bayshore Rd., 50656 Palo Alto CA 94303 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Shipping of goods; storage and delivery of goods; transportation and storage of goods.

7285



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 39 
 

Priority claimed from 02/08/2019; Application No. : 30 2019 110 056 ;Germany 

4407581    14/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1508739]
J.F. Hillebrand Group AG
Carl-Zeiss-Strasse 6 55129 Mainz Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Transportation of passengers and goods by road, rail, sea and air; freight forwarding services; forwarding agency 
services; freight brokerage [forwarding (am.)]; freighting; loading and unloading of ships, motorised vehicles, railway 
carriages and aircraft; storage of goods; packaging of goods of all kinds and/or packaging for onward transportation; 
logistics services in the transport sector; traffic information services.

7286



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 41 
 

Priority claimed from 27/08/2019; Application No. : 18115569 ;European Union 

4359703    29/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1497763]
SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS CO., LTD.
129, Samsung-ro, Yeongtong-gu Suwon-si, Gyeonggi-do Republic of Korea

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. RANA & CO.
317, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, HIGH COURT OF DELHI, NEW DELHI - 110 003.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Educational services, namely, providing courses, training, seminars, conferences, and workshops in the field of 
information and communication technologies (ICT); educational programs through a website namely, providing courses, 
training, seminars, conferences, and workshops in the field of information and communication technologies (ICT); 
educational services, namely, conducting courses, workshops, conferences and seminars in the field of computers, 
computer peripherals, information technology, digital electronic devices, mobile phones, consumer electronic devices, 
computer programming and computer software; providing seminars, workshops, courses and training in the field of 
computers, computer peripherals, information technology, digital electronic devices, mobile phones, consumer electronic 
devices, computer programming and computer software; providing tutoring in the field of donations and charity; 
providing on-line training; instructional and training services; educational services; providing educational courses via the 
internet; arranging and conducting of seminars, workshops [education], congresses, colloquiums, distance learning 
courses and exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes; organizing, arranging and conducting of seminars, 
workshops [training], conferences, conventions and exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes.

7287



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 41 
 

4392644    06/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1213183]
MOULINSART, Société anonyme
Avenue Louise 162 B-1050 BRUXELLES

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Education; training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; production of films; show production; organization of 
competitions; organization and conducting of conferences, colloquiums and/or congresses; organization of exhibitions 
for cultural and/or educational purposes; museum services (presentation and exhibitions); publication of books; 
amusement parks.

7288



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 41 
 

4402709    01/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1506817]
University of the Arts, London
272 High Holborn London WC1V 7EY United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Education, teaching, providing of training; entertainment; university services; university education services in the field of 
art, design, fashion, communication and performing arts; organising, arranging and conducting workshops, seminars, 
lectures, tutorials, exhibitions, conferences, presentations and conventions for educational purposes; provision of 
electronic publications in the field of education, art, design, fashion, communication and performing arts; publication of 
books, films, texts, journals, magazines and periodicals in the field of education, art, design, fashion, communication and 
performing arts; production of shows, films and video tapes; presentation of live performances and art displays; theatre 
productions; career advisory services; library services; museum services; art gallery services; arranging and conducting 
award ceremonies; accreditation of educational services; accreditation (certifying of educational achievement); provision 
of conference and exhibition services; consultancy advisory and information services in relation to all the aforesaid.

7289



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 41 
 

 

4405513    13/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1508329]
DeepHow Corp
Suite 9F 417 301 N. Harrison St, Suite 9F 417 Princeton NJ 08540 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Interactive educational and entertainment services, namely, providing a web-based virtual educational theme-park 
featuring how-to videos for skilled trades.

7290



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 41 
 

Priority claimed from 13/08/2019; Application No. : 302019000060327 ;Italy 

4407584    06/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1508747]
BONFIGLIOLI RIDUTTORI S.P.A.
Via Giovanni XXIII, 7/A - Frazione Lippo I-40022 Calderara di Reno (Bologna) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Training; arranging and conducting training courses designed to fill the knowledge gaps for company personnel.

7291



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 41 
 

Priority claimed from 07/11/2019; Application No. : 88683976 ;United States of America 

4407942    22/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1508688]
Muse Global, LLC
16027 Ventura Blvd., Suite 301 Encino CA 91436 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Conducting after school academic student tutoring programs; educating at senior high schools; education services, 
namely, providing pre-kindergarten through 12th grade classroom instruction at international schools; educational 
programs, namely, pre-schools; educational services in the nature of charter schools; providing after school educational 
programs for children in grades k-12; providing classroom instruction at the k-12 level using Italian Reggio educational 
principles; providing courses of instruction at the k-12 level; teaching at elementary schools; teaching at junior high 
schools.

7292



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 41 
 

 

Priority claimed from 29/04/2019; Application No. : 88407523 ;United States of America 

4408504    29/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1508630]
ModevNetwork, LLC
5558 15th Street N Arlington VA 22205 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Educational services, namely, arranging and conducting conferences, meetings, workshops, training sessions and 
seminars in the field of technology and software development; arranging and conducting business conferences.

7293



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 42 
 

Priority claimed from 05/05/2014; Application No. : 86272314 ;United States of America 

2935578    01/06/2014
[International Registration No. : 1234327]
GOOGLE LLC
1600 Amphitheatre Parkway Mountain View CA 94043 US

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
FIDUS LAW CHAMBERS
G - 165, 1ST FLOOR, SECTOR-63 NOIDA-201301, U.P.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Providing online non-downloadable computer software for displaying geographic information, interactive geographic 
maps, and images of maps and mapped locations; providing online non-downloadable computer software for providing 
access to, searching, and sharing interactive and non-interactive geographic information, travel information, geographic 
maps and images of maps and mapped locations.

7294



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 42 
 

 

Priority claimed from 14/06/2016; Application No. : UK00003169522 ;United Kingdom 

3556060    16/11/2016
[International Registration No. : 1345135]
AS INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION LTD.
2b Sefton Business Park, Liverpool Merseyside L30 1RD United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SELVAM & SELVAM
9/3,Valliammal Street, Kilpuak, Chennai - 600 010. Tamil Nadu. India.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Research services in the fields of science and information technology; testing of materials; metallurgical analysis; 
technical inspection services.

7295



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 42 
 

Priority claimed from 03/06/2019; Application No. : 2019726222 ;Russian Federation 

4399109    18/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1507261]
Public Joint Stock Company Research and Design Institute of Urea and Organic Synthesis Products (¿¿¿ NIIK)
Griboedov street, 31 Dzerzhinsk RU-606008 Nizhny Novgorod region Russian Federation

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Chemical research; chemistry services; computer programming; computer software consultancy; computer software 
design; computer system design; construction drafting; engineering; maintenance of computer software; mechanical 
research; quality control; research in the field of environmental protection; scientific laboratory services; scientific 
research; surveying; technological research; updating of computer software.

7296



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 42 
 

Priority claimed from 26/04/2019; Application No. : 88403989 ;United States of America 

4399116    25/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1507300]
American Gemological Laboratories, LLC
580 5th Ave New York NY 10036 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Gemological services, namely, grading precious stones.

7297



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 42 
 

4401526    16/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1506475]
Shandong Mingsheng Chemical Engineering Co.,Ltd
Chajiu industrial park, Mingshui, Zhangqiu City, Jinan City Shandong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Technological research; conducting technical project studies; mechanical research; consultancy in the field of energy-
saving; research in the field of environmental protection; water analysis; scientific laboratory services; energy auditing; 
technical writing; architectural design.

7298



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 42 
 

Priority claimed from 29/05/2019; Application No. : 88450073 ;United States of America 

4407063    25/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1508551]
Fluid Quip Technologies, LLC
1940 South Yellow Springs Street Springfield OH 45506 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Consulting in the field of engineering; Engineering design services, all in the area of processes and equipment used in 
grain wet and dry milling, pulp and paper production, and biochemical or biofuel production, including alcohol 
production.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 42 
 

 

Priority claimed from 02/12/2019; Application No. : 88711647 ;United States of America 

4407482    10/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1508210]
Apptium Technologies, LLC
12120 Sunset Hills Road, Suite 250 Reston VA 20190 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for use in application development and deployment 
for digital business.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 42 
 

4407533    11/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1508096]
Lonza Ltd.
Lonzastrasse CH-3930 VISP Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Product design in the field of biological fermentation and chemical products in the field of specialty ingredients, namely, 
human nutrition, animal nutrition, personal care, consumer care, hygiene, industrial applications, enzymes, polymers, 
biopolymers, polymer building blocks, additives, crop nutrition, crop protection, textiles and intermediates.

7301



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 43 
 

Priority claimed from 17/09/2013; Application No. : T1314980J ;Singapore 

2697206    14/11/2013
[International Registration No. : 1188298]
THE P FACTOR PTE. LTD.
180 Paya Lebar Road, 10-01 Yi Guang Factory Building Singapore 409032 Singapore

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADITYA & ASSOCIATES
HUBTOWN SOLARIS 121 1ST FLOOR N.S PHADKE MARG OPP. TELI GALI ANDHERI E MUMBAI 400 069

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Provision of food and drinks; cafes; canteens; catering services; restaurants; self-service restaurants; snack-bar 
services; banqueting services; bistros; tea room services; cocktail lounge services.

7302



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 43 
 

4386626    03/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1301218]
EUROSTARS HOTEL COMPANY, S.L.
Mallorca, 351 E-08013 BARCELONA Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Hotel industry services (temporary accommodation), hotel services, boarding houses; hotel and boarding house 
reservation; temporary accommodation reservation and rental; rental of conference rooms; services for providing food 
and drink; snack bars; coffee shops; cafeterias, bar services, self-service restaurants; prepared food services; 
franchising services for restaurants and other establishments providing prepared food and beverages for consumption.

7303



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 43 
 

 

4402672    16/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1293320]
Apple Inc.
One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 95014 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Restaurant services.

7304



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 44 
 

Priority claimed from 14/11/2019; Application No. : 4020190176034 ;Republic of Korea 

4404736    25/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1507817]
AMOREPACIFIC CORPORATION
100, Hangang-daero, Yongsan-gu Seoul Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Health massage; beauty salon services; make-up services; health care; aromatherapy services; rental of sanitary 
installations; hygienic and beauty care; skin care services; beauty consultancy; scalp care services; skin beauty 
consultancy; skin beauty salons; providing information about beauty; health spa services.

7305



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 44 
 

Priority claimed from 27/11/2019; Application No. : 4020190183071 ;Republic of Korea 

4405421    05/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1508039]
AMOREPACIFIC CORPORATION
100, Hangang-daero, Yongsan-gu Seoul Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Health massage; beauty salon services; make-up services; health care; aromatherapy services; rental of sanitary 
installations; hygienic and beauty care; skin care services; beauty consultancy; scalp care services; skin beauty 
consultancy; skin beauty salons; providing information about beauty; health spa services.

7306



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 45 
 

4404682    10/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1508120]
2Care4Kids Group B.V.
Singel 542 NL-1017 AZ Amsterdam Netherlands

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Babysitting.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 99 
 

 

Priority claimed from 18/06/2013; Application No. : 011910874 ;European Union 

2667340    11/07/2013
[International Registration No. : 1176308]
SINTERCAST AB
Box 10203 SE-100 55 Stockholm Sweden Sweden

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUBRAMANIAM & ASSOCIATES
7th Floor, M3M Cosmopolitan Sector 66, Golf Course Extension Road Gurugram – 122001 National Capital Region India 

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Electrical regulating, control, measurement, guidance and dosage apparatus and devices for the correction of 
molten metal mass; computer software for electrical, regulating, control, measurement, guidance and dosage devices for 
the correction of molten metal mass; sampling cups of metal.

Cl.42;Research and development services; computer programming; consulting in the field of computer hardware and 
hardware, updating of computer software, design of computer software, rental of computer software; calibration services, 
engineering services, material testing.

7308



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 99 
 

2690039    04/10/2013
[International Registration No. : 1185629]
SINTERCAST AB
Box 10203 SE-100 55 Stockholm Sweden

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUBRAMANIAM & ASSOCIATES
7th Floor, M3M Cosmopolitan Sector 66, Golf Course Extension Road Gurugram – 122001 National Capital Region India 

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2667340

IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Electrical regulating, control, measurement, guidance and dosage apparatus and devices for the correction of 
molten metal mass; computer software for electrical, regulating, control, measurement, guidance and dosage devices for 
the correction of molten metal mass; sampling cups of metal.

Cl.42;Research and development services; computer programming; consulting in the field of computer hardware and 
hardware, updating of computer software, design of computer software, rental of computer software; calibration services, 
engineering services, material testing.

7309



Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 99 
 

2692738    06/09/2013
[International Registration No. : 1184350]
GEARENCH DIVISION OF ORBIX CORPORATION
P.O. BOX 192 Clifton TX 76634 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGH & SINGH LALL & SETHI
D-17 SOUTH EXTENSION, PART-II, NEW DELHI 110049

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Oil field tools, namely, chains and chain links.

Cl.7;Machines, namely, powered and mechanically operated wrenches, tongs, vises, gears, sucker rod elevators and 
breakout units.

Cl.8;Hand tools, namely, wrenches; tongs; vises; hand-held manually operated flange tools, namely, hand tools that 
spread, align, lift or turn flanges; friction wrenches used to assemble and repair oil field submersible pumps; sucker rod 
transfers, namely, hand tools in the nature of metal grips that connect the end of a sucker rod used in the oil field 
production industry to mechanical lifting and hoisting machines enabling the operator to lift and move the sucker rod; oil 
field hand tools-namely, tongs.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 99 
 

2794320    12/06/2014
[International Registration No. : 1201816]
GOOGLE LLC
1600 Amphitheatre Parkway Mountain View CA 94043 US

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
FIDUS LAW CHAMBERS
FLAT NO. 021, MAHAGUN MAESTRO, PLOT F21A, SECTOR-50, NOIDA-201301, UTTAR PRADESH

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Electronic devices for environmental monitoring, control, and automation; computer software for use in 
environmental monitoring, control, and automation systems; electronic devices and computer software that allow users 
to remotely interact with environmental monitoring, control, and automation systems; electronic devices and computer 
software that allow the sharing and transmission of data and information between devices for the purposes of facilitating 
environmental monitoring, control, and automation.

Cl.38;Electronic transmission of messages.

Cl.42;Computer services, namely, providing an internet site featuring technology for use in environmental monitoring, 
control, and automation systems; computer services, namely, providing an internet site featuring technology that allows 
users to remotely interact with environmental monitoring, control, and automation systems; platform as a service (PAAS) 
featuring computer software platforms for use with environmental monitoring, control, and automation systems; software 
as a service (SAAS) services featuring computer software for use with environmental monitoring, control, and automation 
systems.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 99 
 

2917204    16/06/2014
[International Registration No. : 1230520]
MANCHESTER UNITED LIMITED
Sir Matt Busby Way Old Trafford Manchester M16 0RA United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Agents address:
D.P.AHUJA & CO.
53, SYED AMIR ALI AVENUE, 4 TH FLOOR, CALCUTTA - 700 019.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear; articles of outer clothing; articles of sports clothing; leisurewear; articles of 
underclothing; lingerie; hosiery; footwear being articles of clothing; boots; shoes; fittings of metal for boots and shoes; 
underwear; coats; overalls; collar protectors and collars; ear muffs; football boots and shoes; studs for football boots and 
shoes; shirts; shorts; T-shirts; socks; sweaters; replica football kits; football shirts; football shorts; football socks; caps; 
hats; scarves; jackets; dressing gowns; pyjamas; sandals; slippers; boxer shorts; beach clothes and shoes; baby boots; 
bibs; romper suits; baby pants and sleep suits; dungarees; braces; belts; berets; wrist bands; track suits; ties; cravats; 
aprons; bathrobes; bathing caps and suits; bathing trunks; galoshes; garters; gloves and mittens; headbands; jerseys; 
jumpers and knitwear; leggings; clothes linings; parkas; shawls; singlets; skirts; uniforms; vests; visors; waistcoats; 
waterproof clothing.

Cl.28;Games and playthings; toys; gymnastic and sporting articles; decorations for Christmas trees; apparatus for use 
in sports; balls for sport; playing balls; footballs; miniature footballs; miniature replica football kits; miniature replica 
football shirts; goal posts; gloves for games; shin guards; knee guards and protective padding for sports; elbow guards 
for sports; bags adapted for carrying sporting articles; articles for playing golf; golf balls; golf tees; golf ball markers; golf 
bags; golf club covers; golf gloves; articles for playing darts; darts; articles for playing snooker; snooker tables; pool 
tables; skis; slides; surfboards; skateboards; snowboards; sleighs; roller skates; in-line skates; fishing tackle; 
bodybuilding apparatus; exercise apparatus; dice; cups for dice; dominoes; tables for indoor football; skittles; spinning 
tops; kites; marbles; marionettes and puppets; bathtub toys; inflatable toys; ride-on toys; toy vehicles; mobiles; board 
games; card games; playing cards; jigsaw puzzles; models in kit form; electronic hand held game units and covers and 
cases adapted therefor; rattles; teddy bears; dolls and dolls" clothes; dolls" beds; dolls" houses and rooms; masks; party 
novelty hats; jokes and novelties; confetti; balloons; Christmas crackers; synthetic Christmas trees and stands; parts and 
fittings for all of the aforesaid goods.

Cl.41;Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; organisation of sporting events; 
provision of entertainment, training, recreational, sporting and cultural activities and facilities; instruction and educational 
services; football coaching, football schools and schooling; arranging and conducting of education and training in 
relation to football; arranging, conducting and provision of football instructional courses; sporting management services 
for footballers; entertainment services relating to sport; football entertainment services; physical education; fitness 
training services; provision of practical training and demonstrations; sport and holiday camp services (in the nature of 
entertainment); rental of sporting equipment; arranging, organising and conducting of conferences, workshops, 
seminars, conventions, events and exhibitions; arranging, organising and conducting of games, contests and 
competitions; hospitality services (entertainment); lotteries; gaming services; gambling services; arranging, organising 
and conducting of award ceremonies; provision of museum facilities; provision of stadium facilities and services; rental 
of stadium facilities; sports club services; health club services; provision of information relating to football; fan club 
services in the nature of entertainment; fan club membership scheme services; booking and ticketing services for sports, 
entertainment, cultural and educational events; box office services; entertainment, training, recreational, and sporting 
information services provided via the Internet and other computer and communications networks; education and 
entertainment services provided by means of television, radio, telephony, the Internet and online databases; 
entertainment and educational services featuring electronic media, multimedia content, audio and video content, movies, 
pictures, photographs, graphics, images, text and related information provided via the Internet and other computer and 
communications networks; film production; production of video recordings, sound recordings, DVDs, CDs, CD-ROMs, 
video and audio tapes; production, presentation and distribution of television and radio programmes; production of 
sporting events for television and radio; publication of magazines, books, texts and printed matter; publishing by 
electronic means; providing non-downloadable electronic publications online; provision of television programmes, radio 
programmes, films, audio and/or visual material and games online (not downloadable); publication of news online; 
provision of information relating to sport and entertainment; information, advisory and consultancy services relating to all 
of the aforesaid services.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 99 
 

2936414    14/10/2014
[International Registration No. : 1235108]
SNPSHOT TRUSTEE LIMITED
C/- Chapman Atkins, Level 20, PWC Tower, 188 Quay Street Auckland 1010 NZ

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGH & SINGH LALL & SETHI
D-17 SOUTH EXTENSION, PART-II, NEW DELHI 110049

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.8;Hand operated tools and implements; tools and guns for applying tags, markers and identification apparatus; 
agricultural, horticultural, forestry and farming tools for taking tissue samples; agricultural, horticultural, forestry and 
farming implements in this class; guns in this class; parts and accessories for all of the above.

Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision) and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or 
images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; data processing 
equipment, computers; computer apparatus and equipment; computer software; cameras; cases for equipment and 
apparatus in this class; eyeglasses; sunglasses; laboratory trays; GPS apparatus; identification apparatus; tracking and 
tracing apparatus; electronic readers; tissue sampling apparatus; electronic tags; readable tags; parts and accessories 
for all of the above.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; design and development of computer hardware and software; genetic testing services; animal identification 
services, namely, testing to identify animals; analysis and testing of tissue samples; laboratory services; testing services; 
provision of information and advice in relation to all of the above.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 99 
 

 

2937570    21/05/2014
[International Registration No. : 1234541]
AGRI-SUPPLY COMPANY
409 East U.S. 70 Highway Garner NC 27529 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MANISHA SINGH NAIR
C/O LEX ORBIS INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY PRACTICE 709/710 TOLSTOY HOUSE, 15-17 TOLSTOY MARG NEW DELHI 
110001

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.8;French fry cutters; serving tongs; spoons; forks.

Cl.9;Deep fry thermometers; measuring spoons.

Cl.11;Electric roasters; gas cookers; electric burner cookers; propane gas burners; pig gas cookers and grills; gas 
cooker stands, gas burners.

Cl.21;Coffee pots, plates, mugs, cups, dishes, salt shakers, pepper shakers, bowls, woks, bake ware, basting brushes 
for meat, spatulas as household utensils, pan scrapers, baking sheets, ladles, skimmers, non-electric deep fryers, non-
electric pressure cookers, non-electric turkey fryers, grill scrubbers, BBQ wire cooking baskets, shish kabob wire cooking 
baskets, fish spatulas, non-electric griddles, pot lid lifters, tea kettles, non-electric meat grinders, pots, pans, strainers, 
dutch ovens, kitchen tool sets namely, forks, spoons, ladles and spatulas (terms considered too vague by the 
International Bureau - rule 13.2.b) of the Common Regulations), skillets, portable coolers, jar openers, bottle openers, 
insulated container for beverage cans; enamelware, namely, griddles, skillets, pots; kitchen utensils; cookware, namely, 
cast iron pans, pots, cooking strainers, skillets, and dutch ovens.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 99 
 

3221376    06/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1269415]
AIRCOM PNEUMATIC GMBH
Siemensstraße 18 40885 Ratingen Germany

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUBRAMANIAM & ASSOCIATES
7th Floor, M3M Cosmopolitan Sector 66, Golf Course Extension Road Gurugram – 122001 National Capital Region India 

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Securing nuts and angle brackets; the aforementioned goods made from metal and except for land vehicles.

Cl.7;Compressed air filters (machine parts); compressed air regulators (machine parts); compressed air oilers (machine 
parts); condensate separators (machine parts); the aforementioned goods as far as included in this class and except for 
land vehicles.

Cl.9;Compressed air regulators; filter pressure regulators; and accessories thereof, namely manometers; the 
aforementioned goods as far as included in this class and except for land vehicles.

Cl.11;Compressed air filters; compressed air regulators; the afore mentioned goods as far as included in this class and 
except for land vehicles.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 21/05/2015; Application No. : 014105134 ;European Union 

3266425    22/05/2015
[International Registration No. : 1277279]
RSM INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION
c/o wadsack & co. treuhandgesellschaft, Bahnhofstrasse 7 CH-6301 Zug CH

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
FIDUS LAW CHAMBERS
FLAT NO. 021, MAHAGUN MAESTRO, PLOT F21A, SECTOR-50, NOIDA-201301, UTTAR PRADESH

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software for use in carrying out business administration functions; software for the management of business 
human resources functions; software for the management of business human resources processes; software for 
managing financial transactions, financial planning and financial management; software for use in book-keeping; 
software for use in the conducting and management of business audits; software for use in the conducting and 
management of financial audits; software for use in the conducting and management of inventory audits; software for use 
in the provision of accounting services; software for use in fiscal analysis; software for facilitating planning relating to the 
design, development, implementation and maintenance of computer and information systems; publications, namely, 
manuals in electronic form in the fields of accounting, fiscal advice, auditing and insurance services, financial statistics 
and human resources management.

Cl.35;Accounting services and services of advice and assistance in the field of accounting; audits relating to accounts 
and companies; business administration; professional business consultancy relating to company mergers and 
acquisition; tax preparation; accounting; advisory services for business management; advisory services relating to 
business risk management; services provided by consultants relating to management of governments, namely, 
information relating to governmental affairs; advice on business organization and management, namely, advisory 
services for the benefit of others on business management and organization or administrative management of negotiation 
functions of industrial or commercial companies; economic forecasting and analysis, namely, economic research 
services in organizing benefits, in operating losses and in determining losses for cost evaluation services; provision of 
advice and recruitment relating to employment; advisory services in managing the practice of accounting; advisory 
services in managing human resources; personnel recruitment and placement; book-keeping and auditing, monitoring for 
correct accounting, advisory services relating to financial accounting; business organization and management advice, 
namely, advisory services and assistance for the benefit of others in administrative management of financial negotiation 
functions of industrial or commercial companies; information and advisory services in the field of the aforesaid services.

Cl.36;Financial services and advisory and consultancy services in the field of financial services; financial management, 
financial planning services, financial portfolio management, financial guarantees, financial forecasting, financial research, 
analysis and consultancy services, financial information transmitted electronically and advisory and consultancy services 
in the field of financial services; financial planning services and services of advice and investment management; 
insurance consultancy; consultancy relating to insurance, namely, advisory services relating to insurance matters; 
actuarial services; financial research relating to the organization of insurance and employee social benefits, operating 
losses and determining losses; real estate investments; financing services; financial services relating to individual 
retirement accounts; general securities brokerage and investment banking services; consultancy relating to finance in the 
field of employee social benefits concerning compensation programs relating to finance and insurance; information and 
advisory services in the field of the aforesaid services; wealth management; advisory services relating to insurance and 
financial affairs, namely, services of evaluation of insurance products for wealth planning and management; information 
and advisory services in the field of the aforesaid services; financial advice, relating to company mergers and 
acquisitions; fiscal advice, namely, fiscal consulting and observance services; services of planning, advice, consultancy 
and information relating to taxation; insurance services; financial analyses; fiscal advice, namely, consultancy relating to 
fiscal observance concerning conformity with federal, state and foreign fiscal laws and regulations, information and 
advisory services in the field of the aforesaid services.

Cl.42;Technological services relating to information technology, programming services in the field of information 
technology, services provided by consultants in the field of information technology; custom design and development of 
computer hardware, computer software and systems for others; advisory services relating to computer data systems for 
companies and governments; advisory services relating to the identification, preference, design, analysis, development 
and implementation of computer data systems for insurance companies and other financial companies and other 
industries; technical advice and assistance relating to computer data systems and their components; information 
technology services and services provided by consultants in the field of information security, namely, advisory services 

7316



relating to information technology and electronic security and risk management relating to information technology and 
electronic security for banks and other financial institutions; auditing services relating to information technology 
security; advisory services relating to information technology in the fields of risk evaluation, information technology and 
electronic information security, information technology and electronic business information continuity and computer 
troubleshooting preparation, information technology and internal audits of electronic information and audit planning; 
computer services relating to insurance relative to the development of security systems and contingency plans for 
information systems; information and advisory services in the field of the aforesaid services; online provision, for 
temporary use, of non-downloadable software enabling users to access a portal for document management and 
communication with employees, centralized and specifically designed for use by community banks and credit unions; 
online provision, for temporary use, of non-downloadable software and applications for email management, management 
of diaries and management of documents; online provision of non-downloadable computer programs for planning meet-
ups and events, group diary management, delegation of tasks and reports, recording of notes, transfer of data to and from 
databases and to and from computer programs and computer files; online provision of non-downloadable software for 
address management; information and advisory services in the field of the aforesaid services; consultancy relating to 
value-added tax, namely, advice to entities on automation of software and calculation report functions, the collection and 
payment of value-added tax.

Cl.45;Assistance services in the event of litigation in the form of investigation audits; assistance in the event of 
litigation relating to economics, accounting and financial services, namely, investigation audits; legal fiscal advice, 
namely, legal consultancy relating to fiscal observance concerning compliance with federal, state and foreign fiscal laws 
and regulations; information and advisory services in the field of the aforesaid services; legal representation of clients 
relating to fiscal matters before the fiscal authorities; information and advisory services in the field of the aforesaid 
services; investigations relating to fraud and conflict result services.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 16/03/2016; Application No. : 015222748 ;European Union 

3444652    13/09/2016
[International Registration No. : 1319627]
THE BROOKE HOSPITAL FOR ANIMALS
5th Floor Friars Bridge Court, 41-45 Blackfriars Road London SE1 8NZ United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JOHN MATHEW
S/14, EMPIRE BUILDING, OLD RLY STN ROAD, ERNAKULAM, COCHIN 682014

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.36;Charitable fundraising; financial grant making; management and monitoring of charitable funds.

Cl.41;Education, provision of training and educational services; organizing of sporting, educational and entertainment 
events; publishing (including electronic publishing); provision of non-downloadable publications; including all the 
aforesaid in relation to animals, veterinary matters and to animal welfare.

Cl.44;Veterinary services; veterinary advisory, consultancy and information services; information and advisory 
services relating to veterinary pharmaceuticals, products, equipment and devices; veterinary assistance.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 99 
 

 

Priority claimed from 20/10/2016; Application No. : 4308811 ;France 

3539208    22/11/2016
[International Registration No. : 1337213]
SANOFI, SOCIÉTÉ ANONYME
54 rue La Boétie F-75008 PARIS France

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION 
INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Soaps, disinfectant soap, deodorant soaps, medicated soaps, lotions, creams, toiletries, shampoos, preparations 
for intimate washing, deodorizing or for hygiene, wipes and cottons impregnated with preparations for intimate washing, 
deodorizing or for hygiene.

Cl.5;Soaps for medical use, medical preparations for intimate washing, deodorizing or for hygiene, wipes and cottons 
impregnated with medical preparations for intimate washing, deodorizing or for hygiene; sanitary products for medical 
purposes.
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3573881    10/04/2017
[International Registration No. : 1349712]
Zhejiang Geely Holding Group Co., Ltd.
1760 Jiangling Road, Binjiang District, Hangzhou Zhejiang CN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADITYA & ASSOCIATES
HUBTOWN SOLARIS 121 1ST FLOOR N.S PHADKE MARG OPP. TELI GALI ANDHERI E MUMBAI 400 069

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.12;Electric vehicles; vehicles for locomotion by land, air, water or rail; automobiles; automobile chassis; propulsion 
mechanisms for land vehicles; gear boxes for land vehicles; motorcycles; mobility scooters; tires for vehicle wheels; 
brakes for vehicles; all of the foregoing expressly excluding goods relation to snowmobiles, snowmobile accessories, 
equipment and structural parts for snowmobiles.

Cl.37;Construction consultancy; construction; upholstering; air conditioning apparatus installation and repair; vehicle 
battery charging; motor vehicle maintenance and repair; vehicle breakdown repair services; vehicle washing; vehicle 
service stations [refuelling and maintenance]; all of the foregoing expressly excluding services rendered in relation to 
snowmobiles, snowmobile accessories, equipment and structural parts for snowmobiles.
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Priority claimed from 21/09/2015; Application No. : 4211359 ;France 

3621786    21/03/2016
[International Registration No. : 1361881]
SOCIETE EUROPEENNE DES PRODUITS REFRACTAIRES
"Les Miroirs" - 18 avenue d'Alsace F-92400 COURBEVOIE FR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION 
INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT THE LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER AS A WHOLE..

Cl.1;Technical ceramic compositions for the manufacture of refractory materials.

Cl.11;Ovens and furnaces, industrial furnaces, furnaces for the chemical and glass-making industries, furnaces for the 
steel industry, shaped linings for ovens and furnaces.

Cl.19;Refractory linings for use in oven and furnace construction, namely: inner refractory furnace linings not of metal; 
refractory materials (non-metallic building materials), refractory concretes; refractory blocks for ovens and furnaces.

Cl.37;Construction and repair, installation of ovens and furnaces, maintenance thereof, assembly and installation of 
ovens and furnaces.
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Priority claimed from 19/01/2017; Application No. : 87307441 ;United States of America 

3627340    18/07/2017
[International Registration No. : 1363085]
PFANSTIEHL, INC.
1219 Glen Rock Avenue Waukegan IL 60085 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION 
INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals and biochemicals for use in the formulation, development and manufacture of pharmaceuticals, 
biopharmaceuticals, vaccines, finished drug products, parenteral drugs and therapies; chemicals and biochemicals for 
use in biotechnological product development and manufacturing processes; excipients and active ingredients for use in 
development, formulation and manufacture of pharmaceuticals, biopharmaceuticals, vaccines, injectable formulations, 
pharmaceutical intermediaries and drug formulations; chemicals, biochemicals, stabilizers, catalysts, enzymes, 
formulation ingredients, additives, drug delivery molecules and carriers, and buffers, all for use in the pharmaceutical and 
biopharmaceutical industry; active pharmaceutical ingredients for use in the manufacture of pharmaceuticals, 
biopharmaceuticals, vaccines, and finished drug products; formulation ingredients, additives, drug delivery molecules, 
and carriers, and buffers, all for use in the pharmaceutical and biopharmaceutical industry; pharmaceutical intermediates 
for use in the pharmaceutical and biopharmaceutical industry; biochemical excipients for use in the pharmaceutical and 
biopharmaceutical industry; biochemical catalysts; biochemical preservers and protectors for use in the pharmaceutical 
and biopharmaceutical industry.

Cl.42;Biochemical research and development; chemical, biochemical, biological and bacteriological research and 
analysis; drug discovery services; pharmaceutical drug development services; product research and development; 
research and development in the pharmaceutical and biotechnology fields; research and development of vaccines and 
medicines.
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3659674    03/08/2017
[International Registration No. : 1368957]
Marketing Technology Partners UK Limited
c/o Cheetah Digital, Inc., 222 Broadway, 17th Floor New York NY 10038 US

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION 
INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Marketing services; email marketing services; social media marketing services; mobile marketing services.

Cl.42;Software as a services (SAAS) services featuring software for use in marketing and data management 
applications.
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Priority claimed from 01/02/2017; Application No. : 016309684 ;European Union 

3677119    26/07/2017
[International Registration No. : 1374417]
ADVANCED ONCOTHERAPY PLC
Dashwood House, 69 Old Broad Street, Level 17 London EC2M 1QS United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION 
INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer hardware; particle accelerators; software for the guidance and control of particle accelerators; computer 
software relating to the medical field; software for the guidance and control of proton radiotherapy equipment; software 
for the guidance and control of proton radiotherapy accelerators; software for the guidance and control of proton 
radiotherapy linear accelerators; software for the guidance and control of linear accelerators; software for the guidance 
and control of particle linear accelerators; computer software for radiotherapy treatment planning; computer hardware for 
radiotherapy treatment planning; software for proton dosimetry; software for guidance and control of radiotherapy 
treatment nozzles, collimators and degraders; software for guidance and control of radiotherapy of proton source 
apparatus.

Cl.10;X-ray apparatus for medical purposes; X-ray tubes for medical purposes; apparatus and installations for the 
production of X-rays, for medical purposes; beds, specially made for medical purposes; radiotherapy apparatus; 
radiological apparatus for medical purposes; particle accelerators for medical use; radiotherapy treatment apparatus; 
radiotherapy treatment planning apparatus; linear accelerators for medical use; proton linear accelerators for medical 
use; proton source and proton source apparatus for medical use; patient positioning systems; chairs, specially made for 
medical purposes; proton dosimetry apparatus; radiotherapy treatment nozzles, collimators and degraders; proton 
radiotherapy treatment nozzles, collimators and degraders; imaging systems for radiotherapy.

Cl.44;Therapy services; health center services; medical clinic services; medical assistance; medical assistance in the 
field of proton therapy; medical services in the field of radiotherapy; radiotherapy treatment planning services; 
radiotherapy dosimetry services; imaging services for radiotherapy; medical services in the field of proton radiotherapy; 
proton radiotherapy treatment planning services; proton radiotherapy dosimetry services; imaging services for proton 
radiotherapy.
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3714461    29/09/2017
[International Registration No. : 1381455]
DAIRY GOAT CO-OPERATIVE (N.Z.) LIMITED
18 Gallagher Drive Hamilton New Zealand

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUBRAMANIAM & ASSOCIATES
7th Floor, M3M Cosmopolitan Sector 66, Golf Course Extension Road Gurugram – 122001 National Capital Region India 

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Powdered infant formulas; milk based foods and beverages for infants; infant formulas containing goats" milk; 
powdered goats" milk fortified with added nutrients, vitamins, minerals and/or ingredients to assist digestion, absorption 
of vitamins and minerals for infants.

Cl.29;Milk and milk products, including beverages with a milk base, UHT milk, powdered milk, and milk products 
fortified with added nutrients, vitamins and/or minerals; food preparations having a base of milk; goats" milk and milk 
products derived from goats" milk.

Cl.35;Wholesale and retail services of products derived from goats milk; promotion and sales representative services 
relating to goat milk producers, the business of operating a dairy goat business and dairy goat milk production; business 
advisory and consultancy services in relation to operating dairy goat farms and milk production; marketing services in 
relation to promotion of goats milk and products derived from goats milk; publicity services and public relations services; 
advertising; business administration; office functions; including the provision of all the aforesaid services online or via 
electronic means.
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3836589    27/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1343427]
ESCRYPT GMBH
Wittener Straße 45 44789 Bochum DE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION 
INDIA
Used Since :22/08/2013

IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Calculators and calculation programs with embedded data and communications security systems for land, air and 
water vehicles, household appliances, audio and video equipment, for banks, insurance companies, industrial 
enterprises, for process control, for information transmission.

Cl.42;Consultancy with regard to the application and creation of calculation programs with embedded data and 
communications security systems for land, air and water vehicles, household appliances, audio and video equipment, for 
banks, insurance companies, industrial enterprises, for process control, for information transmission.
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Priority claimed from 02/03/2018; Application No. : 017867600 ;European Union 

3859274    15/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1404235]
Hästens Sängar AB
P.O. Box 130 Köping SE-731 23 SE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION 
INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.20;Furniture and parts of furniture; beds, bedding, mattresses, pillows and cushions; mattress toppers; bed frames.

Cl.24;Textile goods, and substitutes for textile goods; bed linen; bed throws; duvets; comforters; sleeping bag liners; 
pillowcases.

Cl.35;Advertising, marketing and promotional services; advertising, marketing and promotional consultancy, advisory 
and assistance services; product demonstration and product presentation to the public; retail services in relation to 
furniture; retail services in relation to clothing; retail services in relation to fabrics; retail services in relation to headgear; 
retail services in relation to footwear.

Cl.44;Human healthcare services.
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Priority claimed from 03/05/2018; Application No. : 1374697 ;Benelux 

4122440    01/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1455904]
SOLARUS SUNPOWER HOLDING B.V.
Newtonweg 20 NL-5928 PN Venlo Netherlands

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software; software for controlling and managing energy technology apparatus; apparatus and instruments for 
conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus and instruments for the 
measurement and analysis of electricity; electric display apparatus; data processing apparatus; electrical plugs; plug-in 
electrical connectors; process controlling apparatus [electric]; switchgear [electric]; inverters; electricity transformers; 
rectifiers; electrical conductors; power connectors; electric control panels; solar modules; solar cells; plug- in electrical 
connectors.

Cl.11;Solar heating installations; heating equipment for liquids; solar thermal collectors; solar water heaters; water 
heaters; solar collectors for heating; solar panels for heating.
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4153775    27/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1461376]
CHINA TOBACCO ANHUI INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD.
NO.606 HUANGSHAN ROAD, HEFEI CITY ANHUI PROVINCE China

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;USB chargers; rechargeable batteries; charging appliances for rechargeable equipment; batteries for lighting; flue 
gas analyzers; chargers for electronic cigarettes; batteries for electronic cigarettes; batteries, electric; chargers for 
electric batteries; power adapters for use in vehicle lighter sockets.

Cl.11;Heating elements; heating plates; heating apparatus; heat regenerators; heating apparatus for solid, liquid or 
gaseous fuels; lighters; cooling installations for tobacco; tobacco roasters; hot air apparatus; heating apparatus, electric.

Cl.34;Rolling tobacco; lighters for smokers; matches; pipe tobacco; tobacco; electronic cigarettes; flavourings, other 
than essential oils, for tobacco; cigarettes; cigarette tips; cigarette filters.
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Priority claimed from 08/03/2019; Application No. : LS/M/2019/61 ;Lesitho 

4345599    06/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1496542]
MICROSOFT CORPORATION
One Microsoft Way Redmond WA 980526399 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DODD & CO.
113, UDAY PARK NEW DELHI- 110049

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software; downloadable and installable programs for playing video games; computer programs for 
playing video games and social networking; computer programs for cellular phones for playing video games and social 
networking; game programs for cellular phones for playing video games and social networking; downloadable image files 
featuring images of characters and scenes from a computer game; downloadable maps featuring images of characters 
and scenes from a computer game.

Cl.41;Providing non-downloadable images featuring images of characters and scenes from a computer game; providing 
non-downloadable videos via communication by cellular phones; providing non-downloadable movies about social, 
entertainment, cultural and general interest; providing non-downloadable music and video game sounds; organization 
and arrangement of video game events for entertainment purposes; providing non-downloadable online games; providing 
non-downloadable online electronic publications, namely, online journals, and interactive online logs featuring user 
generated or specified contents.
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Priority claimed from 22/05/2019; Application No. : UK00003401358 ;United Kingdom 

4350612    30/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1498172]
Fred Perry (Holdings) Limited
37 Mount Pleasant, Clerkenwell London WC1X 0AA United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.18;Leather and imitations of leather, and goods made of these materials and not included in other classes; animal 
skins, hides; trunks and travelling bags; umbrellas, parasols; walking sticks; bags, tennis bags, sports bags, holdalls, 
wallets, purses, articles of luggage, suitcases, back packs, rucksacks, brief cases, handbags, shoe bags, bags for 
mountain climbing, beach bags, school bags, satchels, shopping bags, tote bags, shoulder bags, luggage straps, luggage 
tags; credit card holders; coin holders; card holders; garment bags; cosmetic cases and bags.

Cl.25;Clothing; footwear; headgear.
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Priority claimed from 13/12/2018; Application No. : UK00003360687 ;United Kingdom 

4353002    11/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1497367]
Avire Limited
Unit 1, The Switchback, Gardner Road, Maidenhead Berkshire SL6 7RJ United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Safety light curtains; computer software relating to safety light curtains; telephones; telephones incorporating 
intercommunication systems; telephone terminals, adaptors, wires, cables, connectors, headsets, earpieces and 
receivers; emergency telephone systems; computer software relating to emergency telephone systems; LCDs [liquid 
crystal displays]; multimedia LCDs [liquid crystal displays]; LCD configuration software; LED [light-emitting diode] 
displays; light-emitting diodes [LEDs]; computer touchscreens; optical lanterns; signalling lanterns; audio speakers for 
elevators; alarms for elevators; intercom apparatus; video intercom apparatus; portable emergency intercoms; 
intercommunication apparatus; sensors; accelerometers; accumulators, electric; acoustic alarms; electrical adaptors; 
alarms; audio and video receivers; audio interfaces; batteries; bells [warning devices]; cables, electric; chargers for 
electric batteries; circuit closers; circuit breakers; compact discs [audio-video]; compact discs [read-only memory]; 
compact disc players; computer software; computer operating programs [recorded]; downloadable computer software 
applications; computer software platforms, recorded or downloadable; computer software relating to the installation, 
maintenance and repair of elevators; computers; electric conductors; connections for electric lines; connectors 
[electricity]; electric control panels; distribution boards and boxes [electricity]; dynamometers; electricity conduits; 
electronic notice boards; electronic publications, downloadable; electronic key fobs being remote control apparatus; 
encoded magnetic cards; flashing lights [luminous signals]; integrated circuits; inverters [electricity]; laptop computers; 
monitors [computer hardware]; printed circuit boards; projection screens; projection apparatus; reflective safety vests; 
thermostats; transmitters [telecommunication]; transformers [electricity]; transistors [electronic]; scientific, nautical, 
surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving 
and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, 
accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or 
images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; mechanisms for 
coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment; fire-extinguishing apparatus; 
security apparatus for elevators; elevator positioning systems.

Cl.37;Lift and elevator installation, maintenance and repair; telephone installation and repair; installation and repair of 
radio telephone equipment; installation, maintenance and repair of safety light curtains, computer hardware, alarms, 
intercommunication apparatus, fire extinguishers, lighting for elevators, audio equipment for elevators, sensors for 
elevators, elevator positioning systems; electrical installation services; repair and installation of electronic apparatus and 
installation of display panels; repair and installation of security and safety equipment.

Cl.42;Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for monitoring, analysing, configuring and remotely 
controlling elevators; cloud hosting provider services; hosting of web portals to access data relating to elevators; hosting 
of web portals to monitor, analyse, configure and remotely control lifts; software as a service (saas); cloud computing 
services; electronic data storage services; monitoring of computer systems relating to elevators by remote access; 
providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for use in receiving, recording and viewing elevator technical 
calls, alarms and status updates; technical research relating to elevators; communications platform as a service (cpaas) 
services; maintenance of computer software.
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Priority claimed from 07/02/2019; Application No. : 2019-022334 ;Japan 

4354031    17/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1497490]
TOSHIBA MACHINE CO., LTD.
2-2-2 Uchisaiwai-cho, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100-8503 Japan

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION 
INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Injection molding machines for processing plastics; extruders for foamed resin materials; injection molding 
machines for foamed resin materials; extruders; nanoimprint apparatus for processing synthetic resin that press molds 
onto UV-curable resin to transfer micro patterns thereto, and thereafter expose said UV-curable resin to UV rays to cure it; 
nanoimprint apparatus for processing synthetic resin that press molds onto thermoplastic resin after it has been heated 
to a certain temperature and thereafter cools it to a certain temperature to transfer micro patterns thereto; nanoimprint 
apparatus for processing synthetic resin that press molds onto thermosetting resin and heats it to a certain temperature 
to transfer micro patterns thereto; room-temperature nanoimprint apparatus that press molds onto inorganic materials to 
transfer micro patterns thereto; nanoimprint apparatus; plastic processing machines and apparatus; resin processing 
machines and apparatus; automatic take-out robots for plastic forming machines; die-casting machines; machines for 
metal casting; lathes [machine tools]; dicing machines; machining centres; boring machines; machining centers for metal 
working; grinding machines; metalworking machines and apparatus; coating machines and apparatus; painting machines 
and apparatus; rotary printing presses; photogravure printing presses; printing machines; servomotors; starters for 
motors and engines; AC motors and DC motors (not including those for land vehicles but including parts for any AC 
motors and DC motors); AC generators; DC generators; electron beam writers for manufacturing semiconductors; 
epitaxial growth equipment for manufacturing semiconductors; optical component manufacturing machines; 
semiconductor manufacturing machines and systems; nanoimprint lithography (NIL) equipment for manufacturing 
semiconductors; semiconductor manufacturing machines and systems using nanoimprint technology; 3D printers; 
machines and apparatus for manufacturing and processing films and sheets made of a material such as metal, textile, 
glass, plastic, ceramic or paper, and parts and accessories for the aforesaid goods; polishing machines and apparatus for 
precision processing of the surface of glasses, metals, diamonds, piastres and ceramics; industrial robots; machines and 
apparatus for processing textiles; textile machines and apparatus; food or beverage processing machines and apparatus; 
woodworking machines and apparatus; lumbering, woodworking, or veneer or plywood making machines and apparatus; 
glass working machines and apparatus; glassware manufacturing machines; glass forming machines; lens processing 
machines and apparatus; ceramic working machines and apparatus; grinding machines for metalworking, resin 
processing, woodworking, glass working, lens processing or ceramic processing, that are for use in processing optical 
components.

Cl.9;Remote controls; telecommunication machines and apparatus; electronic control systems for machines; computer 
hardware and software for controlling machines; computer software; computer hardware; computer peripherals; 
programmable logic controllers; electronic machines, apparatus and their parts; servo amplifiers; power distribution or 
control machines and apparatus; rotary converters; phase modifiers; mask inspection equipment for manufacturing 
semiconductors; measuring or testing machines and apparatus.

Cl.37;Installation, repair or maintenance of injection molding machines for processing plastics, extruders for foamed 
resin materials, injection molding machines for foamed resin materials, and extruders; installation, repair or maintenance 
of nanoimprint apparatus for processing synthetic resin that press molds onto UV-curable resin to transfer micro patterns 
thereto, and thereafter expose said UV-curable resin to UV rays to cure it; installation, repair or maintenance of 
nanoimprint apparatus for processing synthetic resin that press molds onto thermoplastic resin after it has been heated 
to a certain temperature and thereafter cools it to a certain temperature to transfer micro patterns thereto; installation, 
repair or maintenance of nanoimprint apparatus for processing synthetic resin that press molds onto thermosetting resin 
and heats it to a certain temperature to transfer micro patterns thereto; installation, repair or maintenance of room-
temperature nanoimprint apparatus that press molds onto inorganic materials to transfer micro patterns thereto; 
installation, repair or maintenance of nanoimprint apparatus, plastic processing machines and apparatus, resin 
processing machines and apparatus, and automatic take-out robots for plastic forming machines; installation, repair or 
maintenance of die-casting machines, machines for metal casting, lathes [machine tools], dicing machines, machining 
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centres, boring machines, turning centres, grinding machines, and metalworking machines and apparatus; installation, 
repair or maintenance of coating machines and apparatus, and painting machines and apparatus; installation, repair or 
maintenance of rotary printing presses, photogravure printing presses, and printing machines; installation, repair or 
maintenance of servomotors, starters for motors and engines, AC motors and DC motors (not including those for land 
vehicles but including parts for any AC motors and DC motors), AC generators, and DC generators; installation, repair or 
maintenance of electron beam writers for manufacturing semiconductors, epitaxial growth equipment for manufacturing 
semiconductors, optical component manufacturing machines, semiconductor manufacturing machines and systems, 
nanoimprint lithography (NIL) equipment for manufacturing semiconductors, and semiconductor manufacturing machines 
and systems using nanoimprint technology; installation, repair or maintenance of 3D printers; installation, repair or 
maintenance of machines and apparatus for manufacturing and processing films and sheets made of a material such as 
metal, textile, glass, plastic, ceramic or paper, and parts and accessories for the aforesaid goods; installation, repair or 
maintenance of polishing machines and apparatus for precision processing of the surface of glasses, metals, diamonds, 
plastics and ceramics; installation, repair or maintenance of industrial robots; installation, repair or maintenance of 
remote controls, and telecommunication machines and apparatus; installation, repair or maintenance of electronic control 
systems for machines, computer hardware for controlling machines, computer hardware, computer peripherals, 
programmable logic controllers, and electronic machines and apparatus; installation, repair or maintenance of servo 
amplifiers, power distribution or control machines and apparatus, rotary converters, and phase modifiers; installation, 
repair or maintenance of mask inspection equipment for manufacturing semiconductors, and measuring or testing 
machines and apparatus; installation, repair or maintenance of machines and apparatus for processing textiles, and 
textile machines and apparatus; installation, repair or maintenance of food or beverage processing machines and 
apparatus; installation repair or maintenance of woodworking machines and apparatus, and lumbering, woodworking, or 
veneer or plywood making machines and apparatus; installation, repair or maintenance of glass working machines and 
apparatus, glassware manufacturing machines, and glass forming machines; installation, repair or maintenance of lens 
processing machines and apparatus; installation, repair or maintenance of ceramic working machines and apparatus; 
installation, repair or maintenance of grinding machines for metalworking, resin processing, woodworking, glass working, 
lens processing or ceramic processing, that are for use in processing optical components.

Cl.40;Custom assembling of materials for others; treatment of metals and metal materials; treatment of synthetic 
resins, plastics and plastic materials; treatment of ceramics and ceramic materials; treatment of glasses and glass 
materials; treatment of semiconductors and semiconductor materials; application of coatings using chemical, 
mechanical, thermal or thermomechanical processes; coating and surface finishing of machines and tools; custom 
manufacture of injection molding machines for processing plastics, extruders for foamed resin materials, injection 
molding machines for foamed resin materials, and extruders; custom manufacture of nanoimprint apparatus for 
processing synthetic resin that press molds onto UV-curable resin to transfer micro patterns thereto, and thereafter 
expose said UV-curable resin to UV rays to cure it; custom manufacture of nanoimprint apparatus for processing 
synthetic resin that press molds onto thermoplastic resin after it has been heated to a certain temperature and thereafter 
cools it to a certain temperature to transfer micro patterns thereto; custom manufacture of nanoimprint apparatus for 
processing synthetic resin that press molds onto thermosetting resin and heats it to a certain temperature to transfer 
micro patterns thereto; custom manufacture of room-temperature nanoimprint apparatus that press molds onto inorganic 
materials to transfer micro patterns thereto; custom manufacture of nanoimprint apparatus, plastic processing machines 
and apparatus, resin processing machines and apparatus, and automatic take-out robots for plastic forming machines; 
custom manufacture of die-casting machines, machines for metal casting, lathes [machine tools], dicing machines, 
machining centres, boring machines, turning centres, grinding machines, and metalworking machines and apparatus; 
custom manufacture of coating machines and apparatus, and painting machines and apparatus; custom manufacture of 
rotary printing presses, photogravure printing presses, and printing machines; custom manufacture of servomotors, 
starters for motors and engines, AC motors and DC motors (not including those for land vehicles but including parts for 
any AC motors and DC motors), AC generators, and DC generators; custom manufacture of electron beam writers for 
manufacturing semiconductors, epitaxial growth equipment for manufacturing semiconductors, optical component 
manufacturing machines, semiconductor manufacturing machines and systems, nanoimprint lithography (NIL) equipment 
for manufacturing semiconductors, and semiconductor manufacturing machines and systems using nanoimprint 
technology; custom manufacture of 3D printers; custom manufacture of machines and apparatus for manufacturing and 
processing films and sheets made of a material such as metal, textile, glass, plastic, ceramic or paper, and parts and 
accessories for the aforesaid goods; custom manufacture of polishing machines and apparatus for precision processing 
of the surface of glasses, metals, diamonds, plastics and ceramics; custom manufacture of industrial robots; custom 
manufacture of remote controls, and telecommunication machines and apparatus; custom manufacture of electronic 
control systems for machines, computer hardware for controlling machines, computer hardware, computer peripherals, 
programmable logic controllers, and electronic machines and apparatus; custom manufacture of servo amplifiers, power 
distribution or control machines and apparatus, rotary converters, and phase modifiers; custom manufacture of mask 
inspection equipment for manufacturing semiconductors, and measuring or testing machines and apparatus; custom 
manufacture of machines and apparatus for processing textiles, and textile machines and apparatus; custom manufacture 
of food or beverage processing machines and apparatus; custom manufacture of woodworking machines and apparatus, 
and lumbering, woodworking, or veneer or plywood making machines and apparatus; custom manufacture of glass 
working machines and apparatus, glassware manufacturing machines, and glass forming machines; custom manufacture 
of lens processing machines and apparatus; custom manufacture of ceramic working machines and apparatus; custom 
manufacture of grinding machines for metalworking, resin processing, woodworking, glass working, lens processing or 
ceramic processing, that are for use in processing optical components.

Cl.42;Designing of machines, apparatus, instrument (including their parts) or systems composed of such machines, 
apparatus and instruments; designing, other than for advertising purposes; design, programming, hosting, installation, 
updating, development, configuration, maintenance and provision of computer software; cloud computing; research and 
development for others; consultancy services relating to technical and scientific analysis.
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4354050    23/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1497576]
BEHNO LLC
7877 Leeward Court Tracy CA 95304 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
OBHAN & ASSOCIATES
N 94 Second Floor Panchshila Park New Delhi 110017 India 

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.18;Handbags; handbags for ladies; handbags for men; handbags, purses and wallets; backpacks, book bags, sports 
bags, bum bags, wallets and handbags; evening handbags; fashion handbags; gentlemen"s handbags; leather handbags.

Cl.25;Beanies; Blazers; Blouses; Bomber jackets; Capri pants; Cardigans; Coats; Coats made of cotton; Coats for men 
and women; Collared shirts; Coverups; Crop pants; Crop tops; Dress pants; Dress shirts; Dresses; Dresses made from 
skins; Evening dresses; Evening gowns; Formalwear, namely, dresses, gowns, tuxedos, dinner jackets, trousers and 
footwear; Fur stoles; Gowns; Heavy coats; Heavy jackets; Jackets; Jumpers; Knit dresses; Knit shirts; Knit tops; Leather 
pants; Leather skirts; Long jackets; Neck scarfs; Neck scarves; Outer jackets; Over coats; Overcoats; Pants; Pea coats; 
Peacoats; Scarfs; Scarves; Short-sleeved shirts; Shorts; Skirts; Skirts and dresses; Stretch pants; Suit coats; Suits; 
Sweaters; Tops; Trousers; Trousers of leather; Turtleneck pullovers; Turtleneck sweaters; Turtlenecks; Bomber jackets; 
Business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; Business wear, 
namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; Business wear, namely, suits, 
jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; Business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, 
blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; Business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, 
shirts, skirts, dresses and footwear; Capri pants; Crop tops; Evening gowns; Formalwear, namely, dresses, gowns, 
tuxedos, dinner jackets, trousers and footwear; Formalwear, namely, dresses, gowns, tuxedos, dinner jackets, trousers 
and footwear; Formalwear, namely, dresses, gowns, tuxedos, dinner jackets, trousers and footwear; Heavy jackets; Knit 
tops; Leather pants; Leather skirts; Neck scarfs; Neck scarves; Women"s clothing, namely, shirts, dresses, skirts, 
blouses; Women"s clothing, namely, shirts, dresses, skirts, blouses; Women"s clothing, namely, shirts, dresses, skirts, 
blouses.
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4380374    06/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1503235]
Zhangzhou Tan Co., Ltd. Fujian, China
22nd Floor, Block 1, Liyuan Plaza, East Nanchang Road, Zhangzhou 363000 Fujian China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.29;Canned quail eggs; dried edible fungus; canned fish; canned fruits; canned meat; canned vegetables; 
charcuterie; meat; ham; poultry (not live); edible birds' nests; fried pork flakes; seaweed extracts for food; processed 
betel nut; vegetable salads; fruits salads.

Cl.31;Corn; live animals; fresh fruits; lychees; arbutus; peach; fresh mushroom; fresh vegetables; fresh peas; fresh 
edible fungus.
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4392572    09/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1411440]
OncoOne Research & Development GmbH
Höhenstraße 19/2 A-3400 Klosterneuburg Austria

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceuticals and veterinary preparations; preparations for medical or veterinary purposes.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research; industrial analysis and research services; pharmaceutical and 
biotechnological research and development; biotechnological research services.

Cl.44;Medical and veterinary services.
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4392586    05/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1417399]
INVIBES ADVERTISING NV
Technologiepark-Zwijnaarde 3 bus 26 B-9052 Gent

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Hardware and software; computers; computer servers; telecommunications equipment; data processing 
equipment; computer programs (downloadable software); software for planning, purchase, place, manage, optimize, 
monitor and analyze advertising, interactive advertising and marketing content across multimedia channels, including the 
internet, television, mobile applications and related digital applications; software for planning, purchase, place, manage, 
optimize, monitor and analyze advertising, interactive advertising and marketing content for use by third parties; software 
for integrating advertising, interactive advertising and marketing content in the content of other media channels; software 
for integrating advertising, interactive advertising and marketing content in social media; application software for cloud 
computing services; application software for mobile phones, tablets and portable computers; software for database 
integration.

Cl.35;Business management; services of advertising agencies; advertising, marketing and promotion; consultancy in 
the field of advertising and marketing; advertising for others on the internet; business services, namely, dissemination of 
advertising for others via computer networks and global communication networks; business services, namely 
consultancy for planning, purchase, place, manage, optimize, monitor and analyze advertising, interactive advertising and 
marketing content; advertising planning via electronic media; providing and rental of advertising space on the internet; 
dissemination of advertising for others via an online communications network on the internet; promotion of goods and 
services of others through online communication; analysis of advertising response; market research; automated 
management of databases and files; automated retrieval of data; computerized data retrieval for text, data, images, sound, 
video and multimedia material; data processing.

Cl.42;Design and development of software; design and development of software for the planning, acquisition, post, 
manage, optimize, monitor and analyze advertising, interactive advertising and marketing content across multimedia 
channels, including the internet, television, mobile applications and related digital applications; design and development 
of websites; design, development, maintenance and management of application software for mobile phones, tablets and 
portable computers; it services in the areas of technical support, namely, troubleshooting in the form of diagnosis and 
repair of problems with application software for mobile phones, tablets and portable computers; rental of hardware and 
software; cloud computing; provision of software (saas); software integration services; hosting of servers; hosting of 
computerized data, files, applications and information; hosting of electronic memory space on the internet for advertising 
goods and services; computerized data storage for text, data, images, sound, video and multimedia material.
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4392641    10/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1475044]
ZLEEP HOTELS A/S
Dalbergstrøget 5 1. sal DK-2630 Taastrup Denmark

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.39;Arrangement of transportation; packaging and storage of goods; organizing and arranging travel; car rental.

Cl.41;Education and instruction; entertainment services; sporting and cultural activities; providing information in the 
field of entertainment by means of a global computer network.

Cl.43;Services for providing food and drink; providing temporary accommodation.
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Priority claimed from 06/08/2019; Application No. : 88567703 ;United States of America 

4392756    12/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1505917]
Xira Connect, Inc.
c/o Foley Hoag LLP 155 Seaport Boulevard Boston MA 02210 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Business administration assistance; business management assistance; assistance in management of business 
activities; business marketing services; appointment scheduling services; accounts receivable billing services.

Cl.42;Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for appointment scheduling, marketing, and billing for 
professional service providers.
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Priority claimed from 12/06/2019; Application No. : 317600 ;Israel 
4392910    20/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1505435]
TWINE SOLUTIONS LTD.
HaTnufa 7 (Kodak Building), Kiryat Arie 4951025 Petach-Tikva Israel

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.2;Printing inks.

Cl.7;Yarn dyeing machines; thread dyeing machines, printing machines.

Cl.9;Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application, namely, cloud-based algorithms for capturing images 
for color analysis in order to achieve accurate color readings for color analysis and identification, used in conjunction 
with a thread dyeing machine in order to dye a precise color directly onto a thread or separately as to allow accurate color 
detection.
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4399144    15/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1506363]
Profile Vox Sp. z o.o. Spólka Komandytowa
ul. Gdynska 143 PL-62-004 Czerwonak Poland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.17;Thermal insulation articles and materials; thermal insulating mats; polyurethane film for use as building 
insulation; insulating bands; plastics materials in the form of sections [semi-finished products]; plastics materials in the 
form of plates [semi-finished products]; laminate foil for application to a substrate; laminated plastic surface protection 
materials; composite panels having insulating properties.

Cl.19;Decorative mouldings (non-metallic -); building laths (non-metallic -); skirting boards (non-metallic -); wood 
moldings; non-metal cove bases; cladding panels (non-metallic -); non-metal floor panels; panel mouldings of non-
metallic materials; polystyrene panels for use in building; building boards of plastics materials; suspended ceilings (non-
metallic -); non-metal coverings for ceilings; ceilings, not of metal; ceiling coffers of non-metallic materials; laths, not of 
metal.

Cl.27;Wall and ceiling coverings; padded coverings for existing ceilings; vinyl wall coverings; wallcoverings; non-
textile wall coverings.
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Priority claimed from 11/09/2019; Application No. : 302019000065048 ;Italy 

4400079    17/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1506642]
SISCO Management & Systems S.r.l.
Via del Bijou 21 Casalmaggiore (CR) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Mobile application software, computer operating programs, enterprise software, computer application software, 
application software, software platforms.

Cl.42;Information technology services, computers consultancy, scientific and technological services, visual design 
consultancy, software development.
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4400096    06/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1420669]
TRERE' INNOVATION S.r.l.
Via Modena, 18 I-46041 ASOLA (Mantova) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.25;Socks for men, women and children; tights; socks; socks; sports socks for men, women and children; 
underwear; sportswear; rainproof clothing; casualwear; clothing for men, women, and children; articles of sports 
clothing; articles of leisure clothing; coats; jackets [clothing]; heavy jackets; trousers; trousers shorts; sweat shirts; 
jumpers; sweaters; undershirts; tee-shirts; sashes for wear; gloves [clothing]; headscarves; berets; bonnets; hats; waist 
belts; shoes; footwear for men and women; children's footwear; footwear.

Cl.35;Online sales in relation to socks and clothing; consumer services and information; retailing and wholesaling of 
socks and clothing; internet sales of socks and clothing; sales in relation to socks and clothing; presentation of goods on 
communications media; internet sales of socks and clothing; presentation of socks and clothing on the internet.
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4400099    17/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1424990]
Swedencare AB (publ)
Medeon Science Park, Per Albin Hanssons v.41 SE-205 12 Malmö Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of dental calculus and bacterial deposits in the oral cavity; 
veterinary preparations for the treatment of dental calculus and bacterial deposits in the oral cavity; naturopathic 
preparations for the treatment of dental calculus and bacterial deposits in the oral cavity; food supplements.

Cl.31;Algae for animal consumption; unprocessed algae for human consumption; animal foodstuffs.
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Priority claimed from 08/05/2019; Application No. : 30 2019 011 059 ;Germany 

4400153    05/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1507081]
Mühlen Sohn GmbH & Co. KG
Lindenstr. 16/1 89134 Blaustein Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Bands, flexible hoses, belts, in particular corrugator belts, and straps, in particular of vegetable, mineral, animal, 
metallic and/or synthetic materials, all foregoing goods as parts of machines.

Cl.24;Textiles and textile goods, in particular heavy industrial fabrics, not included in other classes.
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Priority claimed from 13/05/2019; Application No. : 4551032 ;France 

4400171    12/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1506679]
Parfums Christian Dior
33 avenue Hoche F-75008 Paris France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Perfumery products; make-up products; cosmetic products.

Cl.4;Candles, perfumed candles.
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Priority claimed from 11/11/2019; Application No. : 88687535 ;United States of America 

4400205    11/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1507138]
Mylan Inc.
1000 Mylan Boulevard Canonsburg PA 15317 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of cardiovascular, gastrointestinal, neurological, respiratory, 
psychiatric, allergic, dermatological, pulmonary, metabolic, muscular, erectile dysfunction, infectious and inflammatory 
conditions, cancer, diabetes, multiple sclerosis; oral and transdermal contraceptives.

Cl.10;Medical fluid injectors.

Cl.44;Providing information relating to diagnostic, prophylactic and therapeutic properties of pharmaceuticals.
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Priority claimed from 08/05/2019; Application No. : 018062500 ;European Union 

4401407    04/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1507590]
DyStar Colours Distribution GmbH
Am Prime Parc 10-12 65479 Raunheim Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Printed material in the nature of color samples.

Cl.35;Business organisation consultancy in relation to weak spots in manufacturing and dyeing processes, with the 
aim of making processes more environmentally friendly; auditing, namely business organisation management of supply 
chains, with the aim of improving processes from a chemical and toxicological perspective and making them more 
environmentally friendly and sustainable; business consulting services in the field of selection and application of color 
communication; business organisational consultancy in relation to waste water management, energy management and 
waste management as well as to air emissions; preparation of business surveys.

Cl.41;Providing of training in the field of weak spots in manufacturing and dyeing processes, with the aim of making 
processes more environmentally friendly; courses in the field of weak spots in manufacturing and dyeing processes, with 
the aim of making processes more environmentally friendly; providing of training and further training, instruction; 
provision of training courses; providing of training and courses in relation to environmental protection, toxicology and 
sustainability; organising, arranging and conducting of training courses, seminars, workshops, symposia, congresses 
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and conferences, in the field of environmental protection, environment management and sustainability, in relation to the 
paper, textile and leather industry; consultancy services relating to the analysis of training requirements; production of 
training materials for distribution in technical lectures; publication of printed matter, books, handbooks, magazines and 
brochures, publication via electronic media.

Cl.42;Technical consultancy and technical analysis of weak spots in manufacturing and dyeing processes, with the aim 
of making processes more environmentally friendly; chemical analysis; quality control auditing, in particular preparation 
of technical reports relating to supply chains, with the aim of improving processes from a chemical and toxicological 
perspective and making them more environmentally friendly and sustainable; environmental impact assessment services; 
research in the fields of environmental protection and sustainability in particular in relation to the pre-treatment, dyeing 
and finishing of paper, textiles and leather; consultancy services relating to research in the field of environmental 
protection and sustainability in particular in relation to the pre-treatment, dyeing and finishing of paper, textiles and 
leather; preparation of technical analyses in the fields of environmental protection and sustainability, in particular in 
relation to the pre-treatment, dyeing and finishing of paper, textiles and leather; preparation of audits in the field of 
environmental protection, toxicology and sustainability, in particular in relation to the pre-treatment, dyeing and finishing 
of paper, textiles and leather; preparation of certifications in the field of environmental protection, toxicology and 
sustainability, in particular in relation to the pre-treatment, dyeing and finishing of paper, textiles and leather; scientific 
research services in the field of sustainability in particular in relation to the pre-treatment, dyeing and finishing of paper, 
textiles and leather; technical consultancy in relation to energy, quality, toxicology and environmental management, in 
particular in relation to the pre-treatment, dyeing and finishing of paper, textiles and leather; research and preparation of 
technical reports relating to the paper, textile and leather industry, in particular in the fields of textile technology, textile 
chemistry, textile finishing, analysis and development of textile materials and products, textile ecology, environmental 
analysis, sustainability, social responsibility, occupational safety, product quality; quality control of clothing and textiles; 
material testing and technical reports, product certification services; development and conducting of material testing, 
technical testing procedures, evaluations, audits, product certification, including consultancy in these fields; certification 
of textile materials and products, and other consumer goods; services relating to and provided in textile testing and 
analytical laboratory being service included in this class; technical consultancy and technical analysis in relation to waste 
water management, energy management and waste management as well as to air emissions.
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Priority claimed from 30/08/2019; Application No. : 40730031 ;China 

4401533    03/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1506483]
ZHEJIANG SHUAISHUAI TECHNOLOGIES CO.,LTD
Industrial Zone, Wanquan Town, Pingyang County, Wenzhou 325400 Zhejiang China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.11;Cooking utensils, electric; cooking stoves / cookers; hot plates; roasting apparatus / griddles [cooking 
appliances] / grills [cooking appliances]; autoclaves, electric, for cooking / pressure cookers, electric; kettles, electric; 
multicookers; food steamers, electric; air fryers; stoves [heating apparatus].

Cl.21;Containers for household or kitchen use; stew-pans; cooking pots; frying pans; grills [cooking utensils] / griddles 
[cooking utensils]; autoclaves, non-electric, for cooking / pressure cookers, non-electric; kitchen utensils; glass flasks 
[containers]; ceramics for household purposes; drinking vessels.
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4401569    25/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1507448]
Schlumpf AG
Aahusweg 8 CH-6403 Küssnacht am Rigi Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Common metals and their alloys, ores; building materials of metal; transportable buildings of metal; non-electric 
cables and wires of metal; small items of metal hardware; containers of metal for storage or transport; safes.

Cl.7;Machines, machine tools and mechanical tools; motors, except for land vehicles; couplings and transmission 
components, except for land vehicles; agricultural instruments other than hand-operated hand tools; incubators for eggs; 
vending machines.

Cl.40;Treatment of materials.
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4401602    19/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1507512]
SWING AI, Inc.
9256 Bendix Rd. Columbia MD 21045 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.41;Providing information in the field of sports training; providing coaching and instruction services, including 
personalized assessments, in the field of golf; providing golf instruction, and evaluation and scores related thereto.

Cl.42;Software as a service (SAAS) services, namely, computer operating software system for tracking, analyzing, and 
improving player movements in the field of sports (terms too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau – Rule 13 (2) 
(b) of the Common Regulations).
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Priority claimed from 28/05/2019; Application No. : 732744 ;Switzerland 

4401611    14/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1507570]
LITASCO SA
Rue du Conseil Général 9 CH-1205 Genève Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.4;Petroleum (crude or refined); liquid, solid and gaseous fuels; carburants; gas and liquefied petroleum gas; 
lubricants; industrial oils and greases; paraffins and waxes; lighting fuel; non-chemical additives for motor fuels, fuels 
and lubricants; all fossil raw materials.

Cl.35;Wholesale and retail sales of petroleum and products derived from petroleum, gas and all other fossil raw 
materials.

Cl.36;Trading, namely, brokerage of merchandise on international markets for electricity, natural gas and other fuels.

Cl.37;Construction and maintenance of pipelines and oil rigs; vehicle fueling services; fueling of ships, boats, aircraft 
and land vehicles.

Cl.39;Transport, distribution (delivery), storage, packaging, bottling of petroleum, gas and chemical products, other 
than fossil raw materials, as well as products derived therefrom; distribution, transmission and supply (distribution) of 
electricity; distribution of energy; distribution services for electricity, gas, water, remote heat; transport, distribution, 
supply and storage of energy, electricity, gas, heat and water; services for supplying energy (electricity, gas, water, steam 
or any other type of energy resource) for all third parties; advice with respect to the distribution, supply and transport of 
energy.

Cl.40;Processing of substances and materials; transformation of fuels for production of energy, processing of 
petroleum; information services with respect to processing of materials, especially in the field of energy; transformation 
and refining services for organic substances; transformation services for raw materials; energy production services; 
services for energy production from biomass, refining services for production of petroleum products; services for 
production of biomass and fuels or fertilizer from biomass.
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Priority claimed from 03/10/2019; Application No. : 018063217 ;European Union 

4401622    24/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1507653]
ARKEMA FRANCE, Société Anonyme
420 Rue d'Estienne d'Orves F-92700 Colombes France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical products for use in industry; surface-active chemical agents used in cleaning and detergent 
compositions for consumers and/or professionals; surface-active chemical agents for use in chemical synthesis and in 
various formulations; additive for the textile and leather industry; chemical products for preparation of perfumes and 
soaps.

Cl.3;Substances for laundering, bleaching, cleaning and stain removing; detergents used for household and industrial 
cleaning.
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Priority claimed from 05/08/2019; Application No. : 738524 ;Switzerland 

4401623    13/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1506398]
Bayoumi fair
Grubenstrasse 37 CH-8045 Zürich Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.24;Textiles and substitutes thereof; household linen; curtains of textile or plastic.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headwear.

Cl.26;Lace trimmings, braids and embroidery, and ribbons and bows for haberdashery; buttons, hooks and eyes, pins 
and needles; artificial flowers; hair ornaments; false hair.
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4401640    18/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1345575]
mymuesli GmbH
Sailerwöhr 16 94032 Passau Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.29;Milk and dairy products; milk substitutes and dairy substitutes, in particular containing rice, soya, almonds, nuts 
and other legumes; processed fruits and vegetables (including pulses); soya (preserved); jellies; jams; fruit spread; 
compotes; oils and fats; eggs and egg products; vegetarian and vegan spreads, in particular on the basis of the aforesaid 
goods, included in this class; vegetarian and vegan desserts, snacks and prepared meals, in particular on the basis of the 
aforesaid goods, included in this class; milk substitutes and dairy substitutes containing cereals, in particular oats.

Cl.30;Coffee, tea, cocoa and their substitutes, including beverages thereof; cereals and cereal based products; 
processed cereals and starches, and food products thereof; muesli preparations; cereals; rice; soya bean powder; edible 
ices, frozen yogurts and sorbets, including frozen yogurts and sorbets based on milk substitutes and dairy substitutes; 
confectionery; chocolate and confectionery; honey; sugar and confectionery, yeast; baking powder; salt; mustard; 
spices; vinegar; sauces; vegetarian and vegan spreads, in particular on the basis of the aforesaid goods, included in this 
class; vegetarian and vegan desserts, snacks and prepared meals, in particular on the basis of the aforesaid goods, 
included in this class.

Cl.32;Non-alcoholic beverages; non-alcoholic fitness beverages and energy beverages; fruit drinks; fruit juices; syrups 
and other preparations for making beverages; preparations for making beverages; mineral waters; aerated water.

Cl.35;Retail services, wholesale services, mail order services, including Internet trading services and online trading 
services (except transport), in relation to foodstuffs and beverages.
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4402615    17/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1477702]
SPIDER TRACKS LIMITED
205/150 Karangahape Road Auckland 1010 New Zealand

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer programs (downloadable software and applications) and computer software (recorded) for use in relation 
to transport management, safety, tracking, data and communications to enable the monitoring, tracking, locating and 
status of aircraft, vessels, vehicles, people, animals, freight and other objects; automatic emergency reporting devices; 
transmitters for use in emergency communications; communications apparatus; signalling apparatus for use in 
emergencies; aircraft and vehicle tracking apparatus; computer hardware and software systems comprised of tracking 
devices including fixed and mobile satellite and cellular trackers, gps receivers, communication devices, namely, 
transmitters and receivers for text messages, voice and data, satellite and cellular transceivers, antennas, battery packs, 
solar panels, and electronic maps including maps showing the current and historical location and status of a transmitter 
and/or its movement or changes, for monitoring, tracking, locating and publishing the position and status of aircraft, 
vessels, vehicles, people, animals, freight and other objects; computer programs for scheduling of aircraft and pilots; 
computer hardware and software systems for monitoring, tracking, locating and publishing the position of aircraft, 
vessels, vehicles, people, animals, freight and other objects; computer hardware and software which incorporates 
weather information, maps (including moving map systems) and/or support for remote workers; global positioning 
system (gps) apparatus including but not limited to computers, computer software, transmitters, receivers, and network 
interface devices; downloadable electronic publications in the nature of exact range maps from almost any airport; 
downloadable electronic publications in the nature of comparative performance reports, concerning aircraft, air carriers, 
airlines, and air charter operators, with benchmarks for aircraft and flight departments, comprehensive overviews of flight 
department data, industry best practice recommendations, and executive summary graphs for each aircraft; 
downloadable electronic publications in the nature of salary and benefits reports, concerning aircraft, air carriers, airlines, 
and air charter operators, with a complete flight department analysis that is specifically tailored for the customer, with a 
recruitment and retention tool, with geo-economics specific data, and with a comparison to other companies operating 
the same class aircraft and similar flight profiles; downloadable electronic publications in the nature of aircraft operating 
cost reports, with an aircraft cost analysis, a current market activity analysis with asking prices, an amstat availability 
report with up-to-date information of aircraft for sale by make, model, and asking price, an unforeseen costs analysis, with 
variable costs, fixed costs, periodic costs, and costs for training and facilities, and which tracks service bulletins and air 
worthiness directive by aircraft make and model.

Cl.16;Printed materials, namely, safety management system manuals for the aviation industry; printed comparative 
performance reports, concerning aircraft, air carriers, airlines, and air charter operators, with benchmarks for aircraft and 
flight departments, comprehensive overviews of flight department data, industry best practice recommendations, and 
executive summary graphs for each aircraft; printed salary and benefits reports, concerning aircraft, air carriers, airlines, 
and air charter operators, with a complete flight department analysis that is specifically tailored for the customer, with a 
recruitment and retention tool, with geo-economic specific data, and with a comparison to other companies operating the 
same class aircraft and similar flight profiles; printed aircraft operating cost reports, with an aircraft cost analysis, a 
current market activity analysis with asking prices, an AMSTAT Availability Report with up-to-date information of aircraft 
for sale by make, model, and asking price, an unforeseen costs analysis, with variable costs, fixed costs, periodic costs, 
and costs for training and facilities, and which tracks service bulletins and air worthiness directive by aircraft make and 
model.

Cl.35;Business management and administration; compilation of information relating to monitoring, tracking, locating 
and publishing the positions of aircraft, vessels, vehicles, people, animals, freight and other objects, into an online 
database for business purposes; aircraft and pilot scheduling services; business services for others concerning aircraft, 
air carriers, airlines, and air charter operators, namely, reviewing and analysing, for business evaluation and tracking 
purposes, safety reports, safety ratings, pilot experiences, pilot certificates, aircraft registrations, operator certificates, 
accident and incident reports, enforcement actions, and ownership and management information; marketing research 
services, concerning aircraft, air carriers, airlines, and air charter operators, with aviation specific information while 
minimizing downtime for research, with expert advisory services, using aviation panels with aviation professionals, 
aircraft owners, maintenance personnel, corporate pilots; providing customer information in the nature of aircraft 
performance, price, and true operating cost comparisons and current aircraft data based thereon; providing business 
information in the fields of organisational development, strategic planning, outsourcing, human factors and human 
performance for and within the aviation industry; financial controls for the aviation industry.
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Cl.38;Telecommunications; telecommunications services, including but not limited to: advisory, consultancy, secure 
transmission, information services, routing and junction services, network switching and the aforementioned services 
provided via a global computer network; telecommunications services for radio, satellite, cellular communications, 
distributing data, video conferences; communication of data by means of telecommunications; message storage and 
transmission (telecommunications); operation of telecommunications systems and apparatus; operation of wide-band 
telecommunications networks; providing telecommunications connections to a global computer network.

Cl.41;Education services, namely, providing on-line classes and computerized classes, that provide aviation safety 
information and guidance to others; safety training services in the field of aviation safety; safety education services, 
namely, providing on-line classes and computerized classes, in the field of aviation safety; educational services, namely, 
conducting safety office support education programs, concerning aircraft, air carriers, airlines, and air charter operators, 
composed of a customized safety training program, which includes the provision of newsletters, operational and 
maintenance checklists, downloadable information, on demand research requests, and information for setting up and 
running a functional internal flight safety program; providing training of pilots, operators, mechanics, teachers, trainers, 
regulators, and other personnel for certification in the field of drones, unmanned aerial vehicles, unmanned aerial 
systems, unmanned aircraft systems, remotely piloted aircraft systems, and remote-control aircraft; conducting classes, 
courses, seminars, webinars and workshops, both live and on-line, in the field of flight training, law enforcement, and 
maintenance for or in connection with, and the operation of, drones, unmanned aerial vehicles, unmanned aerial systems, 
unmanned aircraft systems, remotely piloted aircraft systems, and remote-control aircraft, and the distribution of course 
material in connection therewith; education services, namely, training educators in the field of safety, transportation 
security, clean air and noise pollution in connection with drones, unmanned aerial vehicles, unmanned aerial systems, 
unmanned aircraft systems, and remote-control aircraft, and providing curricula in connection therewith; teaching in the 
field of safety, transportation security, data security, clean air and noise pollution in connection with drones, unmanned 
aerial vehicles, unmanned aerial systems, unmanned aircraft systems, remotely piloted aircraft systems, and remote-
control aircraft.

Cl.42;Computer security services (design and development of secure computer hardware, software and systems); 
computer security services (programming and software installation repair and maintenance services); computer software 
services namely, consulting, creation, design, development, diagnosis, installation, maintenance, support, updating, 
upgrading, engineering, writing, testing, programming and application solutions; computer support and information 
technology services namely, computer hardware, software and peripherals advisory and information services, 
programming and software installation, repair and maintenance services; design of telecommunication apparatus and 
installations; server hosting; hosting of databases; on-line provision of web-based software; testing, analysis and 
evaluation of the knowledge, skills, and abilities of others in the field of drones, unmanned aerial vehicles, unmanned 
aerial systems, remotely piloted aircraft systems, and remote-control aircraft systems to confirm conformity with 
standards for safety, transportation security, data security, clean air and noise pollution; aviation environmental 
management services in the nature of setting and providing standards for aircraft operating environments and for the 
effect of the aircraft on the external environment, for the purpose of quality control and certification; consultation and 
providing information in the field of aviation environmental management services namely, setting and providing 
standards for aircraft operating environments and for the effect of the aircraft on the external environment, for the 
purpose of quality control and certification; providing scientific information in the field of aviation environmental 
information.

Cl.45;Consulting services in the fields of public safety and aviation safety; safety management services for the aviation 
industry that meets international standards for business aircraft operations, namely, consultation in the nature of 
providing plans and drills in the field of emergency response for communities; safety consulting in the fields of hazard 
assessments; providing aviation safety information and guidance to others; on-site safety procedure and system auditing 
services, concerning aircraft, air carriers, airlines, and air charter operators; on-site safety inspection services, 
concerning aircraft, air carriers, airlines, and air charter operators, and which provide targeted written recommendations; 
on-site safety and compliance services, concerning aircraft, air carriers, airlines, and air charter operators, and which 
provide targeted written recommendations; licensing of computer software; accident reporting; aircraft safety services; 
alarm monitoring services.
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4402652    16/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1267422]
Goisis Mario
Via Carducci, 11 I-20123 MILANO (MI) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.10;Medical and surgical apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for use in aesthetic medicine and 
cosmetic surgery.

Cl.44;Medical services; surgical services; nursing services; hygienic and beauty care.
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4402660    17/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1198638]
Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu
Schützengasse 1 CH-8001 Zürich Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Printed matter (printing products); printed publications; books, reports, newsletters, brochures, manuals and 
brochures in the field of business advice, advisers' services on business management, operational process advisers' 
services, advisers' services on strategy, advisers' services and implementation in the field of computer technology and 
information technology (IT), financial advisers' services and outsourcing services; paper, cardboard and goods made 
from these materials, not included in other classes; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for 
stationery or household purposes; artists' materials; paintbrushes; typewriters (electric or non-electric) and office 
requisites (other than furniture); teaching materials except apparatus; plastic materials for packaging (not included in 
other classes); printing type; printing blocks.

Cl.41;Coaching, classes, seminars and teaching in connection with computers, software, telecommunication, 
accounting, auditing, bookkeeping, finance, business procedures and government procedures of any kind and 
commercial and private investment activities; education; sporting and cultural activities; organization and conducting of 
conferences; lending libraries; publication of books; entertainment.
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4402665    05/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1258710]
EXAFAN, S.A.
Pol. Ind. Rio Gallego Calle D, parcela 10 E-50840 San Mateo de Gallego (Zaragoza) Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Electrical cabinets, boiler control instruments, flow measuring instruments, comparators, switching apparatus, 
meters, electrical control apparatus, detectors, metering apparatus, temperature indicators, computers, recorded 
computer programs; weighbridges (weighing apparatus); ozonizers for the treatment of air.

Cl.11;Heat accumulators, apparatus for the treatment of air, extractor or ventilation hoods, chimney pipes, ultraviolet 
ray lamps not for medical purposes; fans.
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Priority claimed from 06/05/2019; Application No. : 018060986 ;European Union 

4402673    08/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1506928]
Kinstellar Intellectual Property S.a.r.l.
121, avenue de la Faïencerie L-1511 Luxembourg Luxembourg

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Strategic business consultancy; business consultancy, advisory, information and research services; consultancy 
services with regard to business analysis, business management and business; business organization and operation; 
business risk management consultancy; corporate management consultancy; consultancy services in relation to 
business mergers and acquisitions; business project management; business administration consultancy and services; 
consultancy relative to business document management and data processing; business recruitment consultancy; 
consultancy relative to personnel management and personnel recruitment; advertising and business management 
consultancy; consultancy related to marketing; media research and consultancy; tax and taxation planning, advice, 
information and consultancy services [accountancy]; tax assessment [accounts] preparation, accounting consultancy; 
accounting services; secretarial services.

Cl.36;Agency services for leasing of real estate property; financial advice, consultancy, research and information 
services; consultancy with regard to organisation of debt recovery; consultancy services relating to corporate finance; 
property (real estate) consultancy services; risk management consultancy [financial].
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Cl.41;Business, computer, legal training services; conducting training seminars; publishing; publishing of periodical 
and non-periodical printed matter; publishing of newsletters; on-line publishing services; language translation services; 
consultancy services relative to the education and training of management and personnel.

Cl.42;Computer software technical support services; information technology [IT] consultancy; consulting services for 
analysing, designing and planning of information systems; advice and consultancy in relation to computer hardware, 
computer software and computer network, firmware, data processing systems, in the field of computer security, relating 
to computer systems; computer and information technology consulting services; computer engineering consultancy 
services; computer programming.
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Priority claimed from 20/05/2019; Application No. : 018069598 ;European Union 

4402688    11/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1506991]
Klöckner Pentaplast Europe GmbH & Co.KG
Industriestrasse 3-5 56412 Heiligenroth Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Plastic film for packaging; plastic materials for packaging; pharmaceutical films for blister packaging; plastic 
blister films for packaging; flexible and rigid plastic films for packaging; metallized plastic films for packaging; plastic 
films for pharmaceutical packaging.

Cl.17;Plastics materials in the form of sheets [semi-finished products]; plastic film, other than for wrapping; flexible and 
rigid plastic films, other than for wrapping; extruded plastics in the form of sheets and films for use in manufacturing; 
flexible and rigid plastic films for commercial and industrial use; flexible and rigid films for the manufacture of packaging 
material.
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4402690    25/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1506997]
Shanghai Zhuoyou Enterprise Management Consultation Partnership (Limited Partnership)
Room 2336, Building 2, Lane 1800, Xinyanggong Road, Fengxian District, 201413 Shanghai China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Condensers [capacitors]; conductors, electric; circuit closers; connectors [electricity]; junction boxes [electricity]; 
regulating apparatus, electric; converters, electric; switches, electric; limiters [electricity]; cell switches [electricity]; 
circuit breakers; control panels [electricity]; relays, electric; inverters [electricity]; armatures [electricity]; resistances, 
electric; integrated circuits; current rectifiers; couplings, electric; distribution boards [electricity]; distribution consoles 
[electricity]; sensors; voltage regulators; step-up transformers; electric converters; power controllers; automatic solar 
tracking sensors; solar wafers; electronic sensors for measuring solar radiation; photomultiplier tubes; photoelectric 
sensors; photovoltaic inverters; electric installations for the remote control of industrial operations; electric apparatus for 
commutation; batteries, electric; accumulators, electric; chargers for electric batteries; photovoltaic cells; electrical 
connectors; solar batteries; solar panels for the production of electricity; photovoltaic apparatus and installations for the 
production of solar electricity; power station for automation equipment; electrical control assemblies for energy 
management; computer programs, recorded; computer software, recorded; computer programs [downloadable software]; 
computer hardware; measuring apparatus; measuring instruments; cables, electric; wires, electric; materials for 
electricity mains [wires, cables]; transformers [electricity]; distribution boxes [electricity]; commutators.

Cl.37;Electric appliance installation and repair; machinery installation, maintenance and repair; repair or maintenance 
of power generators; power and energy generating equipment installation; repair of power lines; interference suppression 
in electrical apparatus.

Cl.42;Research and development services in the field of physics; conducting technical project studies; providing 
information on computer technology and programming via a web site; software as a service [SaaS]; mechanical research; 
research and development of new products for others; scientific laboratory services; scientific research; energy research; 
consultancy in the field of technical development; monitoring of computer systems to detect breakdowns; research and 
development of new products; scientific research and development; functional test of apparatus and instruments; 
product testing; computer programming; maintenance of computer software; updating of computer software; monitoring 
of computer systems by remote access; Information technology [IT] consultancy; cloud computing; consultancy in the 
field of energy-saving; server hosting; outsource service providers in the field of information technology; installation, 
repair and maintenance of computer software.
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Priority claimed from 07/11/2019; Application No. : 2019/01997 ;Ireland 

4402700    11/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1506882]
Stafford-Miller (Ireland) Limited
Clocherane, Youghal Road, Dungarvan Co. Waterford Ireland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Electrical and computer software; diagnostic equipment; apps for use in connection with medical devices; 
electronic monitoring devices; electric measuring apparatus; computer monitors; software applications (apps) delivered 
online or as downloadable applications; software and/or software applications (apps) for medical and/or surgical 
applications; data collecting systems for medical purposes.

Cl.10;Surgical, medical, dental apparatus and instruments; orthopaedic articles; suture materials; therapeutic and 
assistive devices adapted for the disabled; massage apparatus; apparatus, devices and articles for nursing infants, 
diagnostic apparatus for medical purposes; patches for medical use, electromagnetic therapy devices; infrared therapy 
devices; ultra-sound therapy devices; laser therapy devices.
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Priority claimed from 11/11/2019; Application No. : 88687463 ;United States of America 

4402701    11/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1506884]
Mylan Inc.
1000 Mylan Boulevard Canonsburg PA 15317 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of cardiovascular, gastrointestinal, neurological, respiratory, 
psychiatric, allergic, dermatological, pulmonary, metabolic, muscular, erectile dysfunction, infectious and inflammatory 
conditions, cancer, diabetes, multiple sclerosis; oral and transdermal contraceptives.

Cl.10;Medical fluid injectors.

Cl.44;Providing information relating to diagnostic, prophylactic and therapeutic properties of pharmaceuticals.
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Priority claimed from 11/11/2019; Application No. : 88687411 ;United States of America 

4402702    11/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1506885]
Mylan Inc.
1000 Mylan Boulevard Canonsburg PA 15317 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of cardiovascular, gastrointestinal, neurological, respiratory, 
psychiatric, allergic, dermatological, pulmonary, metabolic, muscular, erectile dysfunction, infectious and inflammatory 
conditions, cancer, diabetes, multiple sclerosis; oral and transdermal contraceptives.

Cl.10;Medical fluid injectors.

Cl.44;Providing information relating to diagnostic, prophylactic and therapeutic properties of pharmaceuticals.
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Priority claimed from 19/03/2019; Application No. : UK00003384467 ;United Kingdom 

4402703    18/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1506886]
BBC Studios Limited
1 Television Centre, 101 Wood Lane LONDON W12 7FA United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Cinematographic and photographic films; sound and video recordings; recorded television and radio programmes; 
motion pictures; animated cartoons; data recordings, including audio, video, still and moving images and text, also in 
interactive format; programmes and web-based audiovisual content for broadcast or other transmission on television, 
radio, mobile telephones, personal digital assistants and personal computers, including in 3D format; apparatus for 
recording, broadcasting, transmission, receiving, processing, generating, reproducing, distributing, re-distributing, 
tracking, tagging, encoding and decoding of audio and video content, still and moving images, data and metadata; 
magnetic data carriers, recording discs, memory carriers, compact discs, optical discs, interactive compact discs, CD-
ROMs and DVDs, mini-disks, CD-Is, tapes, cassettes, cartridges, cards and other carriers, all bearing or for use in bearing 
sound recordings, video recordings, data, metadata, images, graphics, text or programs; software; computer programs; 
computer software, including software for use in downloading, storing, processing, reproducing, organising, distributing 
and re-distributing audio, video, still and moving images and data; application software, including application software for 
mobile phones, wearable digital electronic devices and other portable digital devices; virtual reality software, hardware 
and apparatus; educational and learning software, electronic educational and learning apparatus and instruments; IP-
based computer software platforms for the production, formatting, management and distribution of sound, images and 
data; mobile phone games; software for digital games, interactive computer game programs, interactive video game 
programs; games recorded on DVDs, interactive DVDs; computer games software, headsets for virtual reality games, 
computer game cartridges, computer game cassettes, computer game discs, computer game tapes; computer software 
for personalized and interactive television; downloadable electronic publications; ring tones and graphics (downloadable) 
for mobile phones; downloadable graphics for computers; digital music, audio and video recordings (downloadable) from 
the internet; electronic bulletin boards being digital displays; mouse mats; radio signal transmitters and receivers; 
apparatus and instruments for the reception of radio and television broadcasts including the reception of cable, satellite 
and digital broadcasts; spectacles (glasses), sunglasses; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.16;Printed publications; paper; cardboard; printed matter; magazines; books; catalogues; printed programmes; 
photographs; stationery; artists' materials; paint brushes; instructional and teaching material; printing blocks; posters; 
cards; postcards; greetings cards; trading cards; invitations; diaries; calendars; photograph albums; prints; gift bags, gift 
boxes, gift tags and gift wrap; notepads; writing instruments and crayons; stickers; transfers; stamps; personal 
organisers; address books; note books; pen and pencil holders; desk mats; embroidery, sewing and knitting patterns; 
postage stamps; coasters made of cardboard and paper; parts and fittings for all the aforementioned.

Cl.38;Telecommunications; communications services; broadcasting and transmission of television, radio, film, music, 
audio and video content by cable, DTT, DSL, satellite and over the internet and mobile networks; broadcasting and 
transmission of television, radio, film, audio and video content to mobile telephones, personal digital assistants and 
personal computers; video-on-demand and near on demand transmission services; transmission of audio, video and/or 
audio visual programming (by any means); streaming of audio and video content over the internet; streaming delivery of 
video on demand streams to viewers; personalised and interactive telecommunications, broadcasting and transmission 
services; broadcasting services via the uploading, downloading, capturing, posting, showing, editing, playing, streaming, 
viewing, previewing, displaying, tagging, blogging, sharing, manipulating, distributing, publishing, reproducing, of 
electronic media, multimedia content, videos, movies, pictures, images, text, photos, games, user-generated content, 
audio content, and information via the Internet or other computer and communications networks; providing access to a 
video sharing portal; television broadcasting services incorporating interactive services for viewing guides and intelligent 
automated selection for programme recordal; interactive teletext services, television broadcasting, transmission of 
interactive television program guides; provision of communications services for accessing and retrieving radio and 
television programmes; provision of a connection between a website and television viewers via an interactive television 
portal; webcasting and podcasting services; electronic mail services; news broadcasting and news agency services; 
rental of radio and television broadcasting facilities; provision of on-line electronic bulletin boards for the transmission of 
messages among computer users; provision of access to web logs (blogs); provision of access to interactive polling 
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services; providing access to and leasing of access time to a computer database; provision of connections between 
multiple devices able to receive synchronised broadcast services; advisory, consultancy and information services 
relating to the aforesaid, including such services provided online from a computer network or via the Internet or 
extranets.

Cl.41;Provision of entertainment, education, recreation, instruction, tuition and training; production, presentation and 
distribution of television and radio programmes, audio, video, still and moving images and data including on-line from a 
database, over the internet, by satellite or mobile networks or any other electronic or digital media; production, 
presentation and distribution of films for television and cinema, music, news, current affairs, sports and educational 
information; personalized and interactive entertainment services; interactive television and radio selection services for 
viewers; publishing services (including electronic publishing services); provision of non-downloadable electronic 
publications; organisation, production and presentation of shows, competitions, games, quizzes, studio entertainment 
and audience participation events, roadshows, concerts, exhibitions and events; language teaching; provision of 
information and advisory services relating to any of the aforesaid services, including such services provided online from 
a computer network or via the Internet or extranets.
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Priority claimed from 13/03/2019; Application No. : 302019000017875 ;Italy 

4402706    13/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1506807]
DARWELL LLC
19 W. 34th Street, Ste 1018 New York NY 10001 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions, shampoos, dentifrices.

Cl.9;Spectacles, sunglasses, goggles for sport, spectacle frames, spectacle cases; helmets for motorcyclists, helmets 
for sport; computer bags; bags adapted for laptops; bags adapted for mobile phones.

Cl.14;Precious metals and their alloys; jewellery, paste jewellery, precious and semi-precious stones; horological and 
chronometric instruments; cuff links, tie clips; keyrings.

Cl.18;Leather and imitation leather; luggage and bags for transportation purposes; trunks and suitcases; bags; 
travelling sets; attaché cases; duffel bags; rucksacks; vanity cases, not fitted; purses, pocket wallets, document cases, 
key cases; umbrellas and walking staffs; saddlery.
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Cl.24;Textiles and substitutes for textiles; linens; bath linen [except clothing].

Cl.25;Clothing, dresses, skirts, trousers, shorts, jackets [clothing], heavy jackets, mackintoshes, overcoats, casual 
jackets, shirts, t-shirts, jerseys [clothing], undershirts, pullovers, sweaters; underwear; bathing suits; clothing for 
gymnastics and sports; articles of clothing, namely, scarves, ties, neckerchiefs, belts, gloves and socks; shoes for 
gymnastics and sports; headgear.

Cl.35;Advertising services; commercial management; collection and display services for merchandising - for third 
parties - of clothing goods, clothing accessories, leather goods, perfumery and cosmetics goods, optical goods and 
similar optical goods, jewellery and paste jewellery, horological articles; business management services within the 
framework of franchising; arranging of exhibitions for business and advertising purposes.
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Priority claimed from 15/04/2019; Application No. : 018051622 ;European Union 

4402718    15/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1506836]
Plasser & Theurer, Export von Bahnbaumaschinen, Gesellschaft m.b.H.
Johannesgasse 3 A-1010 Wien Austria

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computers, sensors, measuring instruments, databases and software for railway infrastructures and for rail 
vehicles, namely locomotives, carriages (railways), passenger carriages, track geometry vehicles, track laying machines, 
track laying trains.

Cl.35;Database management and data processing (office functions) for evaluating, forecasting and optimising railway 
infrastructures and for rail vehicles, namely locomotives, wagons, passenger carriages, track geometry vehicles, railway 
constructing machines, track laying trains.

Cl.42;Scientific services and industrial analysis and research services for acquiring, surveying, storing, processing and 
analysing data in the field of railway infrastructures and in the field of rail vehicles, namely locomotives, carriages 
(railways), passenger carriages, track geometry vehicles, track laying machines, track laying trains.
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4402719    15/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1506840]
LINATEX LIMITED
Halifax Road Todmorden OL14 5RT United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Polyurethane components and polyurethane lined components for machines; polyurethane linings for machines 
and machine parts; screens being parts of machines for sorting or transporting of materials; screening machines for 
sorting or transporting of materials; chutes [parts of machines]; feeders [parts of machines]; pulleys; conveyors; belts for 
conveyors; pumps; valves; cyclones; hydrocyclones; classifiers for separating materials; classifiers for separating 
particles; ore washers and scrubbers; grinding mills; grinding machines; crushing machines; polyurethane screening 
machines for sorting or transporting of materials; parts and accessories for the aforementioned goods.

Cl.17;Goods made of polyurethane namely polyurethane foams, sealants, films for wear resistance; polyurethane 
linings for hoses and pipes; polyurethane sheets [semi-finished products] for wear resistance; polyurethane hoses; 
flexible non-metallic pipes; hose linings; pipe linings; articles made of polyurethane for use in shock absorbing; articles 
made of polyurethane for insulation purposes; articles made of polyurethane for jointing purposes; polyurethane 
insulating materials; impact and abrasion resistant bars made of polyurethane; impact and abrasion resistant panels 
made of polyurethane; parts and accessories for the aforementioned goods.
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Priority claimed from 14/08/2018; Application No. : 4476257 ;France 

4402723    08/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1506846]
OVH
2 rue Kellermann F-59100 ROUBAIX France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Processors [central processing units]; electric and electronic apparatus and instruments, all for processing, 
recording, storage, transmission, retrieval or reception of data; apparatus and instruments for recording, transmitting, 
amplifying or reproducing sound, images, information or encoded data; communication servers; computer servers; 
operating hardware for VPN [virtual private networks]; operating hardware for WAN [wide area network]; operating 
hardware for LAN [local network]; computer hardware; hardware for computer networks; computer hardware for the 
provision of secure remote access to computer and communication networks; Ethernet hardware; computers; computer 
peripheral devices; electronic circuits containing programmed data; apparatus for the input, storage, conversion and 
processing of telecommunication signals; telephone equipment; equipment for fixed, portable, mobile, hands-free or 
voice-activated telephones; multimedia terminals; interactive terminals for presentation and ordering of goods and 
services; messaging apparatus and instruments; telephones, mobile telephones and telephone handsets; terminals for 
connection to a telephone network; computer programs; software; computer software for operating virtual private 
networks [VPNs]; operating software for WAN [wide area network]; LAN operating software [local network]; USB 
(universal serial bus) operating software; software provided over the Internet; software for synchronizing data between 
computers, processors, recorders, electronic devices and monitors and host computers; software for cloud computing; 
network operating system programs; operating system programs; computer hardware for the provision of secure remote 
access to computer and communication networks; downloadable electronic publications; scanners [computer 
equipment].

Cl.35;Dissemination of advertisements; communications (transcription of -); collection of data in a central file; 
systematization of data in a central file; online advertising on a computer network; data search in computer files; 
organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes, public relations, distribution of advertisements and 
advertising material (leaflets, prospectuses, printed matter, samples); distribution of advertising, promotional and 
marketing material; organization and conducting of promotional events; data search in computer files for others; 
organization and management of commercial incentive and loyalty programs; compilation, creation and maintenance of a 
register of domain names.

Cl.36;Financial affairs; electronic transfer of funds; financial operations; insurance services; funds (electronic transfer 
of -); electronic cash services [payment services]; automated payment services; electronic banking transactions via a 
global computer network (Internet banking transactions); electronic processing of payments via a global computer 
network; electronic transfer of funds via telecommunication networks; payment services provided via wireless 
telecommunication apparatus and devices.

Cl.38;Transmission, delivery and reception of sounds, data, images, music and information; electronic messaging; on-
line information services relating to telecommunications; data exchange services; transfer of data by telecommunication; 
transmission of digital files; satellite communication services; providing connections via telecommunications for 
telephone lines and call centers; telephone communication services provided for telephone lines and call centers; 
Internet access provider services; providing connections for telecommunications on the internet or on databases; 
telecommunication access services; computer-aided transmission of messages and images; access to global computer 
networks (rental of time of -); communications by computer terminals; communications by fiber-optic networks; provision 
of access to a global computer network; rental of telecommunication apparatus; telephone (- communications); telephone 
services; email forwarding services.

Cl.39;Physical storage of electronically-stored data or documents; courier services.

Cl.41;Competitions (organization of-) (education or entertainment); entertainment; electronic publication of books and 
journals online; organization and conducting of conferences, colloquiums, seminars; organization and distribution of 
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prizes, awards, organization and conducting of training workshops, colloquiums, conferences, forums, conventions, 
seminars or symposiums, fairs or exhibitions or events; education, training, coaching (training), mentoring; arranging and 
conducting training events.

Cl.42;Research, design and development relating to computers, computer programs, computer systems, computer 
software application solutions; design and development of operating software for computer networks and servers; design 
and development of operating software for cloud computer networks; information technology services; cloud computing 
services; design and updating of computer hardware; maintenance, updating and design of firmware, software and 
computer programs; computer programming; technical advice services in the field of information technology and 
telecommunications; advice relating to networks and cloud computing services; technical advice for the application and 
use of software; design and development of computer systems and telecommunication systems and equipment; 
computer management services; operational support services relating to computer networks, telecommunication 
networks and data transmission networks; online computer services (terms too vague in the opinion of the International 
Bureau - Rule 13(2)(b) of the Regulations); rental of computers and software; creating, maintaining and hosting of web 
sites of others; hosting of databases, Internet blogs, portals on the Internet; hosting of platforms on the Internet; hosting 
of software applications for others; hosting memory space on the Internet; hosting and rental of memory spaces for web 
pages; hosting of e-commerce platforms on the Internet; hosting of multimedia and interactive applications; hosting of 
online Internet services for others; hosting of computerized data, files, applications and information; hosting of servers; 
installation and maintenance of software; providing temporary use of online applications, software tools and non-
downloadable online software for the operation of computer networks and servers; location of operating software for 
accessing a cloud computing network and the use of same; rental of operating software for computer networks and 
servers; rental of web servers; provision of temporary use of non-downloadable online operating software to access and 
use a cloud network; providing temporary use of Internet security programs; rental of memory space on servers for 
hosting electronic bulletin boards; creation, operation and maintenance of web sites, web pages and portals for logging 
texts, images and music provided via computers or mobile telephones; information and technological advice services on-
line via a computer database or the internet; computer security services for protection against illegal network access; 
management of projects relating to information technology; configuration of computer networks through software; 
computer system integration services; computer project management in the field of electronic data processing [edp]; 
conversion of computer programs and data, other than physical conversion; provision of Internet search engines; 
computer programs (duplication of-); research and development of new products for third parties; design, installation, 
updating and maintenance of computer software.

Cl.45;Software licensing; registration of domain names [legal services]; registration of domain names to identify users 
on a global computer network.
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Priority claimed from 30/04/2019; Application No. : 018057451 ;European Union 

4402758    30/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1506913]
Maschinenfabrik Gustav Eirich GmbH & Co. KG
Walldürner Str. 50 74736 Hardheim Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Brushes [parts of machines]; brushes, electrically operated [parts of machines]; disintegrators; torque converters 
for machines; torque converters, other than for land vehicles; hydraulic torque converters [machine elements not for land 
vehicles]; speed governers [mechanical] for machines, engines and motors; compressed air machines; reducers 
(pressure -) [parts of machines]; pressure valves [parts of machines]; pressure controllers [valves] being parts of 
machines; pressure regulating apparatus being parts of machines; reducers (pressure -) [parts of machines]; compressed 
air pilot valves; pressure controllers [valves] being parts of machines; pressure controllers [valves] being parts of 
machines; pressure controllers [valves] being parts of machines; pressure regulators [parts of machines]; printing 
cylinders; speed governors for machines, engines and motors; speed governors for machines; cartridges for filtering 
machines; filtering machines; electromechanical machines for chemical industry; elevator chains [parts of machines]; 
elevators [lifts]; hoppers [mechanical discharging]; dust removing installations for cleaning purposes; ore treating 
machines; expansion tanks [parts of machines]; power hammers; springs [parts of machines]; belts for conveyors; 
conveyers; conveyors; moulding machines; guides for machines; bottle filling machines; blowing machines; blowing 
engines; blowing machines for the compression, exhaustion and transport of gases; conveying system equipment, 
namely, blowers; crankcases for machines, motors and engines; hangers [parts of machines]; gears for machines; gear 
boxes, other than for land vehicles; foundry machines; chaff cutter blades [parts of machines]; hammers [parts of 
machines]; hoods [parts of machines]; elevating apparatus; mechanical lifts; hydraulic lifts; controls (hydraulic -) for 
machines, motors and engines; handling machines, automatic [manipulators]; industrial robots; sizing machines; valves 
(clack -) [parts of machines]; pistons [parts of machines or engines]; couplings, other than for land vehicles; couplings 
for machines; bearings [parts of machines]; bearing brackets for machines; journals [parts of machines]; machines for 
processing plastics; housings [parts of machines]; stands for machines; tables for machines; axles for machines; hoists; 
knives [parts of machines]; blade holders [parts of machines]; mixing machines; mechanical mixing machines; spiral 
mixing machines; industrial mixing machines; blending machines for chemical processing; feeders [parts of machines]; 
mixers [machines]; mills [machines]; controls (pneumatic -) for machines, motors and engines; tube conveyors, 
pneumatic; tube conveyors, pneumatic; pressing machines; presses [machines for industrial purposes]; filter presses; 
sampling devices (parts of machines); sample collectors (parts of machines); sample dividers (parts of machines); 
installations for sample consolidation and homogenisation; installations for transporting samples and test specimens; 
installations for preparing samples and test specimens; pumps [parts of machines, engines or motors]; reducing gears 
[parts of machines]; regulators [parts of machines]; regulators [parts of machines]; agitators; air suction machines; 
suction machines for scavenging purposes; suction machines for industrial purposes; clippers [machines]; valves [parts 
of machines]; beating machines; mud catchers and collectors [machines]; cutters [machines]; filters for machines; 
sorting machines for industry; reels [parts of machines]; reels [parts of machines]; spools of metal [parts of machines]; 
dust exhausting installations for cleaning purposes; stamping machines; control mechanisms for machines, engines or 
motors; dividing machines; transferring machines; transporting machines; transporting machines; conveyors; 
transferring machines; driving chains, other than for land vehicles; belts for motors and engines; transmissions for 
machines; reduction gears, other than for land vehicles; vacuum pumps [machines]; valves [parts of machines]; valves 
(clack -) [parts of machines]; vibrators [machines] for industrial use; rolling mills; heat exchangers [parts of machines]; 
shaft couplings [machines]; shaft couplings as parts of machines; tools [parts of machines]; machine tool holders; 
holding devices for machine tools; crushing machines; shredders [machines] for industrial use; shredders [machines] for 
industrial use; crushing machines for industrial purposes; milling grinding motors.

Cl.9;Ammeters; testing apparatus not for medical purposes; analysers, in particular for determining physical properties 
of preliminary products and end products; analysers, in particular for determining chemical properties of preliminary 
products and end products; physical analysing apparatus [other than for medical use]; diagnostic apparatus, not for 
medical purposes; distance measuring apparatus; distance recording apparatus; accelerometers; weighbridges; 
chemistry apparatus and instruments; computers; computer hardware; computer software; peripherals adapted for use 
with computers; wireless computer peripherals; densitometers; detectors; detection apparatus; densimeters; dosimeters; 
liquid dosage devices that measure the amounts to be dispensed; revolution counters; flowmeters; flowmeters; mass 
flow meters; flowmeters; commutation (electric apparatus for -); resistances, electric; electro-dynamic apparatus for the 
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remote control of signals; electronic apparatus for the remote control of signals; electronic numeric displays; gasometers 
[measuring instruments]; gas testing instruments; gas sensors; computer software, recorded; downloadable computer 
software for remote monitoring and analysis; software for evaluating, calculating and visualising measurement results; 
high-frequency apparatus; height meters; altimeters; level measuring instruments; hygrometers; hygrometers; humidity 
sensors; hygrometers; electrical inductors; infrared detectors; integrated circuits; touch pads [electronic]; touchscreen 
monitors; interactive touch screen terminals; monitors; interfaces for computers; laboratory robots; readers [data 
processing equipment]; material testing instruments and machines; measuring apparatus; housings for measuring 
apparatus; measuring instruments; plane tables [surveying instruments]; gradient indicators; physics (apparatus and 
instruments for -); instruments for surveying physical data; physical analyzers [other than for medical use]; precision 
balances; precision measuring apparatus; sampling devices, not for medical purposes (parts for analysers, testing and 
measuring apparatus); sample collectors (parts for analysers, testing and measuring apparatus); sample dividers, not for 
medical purposes (parts for analysers, testing and measuring apparatus); apparatus for sample consolidation and 
homogenisation (parts for analysers, testing and measuring apparatus); apparatus for transporting samples and test 
specimens (parts for analysers, testing and measuring apparatus); apparatus for preparing samples and test specimens 
(parts for analysers, testing and measuring apparatus); electrical test apparatus; testing apparatus and instruments; 
optical inspection apparatus for industrial use; testing apparatus for testing compressibility, deformability, tensile 
strength, density, size, shape, flow and adhesion characteristics, angles of repose and friction, humidity, through-flow, 
elasticity and plasticity; testing probes, other than for medical purposes; radiological apparatus for industrial purposes; 
x-ray apparatus not for medical purposes; scales (lever -) [steelyards]; scales; programmable controllers; electronic 
controllers; electrical controls; controllers for remotely monitoring and for controlling the function and status of 
production systems; control apparatus (regulators) for regulating production processes based on measurement results; 
converters, electric; temperature indicating apparatus; temperature indicating apparatus; temperature logging apparatus; 
temperature controlling apparatus; vacuum gauges; vacuum measuring instruments; viscosimeters; weighing apparatus 
and instruments; electrical weighing apparatus; electronic scales; protractors [measuring instruments].

Cl.11;Hot air apparatus; apparatus for heating; apparatus for heating; heating plates; refrigerators; refrigerating 
apparatus and machines; cooling appliances and installations; refrigerating apparatus and equipment; air heating 
apparatus; air purifiers; air filtering installations; air filtering installations; air filters for industrial installations; drying 
apparatus and installations.
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Priority claimed from 08/10/2019; Application No. : 2042328 ;Australia 

4402759    01/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1506915]
iData Holdings Technology Pty Ltd
Suite 8, 134 - 136 Cambridge Street Collingwood VIC 3066 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software; databases; electronic notice boards.

Cl.35;Wholesale services; retail services; marketing services; advertising; provision of advertising space; business 
services including business information, management, administration and support services; operating online 
marketplaces for sellers and buyers of goods and services; electronic commerce services, namely, providing information 
about products via telecommunication networks for advertising and sales purposes; compilation and provision of online 
directories; organisation, administration and management of customer loyalty programs; all of the foregoing services 
provided online, electronically or by other means; providing information, consultancy and advisory services in respect of 
all of the foregoing services, including by electronic means via a global computer network.

Cl.38;Communications services; hosting online fora and chat rooms; providing access to online computer databases; 
web portal services (providing user access to a global computer network).

Cl.42;Hosting computer software platforms as a service; providing a platform for users to create an online marketplace 
for the promotion and sale of goods and services; hosting software as a service; hosting e-commerce platforms on the 
Internet; hosting websites that will allow the promotion, sale and purchase of goods and services; data hosting services; 
designing websites; design and development of software; maintenance and updating of software; computer programming 
services; providing information, consultancy and advisory services in respect of all of the foregoing services, including 
by electronic means via a global computer network.
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Priority claimed from 29/05/2019; Application No. : 88451148 ;United States of America 

4402797    26/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1507355]
Warner Chappell Music, Inc.
777 S. Santa Fe Ave. Los Angeles CA 90021 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Pre-recorded audio discs, tapes and phonograph records featuring music and entertainment; downloadable audio 
and video recordings featuring music and entertainment.

Cl.35;Commercial administration of the licensing of music of others.

Cl.36;Collection of royalties; collecting license fees on behalf of writers and publishers and making payments to the 
copyright owners of the music.

Cl.41;Music publishing services; entertainment services, namely, providing non-downloadable audio recordings 
featuring music and entertainment.

Cl.45;Music licensing services; copyright management services; licensing of intellectual property rights.
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Priority claimed from 24/07/2019; Application No. : 18098697 ;European Union 

4404550    31/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1507739]
ALIFAX S.R.L.
Via Petrarca, 2/1 I-35020 POLVERARA (PD) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Test tubes; holders for test tubes; holders for collecting and transport of scientific specimen being laboratory 
equipment; apparatus and instruments for scientific research in laboratories; computer software, recorded.

Cl.10;Medical specimen cups; medical specimen cup holders; collection and transport holders for medical specimen; 
medical diagnostic apparatus; diagnostic apparatus and instruments for medical purposes; analyzers for medical use; 
apparatus for the analysis of biological fluids; apparatus for analyzing bacteria in biological samples for medical use; 
automated analyzers for body fluids for medical use; material analysis apparatus for foreign matter in bodily fluids for 
medical purposes.

Cl.44;Animal healthcare services; pharmacy advice; health counseling; medical advice for individuals with disabilities; 
medical equipment rental; rental of sanitation facilities; health centre services; blood bank services; human tissue bank 
services; nursing home services; rest home services; convalescent home services; medical clinic services; palliative 
care; in vitro fertilization services; artificial insemination services; hospice services; medical services; hospital services; 
heath care services; therapy services.
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Priority claimed from 07/06/2019; Application No. : 018080180 ;European Union 

4404585    27/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1508549]
Diehl Defence GmbH & Co. KG
Alte Nußdorfer Straße 13 88662 Überlingen Germany
SAFRAN ELECTRONICS & DEFENSE
18-20 Quai du Point du Jour F-92100 Boulogne-Billancourt France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Systems and kits for guidance and for increasing the range of missiles and bombs; terminal flight path controls for 
missiles and bombs.

Cl.13;Air-to-surfaces missiles; bombs; containers for launching weapons; containers for storing weapons; 
conventional air delivered weapons; guided bombs; guided missiles; guided weapons; launchers for missiles; launchers 
for missiles [weapons]; missiles; weapon systems; weapons; weapons for launching missiles; weapons for launching 
missiles and projectiles.
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Priority claimed from 13/06/2019; Application No. : 88471402 ;United States of America 

4404622    12/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1508079]
Huya Bioscience International, LLC
12531 High Bluff Drive, Suite 138 San Diego CA 92130 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceutical preparations for prophylactic, diagnostic and/or therapeutic uses in the treatment of cardiovascular 
and oncology diseases and disorders.

Cl.42;Development of pharmaceutical preparations and medicines; pharmaceutical product evaluation.
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Priority claimed from 29/05/2019; Application No. : 018072779 ;European Union 

4404651    30/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1508231]
Bayer Aktiengesellschaft
Kaiser-Wilhelm-Allee 51373 Leverkusen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals used in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; seed preserving substances; plant growth regulating 
preparations; genes of seeds for agricultural production; fertilizers.

Cl.5;Preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides; herbicides.
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4404667    03/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1507883]
Guizhou Hongcai Junong Investment Co., Ltd.
17th Floor, Hongcai Investment Building, Shengjing Avenue, Yizi Street, Panzhou City, Liupanshui City 100121 Guizhou Province 
China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Nutritional supplements; dietetic substances adapted for medical use; sanitary tampons; mothballs; dietetic 
beverages adapted for medical purposes; first aid kits; medicines for human purposes; air purifying preparations; 
preparations to facilitate teething.

Cl.29;Fruit peel; fruit pulp; fish, tinned; crystallized fruits; soups; white of eggs; cream [dairy products]; soya bean oil 
for food; sunflower seeds, prepared.

Cl.32;Malt beer; ginger beer; beer; beer-based cocktails; waters [beverages]; mineral water [beverages]; lemonades; 
essences for making non-alcoholic beverages, not in the nature of essential oils; non-alcoholic preparations for making 
beverages; non-alcoholic fruit extracts.

Cl.35;Advertising; commercial intermediation services; publicity; accounting; marketing; personnel recruitment; 
relocation services for businesses; invoicing; rental of sales stands.
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Priority claimed from 03/04/2019; Application No. : 4020190050912 ;Republic of Korea 

4404722    02/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1507806]
POSEION
6F, 26, Saneop-ro 7beon-gil, Bucheon-si Gyeonggi-do 14441 Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.11;Shower head holder; electric water purifiers for household purposes; shower fittings; shower heads; faucets for 
basins.

Cl.21;Spatulas for kitchen use; toothbrushes [non-electric]; tumblers of non-precious metal; household containers for 
foods; portable buckets.
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Priority claimed from 17/10/2019; Application No. : 302019000076121 ;Italy 

4404738    30/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1507820]
INTRECCI S.R.L. UNIPERSONALE
Localita' San Pietro SNC I-05020 MONTECCHIO (TERNI) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.41;Education; providing of training; cultural activities.

Cl.43;Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation.
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Priority claimed from 10/12/2018; Application No. : 1386686 ;Benelux 

4404765    07/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1508146]
UNIVERCELLS, société anonyme
Rue Auguste Piccard 48 B-6041 Gosselies

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Bioreactors with a controller for cell culturing and bioprocess intensification; laboratory equipment for laboratory 
research, clinical research and trials and for (bio)pharmaceutical manufacturing industries, namely, isolators, cell culture 
vessels, cabinet for cell culture, cell culture instruments, handling vessels, filtration membranes and process control 
equipment; reusable and disposable bioreactors for cell culturing, for laboratory use, for research use and for 
biopharmaceutical and pharmaceutical manufacturing industries; bioreactors for high cell density cultivations; fixed-bed 
bioreactor for cell culturing, for laboratory use, for research use and for biopharmaceutical and pharmaceutical 
manufacturing industries; incubators for cell culture; apparatus for observing cell culture; bioreactor controllers for 
controlling and monitoring the biological process; laboratory equipment for bioprocessing, namely, self-contained bio 
manufacturing chambers containing environmental control and containment barriers for use in safe handling of biological 
materials, also for use in manufacturing of biologics, for use in laboratory; laboratory apparatus for the cultivation of 
microorganisms, cells, or other biological material for use in laboratory; scientific instruments, apparatus and devices, 
including laboratory apparatus; containers, namely cell culture recipients, incorporating sensors for containing cell 
culture for laboratory use in the manufacturing of biologics; laboratory receptacles and laboratory equipment for 
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cultivating, incubating, staining and analysing biological materials including microorganisms, cells and tissue; laboratory 
shakers; parts of the aforesaid goods.

Cl.42;Engineering, scientific and technological consultancy on process development relating to manufacture of 
biologics; engineering, scientific and technological consultancy on production units for the development and production 
of biologics; design of tools for the production of biologics; advisory services relating to industrial engineering in the 
field of manufacturing of biologics; biochemical engineering services; technical engineering in the field of manufacturing 
of biologics; rental of laboratory apparatus and instruments; research and development for the pharmaceutical and 
biotechnology industries; custom design and development of chemical reagents; analytical testing services, namely, 
evaluation testing for pharmaceutical, biopharmaceutical and chemical products, featuring testing for safety, toxicity, 
content, identity, purity, configuration and function; providing counseling and information with regard to aforementioned 
services.
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Priority claimed from 04/06/2019; Application No. : 302019000035700 ;Italy 

4405423    06/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1508046]
SAVIO MACCHINE TESSILI S.P.A.
Via Udine 105 I-33170 PORDENONE (PN) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Textile machines.

Cl.9;Radio frequency chip label for storage of tags and information for yarns identification and tracking.
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Priority claimed from 29/05/2019; Application No. : 4555753 ;France 

4405459    14/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1507952]
LABORATOIRES NOREVA-LED
66 avenue des Champs-Elysées F-75008 PARIS France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Non-medicinal products for foot, nail, body and skin care; foot, nail, body and skin creams, gels, lotions, oils, 
balms, powders, talcum powder and sprays; cosmetics; soaps; cleansing milk for toilet purposes; cosmetic creams, gels, 
milks, lotions, masks, pomades and preparations for skin and foot care; cosmetic preparations for sensitive skin care; 
cosmetic preparations for baths.

Cl.5;Medicinal products for foot, nail, body and skin care; medicinal nail-care products, namely pharmaceutical creams, 
lotions and gels; pharmaceutical products; antifungal dermatological products for the nails; fungicides for medical use; 
sanitary products for medical purposes; dermatological products; moisturizing dermatological products; healing 
dermatological products; creams, gels, milks, lotions, serums and pomades for medical use; disinfectants for medical or 
sanitary use.
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4405464    07/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1507978]
SOCOMEC
1-4 rue de Westhouse F-67230 BENFELD France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Permanent electrical controllers for electrical isolation of the network and of the appliances supplied; electronic 
apparatus for electric installation monitoring; electronic apparatus for permanent monitoring of electrical insulation and 
operation.

Cl.37;Maintenance, repair, checking and testing of these devices.

Cl.42;Research and studies in the field of electrical power distribution.
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4405474    26/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1507919]
ZHONGGUANCUN GOVERNMENT PROCUREMENT PROMOTION CENTER
Block C, Yuhui Building, No.73, Fucheng Road, Haidian District Beijing China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Chemical preparations for pharmaceutical purposes; radioactive substances for medical purposes; oxygen for 
medical purposes; chemical conductors for electrocardiograph electrodes; semen for artificial insemination; 
disinfectants; solutions for contact lenses; cultures of microorganisms for medical or veterinary use; dietetic substances 
adapted for medical use; depuratives; medicines for veterinary purposes; dental abrasives.

Cl.9;Time recording apparatus; apparatus to check franking; automated teller machines [ATM]; ticket dispensers; 
holograms; photocopiers [photographic, electrostatic, thermic]; weighing machines; measures; electronic notice boards; 
cables, electric; electrolysers; fire extinguishing apparatus; radiological apparatus for industrial purposes; protection 
devices for personal use against accidents; alarms; eyeglasses; animated cartoons; electrified fences.

Cl.35;Employment agency services; personnel management consultancy; business management of performing artists; 
business management of sports people; relocation services for businesses; rental of vending machines; rental of sales 
stands; sponsorship search; personnel recruitment.

Cl.36;Insurance consultancy; capital investment; financial management; art appraisal; charitable fund raising; financial 
evaluation [insurance, banking, real estate]; banking.
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Priority claimed from 12/06/2019; Application No. : 88469561 ;United States of America 

4405487    09/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1508380]
Valve Corporation
10400 NE 4th Street, Suite 1400 Bellevue WA 98004 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable computer game software; downloadable electronic game software; downloadable video game 
software.

Cl.41;Entertainment services, namely, providing online video games; provision of on-line entertainment, namely, on-
line computer games; providing on-line computer games and on-line video games; electronic games services provided by 
means of the Internet; providing information in the fields of computer games and entertainment via the Internet; 
organization of competitions relating to video games, video game education, and video game entertainment; providing 
information in the field of on-line computer games and on-line video games and computer games.
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Priority claimed from 10/07/2019; Application No. : m 2019 18123 ;Ukraine 

4405492    05/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1508290]
Pavlov Oleksii Volodymyrovych
vul. Hmyri, 8, kv. 12, m. Alchevsk Luhanska obl. 94222 Ukraine
Pavlova Natalia Genadievna
vul. Ozerna, 6, kv.12 m. Kyiv 04209 Ukraine

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Advertising; advertising by mail order; commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and services of 
others; commercial intermediation services; computerized file management; demonstration of goods; design of 
advertising materials; direct mail advertising; dissemination of advertising matter; distribution of samples; import-export 
agency services; layout services for advertising purposes; online advertising on a computer network; outdoor 
advertising; pay per click advertising; presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes; procurement 
services for others [purchasing goods and services for other businesses]; production of advertising films; production of 
teleshopping programmes; provision of an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; publication 
of publicity texts; publicity material rental; radio advertising; registration of written communications and data; rental of 
advertising space; rental of advertising time on communication media; rental of photocopying machines; rental of sales 
stands; rental of vending machines; sales promotion for others; scriptwriting for advertising purposes; search engine 
optimization for sales promotion; television advertising; updating of advertising material; word processing; writing of 
publicity texts.

Cl.41;Arranging and conducting of in-person educational forums; cinema presentations; dubbing; educational 
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services; electronic desktop publishing; entertainment services; film production, other than advertising films; game 
services provided online from a computer network; karaoke services; microfilming; movie studio services; music 
composition services; organization of lotteries; production of music; production of radio and television programmes; 
production of shows; providing films, not downloadable, via video-on-demand services; providing online electronic 
publications, not downloadable; providing online music, not downloadable; providing online videos, not downloadable; 
providing television programmes, not downloadable, via video-on-demand services; radio entertainment; rental of motion 
pictures; rental of videotapes; screenplay writing; scriptwriting, other than for advertising purposes; songwriting; 
subtitling; television entertainment; videotape editing; videotaping; writing of texts.
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Priority claimed from 03/07/2019; Application No. : m 2019 16646 ;Ukraine 

4405510    05/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1508307]
Pavlov Oleksii Volodymyrovych
vul. Hmyri, 8, kv. 12, m. Alchevsk Luhanska obl. 94222 Ukraine
Pavlova Natalia Genadievna
vul. Ozerna, 6,kv. 12 m. Kyiv 04209 Ukraine

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Advertising; advertising by mail order; commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and services of 
others; commercial intermediation services; computerized file management; demonstration of goods; design of 
advertising materials; direct mail advertising; dissemination of advertising matter; distribution of samples; import-export 
agency services; layout services for advertising purposes; online advertising on a computer network; outdoor 
advertising; pay per click advertising; presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes; procurement 
services for others [purchasing goods and services for other businesses]; production of advertising films; production of 
teleshopping programmes; provision of an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; publication 
of publicity texts; publicity material rental; radio advertising; registration of written communications and data; rental of 
advertising space; rental of advertising time on communication media; rental of photocopying machines; rental of sales 
stands; rental of vending machines; sales promotion for others; scriptwriting for advertising purposes; search engine 
optimization for sales promotion; television advertising; updating of advertising material; word processing; writing of 
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publicity texts.

Cl.41;Arranging and conducting of in-person educational forums; cinema presentations; dubbing; educational 
services; electronic desktop publishing; entertainment services; film production, other than advertising films; game 
services provided online from a computer network; karaoke services; microfilming; movie studio services; music 
composition services; organization of lotteries; production of music; production of radio and television programmes; 
production of shows; providing films, not downloadable, via video-on-demand services; providing online electronic 
publications, not downloadable; providing online music, not downloadable; providing online videos, not downloadable; 
providing television programmes, not downloadable, via video-on-demand services; radio entertainment; rental of motion 
pictures; rental of videotapes; screenplay writing; scriptwriting, other than for advertising purposes; songwriting; 
subtitling; television entertainment; videotape editing; videotaping; writing of texts.
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4405511    04/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1508315]
NB Fashion
Vor der Kinzigbrücke 3 63452 Hanau Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.18;Luggage, bags, wallets and other carriers.

Cl.25;Clothing.
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Priority claimed from 10/06/2019; Application No. : 88467004 ;United States of America 

4405514    09/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1508215]
Molekule, Inc.
1301 Folsom Street San Francisco CA 94103 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.11;Air purifiers; air purification apparatus and equipment.

Cl.40;Air purification and treatment services; custom manufacturing of air purifiers and air purification apparatus, 
devices and equipment.
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4405517    04/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1508343]
Teng Zhi
Room 102, Building 4, Sheshan road, Oubei Town, Yongjia County, Wenzhou City 325000 Zhejiang Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Valves of metal, other than parts of machines; water-pipe valves of metal; drain traps [valves] of metal.

Cl.7;Valves [parts of machines]; clack valves [parts of machines]; pneumatic controls for machines, motors and 
engines; hydraulic valves; hydraulic controls for machines, motors and engines; taps [parts of machines, engines or 
motors]; steam traps; pressure valves [parts of machines]; pressure regulating valve.
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4406821    04/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1508260]
SHANGHAI CONWOOD INTERNATIONAL CO., LTD.
ROOM 301-306, BUILDING NO. 1, NO.2112 YANGGAO MIDDLE ROAD, CHINA (SHANGHAI) PILOT FREE TRADE ZONE 
200135 SHANGHAI China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.14;Jewelry cases of precious metal; jewelry boxes; jewellery charms; jewelry; paste jewelry [costume jewelry]; jade 
carving jewelry; wristwatches; presentation boxes for watches; jewelry findings; chains [jewelry].

Cl.25;Clothing; layettes [clothing]; bathing suits; footwear; caps being headwear; hosiery; gloves [clothing]; neckties; 
scarfs; girdles.
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Priority claimed from 28/10/2019; Application No. : 88671266 ;United States of America 

4406886    20/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1508730]
Blockchains, LLC
610 Waltham Way Sparks NV 89437 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software for connecting devices to distributed ledger technology.

Cl.42;Software as a service, namely, hosting software for use by others for facilitating remote transactions by 
lightweight devices or computer applications via distributed ledger technology.
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Priority claimed from 02/05/2019; Application No. : 2006580 ;Australia 

4406979    22/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1508736]
Leading Initiatives Worldwide Pty Ltd
4/2 Daydream St Warriewood NSW 2102 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Application software (app); computer software for data analysis; electronic publications (downloadable).

Cl.35;Consultancy and advisory services in relation to business and personnel management; evaluation of personnel 
requirements; human resource management and consultation; business consultancy and advisory services in relation to 
human resources management, and evaluation and management of employees; business data analysis; compilation and 
provision of business data; business surveys, surveys for business purposes; evaluation of business organisation 
practices.

Cl.41;Educational and training services; arranging and conducting of training courses and seminars; training and 
education in relation to leadership, business leadership, personnel and human resources management; business training 
consultancy services; education and training courses in relation to business administration and management, personnel 
management, and human resources management; consultancy services relating to business training and education; 
providing online electronic publications (non-downloadable).
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Priority claimed from 02/05/2019; Application No. : 018059808 ;European Union 

4407054    14/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1508555]
REHAU AG + Co
Rheniumhaus, Otto-Hahn-Strasse 2 95111 Rehau Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Transportable buildings of metal; metal hardware; metal containers for storage or transport; safes; gutter pipes of 
metal; shoe dowels of metal; bicycle parking installations of metal; branching pipes of metal; aluminium; aluminium wire; 
aluminum foil paper; anvils; anchors; channel buoys [mooring] of metal; tie plates; mooring bollards of metal; jets of 
metal; anti-friction metal; reinforcing materials of metal for building; fittings of metal for compressed air ducts; reinforcing 
materials of metal for machine belts; outdoor blinds of metal; cladding of metal for building; cabanas of metal; 
balustrading of metal; hoop iron; bindings of metal; bands of metal for tying-up purposes; hoop steel; ingots of common 
metal; fittings of metal for building; metal building materials; tree protectors of metal; building panels of metal; buildings 
of metal; clips of metal for cables and pipes; tanks of metal; containers of metal for compressed gas or liquid air; closures 
of metal for containers; glucinium [beryllium]; shuttering of metal for concrete; fittings of metal for beds; bed casters of 
metal; binding thread of metal for agriculture purposes; thread of metal for tying-up purposes; binding thread of metal for 
agricultural purposes; bright steel bars; metals in foil or powder form for 3d printers; sheets and plates of metal; lead 
seals; tile floorings of metal; floor tiles of metal; bolts of metal; vats of metal; iron slabs; letter boxes of metal; bronze; 
bronzes [works of art]; bronzes for tombstones; letters and numerals of common metal, except type; busts of non-
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precious metal; cermets; chromium; chrome ores; containers of metal [storage, transport]; roof coverings of metal; metal 
roofing; roofing of metal, incorporating photovoltaic cells; tiles of metal; roof gutters of metal; roofing tiles of metal; 
mooring bollards of metal; monuments of metal; boxes of common metal; box fasteners of metal; wire; wire of common 
metal alloys, except fuse wire; wire gauze; wire rope; ropes of metal; telpher cables; underdrainage pipes of metal; 
turnstiles; turntables [railways]; penstock pipes of metal; metal pegs; wall plugs of metal; nozzles of metal; brackets of 
metal for building; metal hardware; railway sleepers of metal; railway switches; iron wire; iron ores; ice moulds of metal; 
electronic safes; labels of metal; flagpoles of metal; badges of metal for vehicles; locks of metal for vehicles; traps for 
wild animals; metal folding doors; guard rails of metal for railways; paint spray booths of metal; metal kegs; taps of metal 
for casks; barrel hoops of metal; springs [metal hardware]; filings of metal; windows of metal; lintels of metal; ironwork 
for windows; fittings of metal for windows; window stops of metal; shutters of metal; metal window frames; sash 
fasteners of metal for windows; window casement bolts; catches (window -) of metal; window pulleys; chrome iron; 
silicon iron; ferrotitanium; tungsten iron; prefabricated houses [kits] of metal; firedogs [andirons]; refractory construction 
materials of metal; furnace fireguards of metal; figures of common metal; flat bolts; hand-held flagpoles of metal; flanges 
of metal [collars]; metal bottle caps; bottle closures of metal; foils of metal for wrapping and packaging; handling pallets 
of metal; hoppers of metal, non-mechanical; metal floors; galena [ore]; sheaf binders of metal; hooks of metal for clothes 
rails; memorial plaques, of metal; cashboxes [metal or non-metal]; armored doors of metal; germanium; framework 
scaffolding of metal; framework of metal for building; peeled metal bars; cornices of metal; greenhouse frames of metal; 
drawn and polished metal bars; foundry molds [moulds] of metal; latticework of metal; bars for metal railings; bells; gold 
solder; tombs (monuments of metal for -); enclosures of metal for tombs; tombs of metal; burial vaults of metal; tomb 
slabs of metal; tombstone stelae of metal; metal tomb plaques; knobs of metal; ferrules of metal for handles; hafnium 
[celtium]; metal hooks; hooks for slate [metal hardware]; bathtub grab bars of metal; anvils [portable]; handcuffs; bag 
hangers of metal; brazing alloys; slings of metal for handling loads; beak-irons; horseshoe nails; chicken-houses of 
metal; identification bracelets of metal; nameplates of metal; indium; insect screens of metal; jalousies of metal; metal 
cable clips; tiles of metal for building; cadmium; chimney pots of metal; chimney cowls of metal; fireplace grates of metal; 
fireplace mantles of metal; jerrycans of metal; boxes of common metal; chests of metal; thimbles (rope -) of metal; 
flashing of metal for building; metal roof flashing; couplings of metal for chains; cramps of metal; drain traps [valves] of 
metal; water-pipe valves of metal; metal clothes hooks; metal joists; vice claws of metal; pitons of metal [mountaineering 
equipment]; chill-molds [foundry]; tin cans; baskets of metal; crucifixes of common metal, other than jewellery; skating 
rinks [structures of metal]; works of art of common metal; copper rings; loading gauge rods, of metal, for railway 
waggons; loading pallets of metal; cask stands of metal; anti-friction metal; belts of metal for handling loads; laths of 
metal; arbours [structures of metal]; duckboards of metal; runners of metal for sliding doors; tool boxes of metal, empty; 
tool chests of metal, empty; alloys of common metal; crash barriers of metal for roads; ducts of metal for ventilating and 
air-conditioning installations; reinforcing materials of metal for pipes; limonite; soldering wire of metal; metal brazing 
rods; rods of metal for welding; blooms [metallurgy]; magnesium; manganese; porches of metal [building]; masts of 
metal; wall claddings of metal [building]; reinforcing materials, of metal, for concrete; ores of metal; bottles [metal 
containers] for compressed gas or liquid air; grids of metal; cables of metal, non-electric; animals (metal cages for wild -); 
chains of metal; metals in powder form; frames of metal for building; vehicle ramps of metal; rings of metal; metal rods 
for brazing and welding; fittings of metal for furniture; furniture casters of metal; mobile boarding stairs (metal -) for 
passengers; molybdenum; iron (molybdenum -); troughs of metal for mixing mortar; sleeves [metal hardware]; nails; 
nameplates of metal; nickel silver; window openers, non-electric; window closers, non-electric; cable joints of metal, non-
electric; non-electric locks of metal; non-electric metal door bells; door openers, non-electric; non-electric door locks of 
metal; copper wire, not insulated; beacons of metal, non-luminous; house numbers of metal, non-luminous; signs, non-
luminous and non-mechanical, of metal; signalling panels, non-luminous and non-mechanical, of metal; signs, non-
luminous and non-mechanical, of metal, for roads; reels of metal, non-mechanical, for flexible hoses; winding spools of 
metal, non-mechanical, for flexible hoses; nickel; rivets of metal; niobium; numberplates of metal; casement windows of 
metal; oil drainage containers of metal; materials of metal for funicular railway permanent ways; towel dispensers, fixed, 
of metal; dispensers for dog waste bags, fixed, of metal; armor-plating; posts of metal; palings of metal; paving slabs of 
metal; paving blocks of metal; posts of metal; advertisement columns of metal; slabs of metal for building; mouldings of 
metal for building; stops of metal; pyrophoric metals; wheel clamps [boots]; rocket launching platforms of metal; 
mouldings of metal for cornices; metal dead bolts; bolts (lock -); cobalt, raw; common metals, unwrought or semi-
wrought; cast iron, unwrought or semi-wrought; steel, unwrought or semi-wrought; lead, unwrought or semi-wrought; 
iron, unwrought or semi-wrought; copper, unwrought or semi-wrought; brass, unwrought or semi-wrought; metal pipes; 
elbows of metal for pipes; metal tubing; pipe muffs of metal; collars of metal for fastening pipes; junctions of metal for 
pipes; roller blinds of steel; locks of metal for bags; safes [metal or non-metal]; fittings of metal for coffins; pillars of 
metal for buildings; containers of metal for storing acids; tubbing of metal; manhole covers of metal; strap-hinges of 
metal; hinges of metal; washers of metal; metal rails; materials of metal for railway tracks; fish plates [rails]; signboards 
of metal; keys of metal; grease nipples; buckles of common metal [hardware]; spring locks; chimney cowls of metal; 
chimney pots of metal; chimney shafts of metal; screws of metal; screw nuts of metal; screw tops of metal for bottles; 
shoe scrapers; shoe pegs of metal; braces of metal for load handling; pigsties of metal; soldering wire of metal; sills of 
metal; eye bolts; swimming pools [metal structures]; floating containers of metal; floating docks of metal, for mooring 
boats; swing doors of metal; pulleys of metal, other than for machines; safety cashboxes; safety chains of metal; silver 
solder; nickel silver; silicon iron; silos of metal; stakes of metal for plants or trees; split rings of common metal for keys; 
tension links; wire stretchers [tension links]; iron bands (stretchers for -) [tension links]; stretchers for metal bands 
[tension links]; cotter pins of metal; spurs; metal ladders; diving boards of metal; plugs of metal; sheet piles of metal; 
barbed wire; steel sheets; steel wire; cast steel; steel buildings; balls of steel; steel alloys; steel masts; steel pipes; steel 
pipes; stables of metal; poles of metal; tinfoil; statues of common metal; metal stepladders; ice nails [climbing irons]; 
pins [hardware]; tacks (nails); ferrules of metal for walking sticks; stoppers of metal; street gutters of metal; posts of 
metal for electric lines; props of metal; trays of metal; wainscoting of metal; tanks of metal; containers of metal for liquid 
fuel; tantalum [metal]; telephone booths of metal; telegraph posts of metal; titanium; titanium iron; tombac; metal kegs; 
barrel hoops of metal; gates of metal; metal roof trusses; transportable buildings of metal; greenhouses of metal, 
transportable; transport pallets of metal; machine belt fasteners of metal; belt stretchers of metal; metallic divisions 
[partitions]; staircases of metal; stair treads [steps] of metal; stringers [parts of staircases] of metal; step stools of metal; 
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ironwork for doors; door fittings, of metal; metal door bolts; metal doors; gate stops of metal; door panels of metal; door 
handles of metal; latch bars of metal; door knockers of metal; metal door frames; latches of metal; shims; vanadium; 
valves of metal, other than parts of machines; linings of metal for building; tinplate packings; packaging containers of 
metal; casings of metal for oilwells; clips of metal for sealing bags; sealing caps of metal; silver-plated tin alloys; 
manifolds of metal for pipelines; bells for animals; cattle chains; bird baths [structures of metal]; aviaries of metal 
[structures]; platforms, prefabricated, of metal; chimneys of metal; padlocks; wall tiles of metal; wall linings of metal 
[building]; hot-rolled steel bars; water-pipes of metal; tinplate; white metal; weather vanes of metal; wind-driven bird-
repelling devices made of metal; angle irons; brackets of metal for building; brackets of metal for furniture; tungsten; tin 
alloy (silver plated); pot hooks of metal; fences of metal; tent pegs of metal; pipes of metal, for central heating 
installations; ceilings of metal; zinc; tin; zirconium; brads; ferrules of metal; common metals and their alloys; non-electric 
cables and wires of common metal.

Cl.9;Mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; computers and computer peripherals; diving suits and divers' masks, ear 
plugs for diving, nose clips for divers and swimmers, gloves for divers, breathing apparatus for underwater swimming; 
fire-extinguishing apparatus; 3d spectacles; racks (photographic -); branch boxes [electricity]; adding machines; 
aerometers; battery jars; battery boxes; acoustic alarms; acoustic couplers; alarms; whistle alarms; alcoholmeters; 
wearable video display monitors; ammeters; nanoparticle size analysers; testing apparatus not for medical purposes; 
anemometers; fitted laptop stands; protective films adapted for smartphones; armatures [electricity]; starter cables for 
motors; anodes; anode batteries; answering machines; junction boxes [electricity]; connections for electric lines; 
antennas; anticathodes; apertometers [optics]; magnetic resonance imaging [mri] apparatus, not for medical purposes; x-
rays producing apparatus and installations, not for medical purposes; astronomy (apparatus and instruments for -); 
distance recording apparatus; apparatus for measuring the thickness of skins; oxygen transvasing apparatus; appliances 
for measuring the thickness of leather; railway traffic safety appliances; mirrors for inspecting work; asbestos clothing for 
protection against fire; asbestos gloves for protection against accidents; asbestos screens for firemen; breathing 
apparatus for underwater swimming; breathing apparatus, except for artificial respiration; respiratory masks, other than 
for artificial respiration; respirators for filtering air; audio mixers; audio interfaces; audiovisual teaching apparatus; 
recorded computer game software; shutter releases; balancing apparatus; automatic indicators of low pressure in tyres; 
steering apparatus, automatic, for vehicles; azimuth instruments; baby monitors; baby scales; bathroom scales; beacons, 
luminous; barometers; electronic cigarette batteries; limiters [electricity]; films, exposed; cinematographic film, exposed; 
x-ray films, exposed; light meters; petrol gauges; observation instruments; accelerometers; betatrons; downloadable 
image files; phototelegraphy apparatus; video telephones; biochips; black boxes [data recorders]; galena crystals 
[detectors]; diaphragms [photography]; anti-glare glasses; flashing lights (luminous signals); surge arresters; flashlamps 
for cameras; flash bulbs; furnaces for laboratory use; letter scales; spectacles [optics]; eyewear; spectacle cases; 
spectacle frames; spectacle lenses; pince-nez chains; spectacle cords; weighbridges; incubators for bacteria culture; 
compact disc players; chemistry apparatus and instruments; integrated circuit chips; chromatography apparatus for 
laboratory use; chronographs [time recording apparatus]; magnetic encoders; encoded identification bracelets, magnetic; 
encoded magnetic cards; encoded key cards; compact discs [read-only memory]; discs (compact -) [audio-video]; 
computers; computer hardware; peripherals adapted for use with computers; computer keyboards; crash test dummies; 
smartglasses; data gloves; data processing apparatus; decompression chambers; decorative magnets; densimeters; 
densitometers; distillation apparatus for scientific purposes; stills for laboratory experiments; detectors; diagnostic 
apparatus, not for medical purposes; transparencies [photography]; transparency projection apparatus; densimeters; 
burglar alarms; diffraction apparatus [microscopy]; digital signs; digital photo frames; digital thermostats for climate 
control; digital weather stations; dictating machines; regulators [dimmers] (light -), electric; alidades; diskettes; disk 
drives for computers; dna chips; dna chips; dosimeters; fuse wire; revolution counters; inductor coils; printers for 
computers; pressure measuring apparatus; pressure indicators; lamps (darkroom -) [photography]; darkrooms 
[photography]; flowmeters; dvd players; dynamometers; electronic book readers; egg-candlers; electrical adapters; 
accumulators, electric; electric batteries for vehicles; alarm bells, electric; electric installations for the remote control of 
industrial operations; electrical connecting parts; batteries, electric; theft prevention installations, electric; electric 
discharge tubes, other than for lighting; ignition (electric apparatus for remote -); cable channels (electric -); collectors, 
electric; contacts, electric; regulating apparatus, electric; electric couplings; electrical conductors; ducts [electricity]; 
measuring devices, electric; relays, electric; commutation (electric apparatus for -); electronic locks; coils, electric; 
electrical sockets; electrical plugs; electricity transformers; electric door bells; electric and electronic effects units for 
musical instruments; resistances, electric; electric wires; electro-dynamic apparatus for the remote control of railway 
points; electro-dynamic apparatus for the remote control of signals; electric cables; electric wire harnesses for 
automobiles; condensers [capacitors]; electrolysers; electromagnetic coils; electron tubes; electronic notice boards; 
electronic collars to train animals; electronic interactive whiteboards; electronic numeric displays; electronic key fobs 
being remote control apparatus; electronic tags for goods; electronic pens; electronic pocket translators; hand-held 
electronic dictionaries; electronic agendas; transistors [electronic]; electronic access control systems for interlocking 
doors; electrified fences; range finders; distance measuring apparatus; demagnetizing apparatus for magnetic tapes; anti-
interference devices [electricity]; epidiascopes; equalizers [audio apparatus]; ergometers; waling glasses; ticket 
dispensers; milage recorders for vehicles; invoicing machines; counterfeit [false] coin detectors; facsimile machines; 
binoculars; binoculars; telescopes; telerupters; teletypewriters; television apparatus; telephones; remote control 
apparatus; fire extinguishing apparatus; fire boats; fire blankets; fire extinguishers; fire engines; fire pumps; fire alarms; 
fire beaters; clothing for protection against fire; clothing for protection against fire; fire hose; cinematographic apparatus; 
film cutting apparatus; filters for respiratory masks; camera filters; connected bracelets [measuring instruments]; 
fluorescent screens; cameras; photovoltaic cells; viewfinders, photographic; photocopiers; photometers; franking 
(apparatus to check -); hands free kits for phones; frequency meters; hair dresser training heads (teaching apparatus); 
spark-guards; masts for wireless aerials; radiotelephony sets; radiotelegraphy sets; galvanic cells; galvanic batteries; 
galvanometers; fermentation (apparatus for -) [laboratory apparatus]; gas testing instruments; gasometers; gasometers 
[measuring instruments]; printed circuit boards; printed circuits; automated teller machines [atm]; coin-operated 
mechanisms for television sets; juke boxes, musical; money counting and sorting machines; apparatus for projecting 
virtual keyboards; speed indicators; speed checking apparatus for vehicles; speed measuring apparatus [photography]; 
speed regulators for record players; workmen's protective face-shields; computer operating programs, recorded; 
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recorded computer programs; computer software, recorded; computer screen saver software; computer software 
platforms, recorded or downloadable; weights; screw-tapping gauges; grids for batteries; retorts; global positioning 
system [gps] apparatus; semiconductors; salinometers; holders for electric coils; wrist rests for use with computers; anti-
dazzle shades; computer programs [downloadable software]; downloadable computer game software; electronic sheet 
music, downloadable; electronic publications, downloadable; downloadable emoticons for mobile phones; downloadable 
graphics for mobile phones; computer software applications, downloadable; high-frequency apparatus; altimeters; 
callipers; holograms; covers for personal digital assistants [pdas]; covers for smartphones; covers for tablet computers; 
humanoid robots with artificial intelligence; dog whistles; hydrometers; hygrometers; electrical inductors; infrared 
detectors; integrated circuits; interactive touch screen terminals; interfaces for computers; ionization apparatus not for 
the treatment of air or water; copper wire, insulated; joysticks for use with computers, other than for video games; 
identification threads for electric wires; identification sheaths for electric wires; wire connectors [electricity]; sheaths for 
electric cables; calipers; calibrating rings; calorimeters; capillary tubes; smart cards [integrated circuit cards]; cassette 
players; plates (carriers for dark -) [photography]; cathodes; cathodic anti-corrosion apparatus; boiler control 
instruments; switchboxes [electricity]; optical character readers; terminals [electricity]; push buttons for bells; bells 
[warning devices]; downloadable ring tones for mobile phones; gradient indicators; spectacles [optics]; knee-pads for 
workers; coaxial cables; comparators; directional compasses; contact lenses; containers for contact lenses; protective 
helmets as headgear; headphones; head guards for sports; couplers [data processing equipment]; correcting lenses 
[optics]; cosmographic instruments; gasoline gauges; bullet-proof clothing; jackets [bullet proof]; laboratory pipettes; 
laboratory trays; laboratory robots; laboratory centrifuges; chargers for electric batteries; chargers for electric batteries; 
chargers for electronic cigarettes; charging stations for electric vehicles; lactodensimeters; lactometers; surveying 
instruments; sleeves for laptops; laptop computers; bags adapted for laptops; lasers, not for medical purposes; rescue 
laser signalling flares; magic lanterns; loudspeakers; speaker enclosures; toner cartridges, unfilled, for printers and 
photocopiers; gauges; jigs [measuring instruments]; teaching robots; readers [data processing equipment]; beacons, 
luminous; light-emitting diodes [led]; signals, luminous or mechanical; signalling panels, luminous or mechanical; road 
signs, luminous or mechanical; luminous signs; blueprint apparatus; heliographic apparatus; light meters; light-emitting 
electronic pointers; rulers [measuring instruments]; punched card machines for offices; logs [measuring instruments]; 
plumb bobs; sounding apparatus and machines; air analysis apparatus; magnifying glasses; magnetic tapes; magnetic 
tape units for computers; magnetic data media; magnetic wires; magnets; identity cards, magnetic; disks, magnetic; 
solenoid valves [electromagnetic switches]; manometers; marker buoys; solderers' helmets; measures; rules (measuring 
instruments); dressmakers' measures; electricity mains (materials for -) [wires, cables]; material testing instruments and 
machines; mathematical instruments; mouse [computer peripheral]; mouse pads; coin-operated mechanisms; counter-
operated apparatus (mechanisms for -); mechanical signs; megaphones; diaphragms for scientific apparatus; quantity 
indicators; measuring apparatus; measuring glassware; measuring instruments; rods (surveying instruments); measuring 
spoons; levelling staffs [surveying instruments]; plane tables [surveying instruments]; squares for measuring; 
compasses for measuring; metal detectors for industrial or military purposes; meteorological balloons; meteorological 
instruments; dressmakers' measures; rules [measuring instruments]; metronomes; microphones; micrometer gauges; 
micrometer screws for optical instruments; microprocessors; microscopes; microtomes; cell phones; modems; monitors 
[computer hardware]; monitors [computer programs]; cinematographic film (apparatus for editing -); mouth guards for 
sports; musical juke boxes; downloadable music files; needles for surveying compasses; close-up lenses; food analysis 
apparatus; nose clips for divers and swimmers; nautical apparatus and instruments; vehicles (navigation apparatus for -) 
[on-board computers]; navigational instruments; fog signals, non-explosive; gradient indicators; neon signs; non-
explosive and non-pyrotechnic rescue flares; surveyors' levels; levelling instruments; verniers; notebook computers; 
objectives [lenses] [optics]; lenses for astrophotography; containers for microscope slides; ohmmeters; ear pads for 
headphones; ear plugs for divers; octants; eyepieces (instruments containing -); eyepieces; optical apparatus and 
instruments; optical data media; fiber optic cables; optical fibers [fibres] [light conducting filaments]; optical condensers; 
optical lanterns; optical lenses; optical discs; mirrors [optics]; optical glass; organic light-emitting diodes; oscillographs; 
ozonisers [ozonators]; parking meters; personal digital assistants; pedometers; periscopes; radio pagers; petri dishes; 
physics (apparatus and instruments for -); piezoelectric sensors; planimeters; plates for batteries; record players; juke 
boxes for computers; plotters; polarimeters; precision measuring apparatus; precision balances; prisms [optics]; 
projection apparatus; projection screens; pyrometers; quantum dot light-emitting diodes [qled]; mercury levels; radar 
apparatus; radiological apparatus for industrial purposes; radios; vehicle radios; frames for photographic transparencies; 
centering apparatus for photographic transparencies; screens for photoengraving; smoke detectors; test tubes; 
abacuses; calculators; circular slide rules; slide-rules; reflective articles for wear, for the prevention of accidents; 
reflective safety vests; refractometers; refractors; cash registers; stage lighting regulators; head cleaning tapes 
[recording]; cleaning apparatus for sound recording discs; t-squares for measuring; riding helmets; retorts' stands; life 
buoys; lifeboats; life-saving blankets; life-saving rafts; life-saving capsules for natural disasters; fire escapes; safety nets; 
safety tarpaulins; lifebelts; life saving apparatus and equipment; life vests; rheostats; levels [instruments for determining 
the horizontal]; cell phone straps; finger sizers; ring sizer; security surveillance robots; hemline markers; x-ray apparatus 
not for medical purposes; x-ray photographs, other than for medical purposes; x-ray tubes not for medical purposes; 
radiology screens for industrial purposes; rearview cameras for vehicles; saccharometers; salinometers; egg timers 
[sandglasses]; needles for record players; satellites for scientific purposes; satellite finder meters; satellite navigational 
apparatus; glazing apparatus for photographic prints; acid hydrometers; acidimeters for batteries; scanners [data 
processing equipment]; cases for smartphones; acoustic conduits; diaphragms [acoustics]; sound locating instruments; 
phonograph records; horns for loudspeakers; switchboards; switches, electric; distribution consoles [electricity]; 
electricity control panels; slide calipers; marine compasses; naval signalling apparatus; screens [photography]; fuses; 
crucibles [laboratory]; scales (lever -) [steelyards]; snorkels; cordless telephones; pedometers; protective suits for 
aviators; protective films adapted for computer screens; gloves for protection against x-rays for industrial purposes; head 
protection; protective helmets for sports; protective masks; protection devices against x-rays, not for medical purposes; 
security tokens [encryption devices]; selfie lenses; selfie sticks [hand-held monopods]; transmitting sets 
[telecommunication]; transmitters [telecommunication]; transmitters of electronic signals; sounding leads; plumb lines; 
sounding lines; sextants; safety restraints, other than for vehicle seats and sports equipment; signaling buoys; signal 
bells; signal lanterns; signalling whistles; silicon wafers; simulators for the steering and control of vehicles; resuscitation 
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training simulators; sirens; smartphones; smart rings; smartwatches; solar panels for the production of electricity; 
sonars; probes for scientific purposes; solar batteries; lens hoods; sunglasses; voltmeters; voltage regulators for 
vehicles; computer memory devices; memory cards for video game machines; spectrograph apparatus; spectroscopes; 
clothing especially made for laboratories; cases especially made for photographic apparatus and instruments; furniture 
especially made for laboratories; spherometers; sports glasses; sport whistles; speaking tubes; sprinkler systems for fire 
protection; spools [photography]; stands for photographic apparatus; camera tripods; pitot tubes; clocks (time -) [time 
recording devices]; covers for electric outlets; stereoscopes; stereoscopic apparatus; actinometers; fire hose nozzles; 
marking gauges [joinery]; bar code readers; stroboscopes; lighting ballasts; rectifiers; electricity conduits; electrified 
rails for mounting spot lights; circuit closers; circuit breakers; electric loss indicators; converters, electric; inverters 
[electricity]; subwoofers; sulfitometers; buzzers; tablet computers; tachometers; metronomes; pocket calculators; diving 
suits; gloves for divers; divers' masks; taximeters; particle accelerators; telephones; telephone wires; telephone 
receivers; telephone transmitters; telegraph wires; telegraphs [apparatus]; telecommunication apparatus in the form of 
jewellery; telepresence robots; teleprompters; telescopes; temperature indicating apparatus; temperature indicator labels, 
not for medical purposes; theodolites; thermo-hygrometers; thermometers, not for medical purposes; temperature 
controlling apparatus; thermostats for vehicles; thin client computers; audio- and video-receivers; tone arms for record 
players; sound recording strips; sound recording apparatus; tape recorders; sound locating instruments; sound 
recording carriers; sound transmitting apparatus; amplifiers; sound reproduction apparatus; totalizators; trackballs 
(computer accessories); portable media players; wearable activity trackers; walkie-talkies; personal stereos; step-up 
transformers; transponders; triodes; drying apparatus for photographic prints; drying racks [photography]; droppers, 
other than for medical or household purposes; peepholes [magnifying lenses] for doors; voltage surge protectors; 
monitoring apparatus, electric; mannequins (resuscitation -) [teaching apparatus]; filters for ultraviolet rays, for 
photography; clothing for protection against accidents, irradiation and fire; shoes for protection against accidents, 
irradiation and fire; gloves for protection against accidents; nets for protection against accidents; protection devices for 
personal use against accidents; unfilled ink cartridges for printers and photocopiers; teaching apparatus; urinometers; 
usb flash drives; vacuum gauges; vacuum tubes [radio]; variometers; pressure indicator plugs for valves; junction 
sleeves for electric cables; connectors [electricity]; enlarging apparatus [photography]; light (traffic- -) apparatus 
[signalling devices]; traffic cones; surveying apparatus and instruments; surveying chains; shutters [photography]; 
amplifying tubes; distribution boxes [electricity]; distribution boards [electricity]; video baby monitors; videotapes; video 
screens; camcorders; video cassettes; video recorders; video game cartridges; square rulers for measuring; virtual 
reality headsets; viscosimeters; voltmeters; record player needles (apparatus for changing -); scales; scales with body 
mass analysers; weighing apparatus and instruments; weighing machines; voting machines; wah-wah pedals; thermal 
imaging cameras; heat regulating apparatus; vehicle breakdown warning triangles; washing trays [photography]; water 
level indicators; marine depth finders; bubble levels; wearable computers; inverters [electricity]; intercommunication 
apparatus; wavemeters; anemometers; wind socks for indicating wind direction; carpenters' rules; protractors [measuring 
instruments]; rods for water diviners; counting apparatus; meters; teeth protectors; animated cartoons; time recording 
apparatus; time switches, automatic; reducers [electricity]; central processing units; telescopic sights for artillery; 
telescopic sights for firearms; batteries for lighting; cyclotrons; photographic apparatus and instruments; 
cinematographic machines and apparatus; optical apparatus and instruments; nautical apparatus and instruments; 
measuring apparatus and instruments; surveillance apparatus and instruments; signalling apparatus and instruments; 
life-saving apparatus and instruments; scientific apparatus and instruments; teaching apparatus and instruments; 
apparatus and instruments for controlling electricity; apparatus and instruments for accumulating electricity; apparatus 
and instruments for switching electricity; apparatus and instruments for transforming electricity; apparatus and 
instruments for regulating electricity; apparatus and instruments for conducting electricity; apparatus for the 
transmission of images; apparatus for the reproduction of images; apparatus for recording images; magnetic data 
carriers, recording discs; calculators; computers; data processing equipment.

Cl.12;Vehicles; vehicle covers [shaped]; pushchair hoods; towing trucks; axle journals; air bags [safety devices for 
automobiles]; amphibious airplanes; bags adapted for pushchairs; fitted footmuffs for prams; fitted footmuffs for 
pushchairs; fitted stroller mosquito nets; trailers [vehicles]; trailers for transporting bicycles; trailer hitches for vehicles; 
transmission chains for land vehicles; driving motors for land vehicles; shafts for land vehicles; aeronautical apparatus, 
machines and appliances; ashtrays for automobiles; buses; cars; autonomous underwater vehicles for seabed 
inspections; tyres for motor vehicles; dredgers [boats]; launches; side cars; concrete mixing vehicles; sleeping berths for 
vehicles; rolling stock for funicular railways; covers for bicycle saddles; covers for vehicle steering wheels; saddle covers 
for motorcycles; balance weights for vehicle wheels; anti-glare devices for vehicles; boats; davits for boats; boat hooks; 
masts for boats; brake segments for vehicles; brake pads for automobiles; brake facings for vehicles; vehicle brake 
discs; brake shoes for vehicles; portholes; camping cars; vehicle chassis; automobile chassis; clips adapted for 
fastening automobile parts to automobile bodies; anti-theft devices for vehicles; anti-theft alarms for vehicles; funiculars; 
cable transport apparatus and installations; trolleys; bogies for railway cars; torque converters for land vehicles; 
tricycles; jet engines for land vehicles; electric bicycles; shopping trolleys [carts (Am.)]; rail vehicles; railway couplings; 
carriages [railways]; carriages [railways]; electric vehicles; mobility scooters; motors, electric, for land vehicles; ferry 
boats; vehicle chassis; automobile chassis; bicycle trailers (riyakah); brakes for bicycles, cycles; bicycles; rims for 
wheels of bicycles, cycles; chains for bicycles, cycles; bicycle bells; baskets adapted for bicycles; cranks for cycles; 
handle bars for bicycles, cycles; motors for cycles; hubs for bicycle wheels; pedals for cycles; pumps for bicycles, 
cycles; wheels for bicycles, cycles; frames for bicycles, cycles; bicycle tires [tyres]; cycle saddles; inner tubes for 
bicycles, cycles; spokes for bicycles, cycles; bicycle stands; brakes for vehicles; vehicles for locomotion by land, air, 
water or rail; windows for vehicles; bodies for vehicles; wheeled vehicles; vehicle wheel spokes; vehicle seats; doors for 
vehicles; undercarriages for vehicles; hoods for vehicles; parachutes; bellows for articulated buses; rims for vehicle 
wheels; remote control vehicles, other than toys; remotely operated vehicles for underwater inspections; repair outfits for 
inner tubes; air vehicles; aeroplanes; mine cart wheels; freewheels for land vehicles; forklift trucks; crankcases for land 
vehicle components, other than for engines; luggage nets for vehicles; panniers adapted for cycles; panniers adapted for 
motorcycles; luggage carriers for vehicles; armored vehicles; vans [vehicles]; gear boxes for land vehicles; casting 
carriages; roll cage trolleys; hydroplanes; casters for trolleys [vehicles] [carts (Am.)]; tires (non-skid devices for vehicle -
); golf cars [vehicles]; golf cars [vehicles]; golf cars [vehicles]; pet strollers; hot air balloons; helicopters; self-balancing 
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boards; tailboard lifts [parts of land vehicles]; horns for vehicles; hydraulic circuits for vehicles; upholstery for vehicles; 
yachts; cars for cable transport installations; camera drones; camera helicopters; canoes; automobile bodies; carts; 
caissons [vehicles]; automobile chains; prams; pushchair hoods; tipping bodies for lorries [trucks]; tilting-carts; tipping 
apparatus [parts of railway freight cars]; dump carts; head-rests for vehicle seats; mudguards; ambulances; refrigerated 
vehicles; refrigerated waggons [railroad vehicles]; couplings for land vehicles; barges; lorries with crane arms; trucks; 
treads for retreading tyres; casings for pneumatic tires [tyres]; delivery drones; locomotives; waggons; aircraft; air 
cushion vehicles; pumps (air -) [vehicle accessories]; airships; telpher railways [cable cars]; military vehicles for 
transport; military drones; mopeds; motors for land vehicles; hoods for vehicle engines; automobile hoods; vehicle 
bonnet pins; engine mounts for land vehicles; motorbikes; motorcycle chains; motorcycle handlebars; motorcycle 
engines; motorcycle frames; motorcycle saddles; kickstands for motorcycles; motorized scooters; refuse collection 
vehicles; hubs for vehicle wheels; bands for wheel hubs; omnibuses; paddles for canoes; connecting rods for land 
vehicles, other than parts of motors and engines; pontoons; screw-propellers; buffers for railway rolling stock; axles for 
vehicles; gearing for land vehicles; hub caps; lug nuts for vehicle wheels; space vehicles; treads for vehicles [roller 
belts]; reduction gears for land vehicles; pneumatic tyres; tires for vehicle wheels; coaches; motor racing cars; spare 
wheel covers; rescue sleds; robotic cars; wheelchairs for transporting invalids; reversing alarms for vehicles; rearview 
mirrors; oars; oarlocks; ship hulls; sack trucks; saddlebags adapted for bicycles; clutches for land vehicles; launches; 
tyre mousse inserts; windscreen wipers; headlight wipers; ships; fenders for ships; cleats [nautical]; funnels for ships; 
marine propellers; screws [propellers] for ships; spars for ships; steering gears for ships; sleeping cars; inner tubes for 
pneumatic tires; tubeless tires [tyres] for bicycles, cycles; hose carts; ejector seats for aircraft; sleighs [vehicles]; 
mudguards; anti-skid chains; snowmobiles; seat covers for vehicles; funnels for locomotives; inclined ways for boats; 
wheelbarrows; kick sledges; mudguards; cycle mudguards; aerial conveyors; dredgers; side view mirrors for vehicles; 
side cars; self-balancing unicycles; self-balancing electric segways; self-propelled vehicles; tire patches; chairlifts; safety 
belts for vehicle seats; safety seats for children, for vehicles; security harness for vehicle seats; ski lifts; ski carriers for 
cars; sun-blinds adapted for automobiles; ships (timbers [frames] for -); dress guards for bicycles, cycles; spoke clips for 
wheels; dining cars; spikes for tires [tyres]; spoilers for vehicles; pushchairs; sports cars; sprinkling trucks; flanges for 
railway wheel tires [tyres]; vehicle joysticks; steering wheels for vehicles; rudders; suspension shock absorbers for 
vehicles; shock absorbers for automobiles; shock absorbing springs for vehicles; vehicle bumpers; bumpers for 
automobiles; tramcars; caps for vehicle petrol [gas] tanks; torsion bars for vehicles; vehicle suspension springs; 
gyrocopters; tractors; delivery tricycles; aerial conveyors; handling carts; fishing trolleys; cleaning trolleys; driving 
chains for land vehicles; push scooters [vehicles]; propulsion mechanisms for land vehicles; vehicle running boards; 
turbines for land vehicles; transmissions, for land vehicles; reduction gears for land vehicles; valves for vehicle tires 
[tyres]; pneumatic tyres; disengaging gear for boats; railway couplings; water vehicles; seaplanes; windscreens; 
direction signals for vehicles; motor homes; caravans; stern oars; bicycle gears; cigar lighters for automobiles; civilian 
drones; apparatus for locomotion by water; apparatus for locomotion by air; apparatus for locomotion by land.

Cl.17;Impact protection of rubber for docks; junctions, not of metal, for flexible pipes; compressed air pipe fittings, not 
of metal; asbestos; asbestos fibers [fibres]; asbestos felt; asbestos packing; asbestos fabrics; asbestos paper; asbestos 
millboards; slate asbestos; asbestos cloth; asbestos sheets; asbestos coverings; balata; bark coverings for sound 
insulation; cotton wool for packing [caulking]; flower arrangements (foam supports for -) [semi-finished products]; leaks 
(chemical compositions for repairing -); joint packings; expansion joint fillers; duct tapes; weatherstripping compositions; 
caulking materials; sealing rings; draught excluder strips; dielectrics [insulators]; elastic yarns, not for use in textiles; 
window stops of rubber; insulating buildings against moisture (substances for -); insulating refractory materials; filtering 
materials of semi-processed plastic foam; filtration materials of semi-processed films of plastic; liquid rubber; foil of 
regenerated cellulose, other than for packing; molds (ebonite -); sealants for joints; garden hoses; anti-dazzle films for 
windows [tinted films]; fibreglass fabrics for insulation; fibreglass for insulation; glass wool for insulation; tyres (rubber 
material for recapping -); rubber seals for jars; threads of rubber, not for use in textiles; clack valves of rubber; rubber 
solutions; sleeves of rubber for protecting parts of machines; stops of rubber; shock-absorbing buffers of rubber; rings of 
rubber; cords of rubber; rubber stoppers; gutta-percha; brake lining materials, partly processed; ebonite [vulcanite]; 
insulators for electric mains; railway tracks (insulators for -); insulators; insulating paints; insulating tapes; insulating felt; 
insulating varnish; insulation (metal foil for -); insulating fabrics; insulating gloves; insulating materials; cables 
(insulators for -); transformers (insulating oil for -); insulating oils; insulating paper; insulating plaster; lute; adhesive 
bands, other than stationery and not for medical or household purposes; carbon fibers [fibres], other than for textile use; 
plastic fibers [fibres], not for textile use; plastic filaments for 3d printers; plastic sheeting for agricultural purposes; 
plastic film, not for wrapping; threads of plastic materials, not for textile use; clutch linings; rubber; canvas hose pipes; 
reinforcing materials, not of metal, for pipes; pipe gaskets; threads of plastic for soldering; wool (mineral -) [insulator]; 
compositions to prevent the radiation of heat; boiler composition to prevent the radiation of heat; paper for electrical 
capacitors; padding materials of rubber or plastics; packing [cushioning, stuffing] materials of rubber or plastics; mica, 
raw or partly processed; gum, raw or semi-worked; rubber, raw or semi-worked; fittings, not of metal, for rigid pipes; pipe 
jackets, not of metal; soundproofing materials; wool (slag -) [insulator]; hoses of textile material; flexible pipes, not of 
metal; threads of plastic for soldering; barriers (floating anti-pollution -); self-adhesive tapes, other than stationery and 
not for medical or household purposes; asbestos safety curtains; synthetic rubber; acrylic resins [semi-finished 
products]; synthetic resins [semi-finished products]; semi-processed plastics; cellulose acetate, semi-processed; door 
stops of rubber; washers of rubber or vulcanized fiber [fibre]; valves of india-rubber or vulcanized fiber [fibre]; connecting 
hoses for vehicle radiators; fittings, not of metal, for flexible pipes; bags [envelopes, pouches] of rubber, for packaging; 
viscose sheets, other than for wrapping; vulcanized fiber [fibre]; non-conducting materials for retaining heat; waterproof 
packings; cylinder jointings; rubber, raw or semi-worked; mica, raw or partly processed; gum, raw or semi-worked; 
unprocessed and semi-processed gutta-percha; unprocessed and semi-processed asbestos; substitutes for unprocessed 
and semi-processed rubber; substitutes for unprocessed and semi-processed gutta-percha; substitutes for unprocessed 
and semi-processed asbestos; substitutes for unprocessed and semi-processed mica; plastics in extruded form for use in 
manufacture; packing materials; stopping materials.

Cl.19;Accordion doors, not of metal; materials, not of metal, for building and construction; non-metallic rigid pipes for 
building; non-metallic transportable buildings; monuments, not of metal; gutter pipes, not of metal; bicycle parking 
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installations, not of metal; branching pipes, not of metal; alabaster; alabaster glass; mooring bollards, not of metal; 
aquaria [structures]; aquarium gravel; aquarium sand; reinforcing materials, not of metal, for building; asbestos mortar; 
asbestos cement; asphalt; asphalt paving; outdoor blinds, not of metal and not of textile; cladding, not of metal, for 
building; cabanas, not of metal; beacons, not of metal, non-luminous; girders, not of metal; balustrades, not of metal; 
huts; felt for building; building glass; wood for building; building materials (non-metallic); building panels, not of metal; 
building stone; buildings, not of metal; plastic landscape edgings; tanks of masonry; rock crystal; concrete; concrete 
building elements; shuttering, not of metal, for concrete; binding agents for making stones; bitumen; bituminous 
products for building; building cardboard [asphalted]; bituminous coatings for roofing; tile floorings, not of metal; floor 
tiles, not of metal; letter boxes of masonry; rubble; busts of stone, concrete or marble; non-metal roof coverings; non-
metal roofing; roofing, not of metal, incorporating solar cells; pantiles; gutters (roof -), not of metal; scantlings 
[carpentry]; roofing slates; roofing shingles; non-metal roofing tiles; mooring bollards, not of metal; stave wood; safety 
glass; drain pipes, not of metal; turnstiles, not of metal; penstock pipes, not of metal; brackets, not of metal, for building; 
railway sleepers, not of metal; enamelled glass, for building; flagpoles, not of metal; folding doors, not of metal; paint 
spraying booths, not of metal; lintels, not of metal; non-metal windows; window glass, for building; window glass, except 
glass for vehicle windows; plate glass [windows] for building; shutters, not of metal; non-metal window frames; 
prefabricated houses [kits]; refractory construction materials, not of metal; fire burrs; fireproof cement coatings; figurines 
of stone, concrete or marble; bagasses of cane (agglomerated -) [building material]; veneer wood; floors, not of metal; 
plaster; memorial plaques, not of metal; perches; timber mouldings; geotextiles; armored doors, not of metal; scaffolding, 
not of metal; framework for building, not of metal; non-metal cornices; horticultural frames, not of metal; foundry molds 
[moulds], not of metal; gypsum [building material]; latticework, not of metal; glass granules for road marking; tombs 
[monuments], not of metal; grave or tomb enclosures, not of metal; tombs, not of metal; burial vaults, not of metal; grave 
slabs, not of metal; gravestones; tombstone stelae, not of metal; tombstone plaques, not of metal; granite; rubber 
bearings for seismic isolation of buildings; folding doors, not of metal; blast furnaces (cement for -); wood for making 
household utensils; planks [wood for building]; xylolith; veneers; floor boards [of wood]; furrings of wood; wood pulp 
board for building; wood paving; wood panelling; chicken-houses, not of metal; insect screens, not of metal; insulating 
glass [building]; jalousies, not of metal; wall tiles, not of metal, for building; lime; calcareous marl; calcareous stone; 
chimney pots, not of metal; chimney cowls, not of metal; fireplace mantles, not of metal; flashing, not of metal, for 
building; angle irons, not of metal; roof flashing, not of metal; gravel; silica [quartz]; stained-glass windows; drain traps 
(valves), not of metal or plastic; water-pipe valves, not of metal or plastic; joists, not of metal; skating rinks [structures, 
not of metal]; works of art of stone, concrete or marble; artificial stone; laths, not of metal; arbours [structures not of 
metal]; floorboards; crash barriers, not of metal, for roads; ducts, not of metal, for ventilating and air-conditioning 
installations; luminous paving blocks; magnesia cement; macadam; porches, not of metal, for building; fair huts; marble; 
masts [poles], not of metal; wall claddings, not of metal, for building; mortar for building; mosaics for building; casement 
windows, not of metal; furnaces (cement for -); olivine for building; armour-plating, not of metal; building paper; building 
cardboard; parquet flooring; parquet floor boards; pitch; piles (non-metallic -); palisading, not of metal; paving slabs, not 
of metal; paving blocks made of non-metallic materials; cement posts; non-metal posts; advertisement columns, not of 
metal; cement slabs; slabs, not of metal, for building; porphyry [stone]; mouldable wood; agglomerated cork for building; 
moldings, not of metal, for building; coatings [building materials]; quartz; rocket launching platforms, not of metal; 
mouldings, not of metal, for cornices; chalk (raw -); sandstone tubes; rigid pipes, not of metal [building]; sand, except 
foundry sand; sandstone for building; pillars, not of metal, for building; manhole covers, not of metal; fireclay; schists; 
slate powder; reeds for building; slag [building material]; clinker stone; sawn timber; chimney cowls, not of metal; 
chimney pots, not of metal; lengthening pieces, not of metal, for chimneys; clinker ballast; pigsties, not of metal; sills, not 
of metal; swimming pools [structures, not of metal]; floating docks, not of metal, for mooring boats; swing doors, not of 
metal; caissons for construction work under water; signs, not of metal (non-luminous and non-mechanical -); signalling 
panels, non-luminous and non-mechanical, not of metal; silver sand; silos, not of metal; hips for roofing; plywood; diving 
boards, not of metal; sheet piles, not of metal; stables, not of metal; statues of stone, concrete or marble; stone; coal tar; 
stonemasonry (works of -); street gutters, not of metal; road repair (binding material for -); roads (materials for making 
and coating -); signs, non-luminous and non-mechanical, not of metal, for roads; road coating materials; road marking 
sheets and strips of synthetic material; poles, not of metal, for power lines; props, not of metal; non-metal wainscotting; 
tanks of masonry; tar; tarred strips for building; wood, semi-worked; telephone booths, not of metal; telegraph posts, not 
of metal; terra cotta [building material]; clay; slate; potters' clay; non-metal gates; non-metal beams; non-metallic 
transportable buildings; greenhouses, transportable, not of metal; partitions, not of metal; staircases, not of metal; stair-
treads [steps], not of metal; stringers [parts of staircases], not of metal; tufa; non-metal doors; door panels, not of metal; 
door casings, not of metal; linings, not of metal, for building; lengthening pieces, not of metal, for chimneys; vinyl siding; 
bird baths [structures, not of metal]; aviaries, not of metal (structure); aviaries, not of metal [structures]; platforms, 
prefabricated, not of metal; chimneys, not of metal; wall tiles, not of metal; wall linings, not of metal, for building; water-
pipes, not of metal; fences, not of metal; cement; earth for bricks; bricks; earth for bricks; ceilings, not of metal; pitch, tar, 
bitumen and asphalt.

Cl.20;Bird houses of metal; containers, not of metal, for storage or transport; shells; meerschaum; yellow amber; 
shelves for storage; shoe dowels, not of metal; filing cabinets; ambroid plates; ambroid bars; mooring buoys, non-
metallic; tea carts; display boards; anti-roll cushions for babies; medicine cabinets; medicine cabinets; inflatable 
furniture; inflatable publicity objects; trestles [furniture]; stuffed animals; birds (stuffed -); oyster shells; baby bath seats; 
bamboo; bamboo curtains; benches [furniture]; clips, not of metal, for cables and pipes; reservoirs, not of metal nor of 
masonry; closures for containers, non-metallic; funerary urns; bed fittings, not of metal; cots for babies; beds; beds for 
household pets; wood bedsteads; bed casters, not of metal; bedding, except linen; beehives; beehives; picture frames; 
flower-stands [furniture]; flower stands; bolts, not of metal; vats, not of metal; boxes of wood or plastic; letter boxes, not 
of metal or masonry; book rests [furniture]; bookcases; library shelves; sideboards; dinner wagons; office furniture; 
brush mountings; busts of wood, wax, plaster or plastic; camping mattresses; armchairs; containers, not of metal 
[storage, transport]; decorations of plastic for foodstuffs; pegs [pins], not of metal; fixing plugs, not of metal; shower 
seats; shelves for filing-cabinets [furniture]; labels of plastic; furniture shelves; locks, not of metal, for vehicles; staves of 
wood; barrels, not of metal; casks, not of metal; taps, not of metal, for casks; barrel hoops, not of metal; window fittings, 
not of metal; window stops, not of metal or rubber; sash fasteners, not of metal, for windows; casement bolts (non-
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metallic -); figurines of wood, wax, plaster or plastics; fishing baskets; hand-held flagpoles, not of metal; non-metal bottle 
caps; bottle racks; corks for bottles; bottle casings of wood; bottle closures, not of metal; chopping blocks [tables]; 
handling pallets, not of metal; freestanding partitions [furniture]; hairdressers' chairs; fodder racks; hooks, not of metal, 
for clothes rails; coatstands; curtain hooks; curtain holders, not of textile material; curtain rings; curtain rollers; poles for 
curtains; plaited straw, except matting; waxcomb for beehives; plate racks; gun racks; hampers [baskets] for the 
transport of items; bathtub grab bars, not of metal; hand-held mirrors [toilet mirrors]; bag hangers, not of metal; towel 
dispensers, fixed, not of metal; towel stands [furniture]; crates; non-luminous house numbers, not of metal; stag antlers; 
workbenches; stools; wood ribbon; reels of wood for yarn, silk, cord; honeycombs; horn, unworked or semi-worked; 
covers (garment -) [storage]; kennels; hat stands; kennels for household pets; identification bracelets, not of metal; non-
metal dog tags; indoor blinds made from interwoven wood; indoor blinds of paper; interior textile window blinds; indoor 
window blinds [shades] [furniture]; slatted indoor blinds; sleeping mats; non-metal cable clamps; fireguards; settees; 
jerrycans, not of metal; edgings of plastic for furniture; trolleys for computers [furniture]; index cabinets; chests, not of 
metal; bolsters; numberplates, not of metal; high chairs for babies; infant walkers; cushions; pet cushions; drains 
[valves] made of plastic; water-pipe valves of plastic; clothes hangers and clothes hooks; clothes hooks, not of metal; 
mannequins and tailors' dummies; wardrobe lockers; coatstands; knobs, not of metal; chests of drawers; console tables; 
pillows; bolsters; head positioning pillows for babies; head-rests [furniture]; baby head support cushions; coral; baskets, 
non-metallic; wickerwork; corks; hospital beds; scratching posts for cats; crucifixes of wood, wax, plaster or plastic, 
other than jewellery; works of art of wood, wax, plaster or plastic; plastic ramps for use with vehicles; cabinet work; 
loading gauge rods, not of metal, for railway waggons [wagons]; counters [tables]; loading pallets, not of metal; cask 
stands, not of metal; lap desks; bed bases; runners (non-metallic -) for sliding doors; playpens; tool boxes, not of metal, 
empty; tool chests, not of metal, empty; lecterns; beds for pets; air beds, not for medical purposes; air pillows, not for 
medical purposes; air cushions, not for medical purposes; air mattresses, not for medical purposes; massage tables; 
mattresses; mats for infant playpens; furniture; furniture of metal; legs for furniture; furniture fittings, not of metal; 
furniture partitions of wood; feet for furniture; rollers [casters], not of metal; doors for furniture; boarding stairs, not of 
metal, mobile, for passengers; mobiles [decoration]; troughs, not of metal, for mixing mortar; moses baskets; non-metal 
dog tags; nesting boxes for household pets; fans for personal use, non-electric; door closers, not of metal, non-electric; 
rivets, not of metal; nesting boxes; numberplates, not of metal; oil drainage containers [non-metallic]; dispensers for dog 
waste bags, fixed, not of metal; screens [furniture]; bead curtains for decoration; placards of wood or plastics; armchairs; 
picture frame moldings; curtain tie-backs; sections of wood for beehives; picture rods; rattan; stands for calculating 
machines; racks; shelving units; latches, not of metal; whalebone, unworked or semi-worked; mother-of-pearl, unworked 
or semi-worked; collars, not of metal, for fastening pipes; saw benches [furniture]; saw horses; coffin fittings, not of 
metal; coffins; hinges, not of metal; display racks; stools; deck chairs; signboards of wood or plastics; tortoiseshell; 
imitation tortoiseshell; reeds [plaiting materials]; umbrella stands; non-mechanical reels, not of metal, for flexible hoses; 
winding spools, not of metal, non-mechanical, for flexible hoses; locks, other than electric, not of metal; plastic keys; 
keyboards for hanging keys; jewelry organizer displays; costume stands; cupboards; screws, not of metal; nuts, not of 
metal; vice benches [furniture]; screw tops, not of metal, for bottles; shelves for typewriters; writing desks; desks; 
lockers; shoe pegs, not of metal; school furniture; covers for clothing [wardrobe]; floating containers, not of metal; 
trolleys [furniture]; seats of metal; sofas; divans; stakes, not of metal, for plants or trees; rings, not of metal, for keys; 
meat safes; mirrors (silvered glass); mirror tiles; chests for toys; ladders of wood or plastics; mats, removable, for sinks; 
plugs, not of metal; flower-pot pedestals; poles, not of metal; statues of wood, wax, plaster or plastic; steps [ladders], not 
of metal; standing desks; corozo; embroidery frames; stoppers, not of glass, metal or rubber; bumper guards for cots, 
other than bed linen; straw edgings; straw plaits; mattress (straw -); seats; valet stands; trays, not of metal; tanks, not of 
metal or masonry; containers, not of metal, for liquid fuel; bakers' bread baskets; stair rods; animal horns; animal hooves; 
claws (animal -); tables; tables of metal; table tops; dressing tables; barrel hoops, not of metal; portable desks; shoulder 
poles [yokes]; transport pallets, not of metal; step stools, not of metal; door fittings, not of metal; non-metal door bolts; 
door stops, not of metal or rubber; door handles, not of metal; door bells, not of metal, non-electric; door knockers, not of 
metal; latches, not of metal; plastic key cards, not encoded and not magnetic; valves (not of metal) other than parts of 
machines; packaging containers of plastic; clips of plastic for sealing bags; sealing caps, not of metal; glass (silvered -) 
[mirrors]; display cases; birdhouses; curtain rings; pulleys of plastics for blinds; support rails for curtains; poles for 
curtains; trolleys for computers (furniture); baby changing platforms; washstands [furniture]; hydrostatic [water] beds, 
not for medical purposes; casks of wood for decanting wine; work benches; changing mats; bassinets; wind chimes 
[decoration]; brackets, not of metal, for furniture; drafting tables; magazine racks; newspaper display stands; tent pegs, 
not of metal; mirrors (silvered glass); animal bone [unworked or partly worked material]; whalebone, unworked or semi-
worked; ivory, unworked or semi-worked; mother-of-pearl, unworked or semi-worked.
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Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical products for industrial purposes; chemical products as raw materials; chemical substances, chemical 
materials, chemical preparations and natural elements; chemical compositions and materials for the use in the 
manufacture of cosmetic products and paints; chemical additives for the use in the manufacture of fabrics; chemical 
products as a raw material with an antibacterial effect, aforementioned products also to be used as additive for products, 
including for paints, cosmetic products and cleaning products.

Cl.2;Paints, varnishes, lacquers; anticorrosion agents and wood preservatives; dyes; mordants; natural raw resins; 
paint thinners, conversion coatings (paints), drying agents for paints, pigments, colorants.
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Priority claimed from 04/06/2019; Application No. : 88458881 ;United States of America 

4407455    22/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1508800]
Evelyn P. McCabe
505 Greenwich Street, Apt. 4H New York NY 10013 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;On-line retail store services featuring books, electronic books, and audio books.

Cl.41;Publishing of books, electronic books, and audio books, online electronic publishing of books.
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Priority claimed from 28/02/2019; Application No. : AM 10366/2019 ;Austria 

4407456    27/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1508797]
Ing. Martin Kurschel
Wipplingerstraße 1,1. DG A-1010 Wien Austria

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Personal care products; sanitary preparations for care, body cleansing and personal care preparations; ear 
cleansing preparations for body care.

Cl.5;Sanitary preparations and articles; medical and veterinary preparations and articles, ear drops, gels and liquids for 
external use for medical and therapeutic purposes.

Cl.10;Medical and veterinary apparatus and instruments; ear cleaning equipment; therapeutic hot air apparatus; 
apparatus for therapeutic purposes for conducting rinses; instruments for ear, nose and throat medicine; otolaryngology 
instruments.

Cl.11;Personal heating and drying apparatus; ear drying equipment; hot air dryer for use in drying the ear.
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4407460    05/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1508195]
Xiamen Slow Mist Technology Co., Ltd.
Room One of Units 1504, No. 68, Taidong Road, Siming District, Xiamen 361000 Fujian China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Data processing apparatus; computer programs, recorded; integrated circuit cards [smart cards]; computer 
software platforms, recorded or downloadable; computer software, recorded; anti-interference devices [electricity]; 
software applications for mobile phones, downloadable; computers; disk drives for computers; measuring apparatus.

Cl.42;Computer programming; computer software design; updating of computer software; software development in the 
framework of software publishing; telecommunications technology consultancy; computer system design; software as a 
service [SaaS]; technological research; research and development of new products for others; consultancy in the design 
and development of computer hardware.
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Priority claimed from 24/05/2019; Application No. : 2019-073267 ;Japan 

4407476    31/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1508405]
Mitsubishi Electric Corporation
7-3 Marunouchi 2-chome, Chiyoda-ku Tokyo 100-8310 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Devices and apparatus used for monitoring and controlling elevators, escalators and moving sidewalks utilizing 
telecommunication network; computers; computer software for use in monitoring and controlling the operation of 
elevators, escalators and moving sidewalks.

Cl.37;Repair and maintenance of elevators, escalators and moving sidewalks; providing information relating to repair 
and maintenance of elevators, escalators and moving sidewalks; repair or maintenance of elevators, escalators and 
moving sidewalks by remote monitoring; providing information relating to repair or maintenance of elevators, escalators 
and moving sidewalks by remote monitoring.
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Priority claimed from 02/04/2019; Application No. : 2019-046191 ;Japan 

4407489    02/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1508284]
Cross Compass Ltd.
9-11, Shinkawa 2-chome, Chuo-ku Tokyo 104-0033 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software; computer firmware; computer hardware; application software.

Cl.35;Advertising and publicity services; business management analysis or business consultancy; marketing research 
or analysis; providing information concerning commercial sales; compilation of information into computer databases; 
providing business assistance to others in the operation of data processing apparatus namely, computers, typewriters, 
telex machines and other similar office machines.

Cl.42;Design and development of artificial intelligence computer systems, information processing equipment, 
computers and computer software; designing, other than for advertising purposes; technological advice relating to 
computers, automobiles and industrial machines; testing or research on machines, apparatus and instruments.
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Priority claimed from 10/06/2019; Application No. : 88467014 ;United States of America 

4407505    10/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1508178]
Milk Snob LLC
202 N Allen Dr A Allen TX 75013 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.12;Fitted car seat covers.

Cl.24;Baby blankets; Crib sheets; Nursing covers; Sleeping bags for babies; Diaper changing pad covers not of paper.

Cl.25;Baby hat and gown sets.
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Priority claimed from 28/05/2019; Application No. : 88449838 ;United States of America 

4407530    22/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1508394]
CodeCombat Inc.
301 Howard Street, Suite 830 San Francisco CA 94105 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable computer programs for educational computer games.

Cl.41;Providing temporary use of non-downloadable online educational games; educational services, namely, providing 
classes, tutoring and hackathon events in the fields of computer science, computer programming, science, technology, 
engineering, mathematics and language learning.
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4407571    14/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1508814]
Empear AB
Arenagatan 21 SE-215 32 Malmö Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer programs [downloadable software]; software for the analysis of business data; software for the analysis 
of software systems.

Cl.42;Analytical services relating to computer programmes; computer programming services for commercial analysis 
and reporting; information technology [IT] consultancy services for analyzing information systems; technological 
consultancy services for analyzing information systems; hosting services and software as a service and rental of 
software; software development; installing computer programs; maintenance of computer software.
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Priority claimed from 23/10/2019; Application No. : 88666106 ;United States of America 

4407585    25/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1508782]
Jacobs Engineering Group Inc.
1999 Bryan Street, Suite 1200 Dallas TX 75201 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Consulting in the field of business process improvement and enterprise architecture design; business project 
management; supply chain management; negotiation of business contracts for others; market research and business 
intelligence; business data analysis; conducting economic feasibility studies; business risk management; outsource 
service provider in the field of business management of industrial facilities.

Cl.36;Outsource service provider in the field of management of buildings for others.

Cl.37;Construction of buildings, municipal and commercial infrastructure facilities, and industrial facilities; inspection 
of buildings in the course of construction; maintenance, repair and renovation of buildings, municipal and commercial 
infrastructure facilities, and industrial facilities; decommission and demolition of buildings, municipal and commercial 
infrastructure facilities and industrial facilities; construction project management; consulting in the field of construction; 
consulting services in the field of mining extraction; installation, maintenance and repair of computer hardware.

Cl.40;Environmental remediation, namely, treatment of soil, waste, and water; remediation of nuclear sites; 
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decontamination of hazardous materials; consulting in the field of oil, gas and petroleum processing and refining.

Cl.42;Architectural design; interior design; engineering; chemical engineering; civil engineering; electrical engineering; 
mechanical engineering; environmental engineering; hydraulic engineering; wastewater engineering; petroleum 
engineering; aerospace engineering; nuclear engineering; manufacturing engineering; design engineering; structural 
engineering; energy engineering; automotive engineering; engineering project management; consulting in the field of 
engineering and architecture; conducting engineering feasibility studies; conducting scientific feasibility studies; 
scientific research; environmental testing and inspection; planning, design, and management of information technology 
systems and computer network systems; technical support, namely, diagnosing computer hardware and software 
problems and monitoring technological functions for information technology and computer network systems; technical 
support services, namely, monitoring of network systems, servers and web and database applications and notification of 
related events and alerts; electronic data storage; design and development of electronic data security systems; technical 
consulting in the field of datacenter architecture, private and public cloud computing solutions, and evaluation and 
implementation of internet technology and services; scientific research, testing and evaluation of weapons, flight and 
space exploration systems; consulting services in the field of mining exploration.
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4407586    11/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1508783]
MODANISA ELEKTRONIK MAGAZACILIK VE TICARET ANONIM SIRKETI
Altunizade Mahallesi Kusbakisi Caddesi No:27/1 Üsküdar Istanbul Turkey

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.25;Headgear.

Cl.35;Advertising, marketing and public relations, organization of exhibitions and trade fairs for commercial or 
advertising purposes; office functions, secretarial services, arranging newspaper subscriptions for others, compilation of 
statistics, rental of office machines, systemization of information into computer databases, telephone answering for 
unavailable subscribers; business management, business administration and business consultancy, accounting, 
commercial consultancy services, personnel recruitment, personnel placement, employment agencies, import and export 
agencies, temporary personnel placement services; auctioneering; the bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a 
variety of goods, namely clothing, underwear and outerclothing, other than special purpose protective clothing, socks, 
shawls, bandanas, scarves, footwear, headgear enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase those goods, 
such services may be provided by retail stores, wholesale outlets, by means of electronic media or through mail order 
catalogues.
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Priority claimed from 14/02/2019; Application No. : 018022875 ;European Union 

4407589    05/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1508748]
Thomas Henry GmbH & Co. KG
Bessemerstraße 22 12103 Berlin Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear, in particular shirts, trousers, hats, caps [headwear], jackets, caps, sweaters, neck 
scarves [mufflers], sweaters, t-shirts.

Cl.30;Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee; tea-based beverages; mate [tea]; yerba mate; tablets (non-medicated -) 
made of glucose with a caffeine base.

Cl.32;Beers; mineral water [beverages]; aerated water; fruit drinks; juices; syrups for making beverages; preparations 
for making beverages; non-alcoholic beverages; non-alcoholic beverages, in particular flavoured with mate; cola; non-
alcoholic beverages containing caffeine; energy drinks containing caffeine; energy drinks; energy drinks [not for medical 
purposes]; fermented non-alcoholic beverages.

Cl.33;Alcoholic beverages (except beers); alcoholic energy drinks; fermented spirit.

Cl.35;Advertising; advertising, marketing and promotional services; business management, business administration, 
office functions; commercial information in relation to non-alcoholic beverages; commercial information in relation to 
alcoholic beverages; presentation of goods and services in retail outlets and online shops; operation of retail outlets and 
online shops, namely negotiation and concluding of contracts regarding the purchase and sale of goods and the use of 
services (for others); operating online shops by electronic mail, namely administrative processing of orders and invoicing 
services; display and demonstration of goods; collection of goods, for others, for presentation purposes; presentation of 
goods (for others), for sales purposes; import-export agency services; ordering services; procurement services for 
others, and retailing, in particular via the internet, of the following goods: clothing, footwear, headgear, shirts, trousers, 
hats, caps, jackets (clothing), caps (headwear), jumpers (pullovers), neck scarves (mufflers), sweaters, t-shirts; 
procurement services for others, and retailing, in particular via the internet, of the following goods: coffee, tea, cocoa and 
artificial coffee; procurement services for others, and retailing, in particular via the internet, of the following goods: tea 
beverages, mate tea, yerba-mate tea, non-medicinal caffeine-based dragées made from glucose; procurement services for 
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others, and retailing, in particular via the internet, of the following goods: beers, mineral water, aerated water; 
procurement services for others, and retailing, in particular via the internet, of the following goods: fruit beverages, fruit 
juices, syrups for making beverages, preparations for making beverages; procurement services for others, and retailing, 
in particular via the internet, of the following goods: non-alcoholic beverages, in particular based on mate; procurement 
services for others, and retailing, in particular via the internet, of the following goods: non-alcoholic caffeinated 
beverages, caffeinated beverages; procurement services for others, and retailing, in particular via the internet, of the 
following goods: caffeinated energy drinks, energy drinks, energy drinks, other than for medical purposes, fermented 
non-alcoholic beverages; procurement services for others, and retailing, in particular via the internet, of the following 
goods: alcoholic beverages, except beers, alcoholic energy drinks, fermented spirits (beverages).

Cl.39;Transport; packaging and storage of goods; services in connection with the transport of alcoholic beverages; 
services in connection with the transport of non-alcoholic beverages; storage of alcoholic drinks; storage of non-
alcoholic beverages; consultancy and information in relation to the aforesaid services, included in this class.

Cl.43;Services for providing food and drink; providing temporary accommodation.
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4407890    19/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1451328]
J W Anderson Limited
21 Parr Street London N1 7GW United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Cosmetics; perfumery; colognes; eau de cologne; eau de parfum; eau de toilette; deodorants for personal use; 
bath and shower gels; bath oils; soaps; hand wash; body oils; body lotions; hand lotions; body creams; nail cream; 
shampoos; hair lotions; perfumed talcum powder; toiletries; scented oils; aftershaves; aftershave balms and lotions; 
shaving gels; shaving soap; shaving foam; shaving balm; shaving preparations; essential oils; room fragrances; room 
fragrancing preparations; scented room sprays; fragrances and fragrance products for personal use; massage oils; skin 
care preparations; preparations for the bath and shower; scented moisturising skin cream; moisturisers; moisturising 
creams; non-medicated lip balm; eye creams; eye gels; eye balms; cleansers; facial toners [cosmetic]; skin toners 
[cosmetic]; clarifiers; exfoliators; make-up remover; beauty care preparations; beauty care products; beauty creams; 
beauty tonics for application to the body; beauty tonics for application to the face; non-medicated beauty preparations; 
non-medicated skin care beauty products; skin care products for personal use, namely, face, eye and lip moisturisers; 
face and skin creams; facial lotions and serums; skin lotions and serums; hair lotions and serums; anti-ageing 
treatments; hair care products; hair gel and hair spray; nail care preparations; nail polish; nail strengtheners and nail 
polish remover; depilatory preparations; antiperspirants; sun tanning preparations; artificial tanning preparations; 
artificial nails; artificial eyelashes.

Cl.9;Eyewear; spectacles; spectacle frames; optical lenses; spectacle boxes and cases, cords and chains; sunglasses; 
glasses; frames, cords, chains, boxes and cases for sunglasses not included in other classes; optical apparatus and 
instruments; contact lens cases, containers and holders; cases for mobile phones; cases for hand-held multimedia 
devices; cases and bags for portable computers.

Cl.14;Jewellery; imitation jewellery; precious metals and their alloys; precious stones or semi-precious stones; 
horological instruments; clocks; watches; timepieces; watch straps; watch bands and bracelets; cuff links; tie pins; tie 
clips; tie fasteners; keyrings; keyrings of precious metal; clock boxes; watch boxes; cases for clocks; jewel cases; 
ornaments of precious metals; jewellery boxes; jewel boxes made of precious metals; articles made of precious metals, 
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namely necklaces, bracelets, rings, earrings and ankle bracelets; chronometric instruments; key fobs; jewellery rolls.

Cl.16;Notepad holders; diary cases.

Cl.18;Leather and imitations of leather; bags; briefcases; card cases; suitcases; handbags; wallets; purses; credit card 
holders; hat boxes of leather; key cases; leather straps; luggage labels of leather; sport bags; animal skins; hides; trunks 
and travelling bags; cases of leather or leatherboard; satchels; pouches; rucksacks; backpacks; beach bags; umbrellas; 
parasols; walking sticks; tote bags; shoulder bags; shopping bags; cosmetics bags; luggage; holdalls.

Cl.25;Clothing (not including belts); footwear; headgear.

Cl.35;The bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of goods, namely, cosmetics, perfumery, colognes, 
eau de cologne, eau de parfum, eau de toilette, deodorants for personal use, bath and shower gels, bath oils, soaps, hand 
wash, body oils, body lotions, hand lotions, body creams, nail cream, shampoos, hair lotions, perfumed talcum powder, 
toiletries, scented oils, aftershaves, aftershave balms and lotions, shaving gels, shaving soap, shaving foam, shaving 
balm, shaving preparations, essential oils, room fragrances, room fragrancing preparations, scented room sprays, 
fragrances and fragrance products for personal use, massage oils, skin care preparations, preparations for the bath and 
shower, scented moisturizing skin cream, moisturisers, moisturising creams, non-medicated lip balm, eye creams, eye 
gels, eye balms, cleansers, toners, clarifiers, exfoliators, make-up remover, beauty care preparations, beauty care 
products, beauty creams, beauty tonics for application to the body, beauty tonics for application to the face, non-
medicated beauty preparations, non-medicated skin care beauty products, skin care products for personal use namely 
face, eye and lip moisturisers, face and skin creams, lotions and serums, anti-ageing treatments, hair care products, hair 
gel and hair spray, nail care preparations, nail polish, nail strengtheners and nail polish remover, depilatory preparations, 
antiperspirants, sun tanning preparations, artificial tanning preparations, artificial nails, artificial eyelashes, eyewear, 
spectacles, spectacle frames, lenses, spectacle boxes and cases and cords and chains, sunglasses, glasses, frames, 
cords, chains, boxes and cases for sunglasses, optical apparatus and instruments, contact lens cases, containers and 
holders, cases for mobile phones, jewellery, imitation jewellery, precious metals and their alloys, jewellery brooches, 
jewellery pendants, horological instruments, clocks, watches, timepieces, watch straps, watch bands and bracelets, cuff 
links, tie pins, tie clips, tie fasteners, keyrings, keyrings of precious metal, boxes, cases for clocks, jewel cases, 
ornaments of precious metals, jewellery boxes, jewel boxes made of precious metals, articles made of precious metals, 
namely necklaces, bracelets, rings, earrings and ankle bracelets, chronometric instruments, key fobs, bags, briefcases, 
card cases, suitcases, handbags, wallets, purses, credit card holders, diary cases, hat boxes, key cases, straps, luggage 
labels, notepad holders, sport bags, animal skins, hides, trunks and travelling bags, cases, satchels, pouches, rucksacks, 
backpacks, beach bags, umbrellas, parasols, walking sticks, jewellery rolls, tote bags, shoulder bags, cosmetics bags, 
luggage, holdalls, cases for hand-held multimedia devices, cases and bags for portable computers, clothing (not 
including belts), footwear and headgear, enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase any of those goods 
including from a retail store, a catalogue by mail order, by means of telecommunications or from an internet website; 
retail services connected with the sale of cosmetics, perfumery, colognes, eau de cologne, eau de parfum, eau de toilette, 
deodorants for personal use, bath and shower gels, bath oils, soaps, hand wash, body oils, body lotions, hand lotions, 
body creams, nail cream, shampoos, hair lotions, perfumed talcum powder, toiletries, scented oils, aftershaves, 
aftershave balms and lotions, shaving gels, shaving soap, shaving foam, shaving balm, shaving preparations, essential 
oils, room fragrances, room fragrancing preparations, scented room sprays, fragrances and fragrance products for 
personal use, massage oils, skin care preparations, preparations for the bath and shower, scented moisturizing skin 
cream, moisturisers, moisturising creams, non- medicated lip balm, eye creams, eye gels, eye balms, cleansers, toners, 
clarifiers, exfoliators, make-up remover, beauty care preparations, beauty care products, beauty creams, beauty tonics for 
application to the body, beauty tonics for application to the face, non-medicated beauty preparations, non-medicated skin 
care beauty products, skin care products for personal use, namely, face, eye and lip moisturisers, face and skin creams, 
lotions and serums, anti-ageing treatments, hair care products, hair gel and hair spray, nail care preparations, nail polish, 
nail strengtheners and nail polish remover, depilatory preparations, antiperspirants, sun tanning preparations, artificial 
tanning preparations, artificial nails, artificial eyelashes, eyewear, spectacles, spectacle frames, lenses, spectacle boxes 
and cases, cords and chains, sunglasses, glasses, frames, cords, chains, boxes and cases for sunglasses, optical 
apparatus and instruments, contact lens cases, containers and holders, cases for mobile phones, jewellery, imitation 
jewellery, precious metals and their alloys, jewellery brooches, jewellery pendants, horological instruments, clocks, 
watches, timepieces, watch straps, watch bands and bracelets, cuff links, tie pins, tie clips, tie fasteners, keyrings, 
keyrings of precious metal, boxes, cases for clocks, jewel cases, ornaments of precious metals, jewellery boxes, jewel 
boxes made of precious metals, articles made of precious metals, namely necklaces, bracelets, rings, earrings and ankle 
bracelets, chronometric instruments, key fobs, bags, briefcases, card cases, suitcases, handbags, wallets, purses, credit 
card holders, diary cases, hat boxes, key cases, straps, luggage labels, notepad holders, sport bags, animal skins, hides, 
trunks and travelling bags, cases, satchels, pouches, rucksacks, backpacks, beach bags, umbrellas, parasols, walking 
sticks, jewellery rolls, tote bags, shoulder bags, shopping bags, cosmetics bags, luggage, holdalls, cases for hand-held 
multimedia devices, cases and bags for portable computers, clothing (not including belts), footwear and headgear.
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4407922    13/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1508678]
GUANGZHOU LIBY ENTERPRISE GROUP CO., LTD.
NO. 2 LUJU ROAD, LIWAN DISTRICT, GUANGZHOU GUANGDONG China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Laundry detergent; soap; cleaning preparations for household purposes; toilet bowl detergents; spot removers; 
cleaning preparations; washing-up detergents; dishwashing detergents; polishing preparations; cosmetics; perfumes; 
dentifrices; incense; cosmetics for animals; air fragrancing preparations.

Cl.5;Dietetic substances adapted for medical use; depuratives; repellents for dogs; animal washes [insecticides]; fly 
destroying preparations; mosquito-repellent incense; disinfectants; pesticides; mothballs; ant repellent paper; fly 
catching paper; babies' napkin-pants; sanitary towels; insect repellents; sanitizing wipes; adhesive tapes for medical 
purposes; diapers for pets; dental lacquer.

Cl.10;Medical apparatus and instruments; apparatus, devices and articles for nursing infants; dental apparatus and 
instruments; galvanic therapeutic appliances; beds, specially made for medical purposes; babies' bottles; condoms; 
artificial limbs; crutches; suture materials.

Cl.11;Lamps; automobile lights; light bulbs, electric; cooking utensils, electric; refrigerators; electric fans for personal 
use; hot air apparatus; mixer taps for water pipes; bath fittings; disinfectant apparatus; radiators, electric; lighters.

Cl.16;Posters; bookbinding material; folders for papers; writing instruments; drawing instruments; duplicators; 
teaching materials [except apparatus]; modelling materials; printed publications; stationery.

Cl.21;Toothpicks; ultrasonic pest repellent devices; electric devices for attracting and killing insects; plug-in diffusers 
for mosquito repellents; containers for household or kitchen use; washtubs; brushes; toothbrushes; cosmetic utensils; 
heat-insulated containers; cleaning instruments, hand-operated; killing mosquito apparatus; fly swatters.

Cl.24;Cloth; corduroy fabrics; wall hangings of textile; felt; towels of textile; quilts; loose covers for furniture; curtains 
of textile; bunting of textile or plastic; shrouds; household linen.

Cl.25;Clothing; layettes [clothing]; bathing trunks; swimsuits; footwear; caps [headwear]; hosiery; gloves [clothing]; 
neckties; scarfs; girdles; shower caps; sleep masks.

Cl.37;Construction information; construction; upholstering; maintenance and repair of heating appartus; electric 
appliance installation and repair; vehicle washing; clock and watch repair; varnishing; dry cleaning; elevator installation 
and repair; maintenance and repair of vehicles.
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4407926    11/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1508677]
Hans Stockmar GmbH & Co. KG
Borsigstr. 7 24568 Kaltenkirchen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.2;Paints, in particular for artists' materials and school supplies; vegetable dyes; coloured lacquers; colour pigments, 
including plant dye pigments; oil paints.

Cl.16;Artists' materials; modelling wax, not for dental purposes, crayons, coloured wax crayons, coloured wax blocks 
for school and home use; pastel chalk; water colours, wax crayons.
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4407935    04/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1508679]
ERSAS ALÜMINYUM ANONIM SIRKETI
Topçular Mah. Incirlik Cad. Ersas Is Merkezi No:18 Eyüp TR-34055 ISTANBUL Turkey

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Ores of non-precious metal; common metals and their alloys and semi-finished products made of these materials, 
irons for construction, mats and stirrups of common metals for buildings, common metals in the form of plate, billet, 
stick, profile, sheet and sheeting; goods and materials of common metal used for storage, wrapping, packaging and 
sheltering purposes, containers of metal (storage, transport), buildings of metal, frames of metal for building, poles of 
metal for building, metal boxes, packaging containers of metal, aluminium foil, fences made of metal, guard barriers of 
metal, metal tubes, storage containers of metal, metal containers for the transportation of goods, ladders of metal; 
building materials of metal; furniture casters of metal; scaffolding of metal, metal scaffolding towers; doors, windows, 
shutters, jalousies and their cases and fittings of metal; non-electric cables and wires of metal; ironmongery, small 
hardware of metal, screws of metal, nails, bolts of metal, nuts of metal, pegs of metal, flakes of metal, pitons of metal, 
metal chains, furniture casters of metal, fittings of metal for furniture, door handles of metal, window handles of metal, 
hinges of metal, metal latches, metal locks, metal keys for locks, metal rings, metal pulleys; ventilation ducts, vents, vent 
covers, pipes, chimney caps, manhole covers, grilles of metal for ventilation, heating, sewage, telephone, underground 
electricity and air conditioning installations; metal panels or boards (non-luminous and non-mechanical) used for 
signalling, route showing, publicity purposes, signboards of metal, advertisement columns of metal, signaling panels of 
metal, non-luminous and non-mechanical traffic signs of metal; pipes of metal for transportation of liquids and gas, 
drilling pipes of metal and their metal fittings, valves of metal, couplings of metal for pipes, elbows of metal for pipes, 
clips of metal for pipes, connectors of metal for pipes; safes (strong boxes) of metal; metal railway materials, metal rails, 
metal railway ties, railway switches; bollards of metal, floating docks of metal, mooring buoys of metal, anchors; metal 
moulds for casting, other than machine parts; works of art made of common metals or their alloys, trophies of common 
metal; metal closures, bottle caps of metal; metal poles, metal pillars, metal stakes; metal pallets and metal ropes for 
lifting, loading and transportation purposes, metal hangers, ties, straps, tapes and bands used for load-lifting and load-
carrying; wheel chocks made primarily of metal; metal profile laths for vehicles for the purposes of decoration.

Cl.7;Machines, machine tools and industrial robots for processing and shaping wood, metals, glass, plastics and 
minerals, 3D printers; construction machines and robotic mechanisms (machines) for use in construction; bulldozers, 
diggers (machines), excavators, road construction and road paving machines, drilling machines, rock drilling machines, 
road sweeping machines; lifting, loading and transmission machines and robotic mechanisms (machines) for lifting, 
loading and transmission purposes; elevators, escalators and cranes; machines and robotic mechanisms (machines) for 
use in agriculture and animal breeding, machines and robotic mechanisms (machines) for processing cereals, fruits, 
vegetables and food, machines for preparing and processing beverages; engines and motors, other than for land 
vehicles, parts and fittings therefor; hydraulic and pneumatic controls for engines and motors, brakes other than for 
vehicles, brake linings for engines, crankshafts, gearboxes, other than for land vehicles, cylinders for engines, pistons for 
engines, turbines, not for land vehicles, filters for engines and motors, oil, air and fuel filters for land vehicle engines, 
exhausts for land vehicle engines, exhaust manifolds for land vehicle engines, engine cylinders for land vehicles, engine 
cylinder heads for land vehicles, pistons for land vehicle engines, carburetors for land vehicles, fuel conversion 
apparatus for land vehicle engines, injectors for land vehicle engines, fuel economisers for land vehicle engines, pumps 
for land vehicle engines, valves for land vehicle engines, starter motors for land vehicles, dynamos for land vehicle 
engines, sparking plugs for land vehicle engines; bearings (parts of machines), roller or ball bearings; machines for 
mounting and detaching tires; alternators, current generators, electric generators, current generators operated with solar 
energy; painting machines, automatic spray guns for paint, electric, hydraulic and pneumatic punching machines and 
guns, electric adhesive tape dispensers (machines), electric guns for compressed gas or liquid spraying machines, 
electric hand drills, electric hand saws, electric jigsaw machines, spiral machines, compressed air machines, 
compressors (machines), vehicle washing installations, robotic mechanisms (machines) with the abovementioned 
functions; electric and gas-operated welding apparatus, electric arc welding apparatus, electric soldering apparatus, 
electric arc cutting apparatus, electrodes for welding machines, industrial robots (machines) with the abovementioned 
functions; printing machines; packaging machines, filling, plugging and sealing machines, labellers (machines), sorting 
machines, industrial robots (machines) with the abovementioned functions, electroplating machines; sealing machines 
for industrial purposes; machines for textile processing, sewing machines, industrial robots (machines) with the 
abovementioned functions; hydrogen dispensing pumps for service stations; pumps for counter-current swimming; 
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aerating pumps for aquaria; compressed air pumps; air pumps [garage installations], fuel dispensing pumps for service 
stations, self-regulating fuel pumps; electric kitchen machines for chopping, grinding, crushing, mixing and mincing 
foodstuff, washing machines, laundry washing machines, dishwashers, spin driers (not heated), electric cleaning 
machines for cleaning floors, carpets or floorings, vacuum cleaners and parts thereof; automatic vending machines; 
galvanizing and electroplating machines; electric door openers and closers; gaskets for engines and motors.

Cl.19;Sand, gravel, crushed stone, asphalt, bitumen, cement, gypsum, plaster, concrete, marble blocks for 
construction, included in this class; building materials (as finished products) made of concrete, gypsum, clay, potters' 
clay, stone, marble, wood, plastics and synthetic materials for building, construction, road construction purposes, 
included in this class; non-metallic buildings, non-metallic building materials, poles not of metal for power lines, barriers 
not of metal, natural and synthetic coatings in the form of panels and sheets, being building materials, bitumen cardboard 
coatings for roofing, bitumen coating for roofing, doors and windows of wood and synthetic materials; traffic signs not of 
metal, non-luminous and non-mechanical, for roads; monuments and statuettes of stone, concrete and marble; building 
glass; prefabricated swimming pools not of metal (structures); aquarium sand.
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4408471    23/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1507803]
MARÍLIA EMA MACEDO BERNARDES
RUA SANTO ANTONIO DOS CAPUCHOS 71, 2 ESQUERDO P-1150-315 LISBOA Portugal

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Children's activity books; children's books; drawing books; children's storybooks; picture books; children's 
books incorporating an audio component.

Cl.41;Radio and television entertainment provided via the Internet; entertainment services provided via a global 
communication network; entertainment in the nature of ongoing television programs in the field of children's 
entertainment; entertainment in the nature of animated and live action television series; entertainment and cultural 
activities; organization of events in the field of film for cultural or educational purposes.
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4408478    20/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1508491]
Honda Motor Co., Ltd.
1-1, Minami-aoyama 2-chome, Minato-ku Tokyo 107-8556 Japan

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3770285

IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Humanoid robots with artificial intelligence; entertainment robots (not including those for industrial, medical and 
games); entertainment robots with artificial intelligence; teaching robots; teaching robots with artificial intelligence; 
robots for supporting information search; robots with artificial intelligence for supporting information search; humanoid 
robots with artificial intelligence for supporting customer services; robots with artificial intelligence for supporting 
customer service; telecommunication machines and apparatus; telecommunication radios, walkie- talkies, and 
telephones; portable telephones; smartphones; electronic apparatus for wireless reception, storage and transmission of 
data and messages; transmission machines and apparatus for telecommunication; machines/apparatus for transmission 
of audio signals for communication; machines/apparatus for transmission of video signals for communication; audio 
frequency transmission machines and apparatus; audio frequency transmission machines/apparatus; radio 
communication machines and apparatus; communication radios; portable radio communication machines and apparatus; 
portable communication radios; aeronautical radio communication machines and apparatus; radios for aeronautical 
communication; vehicular radio communication machines and apparatus; radios for vehicular communication; marine 
radio communication machines and apparatus; radios for marine communication; radio machines and apparatus; radio 
machines/apparatus; navigational instruments for automobiles; navigation apparatus for vehicles [on-board computers]; 
Global Positioning System [GPS] navigation devices; satellite navigation systems; satellite navigational apparatus; audio 
frequency devices and apparatus; audio frequency amplifiers; biometric voice recognition systems; systems (sets of 
devices) for biometric identification by voice recognition; voice controlled communication devices for smartphones, and 
digital audio players; wireless communication devices for voice, data, or image transmission; radios; stereo receivers; 
equalizers [audio apparatus]; electronic machines [not including geiger counters, high frequency apparatus for welding, 
cyclotrons [not for medical purposes], industrial X-ray machines and apparatus [not for medical use], industrial betatrons 
[not for medical use], magnetic prospecting machines, magnetic object detectors, seismic exploration machines and 
apparatus, hydrophone machines and apparatus, echo sounders, ultrasonic flaw detectors, ultrasonic sensors, electronic 
door closing control systems and electron microscopes]; electronic apparatus for monitoring safety of driving; 
computers and their peripherals; data processing apparatus; monitors for computers; computer memories; display units 
for computers; electronic circuits, not including those recorded with computer programs; electronic circuits; computer 
programs; software for satellite navigation systems; computer application software for mobile telephones; software and 
applications for mobile devices; interactive computer software; interactive multimedia computer programs; computer 
interface software; downloadable computer software for remote monitoring and analysis; computers; navigation 
computers for cars; computer hardware; computer data storage devices; speakers for computers; microprocessors; 
integrated circuits; disk drives for computers; computer software; application software; computer application software; 
speech recognition computer software; voice recognition computer software; computer programs for transcribing online 
audio into text; computer software for wireless network communications; software for GPS navigation systems.

Cl.12;Automobiles and their parts and fittings; rear view mirrors for automobiles; gasoline tanks for automobiles; hood 
frames for automobiles; crankcases for automobile components, other than for engines; passenger cars [automobiles]; 
vans [vehicles]; driverless cars [autonomous cars]; autonomous cars; robotic cars; self-driving cars; fork lift trucks; 
structural parts for automobiles; air bags [safety devices for automobiles]; air pumps for automobiles; clutch pedals of 
automobiles; warning horns for automobiles; seats for automobiles; seat covers for automobiles; safety seats for 
children, for vehicles; cigar lighters for automobiles; automobile bodies; bodies for vehicles; covers for automobile 
bodies; wheels for automobiles; spokes for automobiles; automobile tires; spare tire covers; automobile spare wheel 
holders; inner tubes for automobile tires; doors for automobiles; automobile door handles; mudguards for automobiles; 
steering wheels for automobiles; steering wheels for vehicles; steering wheel covers for automobiles; covers for vehicle 
steering wheels; rims for automobiles; chassis of automobiles; automobile chassis; luggage carriers of automobiles; 
automobile roof racks; rearview mirrors of automobiles; automobile bumpers; bumpers for automobiles; direction signals 
[turn signals for automobiles]; holding tops of automobiles; hoods for vehicles; automobile hoods; window curtains of 
automobile; windscreens of automobiles; automobile windshields [windscreens]; windscreen wipers for automobiles; 
windscreen wipers; headlight wipers; clips adapted for fastening automobile parts to automobile bodies; sun blinds 
adapted for automobiles; power tailgates [parts of land vehicles]; elevating tailgates [parts of land vehicles].
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4408486    14/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1508509]
Bauer Holdings Limited
JOC Business Centre, 124 Arch. Makarios III CY-7550 Kiti, Larnaca Cyprus

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceuticals, medical preparations; dietetic preparations; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or 
veterinary use; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical use; dietary supplements for humans; albumin dietary 
supplements; alginate dietary supplements; bee pollen for use as a dietary food supplement; by-products of the 
processing of cereals for dietetic or medical purposes; casein dietary supplements; diet capsules; dietary and nutritional 
supplements; dietary fiber; dietary fiber to aid digestion; dietary fibre; dietary food supplements; dietary pet supplements 
in the form of pet treats; dietary supplemental drinks; dietary supplements; dietary supplements and dietetic 
preparations; dietary supplements consisting of vitamins; dietary supplements consisting primarily of iron; dietary 
supplements consisting primarily of magnesium; dietary supplements consisting primarily of calcium; dietary 
supplements for animals; dietary supplements for controlling cholesterol; dietary supplements for humans; dietary 
supplements for humans not for medical purposes; dietary supplements for infants; dietary supplements for medical use; 
dietary supplements for pets in the nature of a powdered drink mix; dietary supplements for pets; dietetic beverages 
adapted for medical purposes; dietetic beverages for babies adapted for medical purposes; dietetic confectionery 
adapted for medical purposes; dietetic food adapted for veterinary use; dietetic food adapted for medical use; dietetic 
food preparations adapted for medical purposes; dietetic food preparations adapted for medical use; dietetic foods 
adapted for infants; dietetic foods adapted for medical purposes; dietetic foods adapted for invalids; dietetic foods 
adapted for medical use; dietetic foods for medicinal purposes; dietetic foods for use in clinical nutrition; dietetic 
foodstuffs for medical purposes; dietetic infusions for medical use; dietetic preparations adapted for medical use; dietetic 
preparations for children, adapted for medical purposes; dietetic products for invalids; dietetic products for medical 
purposes; dietetic substances adapted for medical use; dietetic substances adapted for veterinary use; dietetic 
substances for babies; dietetic sugar for medical use; dietetic sugar substitutes for medical use; enzyme dietary 
supplements; fiber (dietary -); fibre (dietary -); flaxseed dietary supplements; flaxseed oil dietary supplements; food for 
medically restricted diets; food supplements for dietetic use; glucose dietary supplements; ground flaxseed fiber for use 
as a dietary supplement; health food supplements for persons with special dietary requirements; herbal dietary 
supplements for persons special dietary requirements; lecithin dietary supplements; linseed dietary supplements; linseed 
oil dietary supplements; mineral dietary supplements for humans; mineral dietary supplements for animals; natural 
dietary supplements for treating claustrophobia; nutraceuticals for use as a dietary supplement; pollen dietary 
supplements; powdered fruit-flavored dietary supplement drink mix; propolis dietary supplements; protein dietary 
supplements; royal jelly dietary supplements; soy protein dietary supplements; starch for dietetic or pharmaceutical 
purposes; starch for dietetic use; wheat dietary supplements; wheat germ dietary supplements; yeast dietary 
supplements; zinc dietary supplements.

Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; business inquiries; providing dietary supplement 
price comparison information; provision and retrieval of business and commercial information; public relations services; 
publicity services; customer loyalty services and customer club services, for commercial, promotional and/or advertising 
purposes; conducting customer loyalty, reward, affinity and incentive programs for commercial promotion and for 
advertising purposes; compilation of statistics; commercial information and advice for consumers (consumer advice 
shop); commercial information agencies; compilation of statistical information; information in business matters; 
information services relating to data processing; marketing research; marketing, including on digital networks; market 
research; opinion polling; organization, operation and supervision of incentive schemes; price comparison services; 
news clipping services; systemization of information into computer databases; organization, operation and supervision of 
loyalty schemes; business consulting and management services in the field of dietary supplements and diet planning and 
the operation of dietary-related businesses; advice for consumers; dissemination of advertisements; sales promotion, for 
others; advertising matter (dissemination of -); direct mail advertising; distribution of samples; direct mail advertising; 
advertising services, namely, promoting and marketing the goods and services of others via electronic communication 
networks; advertising services relating to dietary supplements; compilation of information into computer databases; 
digital data processing; business research conducted using databases and the Internet, for others; retail services, mail 
order retail services, electronic retail services, online retail services, wholesale services connected with the sale of 
pharmaceuticals, medical preparations, dietetic preparations, dietary supplements, dietetic food and substances, dietetic 
food and substances adapted for medical use, dietary supplements for humans and other diet related products; 
information, advisory and consultancy services relating to all the aforesaid services; the bringing together, for the benefit 
of others, of a variety of design, research and development, dietetic food and substances consultation and advisory 
services enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase those services.
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4408491    06/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1354679]
MUUBS A/S
Orebygårdvej 9, Tjørring DK-7400 Herning Denmark

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.11;Lamps; lamp glasses; lamp shades; flexible lamps; lighting transformers; candle lamps; pedestal lamps; 
bathtubs; sinks; lanterns for lighting; lanterns made of ceramics.

Cl.20;Furniture; mattresses; mattress cushions; trestles [furniture]; lawn furniture; cupboards; mirrors; picture frames; 
wickerwork; decorative baskets made of wicker; hampers [baskets]; caskets; ladders, not of metal; garment rails; 
coathooks; coat racks; clothes hangers and clothes hooks; hooks for towels (non-metallic -); shelves for storage; 
cushions; soft furnishings [cushions]; coatstands; statues, figurines, works of art, ornaments and decorations, made of 
materials such as wood, wax, plaster, plastic, bone or horn, included in the class.

Cl.21;Kitchen utensils; trays for domestic purposes; jars; storage jars; pot lids; bread baskets, domestic; services 
[dishes]; chopsticks; bakeware; dishes; fireproof dishes; dish covers; carving boards; holders for carving boards; 
bottles; drinking glasses; drinking goblets; vases; holloware; cooking pots and pans [non-electric]; cup holders; mills for 
domestic purposes, hand-operated; shakers for spices; spice jars; spice sets; napkin holders; napkin rings; salad tongs; 
coffee scoops; coffee stirrers; toilet paper racks; candelabra [candlesticks]; flower pots.

Cl.35;Retailing and wholesaling, including online, in relation to sale of household utensils, clothing, decorations for 
Christmas, textile goods, carpets, animal skins, furniture, lighting, candles, baskets, decorative articles; business 
management for shops; business administration and management; advertising; display services for merchandise.
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Priority claimed from 13/05/2019; Application No. : 88427768 ;United States of America 

4408501    11/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1508687]
The Turner Corporation
375 Hudson Street New York NY 10014 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Arranging and conducting special events for business purposes, namely, conducting corporate social 
responsibility initiatives, team building activities, and community service projects; charitable services, namely, organizing 
and conducting volunteer programs and community service projects; providing information in the field of careers in 
construction, engineering, architecture, sustainability and the building trades.

Cl.36;Corporate responsibility initiatives in the field of philanthropy, namely, charitable services in the nature of 
providing grants that help to support communities and businesses; providing educational scholarships; providing 
educational scholarships for students for education and training in the fields of construction, engineering, architecture, 
sustainability and the building trades; charitable services, namely, providing grants to charitable and community 
organizations.

Cl.37;Charitable services, namely, constructing and renovating buildings and homes for communities and families in 
need; building construction and repair.
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Cl.41;Conducting classes, conferences and training programs in the field of building construction and construction 
management and distribution of educational materials in connection therewith; educational services, namely, providing 
seminars, internships and mentoring services and programs in the field of construction; leadership development training 
in the field of construction; providing training in the nature of classes, workshops, lectures, conferences and mentoring 
to promote small business, women, minority and veteran participation in the field of construction.
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Priority claimed from 19/11/2019; Application No. : 88698151 ;United States of America 

4408503    23/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1508700]
Dream Crew IP
5th Floor, 10960 Wilshire Boulevard Los Angeles CA 90024 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Audio and video recordings featuring music and artistic performances; digital media hubs; digital media receivers; 
digital media servers; digital media streaming devices; digital sound processors; downloadable musical sound 
recordings; downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for entertainment purposes; downloadable 
software in the nature of a mobile application for music and video production; media players; downloadable computer 
software for manipulating digital audio information for use in audio media applications.

Cl.25;Blouses; boots; business wear, namely, suits, jackets, trousers, blazers, blouses, shirts, skirts, dresses and 
footwear; coats; dresses; gloves; hats; hoodies; jackets; jerseys; lingerie; polo shirts; running shoes; scarves; shirts; 
shoes; shorts; skirts; sneakers; socks; sweat pants; sweat shirts; t-shirts; track suits; trousers; undergarments; waist 
belts.
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Priority claimed from 23/06/2019; Application No. : 317899 ;Israel 
4408508    21/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1508646]
NEXAR LTD
58 Harakevet Street 6777016 Tel Aviv - Yafo Israel

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Smartphones, cameras, inertial measuring units, radar, lidar and other sensors located in or on motor vehicles; 
software and hardware located in moving vehicles for processing data generated by smartphones, cameras, inertial 
measuring units, radar, lidar and other sensors located in or on the motor vehicles; software and hardware located in 
motor vehicles for digitizing and recognizing objects on streets, roads and highways, including traffic congestion, 
infrastructure defects, road hazards, collisions, construction, other vehicles, road marks, road signs, traffic lights, 
available parking spots, parking violations, vehicle advertising signs and other objects; software and hardware for 
collecting, processing, aggregating and distributing data generated by remote sensors, including data generated by 
smartphones, cameras, inertial measuring units, radar, lidar and other sensors located in or on motor vehicles; software 
and hardware for motor vehicle dashboard camera applications for smartphones and other computing devices; software 
and hardware for high-definition mapping; software and hardware for street-view image databases.

Cl.35;Collection, processing and aggregation of data generated by sensors, including data generated by smartphones, 
cameras, inertial measuring units, radar, lidar and other sensors located in or on motor vehicles for business and 
commercial purposes related to control, monitoring and navigation of vehicles, map creation and maintenance, traffic 
management, congestion management, curbside management, road infrastructure management, road asset management, 
pedestrian management, urban planning, road safety management and real estate appraisal.

Cl.38;Transmission of information inferred from data generated by sensors, including data generated by smartphones, 
cameras, inertial measuring units, radar, lidar and other sensors located in or on motor vehicles.
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Priority claimed from 28/05/2019; Application No. : 38481427 ;China 

4408509    25/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1508651]
HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD.
Administration Building Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd., Bantian, Longgang District Shenzhen China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software for computer access control; computers; data processing apparatus; computer memories; 
central processing units (processors); integrated circuit cards (smart cards); laptop computers; computer hardware; 
humanoid robots with artificial intelligence; thin client computers; hand-held electronic dictionaries; wearable computers; 
smartglasses; smartwatches; smart rings; scales; scales with body mass analyzers; human face recognition devices; 
digital signs; video telephones; global positioning system [GPS] apparatus; wearable activity trackers; 
telecommunication apparatus in the form of jewellery; navigation apparatus for vehicles (on-board computers); cell 
phones; loudspeakers; camcorders; television apparatus; earphones; virtual reality headsets; wearable video display 
monitors; teaching machines; headphones; set-top boxes; digital video recorder for vehicles; television cameras; 
electronic book readers; digital photo frames; cameras (photography); smartphones; computer programs for editing 
images, sounds and videos; graphics accelerators; computer programs for document management; operating system 
programs; computer operating programs; computer operating software; computer central processing units; computer 
programs for searching content in the computers and computer networks by remote access; computer software for 
operating and controlling audio and video apparatus; compiler software; computer chatbot software for simulating 
conversation; computer software for controling self-service terminal; computer software of maintaining and running 
computer system; computer programs applications (programs for executing computer maintenance); computer operating 
programs, recorded; computer software, recorded; computer software applications, downloadable; tablet computers; 
computer software platforms, recorded or downloadable; notebook computers; computer software for wireless content 
transmission; computer software for network management.

Cl.42;Reconstruction of databases; development of computer platforms; data migration services; electronic data back-
up services; software as a service [SaaS]; cloud computing; platform as a service [PaaS]; updating and maintenance of 
computer software; design and development of multimedia products; research and development of computer software; 
mobilephone software design; software design and development; design and development of mobilephone software 
applications; design and development of instant messaging software; development and creation of computer programs 
for data processing; electronic data storage; developing of driver and operating system software; database development 
services; database design and development; design of computer databases; computer software design; providing 
information on computer technology and programming via a web site.
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Priority claimed from 18/06/2019; Application No. : UK00003407657 ;United Kingdom 

4408511    06/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1507760]
Blatchford Products Limited
Lister Road, Basingstoke Hampshire RG22 4AH United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software and programs for medical purposes; computer software and programs for sporting and training 
purposes; computer software and programs for the storage, monitoring and transfer of performance data; computer 
software and programs for prostheses, orthoses, orthotics, artificial limbs, orthopaedic apparatus and appliances and 
rehabilitation apparatus and appliances; micro processors.

Cl.10;Prostheses; orthoses; artificial limbs; artificial knees, feet, ankles and skin covering; prosthetic liners and socks; 
prosthetic sockets; orthopaedic footwear; prosthetic and orthotic footwear; orthopaedic apparatus and appliances; 
rehabilitation apparatus; parts and fittings for the aforesaid goods.
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Priority claimed from 25/06/2019; Application No. : 39092336 ;China 

4408512    28/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1507754]
HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD.
Administration Building Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd., Bantian, Longgang District 518129 Shenzhen China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Smartglasses; smartwatches; smartphones; wearable activity trackers; digital photo frames; microphones; 
computer hardware; computer memories; cabinets for loudspeakers; network communication apparatus; personal digital 
assistants (PDAs); thin client computers; hand-held electronic dictionaries; wearable computers; telecommunication 
apparatus in the form of jewellery; selfie sticks for mobile phones; wearable video display monitors; selfie lenses; 
downloadable mobile phone software applications; television apparatus; computer operating programs, recorded; 
electronic game programs, downloadable; computer game programs, recorded; computer game programs downloaded 
via a web site; liquid crystal displays (LCD) with large screens; electronic diaries; video image printers; wrist-mounted 
smartphones; television apparatus for vehicles; computer programs, downloadable; computer software, recorded; 
downloadable computer game software via a global computer network and wireless devices; modems; sleeves for 
laptops; electric batteries; tablet computers; covers for tablet computers; flat panel displays; flexible flat panel displays 
for computers; laptop computers; notebook computers; headphones; earphones; virtual reality headsets; digital video 
recorder for vehicles; set-top boxes; loudspeakers; portable media players; sound transmitting apparatus; camcorders; 
cameras (photography); video monitors; computer programs, recorded; computer software applications, downloadable; 
optical lenses; humanoid robots with artificial intelligence; smart rings; human face recognition devices; thermal imaging 
cameras.

Cl.42;Computer software design; providing information on computer technology and programming via a web site; 
software as a service [SaaS]; cloud computing; platform as a service [PaaS]; updating and maintenance of computer 
software; design and development of multimedia products; research and development of computer software; 
mobilephone software design; software design and development; design and development of mobilephone software 
applications; design and development of instant messaging software; development and creation of computer programs 
for data processing; electronic data storage; developing of driver and operating system software; quality system 
certification; providing user authentication services using single sign-on technology for online software applications; 
providing user authentication services using biometric hardware and software technology for e-commerce transactions.
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4408521    17/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1507773]
D-Line (Europe) Limited
Unit A5 Tromso Close, Tyne Tunnel Trading Estate NORTH SHIELDS Tyne and Wear NE29 7XH United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2736029, 4399055

IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Clips of metal for cables, wiring and pipes; fixings of metal for cables, wiring and pipes; retaining devices of metal 
for cables, wiring and pipes.

Cl.9;Trunking, conduits and ducting for electric and optical cables and wiring, and joining and connection pieces 
therefor, including connectors, couplings, T-pieces, end pieces, adaptors, interconnecting pieces, elbows, stop-ends, 
box-adaptors, reducers, bends and junction boxes; containment boxes specially adapted for electric and optical cables 
and /or wiring and /or electrical and electronic apparatus, including plugs, sockets, power supplies and chargers; electric 
and optical cable covers, including those for use on floors and those in the nature of tubing; sockets and extension leads; 
identification markers and tags for wiring, cables, plugs, sockets and for electric, electronic and audio visual apparatus 
and equipment.

Cl.20;Trunking, conduits and ducting for cables, wiring and pipework, and joining and connection pieces therefor, 
including connectors, couplings, T-pieces, end pieces, adaptors, interconnecting pieces, elbows, stop-ends, box-
adaptors, reducers, bends and junction boxes; cable clips; cable ties; all the aforesaid goods either being non-metallic or 
substantially non-metallic.
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Priority claimed from 27/02/2019; Application No. : 728349 ;Switzerland 

4408523    14/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1508664]
ABB Asea Brown Boveri Ltd
Affolternstrasse 44 CH-8050 Zürich Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
493717, 628418, 1088275, 1088295

IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machines and machine tools as well as their parts including automated machines and machine tools as well as 
their parts; engines, drives for machines and hydraulic motors (other than engines for land vehicles); couplings and 
transmission devices (excluding those for land vehicles); electric generators and current generators, wind turbine 
generators; apparatus for handling and transporting included in this class; transport and handling belts; mechanical and 
electronic control devices for machines or motors; robots; turbocompressors; pumps; compressors; mills; floating or 
non-floating drilling rigs; elevator control devices; electric and electronic apparatus, devices and instruments including 
parts thereof for the production of energy, particularly alternative energy.

Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, optical, weighing, measuring, analyzing, indicating, signaling, checking apparatus, 
instruments and devices, including parts for all the aforesaid goods; emergency (rescue) and teaching apparatus and 
instruments; apparatus and instruments for conduction, distribution, transformation, accumulation, regulation or control 
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of electric current and voltage, including parts for all the aforesaid goods; data processing equipment and computers; 
software; microprocessors; lasers not for medical use; chargers for electric storage batteries; timer switches (except for 
clockwork mechanisms); electrical condensers (capacitors); electric collectors; clamp meters for measuring electric 
current; electric wires, lines and cables; accumulator boxes and connection boxes; cable identification sheaths for 
electrical transmission lines and cable identification yarns for electrical transmission lines; (electric) cable trunking; 
inductors; magnetic recording media; semi-conductors; electric and electronic apparatus, devices and instruments, 
including parts thereof, for energy distribution and supply, in particular of alternative energy; fuel cells; electronic, 
magnetic and optical storage, floppy disks, magnetic disks, optical disks; data protection apparatus; computer peripheral 
devices; current and/or voltage inverters; current and/or voltage rectifiers; current converters; electrical connection parts; 
junction sleeves for electric and optical fiber cables; transistors, thyristors, electric diodes; semiconductor power 
elements; electrical transformers; electric resistances; distribution panels and cabinets; batteries; integrated switching 
circuits (chips); printed circuit boards; diagnostic apparatus (not for medical purposes); anti-interference devices; 
memories for apparatus for data processing; switching and distribution installations, in particular boards and switch 
desks, cables and push buttons; switches; electric relays; modems; electric ducts; connectors for electrical transmission 
lines; electric measuring and regulating apparatus in the form of voltage regulators; sensors; fuses and electrical safety 
devices included in this class; electric current switches; electric power distribution installations; electric and electronic 
installations for (remote) control and remote control of industrial automated processes; automatic steering devices for 
vehicles; apparatus and installations for the transmission, distribution and control of electric current, included in this 
class; heavy current circuits; aerial cables for heavy currents; transformers; electric sockets; solar cells.

Cl.11;Apparatus for lighting, heating, cooling and ventilation, including fans, sanitary installations; ventilation and air-
conditioning installations; apparatus for steam generation, cooking, drying, ventilation and water distribution; heat 
pumps; ovens.

Cl.12;Vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water; steering devices for ships; machines and devices for 
aeronautics; driving motors for land vehicles, particularly for rail vehicles.

Cl.17;Products made of semi-finished plastic materials; insulating materials.

Cl.37;Construction, including advice in this field; repair; installation work, including advice in this field; servicing, 
commissioning and maintenance as well as installation works particularly for industrial installations; installation, 
implementation, maintenance and repair of computer hardware and office machines; maintenance of computer hardware, 
particularly computers and computer network installations; installation, maintenance, repair and noise suppression of 
machines and apparatus and electrical installations; installation and maintenance of oil pipelines; underwater 
construction; consulting in connection with repairs and installation work; consultancy in connection with all the aforesaid 
services.

Cl.42;Scientific and industrial research; programming of programs for data processing; providing computer programs 
in data networks, in particular on the Internet and the World Wide Web; providing technical information concerning the 
use of computers, computer hardware, software, computer databases and computer networks; materials testing; services 
provided by an industrial designer; services provided by a packaging designer; quality control; underwater exploration; 
testing of raw materials; services of engineering consultants relating to environmental impact, advice in the field of 
energy savings, providing technical advice in connection with energy-saving measures, services of technical consultants 
in the field of energy saving and energy efficiency; computer software design, particularly in the field of computer 
security; network engineers' services including computer and network security consulting; scientific and industrial 
research in the field of network technology; software updating; carrying out chemical analyses; analyses for oil-field 
exploitation; oil prospecting; oil-well testing; preparation of analyses for oil-field exploitation; oil-field surveys; services 
provided by architects; physics research; chemical research; services provided by a physicist; computer consulting 
services, particularly in the field of technical security; reconstitution of computer data; maintenance of software; 
computer system analyses; research and development services for new products; research in the field of machine 
construction and engineering; technical surveys; engineering work including advice provided by engineers, particularly 
consultation in the field of technical security; construction drafting; technical project studies as well as related 
consulting; rental of software and data processing apparatus; software development; services provided by an engineer.
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4408527    11/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1508567]
Océ-Technologies B.V.
St. Urbanusweg 43 NL-5914 CA Venlo Netherlands

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer hardware; computer peripherals; computer programs (software); photocopiers [photographic, 
electrostatic, thermic]; copying machines; printers; apparatus for the reproduction of images.

Cl.42;Scientific and industrial research in the field of print technology, namely print technology that makes it possible 
for print heads to produce points of various sizes.
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Priority claimed from 19/06/2019; Application No. : 302019000041622 ;Italy 

4408530    30/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1507781]
PUPI SOLARI s.r.l.
Corso Magenta, 56 I-20123 MILANO Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Perfumery and fragrances; body cleaning and beauty care preparations; essential oils and aromatic extracts; 
cosmetics; perfumes.

Cl.18;Umbrellas and parasols; luggage, bags, wallets and other carriers; leather and imitations of leather.

Cl.25;Headgear; clothing; footwear.
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Priority claimed from 28/10/2019; Application No. : 302019000079338 ;Italy 

4408532    30/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1507777]
ANFATIS CENTRO S.P.A.
Via Liborio Coccetti 8 I-06034 FOLIGNO (PG) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; non-medicated dentifrices; perfumery; essential oils; 
bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; 
cosmetic creams.

Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; retail or wholesale services for 
cosmetics; mail order retail services for cosmetics; on-line retail store services featuring cosmetic and beauty products.
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Priority claimed from 13/03/2019; Application No. : 018034823 ;European Union 

4408534    11/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1508571]
Baettr Germany GmbH
Johann-Rathje-Köser-Strasse 7 21683 Stade Germany

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
4228282

IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Common metals, unwrought or semi-wrought; alloys of common metal; building materials of metal; goods made of 
metal, namely, foundry molds of metal; cast iron, unwrought or semi-wrought; cast steel; cast stainless steel; spheroidal 
cast iron; chilled cast iron; support pipes for machines, consisting of cast metal; railway points; water-pipe valves of 
metal.

Cl.7;Machine parts, namely, parts for wind turbines and plants consisting thereof; parts of nacelles of wind turbines; 
machine tools and parts thereof; molds; pumps and parts thereof; housings [parts of machines]; axles for machines; 
transmission shafts, other than for land vehicles; machine-operated tools, namely, tools for machine tools; foundry 
machines; armatures (parts of machines) cast in one piece, for different industry sectors, in particular for the chemical 
industry; machine components, namely, frames, covers, housings, machine tool holders, clutch pistons for machines, 
compressors, pistons [parts of machines or engines], printing cylinders, extender wheels, crankcases for pumps as far as 
included in this class, pumps [machines], the aforesaid goods as adjusted machine parts; colander frames [machine 
parts]; crankcases for machines, motors and engines; bearings [parts of machines]; ball-bearings; ball-bearing rings; 
roller bearings; couplings, other than for land vehicles; parts and accessories for wind mills, wind power plants, wind 
turbines and other wind-operated machines; mill towers and masts; blade hubs; mill housings; machine beds; rotation 
devices (parts for wind turbines and plants thereof); yaw rings and gears for machines; devices for setting the pitch of the 
wings; brakes and brake devices [machine elements not for land vehicles]; transmission shafts except for land vehicles; 
universal joints; gear boxes, other than for land vehicles; power transmission couplings, other than for land vehicles; 
parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.37;Installation of wind power systems; maintenance and repair of wind power plants; the pre-assembly of modules 
for the manufacturing of wind power turbines; installation, maintenance and repair of wind mills, wind power plants, wind 
turbines and other wind-operated machines; advisory, consultancy and information services relating to all the aforesaid 
services.

Cl.40;Treatment of materials using chemicals; treatment of materials by laser beam; metallurgical processing; 
vulcanization (material treatment); heat treatment and coating of steel; surface polishing; processing of steel; heat 
treating of steel; cutting of steel; processing of light metals; metal plating and laminating; heat treating of metals and 
alloys; processing of metals; hardening of metals; machining of metals; metal plating; processing of metal parts; heat 
treating of metals; metal treating; metal plating; applying finish to stainless steel sheets and coils; processing of metal 
surfaces by abrasive polishing; processing of metal surfaces using precision grinding techniques; custom steel rolling 
and fabrication to the order and specification of others; alloy plating.

Cl.42;Technical assistance concerning wind mill and wind power projects; development of components for wind mills, 
wind power plants, wind turbines and wind-operated machines; advisory, consultancy and information services relating 
to all the aforesaid services; product development; technical consultancy relating to product development; product 
research and development services; development, analysis and consultancy services in the field of engineering.
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Priority claimed from 25/07/2019; Application No. : 2019736208 ;Russian Federation 

4408539    17/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1508390]
PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY GAZPROM NEFT
Pochtamtskaya ulitsa, dom 3-5, liter A, ch.pom. 1N, kab. 2401 RU-190000 ST PETERSBURG Russian Federation

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Acetate of cellulose, unprocessed; acetates [chemicals]; acetic anhydride; acetone; acetylene; acetylene 
tetrachloride; acid proof chemical compositions; acids; acidulated water for recharging accumulators; acidulated water 
for recharging batteries; acrylic resins, unprocessed; actinium; activated carbon; activated charcoal; additives, chemical, 
to drilling muds; chemical additives to drilling muds; additives, chemical, to fungicides; chemical additives to fungicides; 
additives, chemical, to insecticides; chemical additives to insecticides; additives, chemical, to motor fuel; chemical 
additives to motor fuel; adhesive preparations for surgical bandages; adhesives for billposting; adhesives for industrial 
purposes; adhesives for wallpaper; adhesives for paperhanging; adhesives for wall tiles; adjuvants, other than for 
medical or veterinary purposes; agar-agar; agglutinants for concrete; agricultural chemicals, except fungicides, 
herbicides, insecticides and parasiticides; albumenized paper; albumin [animal or vegetable, raw material]; alcohol; 
aldehydes; alginates for industrial purposes; alginates for the food industry; alkalies; alkaline-earth metals; alkaline 
iodides for industrial purposes; alkaline metals; alkaloids; alum; alumina; aluminium acetate; aluminium alum; aluminium 
chloride; aluminium hydrate; aluminium iodide; aluminium silicate; americium; ammonia; ammonia alum; ammoniacal 
salts; ammonia [volatile alkali] for industrial purposes; volatile alkali [ammonia] for industrial purposes; ammonium 
aldehyde; ammonium nitrate; ammonium salts; amyl acetate; amyl alcohol; anhydrides; anhydrous ammonia; animal 
albumen [raw material]; animal carbon; animal carbon preparations; animal charcoal; animal manure; anthranilic acid; 
anti-boil preparations for engine coolants; anti-frothing solutions for accumulators; anti-frothing solutions for batteries; 
anti-incrustants; anti-knock substances for internal combustion engines; anti-sprouting preparations for vegetables; anti-
tarnishing chemicals for windows; antifreeze; antimony; antimony oxide; antimony sulfide; antioxidants for use in 
manufacture; antioxidants for use in the manufacture of cosmetics; antioxidants for use in the manufacture of food 
supplements; antioxidants for use in the manufacture of pharmaceuticals; antistatic preparations, other than for 
household purposes; argon; arsenic; arsenious acid; artificial sweeteners [chemical preparations]; astatine; auxiliary 
fluids for use with abrasives; bacterial preparations, other than for medical and veterinary use; bacteriological 
preparations, other than for medical and veterinary use; bacteriological preparations for acetification; barium; barium 
compounds; barium sulfate; baryta; baryta paper; barytes; bases [chemical preparations]; basic gallate of bismuth; bate 
for dressing skins; dressing, except oils, for skins; bauxite; beer-clarifying and preserving agents; beer preserving 
agents; bentonite; benzene; benzene-based acids; benzene derivatives; benzoic acid; benzoic sulfimide; benzol; 
berkelium; bicarbonate of soda for chemical purposes; bichloride of tin; bichromate of potassium; bichromate of soda; 
biochemical catalysts; biological preparations, other than for medical or veterinary purposes; biological tissue cultures, 
other than for medical or veterinary purposes; birdlime; bismuth; bismuth subnitrate for chemical purposes; bleaching 
preparations [decolorants] for industrial purposes; decolorants for industrial purposes; blood charcoal; blueprint cloth; 
blueprint paper; blue vitriol; copper sulfate [blue vitriol]; bone charcoal; borax; boric acid for industrial purposes; brake 
fluid; brazing fluxes; brazing preparations; brickwork preservatives, except paints and oils; bromine for chemical 
purposes; by-products of the processing of cereals for industrial purposes; caesium; calcined soda; calcium carbide; 
calcium cyanamide [fertilizer]; calcium cyanamide [fertiliser]; calcium salts; californium; calomel [mercurous chloride]; 
camphor, for industrial purposes; carbide; carbolineum for the protection of plants; carbon; carbonates; carbon black for 
industrial purposes; carbon disulfide; carbon for filters; carbonic acid; carbonic hydrates; carbon tetrachloride; casein for 
industrial purposes; casein for the food industry; catalysts; catechu; caustic alkali; caustics for industrial purposes; 
caustic soda for industrial purposes; cellulose; cellulose derivatives [chemicals]; cellulose esters for industrial purposes; 
cellulose ethers for industrial purposes; cement-waterproofing chemicals, except paints; cement for footwear; cement for 
mending broken articles; cement preservatives, except paints and oils; cement [metallurgy]; ceramic compositions for 
sintering [granules and powders]; ceramic glazings; ceramic materials in particulate form, for use as filtering media; 
cerium; chemical additives for oils; chemical coatings for ophthalmic lenses; chemical condensation preparations; 
chemical intensifiers for paper; chemical intensifiers for rubber; chemical preparations for facilitating the alloying of 
metals; chemical preparations for scientific purposes, other than for medical or veterinary use; chemical preparations for 
smoking meat; chemical preparations for use in photography; chemical preparations to prevent diseases affecting cereal 
plants; chemical preparations to prevent diseases affecting vine plants; chemical preparations to prevent mildew; 
chemical preparations to prevent wheat blight; chemical preparations to prevent wheat smut; chemical reagents, other 
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than for medical or veterinary purposes; chemicals, except pigments, for the manufacture of enamel; chemicals for the 
manufacture of paints; chemicals for the manufacture of pigments; chemicals for use in forestry, except fungicides, 
herbicides, insecticides and parasiticides; chemical substances for analyses in laboratories, other than for medical or 
veterinary purposes; chemical preparations for analyses in laboratories, other than for medical or veterinary purposes; 
chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; chimney cleaners, chemical; chlorates; chlorides; chlorine; cholic acid; 
chromates; chrome alum; chrome salts; chromic acid; chromic salts; chromium oxide; cinematographic films, sensitized 
but not exposed; cinematographic film, sensitized but not exposed; citric acid for industrial purposes; coal saving 
preparations; cobalt oxide for industrial purposes; collagen for industrial purposes; collodion; color-brightening 
chemicals for industrial purposes; colour-brightening chemicals for industrial purposes; combusting preparations 
[chemical additives to motor fuel]; compositions for repairing inner tubes of tyres; compositions for repairing inner tubes 
of tires; compositions for repairing tyres; compositions for repairing tires; compositions for the manufacture of 
phonograph records; compositions for the manufacture of technical ceramics; compositions for threading; compost; 
concrete-aeration chemicals; concrete preservatives, except paints and oils; condensation-preventing chemicals; 
coolants for vehicle engines; corrosive preparations; cream of tartar for chemical purposes; cream of tartar for industrial 
purposes; cream of tartar for the food industry; creosote for chemical purposes; crotonic aldehyde; cryogenic 
preparations; cultures of microorganisms, other than for medical and veterinary use; curium; currying preparations for 
leather; currying preparations for skins; cyanides [prussiates]; prussiates; cymene; damp-proofing chemicals, except 
paints, for masonry; defoliants; degreasing preparations for use in manufacturing processes; grease-removing 
preparations for use in manufacturing processes; degumming preparations; gum solvents; dehydrating preparations for 
industrial purposes; dendrimer-based polymers for use in the manufacture of capsules for pharmaceuticals; descaling 
preparations, other than for household purposes; detergent additives to gasoline; detergent additives to petrol; 
detergents for use in manufacturing processes; dextrin [size]; diagnostic preparations, other than for medical or 
veterinary purposes; diastase for industrial purposes; diatomaceous earth; diazo paper; disincrustants; dispersions of 
plastics; distilled water; dolomite for industrial purposes; drilling muds; dry ice [carbon dioxide]; dysprosium; 
electrophoresis gels; emollients for industrial purposes; emulsifiers; enamel-staining chemicals; engine-decarbonising 
chemicals; chemical preparations for decarbonising engines; enzyme preparations for industrial purposes; enzyme 
preparations for the food industry; enzymes for industrial purposes; enzymes for the food industry; epoxy resins, 
unprocessed; erbium; esters; ethane; ethers; ethyl alcohol; ethyl ether; europium; expanded clay for hydroponic plant 
growing [substrate]; fat-bleaching chemicals; fatty acids; ferments for chemical purposes; fermium; ferrocyanides; 
ferrotype plates [photography]; fertilizers; fertilisers; fertilizing preparations; fertilising preparations; filtering materials of 
chemical substances; filtering materials of mineral substances; filtering materials of unprocessed plastics; filtering 
materials of vegetable substances; filtering preparations for the beverages industry; finishing preparations for use in the 
manufacture of steel; fire extinguishing compositions; fireproofing preparations; fish meal fertilizers; fish meal fertilisers; 
fissionable chemical elements; fissionable material for nuclear energy; fixing baths [photography]; fixing solutions 
[photography]; flashlight preparations; flavonoids [phenolic compounds] for industrial purposes; flocculants; flour for 
industrial purposes; flower preservatives; flowers of sulfur for chemical purposes; fluids for hydraulic circuits; liquids for 
hydraulic circuits; fluorine; fluorspar compounds; formic acid; formic aldehyde for chemical purposes; foundry binding 
substances; foundry molding preparations; foundry moulding preparations; foundry sand; francium; fuel-saving 
preparations; fuel for nuclear reactors; fuller's earth for use in the textile industry; fulling preparations; fulling 
preparations for use in the textile industry; gadolinium; gallic acid for the manufacture of ink; gallium; gallnuts; 
gallotannic acid; galvanizing baths; baths for galvanizing; galvanizing preparations; gambier; gas purifying preparations; 
preparations for the purification of gas; gelatine for industrial purposes; gelatine for photographic purposes; genes of 
seeds for agricultural production; getters [chemically active substances]; glass-frosting chemicals; glass-staining 
chemicals; glaziers' putty; glucose for industrial purposes; glucose for the food industry; glucosides; glue for industrial 
purposes; glutamic acid for industrial purposes; gluten for industrial purposes; gluten for the food industry; gluten [glue], 
other than for stationery or household purposes; glutinous tree-grafting preparations; glutinous tree-banding 
preparations; glutinous preparations for tree-banding; glutinous preparations for tree-grafting; glycerides; glycerine for 
industrial purposes; glycol; glycol ether; gold salts; grafting mastic for trees; grafting wax for trees; graphene; graphite 
for industrial purposes; guano; gum arabic for industrial purposes; gums [adhesives] for industrial purposes; gum 
tragacanth for industrial purposes; gurjun balsam for use in the manufacture of varnish; gypsum for use as a fertilizer; 
heavy water; helium; holmium; hormones for hastening the ripening of fruit; horticultural chemicals, except fungicides, 
herbicides, insecticides and parasiticides; humus; humus top dressing; hydrates; hydrazine; hydrochlorates; 
hydrochloric acid; hydrofluoric acid; hydrogen; hydrogen peroxide for industrial purposes; hypochlorite of soda; 
hyposulfites; industrial chemicals; iodic acid; iodine for chemical purposes; iodine for industrial purposes; iodised 
albumen; iodised salts; ion exchangers [chemicals]; iron salts; isinglass, other than for stationery, household or 
alimentary purposes; isotopes for industrial purposes; kainite; kaolin; china slip; china clay; ketones; kieselgur; krypton; 
lactic acid; lactose for industrial purposes; lactose for the food industry; lactose [raw material]; lamp black for industrial 
purposes; lanthanum; lead acetate; lead arsenate; lead oxide; leather-dressing chemicals; leather-impregnating 
chemicals; leather-renovating chemicals; leather-waterproofing chemicals; leather glues; lecithin for industrial purposes; 
lecithin for the food industry; lecithin [raw material]; lime acetate; lime carbonate; lime chloride; limestone hardening 
substances; liquids for removing sulfates from accumulators; liquids for removing sulfates from batteries; lithia [lithium 
oxide]; lithium; litmus paper; loam; lutetium [cassiopium]; cassiopium [lutetium]; magnesite; magnesium carbonate; 
magnesium chloride; magnetic fluid for industrial purposes; malt albumen; manganate; manganese dioxide; mangrove 
bark for industrial purposes; masonry preservatives, except paints and oils; mastic for leather; mastic for tires; mastic for 
tyres; meat tenderizers for industrial purposes; mercuric oxide; mercury; mercury salts; metal annealing preparations; 
metal hardening preparations; metalloids; metal tempering preparations; methane; methyl benzene; methyl benzol; 
methyl ether; milk ferments for chemical purposes; milk ferments for industrial purposes; milk ferments for the food 
industry; mineral acids; moderating materials for nuclear reactors; moistening [wetting] preparations for use in bleaching; 
wetting preparations for use in bleaching; moistening [wetting] preparations for use in dyeing; wetting preparations for 
use in dyeing; moistening [wetting] preparations for use in the textile industry; wetting preparations for use in the textile 
industry; mold-release preparations; mould-release preparations; mordants for metals; must-fining preparations; 
nanopowders for industrial purposes; naphthalene; neodymium; neon; neptunium; nitrate paper; nitrates; nitric acid; 
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nitrogen; nitrogenous fertilisers; nitrogenous fertilizers; nitrous oxide; oenological bactericides [chemical preparations 
for use in wine making]; oil-bleaching chemicals; oil-purifying chemicals; oil-separating chemicals; oil cement [putty]; oil 
dispersants; oils for currying leather; oils for preparing leather in the course of manufacture; oils for tanning leather; oils 
for the preservation of food; oleic acid; olivine [silicate mineral]; opacifiers for enamel; opacifiers for glass; organic 
digestate [fertilizer]; organic digestate [fertiliser]; oxalates; oxalic acid; oxygen for industrial purposes; palladium 
chloride; paper pulp; paste fillers for automobile body repair; paste fillers for car body repair; peat pots for horticulture; 
peat [fertiliser]; peat [fertilizer]; pectin for industrial purposes; pectin for the food industry; pectin [photography]; 
perborate of soda; percarbonates; perchlorates; persulfates; persulfuric acid; petroleum dispersants; phenol for 
industrial purposes; phosphates [fertilisers]; phosphates [fertilizers]; phosphatides; phosphoric acid; phosphorus; 
photographic developers; photographic emulsions; photographic paper; photographic sensitizers; photometric paper; 
photosensitive plates; picric acid; plant growth regulating preparations; plasticizers; plastics, unprocessed; plastisols; 
plutonium; polish removing substances; substances for removing polish; polonium; polymer resins, unprocessed; 
potash; potash water; potassium; potassium dioxalate; potato flour for industrial purposes; potting soil; power steering 
fluid; praseodymium; preparations for preventing the tarnishing of glass; preparations for preventing the tarnishing of 
lenses; preparations for stimulating cooking for industrial purposes; preparations for the separation of greases; 
preparations of microorganisms, other than for medical and veterinary use; preparations of the distillation of wood 
alcohol; preparations of trace elements for plants; preservatives for tiles, except paints and oils; preservatives for use in 
the pharmaceutical industry; promethium; propellant gases for aerosols; protactinium; protective gases for welding; 
proteins for the food industry; proteins for use in manufacture; proteins for use in the manufacture of food supplements; 
protein [raw material]; purification preparations; clarification preparations; pyrogallic acid; quebracho for industrial 
purposes; radiator flushing chemicals; radioactive elements for scientific purposes; radium for scientific purposes; 
radon; rare earths; reagent paper, other than for medical or veterinary purposes; reducing agents for use in photography; 
refrigerants; renovating preparations for phonograph records; rhenium; rock salt; rubber preservatives; rubidium; 
saccharin; sal ammoniac; sal ammoniac spirits; salicylic acid; salt, raw; salt for preserving, other than for foodstuffs; 
saltpeter; salpetre; salts for coloring metal; salts for colouring metal; salts for galvanic cells; salts for galvanic batteries; 
salts for industrial purposes; salts from rare earth metals; salts of alkaline metals; salts of precious metals for industrial 
purposes; salts [chemical preparations]; salts [fertilisers]; salts [fertilizers]; samarium; sauce for preparing tobacco; 
scandium; seawater for industrial purposes; seaweeds [fertilizers]; seaweeds [fertilisers]; sebacic acid; seed preserving 
substances; selenium; self-toning paper [photography]; sensitized cloth for photography; sensitized films, unexposed; 
sensitized paper; sensitized photographic plates; sensitized plates for offset printing; separating and unsticking 
[ungluing] preparations; ungluing preparations; unsticking and separating preparations; silicates; silicon; silicon carbide 
[raw material]; silicones; silver nitrate; silver salt solutions for silvering; size for finishing and priming; size for use in the 
textile industry; sizing preparations; slag [fertilisers]; slag [fertilizers]; soap [metallic] for industrial purposes; soda ash; 
sodium; sodium salts [chemical compounds]; soil conditioning preparations; soil for growing; soldering fluxes; solidified 
gases for industrial purposes; solutions for cyanotyping; solvents for varnishes; soot for industrial or agricultural 
purposes; sorrel salt; spinel [oxide mineral]; spirits of salt; spirits of vinegar [dilute acetic acid]; stain-preventing 
chemicals for use on fabrics; starch-liquifying chemicals [ungluing agents]; ungluing agents [chemical preparations for 
liquifying starch]; starch for industrial purposes; starch paste [adhesive], other than for stationery or household 
purposes; stearic acid; stem cells, other than for medical or veterinary purposes; strontium; substances for preventing 
runs in stockings; substrates for soil-free growing [agriculture]; sulfates; sulfides; sulfonic acids; sulfur; sulfuric acid; 
sulfuric ether; sulfurous acid; sumac for use in tanning; superphosphates [fertilisers]; superphosphates [fertilizers]; 
surface-active chemical agents; tensio-active agents; synthetic materials for absorbing oil; synthetic resins, 
unprocessed; artificial resins, unprocessed; talc [magnesium silicate]; tan; tan-wood; tannic acid; tannin; tanning 
substances; tapioca flour for industrial purposes; tartar, other than for pharmaceutical purposes; tartaric acid; tea 
extracts for the food industry; tea extracts for use in the manufacture of cosmetics; tea extracts for use in the 
manufacture of pharmaceuticals; technetium; tellurium; terbium; test paper, chemical; tetrachlorides; textile-brightening 
chemicals; textile-impregnating chemicals; textile-waterproofing chemicals; thallium; thiocarbanilide; thorium; thulium; 
thymol for industrial purposes; titanite; titanium dioxide for industrial purposes; toluene; toluol; toning baths 
[photography]; toning salts [photography]; topsoil; toxic gas neutralizers; transmission fluid; transmission oil; tree cavity 
fillers [forestry]; tungstic acid; uranium; uranium nitrate; uranium oxide; vinic alcohol; viscose; vitamins for the food 
industry; vitamins for use in the manufacture of cosmetics; vitamins for use in the manufacture of food supplements; 
vitamins for use in the manufacture of pharmaceuticals; vulcanization accelerators; vulcanizing preparations; wallpaper 
removing preparations; water-purifying chemicals; water-softening preparations; water glass [soluble glass]; wax-
bleaching chemicals; welding chemicals; soldering chemicals; wine finings; witherite; wood alcohol; wood pulp; wood 
vinegar [pyroligneous acid]; pyroligneous acid [wood vinegar]; X-ray films, sensitized but not exposed; xenon; xylene; 
xylol; ytterbium; yttrium; zirconia.

Cl.4;Additives, non-chemical, to motor fuel; alcohol [fuel]; anthracite; beeswax; beeswax for use in the manufacture of 
cosmetics; belting wax; benzene fuel; benzine; biomass fuel; bone oil for industrial purposes; candles; tapers; 
carburants; motor fuel; carnauba wax; castor oil for industrial purposes; ceresine; charcoal [fuel]; Christmas tree 
candles; coal; coal briquettes; coal dust [fuel]; coal naphtha; coal tar oil; coke; combustible briquettes; cutting fluids; 
diesel oil; gas oil; dust absorbing compositions; dust binding compositions for sweeping; dust laying compositions; dust 
removing preparations; electrical energy; ethanol [fuel]; firelighters; firewood; fish oil, not edible; fuel; fuel gas; fuel oil; 
combustible oil; fuel with an alcohol base; gas for lighting; grease for arms [weapons]; grease for belts; grease for 
footwear; grease for leather; greases for the preservation of leather; illuminating grease; illuminating wax; industrial 
grease; industrial oil; industrial wax; kerosene; lamp wicks; lanolin; wool grease; lanolin for use in the manufacture of 
cosmetics; lighting fuel; lignite; ligroin; lubricants; lubricating graphite; lubricating grease; lubricating oil; mazut; 
methylated spirit; mineral fuel; moistening oil; motor oil; naphtha; nightlights [candles]; non-slipping preparations for 
belts; oil-gas; oils for paints; oils for releasing form work [building]; oils for the preservation of leather; oils for the 
preservation of masonry; oleine; ozokerite; ozocerite; paper spills for lighting; paraffin; peat briquettes [fuel]; peat [fuel]; 
perfumed candles; petrol; gasoline; petroleum, raw or refined; petroleum ether; petroleum jelly for industrial purposes; 
producer gas; rape oil for industrial purposes; colza oil for industrial purposes; solidified gases [fuel]; soya bean oil 
preparations for non-stick treatment of cooking utensils; stearine; sunflower oil for industrial purposes; tallow; textile oil; 
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tinder; vaporized fuel mixtures; wax for skis; wax [raw material]; wicks for candles; wood briquettes; wood spills for 
lighting; xylene fuel.

Cl.16;Absorbent sheets of paper or plastic for foodstuff packaging; addressing machines; address plates for 
addressing machines; address stamps; adhesive bands for stationery or household purposes; adhesives [glues] for 
stationery or household purposes; adhesive tape dispensers [office requisites]; adhesive tapes for stationery or 
household purposes; advertisement boards of paper or cardboard; albums; scrapbooks; almanacs; animation cels; 
announcement cards [stationery]; apparatus for mounting photographs; aquarelles; watercolors [paintings]; watercolours 
[paintings]; architects' models; arithmetical tables; calculating tables; artists' watercolor saucers; artists' watercolour 
saucers; atlases; baggage claim check tags of paper; bags for microwave cooking; bags [envelopes, pouches] of paper or 
plastics, for packaging; balls for ball-point pens; banknotes; banners of paper; barcode ribbons; bibs, sleeved, of paper; 
bibs of paper; binding strips [bookbinding]; biological samples for use in microscopy [teaching materials]; blackboards; 
blotters; blueprints; plans; bookbinding apparatus and machines [office equipment]; bookbinding cloth; cloth for 
bookbinding; bookbinding material; bookends; booklets; bookmarkers; books; bottle envelopes of paper or cardboard; 
bottle wrappers of paper or cardboard; boxes of paper or cardboard; bunting of paper; cabinets for stationery [office 
requisites]; calendars; canvas for painting; carbon paper; cardboard; cardboard tubes; cards; charts; cases for stamps 
[seals]; catalogues; chalk for lithography; chalk holders; charcoal pencils; chart pointers, non-electronic; 
chromolithographs [chromos]; chromos; cigar bands; clipboards; clips for name badge holders [office requisites]; 
coasters of paper; comic books; compasses for drawing; composing frames [printing]; composing sticks; conical paper 
bags; copying paper [stationery]; cords for bookbinding; bookbinding cords; correcting fluids [office requisites]; 
correcting ink [heliography]; correcting tapes [office requisites]; covers of paper for flower pots; flower-pot covers of 
paper; covers [stationery]; wrappers [stationery]; cream containers of paper; credit card imprinters, non-electric; dental 
tray covers of paper; desk mats; diagrams; document files [stationery]; document holders [stationery]; document 
laminators for office use; drawer liners of paper, perfumed or not; drawing boards; drawing instruments; drawing 
materials; drawing pads; drawing pens; drawing pins; thumbtacks; drawing rulers; drawing sets; duplicators; elastic 
bands for offices; electrocardiograph paper; electrotypes; embroidery designs [patterns]; engraving plates; engravings; 
envelope sealing machines for offices; envelopes [stationery]; erasing products; erasing shields; etching needles; 
etchings; fabrics for bookbinding; face towels of paper; figurines of papier mâché; statuettes of papier mâché; files [office 
requisites]; filtering materials of paper; filter paper; finger-stalls [office requisites]; flags of paper; flyers; folders for 
papers; jackets for papers; forms, printed; fountain pens; franking machines for office use; postage meters for office use; 
French curves; galley racks [printing]; garbage bags of paper or of plastics; geographical maps; glitter for stationery 
purposes; glue for stationery or household purposes; pastes for stationery or household purposes; gluten [glue] for 
stationery or household purposes; graining combs; graphic prints; graphic representations; graphic reproductions; 
greeting cards; gummed cloth for stationery purposes; gummed tape [stationery]; gums [adhesives] for stationery or 
household purposes; hand-rests for painters; handkerchiefs of paper; hand labelling appliances; handwriting specimens 
for copying; hat boxes of cardboard; hectographs; histological sections for teaching purposes; holders for cheque 
books; holders for checkbooks; holders for stamps [seals]; house painters' rollers; humidity control sheets of paper or 
plastic for foodstuff packaging; index cards [stationery]; indexes; Indian inks; ink; inking pads; inking ribbons; inking 
sheets for document reproducing machines; inking sheets for duplicators; inkstands; ink sticks; ink stones [ink 
reservoirs]; inkwells; isinglass for stationery or household purposes; labels of paper or cardboard; ledgers [books]; letter 
trays; lithographic stones; lithographic works of art; lithographs; loose-leaf binders; ring binders; luminous paper; 
magazines [periodicals]; manifolds [stationery]; manuals [handbooks]; handbooks [manuals]; marking chalk; marking 
pens [stationery]; mats for beer glasses; mimeograph apparatus and machines; modelling clay; modelling materials; 
modelling paste; modelling wax, not for dental purposes; moisteners for gummed surfaces [office requisites]; moisteners 
[office requisites]; molds for modelling clays [artists' materials]; moulds for modelling clays [artists' materials]; money 
clips; musical greeting cards; name badge holders [office requisites]; name badges [office requisites]; newsletters; 
newspapers; nibs; nibs of gold; note books; numbering apparatus; numbers [type]; obliterating stamps; office 
perforators; office requisites, except furniture; oleographs; packaging material made of starches; packing [cushioning, 
stuffing] materials of paper or cardboard; pads [stationery]; page holders; paint boxes for use in schools; paintbrushes; 
painters' brushes; painters' easels; paintings [pictures], framed or unframed; paint trays; palettes for painters; pamphlets; 
pantographs [drawing instruments]; paper; paper-clips; paper bags for use in the sterilization of medical instruments; 
paper bags for use in the sterilisation of medical instruments; paper bows, other than haberdashery or hair decorations; 
paper clasps; paper coffee filters; paper creasers [office requisites]; paper cutters [office requisites]; paper for medical 
examination tables; paper for radiograms; paper for recording machines; paper knives [letter openers]; paper ribbons, 
other than haberdashery or hair decorations; papers for painting and calligraphy; paper sheets [stationery]; paper 
shredders for office use; paper tapes and cards for the recordal of computer programmes; paperweights; paper wipes for 
cleaning; papier mâché; parchment paper; passport holders; pastels [crayons]; pen cases; boxes for pens; pencil 
holders; pencil lead holders; pencil leads; pencils; pencil sharpeners, electric or non-electric; pencil sharpening 
machines, electric or non-electric; pen clips; penholders; pens [office requisites]; pen wipers; perforated cards for 
Jacquard looms; periodicals; photo-engravings; photograph stands; photographs [printed]; pictures; placards of paper or 
cardboard; place mats of paper; plastic bags for pet waste disposal; plastic bubble packs for wrapping or packaging; 
plastic cling film, extensible, for palletization; plastic film for wrapping; plastics for modelling; polymer modelling clay; 
portraits; postage stamps; postcards; posters; printed coupons; printed matter; printed publications; printed sheet 
music; printed timetables; printers' blankets, not of textile; printers' reglets; printing blocks; printing sets, portable [office 
requisites]; printing type; prints [engravings]; prospectuses; punches [office requisites]; retractable reels for name badge 
holders [office requisites]; rice paper; rollers for typewriters; rubber erasers; school supplies [stationery]; scrapers 
[erasers] for offices; sealing compounds for stationery purposes; sealing machines for offices; sealing stamps; sealing 
wafers; sealing wax; seals [stamps]; self-adhesive tapes for stationery or household purposes; sewing patterns; sheets of 
reclaimed cellulose for wrapping; shields [paper seals]; signboards of paper or cardboard; silver paper; slate pencils; 
song books; spools for inking ribbons; spray chalk; square rulers for drawing; squares for drawing; stamp pads; stamp 
stands; stamps [seals]; stands for pens and pencils; staples for offices; clips for offices; stapling presses [office 
requisites]; starch paste [adhesive] for stationery or household purposes; stationery; steatite [tailor's chalk]; steel letters; 
steel pens; stencil cases; stencil plates; stencils; stencils for decorating food and beverages; stencils [stationery]; 
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stickers [stationery]; stuffing of paper or cardboard; padding materials of paper or cardboard; T-squares for drawing; 
tablecloths of paper; table linen of paper; tablemats of paper; table napkins of paper; table runners of paper; tags for 
index cards; tailors' chalk; teaching materials [except apparatus]; terrestrial globes; tickets; tissues of paper for removing 
make-up; toilet paper; hygienic paper; towels of paper; tracing cloth; tracing needles for drawing purposes; tracing paper; 
tracing patterns; trading cards, other than for games; transfers [decalcomanias]; decalcomanias; transparencies 
[stationery]; trays for sorting and counting money; typewriter keys; typewriter ribbons; typewriters, electric or non-
electric; type [numerals and letters]; letters [type]; vignetting apparatus; viscose sheets for wrapping; washi; waxed 
paper; wood pulp board [stationery]; wood pulp paper; wrapping paper; packing paper; wristbands for the retention of 
writing instruments; writing board erasers; writing brushes; writing cases [sets]; writing cases [stationery]; writing chalk; 
writing instruments; writing materials; writing or drawing books; writing paper; writing slates.

Cl.35;Administration of consumer loyalty programs; administration of frequent flyer programs; administrative 
assistance in responding to calls for tenders; administrative assistance in responding to requests for proposals [RFPs]; 
administrative processing of purchase orders; advertising; publicity; advertising agencies; publicity agencies; advertising 
by mail order; advisory services for business management; appointment reminder services [office functions]; 
appointment scheduling services [office functions]; arranging newspaper subscriptions for others; arranging 
subscriptions to telecommunication services for others; auctioneering; bill-posting; book-keeping; accounting; business 
appraisals; business auditing; business efficiency expert services; business information; business inquiries; business 
intermediary services relating to the matching of potential private investors with entrepreneurs needing funding; business 
investigations; business management and organization consultancy; business management assistance; business 
management consultancy; business management for freelance service providers; business management of hotels; 
business management of performing artists; business management of reimbursement programs for others; business 
management of reimbursement programmes for others; business management of sports people; business organization 
consultancy; business project management services for construction projects; business research; commercial 
administration of the licensing of the goods and services of others; commercial information agency services; commercial 
information and advice for consumers in the choice of products and services; commercial intermediation services; 
commercial lobbying services; commercial or industrial management assistance; competitive intelligence services; 
compilation of information into computer databases; compilation of statistics; compiling indexes of information for 
commercial or advertising purposes; computerized file management; consultancy regarding advertising communication 
strategies; consultancy regarding public relations communication strategies; corporate communications services; cost 
price analysis; data search in computer files for others; demonstration of goods; design of advertising materials; direct 
mail advertising; dissemination of advertising matter; distribution of samples; document reproduction; drawing up of 
statements of accounts; economic forecasting; employment agency services; financial auditing; gift registry services; 
import-export agency services; interim business management; invoicing; layout services for advertising purposes; 
marketing; marketing in the framework of software publishing; marketing research; market intelligence services; market 
studies; media relations services; modelling for advertising or sales promotion; negotiation and conclusion of 
commercial transactions for third parties; negotiation of business contracts for others; news clipping services; office 
machines and equipment rental; online advertising on a computer network; online retail services for downloadable and 
pre-recorded music and movies; online retail services for downloadable digital music; online retail services for 
downloadable ring tones; opinion polling; organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; 
organization of fashion shows for promotional purposes; organization of trade fairs for commercial or advertising 
purposes; outdoor advertising; outsourced administrative management for companies; outsourcing services [business 
assistance]; pay per click advertising; payroll preparation; personnel management consultancy; personnel recruitment; 
photocopying services; presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes; price comparison services; 
procurement services for others [purchasing goods and services for other businesses]; production of advertising films; 
production of teleshopping programmes; production of teleshopping programs; professional business consultancy; 
promotion of goods and services through sponsorship of sports events; providing business information via a web site; 
provision of an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; provision of commercial and business 
contact information; psychological testing for the selection of personnel; publication of publicity texts; publicity material 
rental; public relations; radio advertising; registration of written communications and data; relocation services for 
businesses; rental of advertising space; rental of advertising time on communication media; rental of billboards 
[advertising boards]; rental of office equipment in co-working facilities; rental of photocopying machines; rental of sales 
stands; rental of vending machines; retail services for pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations and medical 
supplies; retail services for works of art provided by art galleries; sales promotion for others; scriptwriting for advertising 
purposes; search engine optimization for sales promotion; search engine optimisation for sales promotion; secretarial 
services; shop window dressing; shorthand; sponsorship search; systemization of information into computer databases; 
targeted marketing; tax filing services; tax preparation; telemarketing services; telephone answering for unavailable 
subscribers; television advertising; transcription of communications [office functions]; typing; updating and maintenance 
of data in computer databases; updating and maintenance of information in registries; updating of advertising material; 
web indexing for commercial or advertising purposes; web site traffic optimization; web site traffic optimisation; 
wholesale services for pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations and medical supplies; word processing; 
writing of publicity texts; writing of résumés for others; writing of curriculum vitae for others.

Cl.37;Airplane maintenance and repair; anti-rust treatment for vehicles; artificial snow-making services; asphalting; 
boiler cleaning and repair; bricklaying; building construction supervision; building insulating; building of fair stalls and 
shops; building sealing; damp-proofing [building]; burglar alarm installation and repair; burner maintenance and repair; 
carpentry services; chimney sweeping; cleaning of buildings [exterior surface]; cleaning of buildings [interior]; cleaning 
of clothing; clock and watch repair; clothing repair; construction; construction consultancy; construction information; 
demolition of buildings; diaper cleaning; disinfecting; drilling of deep oil or gas wells; drilling of wells; dry cleaning; 
electric appliance installation and repair; elevator installation and repair; lift installation and repair; factory construction; 
film projector repair and maintenance; fire alarm installation and repair; freezing equipment installation and repair; fur 
care, cleaning and repair; furnace installation and repair; furniture maintenance; furniture restoration; harbour 
construction; heating equipment installation and repair; hydraulic fracturing services; fracking services; installation, 
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maintenance and repair of computer hardware; installation and repair of air-conditioning apparatus; installation and repair 
of flood protection equipment; installation of doors and windows; installation of utilities in construction sites; interference 
suppression in electrical apparatus; irrigation devices installation and repair; kitchen equipment installation; knife 
sharpening; laundering; laying of cable; leather care, cleaning and repair; linen ironing; machinery installation, 
maintenance and repair; masonry; mining extraction; motor vehicle maintenance and repair; office machines and 
equipment installation, maintenance and repair; painting, interior and exterior; painting or repair of signs; paper hanging; 
wallpapering; parasol repair; pest control services, other than for agriculture, aquaculture, horticulture and forestry; 
photographic apparatus repair; pier breakwater building; pipeline construction and maintenance; plastering; plumbing; 
pressing of clothing; pumicing; pump repair; quarrying services; rat exterminating; re-tinning; rebuilding engines that 
have been worn or partially destroyed; rebuilding machines that have been worn or partially destroyed; refilling of ink 
cartridges; refilling of toner cartridges; renovation of clothing; rental of bulldozers; rental of cleaning machines; rental of 
construction equipment; rental of cranes [construction equipment]; rental of dish drying machines; rental of dishwashing 
machines; rental of drainage pumps; rental of excavators; rental of laundry washing machines; rental of road sweeping 
machines; repair information; repair of power lines; repair of security locks; restoration of musical instruments; 
restoration of works of art; retreading of tires; retreading of tyres; riveting; road paving; roofing services; rustproofing; 
safe maintenance and repair; sanding; scaffolding; services of electricians; shipbuilding; shoe repair; snow removal; 
sterilization of medical instruments; sterilisation of medical instruments; street cleaning; strong-room maintenance and 
repair; swimming-pool maintenance; telephone installation and repair; tire balancing; tyre balancing; tuning of musical 
instruments; umbrella repair; underwater construction; underwater repair; upholstering; upholstery repair; varnishing; 
vehicle battery charging; vehicle breakdown repair services; vehicle cleaning; vehicle greasing; vehicle lubrication; 
vehicle maintenance; vehicle polishing; vehicle service stations [refuelling and maintenance]; vehicle washing; vermin 
exterminating, other than for agriculture, aquaculture, horticulture and forestry; vulcanization of tires [repair]; 
vulcanization of tyres [repair]; warehouse construction and repair; washing; washing of linen; window cleaning.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 99 
 

 

Priority claimed from 28/05/2019; Application No. : 88449839 ;United States of America 

4408540    22/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1508392]
CodeCombat Inc.
301 Howard Street, Suite 830 San Francisco CA 94105 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable computer programs for educational computer games.

Cl.41;Providing temporary use of non-downloadable online educational games; educational services, namely, providing 
classes, tutoring and hackathon events in the fields of computer science, computer programming, science, technology, 
engineering, mathematics and language learning.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 21/10/2019; Application No. : 18141617 ;European Union 

4408541    23/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1507794]
GARIBALDI, S.A.
Sicilia 174-176 bajos E-08013 Barcelona Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Helmets for motorists; protective helmets; protective goggles; spectacles.

Cl.25;Headwear; footwear; clothing; leather clothing for motorists; motorcycle jackets; gloves for motorcyclists; gloves 
[clothing]; scarves; balaclavas; panties; caps [headwear]; T-shirts; suspenders; vests; trousers.
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4408547    22/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1508751]
TIT INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
Lek Yuen Est Shop No 4 (Platform) Fook Hoi Hse Shatin NT Hongkong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Apparatus and instruments for weighing; balances; battery chargers; carrying cases for mobile computers; 
weighing machines; weighing platters sold as a component of scanner scales; weighing scales; wireless chargers; 
precision balances; weighing equipment, namely, scales and balances; downloadable computer software for controlling 
the operation of apparatus and instruments for weighing, balances, weighing machines, weighing scales, precision 
balances, air purification units, electric mixers, electric kitchen grinders, humidifiers, dehumidifiers, exercise machines 
and water purification units; downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for controlling the operation of 
apparatus and instruments for weighing, balances, weighing machines, weighing scales, precision balances, air 
purification units, electric mixers, electric kitchen grinders, humidifiers, dehumidifiers, exercise machines and water 
purification units.

Cl.10;Adult sexual stimulation aids, namely, artificial penises, penis enlargers, vibrators, benwa balls and artificial 
vaginas; condoms; contraceptive apparatus; diaphragms for contraception; electric acupuncture instruments; 
ergometers for medical testing purposes; hair prostheses; hearing aids for the deaf; immunochemical testing apparatus 
for medical use; intra-uterine contraceptive devices; love dolls; massage apparatus; organoleptic diagnostic testing 
apparatus for medical, dental or cosmetic use; pessaries; sex toys; strait jackets; teeth protectors for dental purposes; 
thread, surgical; vibromassage apparatus.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020           Class 99 
 

 

Priority claimed from 01/02/2019; Application No. : 88286373 ;United States of America 

4408555    26/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1508844]
Dantari, Inc.
3075 Townsgate Road, Suite 140 Westlake Village CA 91361 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of disorders of the central nervous system; pharmaceutical 
preparations for the treatment of cancer; pharmaceutical preparations that facilitate administration of other 
pharmaceutical preparations into the brain for enhanced treatment of disorders of the central nervous system and cancer.

Cl.40;Biomanufacturing for others, namely, manufacturing of pharmaceuticals using biological organisms in the 
manufacturing process; providing technical information in the field of pharmaceutical manufacturing; custom 
manufacture of pharmaceuticals; custom manufacture of nanoscale material for use in the manufacture of other goods; 
custom manufacturing of pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of disorders of the central nervous system; 
custom manufacturing of pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of cancer; custom manufacture of 
pharmaceutical preparations that facilitate administration of other pharmaceutical preparations into the brain for 
enhanced treatment of disorders of the central nervous system and cancer.
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4408565    06/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1508137]
Bichamp Cutting Technology(Hunan) Co.,Ltd
No.68 Taijia Road, Economic and Technological Development Zone, Wangcheng, Changsha City Hunan China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Steel alloys; laths of metal; sheets and plates of metal; pipes of metal; building materials of metal; railway material 
of metal; steel wire; ironmongery; flanges of metal [collars]; stretchers for metal bands [tension links].

Cl.7;Saw benches [parts of machines]; saw blades [parts of machines]; saws [machines]; chain saws; cutting machines; 
band saws; dragon saws; cutting saw (machine parts); machine tools; reciprocating saw.

Cl.8;Scrapers [hand tools]; saw blades [parts of hand tools]; bow saws; tube cutters [hand tools]; saw holders; shearers 
[hand instruments]; cutting tools [hand tools]; scraping tools [hand tools]; abrading instruments [hand instruments]; 
garden tools, hand-operated.

Cl.35;Television advertising; business management assistance; business management consultancy; advertising; 
commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and services of others; import-export agency services; sales 
promotion for others; business auditing; sponsorship search; presentation of goods on communication media, for retail 
purposes.

Cl.40;Material treatment information; metal casting; abrasion; burnishing by abrasion; flour milling; woodworking; 
stripping finishes; metal treating; grinding; timber felling and processing.
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Priority claimed from 13/05/2019; Application No. : 018063935 ;European Union 

4411239    12/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1508892]
CHT Germany GmbH
Bismarckstr. 102 72072 Tübingen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical auxiliaries and products for the textile industry; textile auxiliary agents, namely additives for printing 
textiles; silicones; RTV-1 silicones; coating compositions [chemicals], other than paint; chemical compositions for 
coating textiles, in particular silicone coatings; flock adhesives.

Cl.2;Printing pastes.
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Priority claimed from 14/02/2019; Application No. : 88301527 ;United States of America 

4411256    13/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1508918]
Newmark & Company Real Estate, Inc.
125 Park Avenue New York NY 10017 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable geographic information system (GIS) software; downloadable computer software for the collection, 
editing, organizing, modifying, transmission, storage and sharing of data and information; downloadable computer 
software for accessing real estate information; downloadable computer software for accessing financial information; 
downloadable computer software for searching, retrieving, viewing, analyzing, aggregating and providing real estate and 
financial information; downloadable computer software for accessing a database featuring real estate properties, real 
estate trends, real estate listings, real estate prices, real estate valuations, real estate leasing information, 3 dimensional 
and geo-specific real estate renderings, and real estate investment information.

Cl.36;Providing information in the field of real estate; providing real estate information, namely, commercial real estate 
listings in different neighborhoods and communities, by means of a computer database; providing real estate listings and 
real estate information via the Internet; real estate appraisal; real estate valuation services; real estate investment 
services; providing financial information; financial analysis; financial research related to real estate.

Cl.42;Providing on-line non-downloadable geographic information system (GIS) software; software as a service (SAAS) 
services featuring software for data aggregation; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software and 
applications for accessing real estate information; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software and 
applications for accessing financial information; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software and 
applications for searching, retrieving, viewing, analyzing, aggregating and providing real estate and financial information; 
providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software and applications for accessing a database featuring real 
estate properties, real estate trends, real estate research, real estate listings, real estate prices, real estate valuations, real 
estate leasing information, 3 dimensional and geo-specific real estate renderings, and real estate investment information.
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Priority claimed from 07/03/2019; Application No. : 018032805 ;European Union 

4411266    13/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1508926]
REHAU AG + Co
Rheniumhaus Otto-Hahn-Strasse 2 95111 Rehau Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.17;Unprocessed and semi-processed rubber, gutta-percha, gum, asbestos, mica and substitutes for all these 
materials; plastics and resins in extruded form for use in manufacturing processes; packing, stopping and insulating 
materials; flexible pipes, tubes and hoses, not of metal; impact protection of rubber for docks; junctions, not of metal, for 
flexible pipes; compressed air pipe fittings, not of metal; asbestos; asbestos fibers [fibres]; asbestos felt; asbestos 
packing; asbestos fabrics; asbestos paper; asbestos millboards; slate asbestos; asbestos cloth; asbestos sheets; 
asbestos coverings; balata; bark coverings for sound insulation; cotton wool for packing [caulking]; flower arrangements 
(foam supports for -) [semi-finished products]; leaks (chemical compositions for repairing -); joint packings; expansion 
joint fillers; duct tapes; weatherstripping compositions; caulking materials; sealing rings; draught excluder strips; 
dielectrics [insulators]; elastic yarns, not for use in textiles; window stops of rubber; insulating buildings against 
moisture (substances for -); insulating refractory materials; filtering materials of semiprocessed plastic foam; filtration 
materials of semi-processed films of plastic; liquid rubber; foil of regenerated cellulose, other than for packing; molds 
(ebonite -); sealants for joints; garden hoses; anti-dazzle films for windows [tinted films]; fibreglass fabrics for insulation; 
fibreglass for insulation; glass wool for insulation; tyres (rubber material for recapping -); rubber seals for jars; threads of 
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rubber, not for use in textiles; clack valves of rubber; rubber solutions; sleeves of rubber for protecting parts of 
machines; stops of rubber; shockabsorbing buffers of rubber; rings of rubber; cords of rubber; rubber stoppers; gutta-
percha; brake lining materials, partly processed; ebonite [vulcanite]; insulators for electric mains; railway tracks 
(insulators for -); insulators; insulating paints; insulating tapes; insulating felt; insulating varnish; insulation (metal foil for 
-); insulating fabrics; insulating gloves; insulating materials; cables (insulators for -); transformers (insulating oil for -); 
insulating oils; insulating paper; insulating plaster; lute; adhesive bands, other than stationery and not for medical or 
household purposes; carbon fibers [fibres], other than for textile use; plastic fibers [fibres], not for textile use; plastic 
filaments for 3D printers; plastic sheeting for agricultural purposes; plastic film, not for wrapping; threads of plastic 
materials, not for textile use; clutch linings; rubber; canvas hose pipes; reinforcing materials, not of metal, for pipes; pipe 
gaskets; threads of plastic for soldering; wool (mineral -) [insulator]; compositions to prevent the radiation of heat; boiler 
composition to prevent the radiation of heat; paper for electrical capacitors; padding materials of rubber or plastics; 
packing [cushioning, stuffing] materials of rubber or plastics; mica, raw or partly processed; gum, raw or semi-worked; 
rubber, raw or semi-worked; fittings, not of metal, for rigid pipes; pipe jackets, not of metal; soundproofing materials; 
wool (slag -) [insulator]; hoses of textile material; flexible pipes, not of metal; threads of plastic for soldering; barriers 
(floating anti-pollution -); selfadhesive tapes, other than stationery and not for medical or household purposes; asbestos 
safety curtains; synthetic rubber; acrylic resins [semi-finished products]; synthetic resins [semi-finished products]; semi-
processed plastics; cellulose acetate, semi-processed; door stops of rubber; washers of rubber or vulcanized fiber [fibre]; 
valves of india-rubber or vulcanized fiber [fibre]; bags [envelopes, pouches] of rubber, for packaging; connecting hoses 
for vehicle radiators; fittings, not of metal, for flexible pipes; viscose sheets, other than for wrapping; vulcanized fiber 
[fibre]; non-conducting materials for retaining heat; waterproof packings; cylinder jointings.

Cl.19;Materials, not of metal, for building and construction; nonmetallic rigid pipes for building; non-metallic 
transportable buildings; monuments, not of metal; gutter pipes, not of metal; bicycle parking installations, not of metal; 
branching pipes, not of metal; alabaster; alabaster glass; mooring bollards, not of metal; aquaria [structures]; aquarium 
gravel; aquarium sand; reinforcing materials, not of metal, for building; asbestos mortar; asbestos cement; asphalt; 
asphalt paving; outdoor blinds, not of metal and not of textile; cladding, not of metal, for building; cabanas, not of metal; 
beacons, not of metal, non-luminous; girders, not of metal; balustrades, not of metal; huts; felt for building; building 
glass; wood for building; building materials (non-metallic); building panels, not of metal; building stone; buildings, not of 
metal; plastic landscape edgings; tanks of masonry; rock crystal; concrete; concrete building elements; shuttering, not of 
metal, for concrete; binding agents for making stones; bitumen; bituminous products for building; building cardboard 
[asphalted]; bituminous coatings for roofing; tile floorings, not of metal; floor tiles, not of metal; letter boxes of masonry; 
rubble; busts of stone, concrete or marble; nonmetal roof coverings; non-metal roofing; roofing, not of metal, 
incorporating solar cells; pantiles; gutters (roof -), not of metal; scantlings [carpentry]; roofing slates; roofing shingles; 
nonmetal roofing tiles; mooring bollards, not of metal; stave wood; safety glass; drain pipes, not of metal; turnstiles, not 
of metal; penstock pipes, not of metal; brackets, not of metal, for building; railway sleepers, not of metal; enamelled glass, 
for building; flagpoles, not of metal; folding doors, not of metal; paint spraying booths, not of metal; lintels, not of metal; 
nonmetal windows; window glass, for building; window glass, except glass for vehicle windows; plate glass [windows] for 
building; shutters, not of metal; non-metal window frames; prefabricated houses [kits]; refractory construction materials, 
not of metal; fire burrs; fireproof cement coatings; figurines of stone, concrete or marble; bagasses of cane 
(agglomerated -) [building material]; veneer wood; floors, not of metal; plaster; memorial plaques, not of metal; perches; 
timber mouldings; geotextiles; armored doors, not of metal; scaffolding, not of metal; framework for building, not of 
metal; non-metal cornices; horticultural frames, not of metal; foundry molds [moulds], not of metal; gypsum [building 
material]; latticework, not of metal; glass granules for road marking; tombs [monuments], not of metal; grave or tomb 
enclosures, not of metal; tombs, not of metal; burial vaults, not of metal; grave slabs, not of metal; gravestones; coal tar; 
stonemasonry (works of -); street gutters, not of metal; road repair (binding material for -); roads (materials for making 
and coating -); signs, non-luminous and non-mechanical, not of metal, for roads; road coating materials; road marking 
sheets and strips of synthetic material; poles, not of metal, for power lines; props, not of metal; non-metal wainscotting; 
tanks of masonry; tar; tarred strips for building; wood, semi-worked; telephone booths, not of metal; telegraph posts, not 
of metal; terra cotta [building material]; clay; slate; potters' clay; non-metal gates; non-metal beams; greenhouses, 
transportable, not of metal; partitions, not of metal; staircases, not of metal; stair-treads [steps], not of metal; stringers 
[parts of staircases], not of metal; tufa; non-metal doors; door panels, not of metal; door casings, not of metal; linings, not 
of metal, for building; lengthening pieces, not of metal, for chimneys; vinyl siding; bird baths [structures, not of metal]; 
aviaries, not of metal (structure); aviaries, not of metal [structures]; platforms, prefabricated, not of metal; chimneys, not 
of metal; wall tiles, not of metal; wall linings, not of metal, for building; water-pipes, not of metal; fences, not of metal; 
cement; earth for bricks; bricks; earth for bricks; ceilings, not of metal; pitch, tar, bitumen and asphalt; accordion doors, 
not of metal. 

Cl.20;Containers, not of metal, for storage or transport; shells; meerschaum; yellow amber; shelves for storage; shoe 
dowels, not of metal; filing cabinets; ambroid plates; ambroid bars; mooring buoys, non-metallic; tea carts; display 
boards; anti-roll cushions for babies; medicine cabinets; medicine cabinets; inflatable furniture; inflatable publicity 
objects; trestles [furniture]; stuffed animals; birds (stuffed -); oyster shells; baby bath seats; bamboo; bamboo curtains; 
benches [furniture]; clips, not of metal, for cables and pipes; reservoirs, not of metal nor of masonry; closures for 
containers, non-metallic; funerary urns; bed fittings, not of metal; cots for babies; beds; beds for household pets; bed 
casters, not of metal; bedding, except linen; beehives; beehives; picture frames; flowerstands [furniture]; flower stands; 
bolts, not of metal; vats, not of metal; boxes of wood or plastic; letter boxes, not of metal or masonry; book rests 
[furniture]; bookcases; library shelves; sideboards; dinner wagons; office furniture; brush mountings; busts of wood, 
wax, plaster or plastic; camping mattresses; armchairs; containers, not of metal [storage, transport]; decorations of 
plastic for foodstuffs; pegs [pins], not of metal; fixing plugs, not of metal; shower seats; shelves for filing-cabinets 
[furniture]; labels of plastic; furniture shelves; locks, not of metal, for vehicles; staves of wood; barrels, not of metal; 
casks, not of metal; taps, not of metal, for casks; barrel hoops, not of metal; window fittings, not of metal; window stops, 
not of metal or rubber; sash fasteners, not of metal, for windows; casement bolts (non-metallic -); works of art of wood, 
wax, plaster or plastic; fishing baskets; hand-held flagpoles, not of metal; non-metal bottle caps; bottle racks; corks for 
bottles; bottle casings of wood; bottle closures, not of metal; chopping blocks [tables]; handling pallets, not of metal; 
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freestanding partitions [furniture]; hairdressers' chairs; fodder racks; hooks, not of metal, for clothes rails; coatstands; 
curtain hooks; wood bedsteads; curtain holders, not of textile material; curtain rings; curtain rollers; poles for curtains; 
plaited straw, except matting; waxcomb for beehives; plate racks; gun racks; hampers [baskets] for the transport of 
items; bathtub grab bars, not of metal; hand-held mirrors [toilet mirrors]; crates; bag hangers, not of metal; towel 
dispensers, fixed, not of metal; towel stands [furniture]; non-luminous house numbers, not of metal; stag antlers; 
workbenches; stools; wood ribbon; reels of wood for yarn, silk, cord; honeycombs; horn, unworked or semi-worked; 
covers (garment -) [storage]; kennels; hat stands; kennels for household pets; identification bracelets, not of metal; non-
metal dog tags; indoor blinds made from interwoven wood; indoor blinds of paper; interior textile window blinds; indoor 
window blinds [shades] [furniture]; slatted indoor blinds; sleeping mats; non-metal cable clamps; fireguards; settees; 
jerrycans, not of metal; edgings of plastic for furniture; trolleys for computers [furniture]; index cabinets; chests, not of 
metal; bolsters; numberplates, not of metal; high chairs for babies; infant walkers; cushions; pet cushions; drains 
[valves] made of plastic; water-pipe valves of plastic; clothes hangers and clothes hooks; clothes hooks, not of metal; 
mannequins and tailors' dummies; wardrobe lockers; coatstands; knobs, not of metal; chests of drawers; console tables; 
pillows; bolsters; head positioning pillows for babies; head-rests [furniture]; baby head support cushions; coral; baskets, 
non-metallic; wickerwork; corks; hospital beds; scratching posts for cats; crucifixes of wood, wax, plaster or plastic, 
other than jewellery; works of art of wood, wax, plaster or plastic; plastic ramps for use with vehicles; cabinet work; 
loading gauge rods, not of metal, for railway waggons [wagons]; counters [tables]; stair rods; animal horns; animal 
hooves; claws (animal -); tables of metal; table tops; dressing tables; barrel hoops, not of metal; portable desks; shoulder 
poles [yokes]; transport pallets, not of metal; step stools, not of metal; door fittings, not of metal; non-metal door bolts; 
door stops, not of metal or rubber; door handles, not of metal; door bells, not of metal, non-electric; door knockers, not of 
metal; latches, not of metal; plastic key cards, not encoded and not magnetic; valves (not of metal) other than parts of 
machines; packaging containers of plastic;clips of plastic for sealing bags; sealing caps, not of metal; glass (silvered -) 
[mirrors]; display cases; birdhouses; curtain rings; pulleys of plastics for blinds; support rails for curtains; poles for 
curtains; trolleys for computers (furniture); baby changing platforms; washstands [furniture]; hydrostatic [water] beds, 
not for medical purposes; casks of wood for decanting wine; work benches; changing mats; bassinets; wind chimes 
[decoration]; brackets, not of metal, for furniture; drafting tables; magazine racks; newspaper display stands; tent pegs, 
not of metal; mirrors (silvered glass); furniture; animal bone [unworked or partly worked material]; whalebone, unworked 
or semi-worked; ivory, unworked or semi-worked; mother-of-pearl, unworked or semi-worked; tables; bird houses of 
metal.
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Priority claimed from 16/05/2019; Application No. : 88434064 ;United States of America 

4411308    11/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1509000]
Snowflake Inc.
450 Concar Drive San Mateo CA 94402 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Providing assessments and tests to determine professional skills in the fields of cloud management, data 
warehouse platform, database analytics, data management, data mining, data sharing, data exchange, data migration, 
data integration and database administration.

Cl.41;Educational services, namely, workshops, conferences, labs, courses and blogs on cloud management, data 
warehousing, database analytics, data management, data mining, data sharing, data exchange, data migration, data 
integration and database administration; educational services, namely, online on demand courses on cloud management, 
data warehousing, data mining, data analytics, data management, data sharing, data exchange, data migration, data 
integration and database administration; training in the use and operation of data warehouse platforms and cloud 
management.
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Priority claimed from 12/06/2019; Application No. : 018080921 ;European Union 

4411344    01/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1509180]
Right Livelihood Award Stiftelsen
Stockholmsvägen 23 SE-122 62 Enskede Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.36;Financial affairs; monetary affairs; fundraising and sponsorship; arranging charitable collections for others; 
arranging of funds for overseas aid projects; benevolent fund services; charitable fund raising; charitable collections; 
charitable services, namely financial services; eleemosynary services in the field of monetary donations; financial 
sponsorship; fund sponsorship; financing services for sponsoring businesses; organising of charitable collections; 
organisation of financial collections; political fund-raising services; providing educational scholarships; providing college 
scholarships; philanthropic services concerning monetary donations.

Cl.41;Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; publishing and reporting; 
education, entertainment and sports; audio and video production, and photography; hosting awards; arranging and 
conducting award ceremonies; arranging of award ceremonies to recognise achievement; arranging of award ceremonies 
to recognise bravery; arranging and conducting conferences; organisation of meetings and conferences; arranging and 
conducting of symposiums; arranging and conducting of concerts; university services; educating at university or 
colleges; university education services; arranging teaching programmes; organisation of ceremonial events; organising 
events for cultural purposes; entertainment services in the nature of arranging social entertainment events; organisation 
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of shows; publication of documents in the field of training, science, public law and social affairs; publication of printed 
matter and printed publications; publication of newspapers, periodicals, catalogs and brochures; publication of books, 
magazines, almanacs and journals; publication of electronic books and journals online; providing non-downloadable 
online electronic publications; publication of educational materials; arranging of exhibitions for cultural purposes; 
arranging of exhibitions for education purposes; organization of exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes; 
arranging and conducting competitions.
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CORRIGENDA 
APPL 
NO

CORRIGENDA DESCRIPTION  

1830964 1830964 - (1702-0) 
clerical error in the address of the proprietor corrected to be - Corporation Trust Center, 
1209 Orange Street, Wilmington, County of New Castle, Delaware 19801, United States of 
America 

3395670 3395670 - (1918-0)  
proprietor name amended on the basis of TM 1,Affidavit and request letter dated 
19/09/2019 to be Mr. Jatinder Singh,Karta of Shri Bhupinder Singh, HUF. 

3395671 3395671 - (1918-0) 
proprietor name amended on the basis of TM 1,Affidavit and request letter dated 
19/09/2019 to be MR. JATINDER SINGH,KARTA OF SHRI BHUPINDER SINGH, HUF. 

3985960 3985960 - (1920-0) Applicants name to be read as DHARUMALINGAM.U. TRADING AS 
GOODWILL RAILINGS, NO 88, P H ROAD NERUKUNDRAM, CHENNAI-600 017, TAMIL 
NADU, INDIA. 
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Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 
759135 862991 866304 887339 894524
897745 927682 939773 989896 1016247
1168123 1359402 1593234 1721753 1769244
1858797 1877166 1891950 1908170 1992587
2018034 2103625 2121730 2122142 2183762
2193007 2214297 2221190 2233811 2239453
2240835 2245777 2246568 2255931 2286420
2307542 2307543 2320392 2334144 2344027
2350889 2350892 2362452 2416216 2416217
2438236 2446300 2451294 2452829 2461419
2463138 2466552 2466628 2474327 2474610
2477158 2478407 2492158 2495377 2499910
2512452 2515685 2516826 2517876 2520133
2531605 2533019 2533858 2534003 2534006
2536223 2538206 2538414 2554506 2554823
2564518 2570589 2573174 2582275 2584382
2591805 2596889 2604297 2611478 2612486
2620250 2631119 2638679 2638680 2656347
2660246 2663123 2668034 2675845 2680235
2681707 2682322 2683112 2684414 2686468
2706141 2710695 2717781 2720056 2724532
2727339 2728991 2733467 2736831 2737662
2738006 2738616 2740364 2748023 2748474
2758314 2767917 2768546 2778116 2779618
2784712 2785630 2791275 2791690 2801370
2803169 2803854 2804308 2806200 2806616
2810007 2810095 2811585 2814486 2814487
2815695 2817066 2818916 2819572 2821757
2821961 2822938 2826607 2827830 2830402
2831242 2835095 2835709 2835935 2836686
2841079 2845190 2846493 2846856 2847540
2848538 2849862 2851681 2855230 2855598
2857768 2860150 2860857 2860916 2865538
2867590 2867678 2868291 2868756 2868996
2870576 2872498 2872504 2872507 2873662
2874612 2874615 2874703 2874757 2875306
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2877814 2877843 2877853 2879046 2879719
2883849 2883869 2884191 2885593 2889476
2891483 2897020 2897021 2901905 2902010
2902252 2907442 2908436 2917906 2919966
2921747 2924932 2930443 2930600 2931251
2936953 2939277 2940859 2943382 2950555
2951500 2952712 2953149 2960531 2961351
2961790 2962687 2963726 2965460 2968269
2968529 2968596 2968949 2969128 2969486
2969848 2970512 2970522 2970693 2970928
2971809 2973614 2973616 2974539 2974541
2975917 2976700 2978925 2979364 2979406
2979829 2983170 2983206 2983459 2983515
2985780 2985782 2985843 2987501 2988494
2988836 2988968 2990076 2990361 2991011
2991508 2994397 2994810 2994924 2995260
2995794 2996004 2996225 2996261 2996771
2997428 2997714 2997728 2998549 3001711
3003454 3003540 3004036 3007458 3009240
3010181 3012214 3012215 3014547 3014718
3015657 3016445 3016498 3017636 3019452
3019610 3020865 3020952 3023025 3023472
3023804 3025181 3025265 3026671 3027824
3028275 3028422 3028530 3028642 3029546
3029702 3030197 3030950 3031019 3032079
3032087 3033524 3033555 3033695 3033756
3034084 3034399 3034860 3035498 3035566
3035908 3037518 3038045 3038718 3039642
3039762 3040582 3040839 3041580 3042276
3045182 3045541 3045549 3046322 3046326
3046327 3046329 3046331 3046334 3047050
3047051 3047490 3048851 3049395 3050053
3051448 3052017 3052412 3052413 3052918
3054097 3055231 3055868 3056594 3056938
3057741 3058767 3058775 3060490 3060500
3061900 3061901 3061961 3062274 3065629
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3065643 3066799 3066908 3067001 3068482
3068483 3068493 3070803 3071321 3072660
3072713 3074135 3074137 3074140 3074187
3074334 3075709 3075755 3075756 3075757
3075880 3076074 3076531 3077341 3077399
3077401 3077402 3077714 3078146 3078406
3078408 3078440 3079331 3079970 3080292
3081589 3082125 3082380 3082383 3082991
3083540 3083544 3083545 3084046 3084311
3084312 3085604 3085759 3085982 3088064
3088536 3092786 3094041 3096124 3097861
3098488 3098489 3098863 3098864 3098865
3098866 3098867 3098868 3098869 3098870
3098871 3098872 3098873 3098874 3098875
3098876 3098878 3098880 3099026 3099050
3099096 3099178 3099860 3103355 3103746
3103748 3103749 3103750 3103751 3103799
3106209 3107182 3107184 3108122 3109348
3109353 3111688 3112183 3112315 3112411
3112413 3112414 3112415 3112421 3112422
3113066 3113404 3114133 3114820 3116124
3117515 3117602 3119569 3119843 3120350
3121263 3121584 3122389 3123305 3126008
3126033 3126631 3127515 3127589 3127816
3128940 3129378 3130196 3130393 3131367
3131693 3134697 3134698 3134706 3134876
3137327 3137328 3137900 3141348 3142234
3142617 3142889 3143728 3144344 3144936
3145416 3146322 3148266 3149696 3149803
3149825 3149929 3152395 3152969 3153318
3153813 3154701 3154705 3156641 3158704
3159087 3160192 3160501 3161033 3162055
3162774 3162912 3164265 3165696 3166317
3166430 3166777 3167247 3169060 3169782
3169867 3169954 3170201 3170724 3171761
3173855 3173857 3175719 3175720 3177439
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3180882 3180935 3180936 3180989 3182512
3182608 3183194 3183203 3183656 3184465
3185307 3185722 3185922 3185952 3186162
3186705 3187858 3188382 3188383 3190242
3191517 3191518 3195248 3195984 3196307
3198225 3199047 3200435 3200436 3200866
3200879 3201173 3201176 3202064 3202303
3202867 3203291 3203562 3203893 3203954
3204742 3204936 3205341 3205379 3205526
3205740 3205835 3206107 3206164 3206572
3206921 3207140 3207250 3207251 3207252
3207850 3208553 3208556 3208567 3209659
3209822 3210153 3210188 3210312 3210823
3210826 3211095 3211142 3211512 3211613
3211635 3212021 3212022 3212788 3212918
3213090 3213184 3213363 3213364 3213555
3213952 3214020 3214092 3214154 3214169
3214174 3214175 3214906 3215310 3215599
3215606 3215669 3215672 3216199 3216484
3217224 3217281 3217326 3217599 3217685
3218027 3219290 3219952 3220034 3220319
3220321 3221557 3221623 3222324 3222455
3222630 3223054 3223056 3224015 3224108
3224162 3224245 3224683 3224990 3224991
3224992 3224993 3225138 3225302 3225630
3225774 3225981 3226962 3227156 3227946
3228123 3230135 3230621 3230623 3230624
3230682 3231312 3231320 3231458 3231577
3231697 3232841 3232946 3233435 3234701
3235145 3235159 3235326 3235358 3235359
3235404 3235554 3235587 3236032 3236184
3236206 3236219 3236226 3236236 3236556
3237127 3238317 3239464 3239508 3239653
3240178 3240179 3240182 3240247 3240543
3240670 3240788 3240904 3241295 3241304
3242121 3242425 3242621 3242623 3242736
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3242737 3242780 3242795 3242841 3243285
3243297 3244016 3244624 3244625 3244626
3245844 3246751 3247684 3247694 3247695
3247697 3248060 3248247 3248294 3248556
3248692 3248750 3249163 3249581 3250315
3250499 3250599 3250670 3250671 3250672
3250874 3250883 3251247 3251253 3251889
3251910 3252758 3253035 3253037 3253401
3253505 3253647 3254238 3254240 3254575
3254912 3254913 3254915 3254939 3255271
3255575 3256136 3256328 3256368 3256899
3257140 3257479 3258017 3258201 3258242
3258346 3258445 3258765 3259111 3259236
3259725 3259940 3259941 3260506 3260814
3260887 3260911 3261246 3261997 3262190
3262210 3262270 3262312 3262454 3262658
3263611 3264073 3264082 3264355 3264473
3264606 3264720 3264981 3266215 3266221
3266794 3266968 3267335 3267629 3267773
3267978 3268251 3268400 3268527 3268665
3268788 3268790 3269212 3269493 3269629
3269738 3270354 3270641 3270731 3271402
3271896 3272007 3272607 3272608 3272740
3272785 3272798 3273186 3273682 3273871
3274127 3274144 3274450 3274594 3274868
3275747 3275876 3276004 3276497 3276847
3277600 3277601 3277602 3277873 3278382
3278578 3278582 3279713 3279714 3280114
3280220 3280223 3280224 3283361 3283378
3283400 3283401 3283403 3283409 3283411
3284039 3284041 3284688 3284766 3284844
3284878 3284880 3284882 3284895 3284896
3285145 3285147 3285157 3285254 3285290
3285292 3285293 3285294 3285558 3285885
3285955 3286242 3286760 3286774 3286801
3286804 3286813 3286821 3286882 3286893
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3286897 3287099 3287262 3287389 3287684
3287808 3287809 3287810 3287813 3287814
3287815 3287817 3287818 3288228 3288728
3288854 3288857 3289038 3289222 3289308
3289479 3289493 3289494 3289886 3290229
3290231 3290674 3290746 3290764 3290886
3290887 3291170 3291371 3291393 3291394
3291540 3291541 3291720 3291891 3292258
3292272 3292301 3292304 3292370 3292376
3292505 3292507 3292508 3292616 3292632
3292924 3293191 3293253 3293254 3293255
3293256 3294158 3294376 3294378 3295777
3296216 3296218 3296362 3296475 3296585
3296602 3297079 3297588 3297589 3297590
3297591 3297627 3298089 3298544 3298844
3298845 3298846 3299015 3299244 3299413
3299464 3299466 3299701 3299702 3299703
3299704 3299705 3299706 3299714 3299718
3299795 3300013 3300014 3300417 3300575
3300825 3301421 3301485 3301487 3301488
3301489 3301490 3301491 3301495 3301496
3302124 3302226 3302291 3302371 3302596
3302597 3302598 3302651 3303016 3303215
3303341 3303426 3303433 3303701 3303739
3303754 3303835 3303886 3303988 3304236
3304559 3304560 3304714 3304725 3304732
3304735 3304736 3304741 3304744 3305044
3305052 3305054 3305058 3305088 3305257
3305630 3305780 3305864 3305885 3305887
3305888 3306205 3306713 3306934 3306936
3307322 3307324 3307815 3307816 3307881
3307882 3307888 3308182 3308320 3308721
3308860 3308983 3309007 3309085 3309272
3309506 3309746 3309830 3309867 3310476
3311132 3311167 3311168 3311618 3311628
3311629 3311630 3312029 3312370 3312610
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3312738 3313293 3313297 3313298 3313301
3313304 3313407 3313466 3313615 3313672
3313816 3314496 3314688 3314859 3315633
3315827 3315828 3317098 3317557 3317565
3317566 3317567 3317568 3317569 3317570
3317638 3317639 3318088 3318294 3318426
3318427 3318430 3318431 3318457 3318730
3319049 3319640 3319702 3319703 3320061
3320411 3320584 3320834 3320836 3320948
3320949 3320952 3321201 3321631 3321846
3321930 3321933 3322197 3322198 3322862
3322924 3323890 3323916 3323917 3324270
3324271 3324317 3324321 3324465 3324466
3324662 3324908 3324930 3325603 3326033
3326803 3326863 3327732 3328110 3328276
3328278 3328541 3328555 3328556 3328557
3328561 3328562 3328563 3328716 3328762
3329063 3329406 3329408 3329409 3329410
3329411 3329431 3329542 3329624 3329747
3329889 3330622 3332097 3332152 3332491
3332497 3332784 3332918 3334146 3334326
3334345 3334351 3334356 3334359 3334400
3334853 3334909 3335475 3335551 3335620
3335625 3335626 3335791 3335891 3335917
3336135 3336356 3336462 3336944 3336995
3337307 3337882 3337884 3337886 3337887
3338350 3338708 3338895 3338899 3338958
3338961 3338973 3339053 3339376 3339378
3339580 3340328 3340386 3340537 3340669
3340905 3340906 3340968 3341055 3341140
3341687 3341688 3341810 3341881 3341882
3341884 3341886 3341888 3341891 3341993
3341996 3342169 3342171 3342172 3342173
3342436 3342437 3342804 3342992 3343009
3343012 3343013 3343014 3343018 3343089
3343638 3343928 3344002 3344072 3344692
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3344693 3344712 3344713 3345148 3345317
3345372 3345569 3345573 3345577 3345715
3345722 3345760 3345761 3346055 3346058
3346188 3346844 3347516 3347530 3347704
3347705 3347755 3347856 3347980 3348349
3348431 3349160 3349164 3349332 3349490
3349958 3350128 3350438 3350443 3350446
3350456 3350464 3351266 3351268 3351723
3351961 3352100 3352556 3352558 3352731
3352959 3353086 3353090 3353102 3353129
3353642 3353847 3353853 3353856 3354882
3354883 3354884 3354885 3354897 3354899
3355167 3355223 3355225 3355226 3355382
3355490 3355492 3355684 3355692 3355693
3355694 3355695 3355796 3355805 3355807
3356247 3356324 3356593 3356840 3357076
3357166 3357262 3357326 3357371 3357395
3357418 3357694 3357737 3357740 3357758
3357795 3357805 3357806 3357874 3357889
3357919 3358259 3358317 3358669 3358698
3358905 3358947 3359023 3359029 3359070
3359075 3359077 3359254 3359514 3359591
3359825 3360281 3360393 3360546 3360610
3360612 3360866 3360871 3360874 3361134
3361718 3361719 3361754 3361830 3362104
3362156 3362272 3362274 3362275 3362570
3362571 3362572 3362861 3363158 3363171
3363177 3363178 3363179 3363180 3363200
3363201 3363202 3363241 3363242 3363243
3363246 3363255 3363256 3363264 3363282
3363283 3363286 3363497 3363499 3363970
3364222 3364224 3364226 3364227 3364306
3364307 3364511 3364512 3364797 3364935
3364955 3365074 3365089 3365099 3365217
3365223 3365235 3365236 3365344 3365688
3365689 3365940 3366012 3366021 3366127
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3366139 3366140 3366144 3366361 3366367
3366503 3366570 3367505 3367628 3367630
3368305 3368322 3369544 3370456 3370530
3379142 3381472 3382710 3387371 3387940
3388107 3390131 3390581 3391862 3392534
3394640 3397228 3397554 3400571 3404040
3404418 3404944 3407623 3408846 3408878
3409305 3410059 3410238 3410721 3411742
3412098 3414595 3418523 3421185 3421187
3421194 3421295 3421354 3423002 3423296
3424472 3425197 3425304 3426299 3426300
3427474 3428646 3430795 3431798 3432820
3433549 3437578 3437581 3438358 3441622
3444334 3444336 3444555 3445004 3445011
3445013 3446891 3446897 3446908 3449150
3449807 3449811 3450227 3450539 3452360
3452366 3453145 3453153 3453462 3453927
3455153 3456092 3456158 3458452 3458847
3458957 3459431 3460166 3461048 3461051
3461855 3462259 3462271 3462499 3462920
3463218 3463791 3464307 3464338 3466066
3466558 3466834 3467213 3467555 3469715
3469748 3469974 3470620 3470833 3473600
3474182 3474890 3478841 3479519 3479588
3481955 3483824 3483949 3485963 3486162
3488800 3489530 3490430 3491235 3491271
3491415 3492783 3492793 3492804 3492805
3492806 3493914 3497482 3498659 3500327
3502040 3502279 3502630 3502641 3503603
3504526 3518207 3521677 3532385 3533474
3539835 3552014 3558256 3560251 3560952
3566771 3569192 3572078 3574444 3576660
3581509 3581879 3587231 3594472 3595208
3598448 3607009 3607643 3610103 3610542
3610543 3616187 3622032 3625608 3626082
3629142 3629149 3629151 3630683 3636959
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3637242 3639101 3639160 3641662 3643128
3644557 3648065 3650059 3651113 3657890
3664983 3669864 3673292 3682380 3689702
3693821 3694376 3696545 3698364 3699745
3700078 3700169 3702982 3702983 3704764
3705932 3705934 3705936 3707000 3707100
3708518 3714367 3715003 3716373 3717555
3717576 3717577 3717620 3718637 3719099
3719788 3721232 3721807 3722984 3723523
3723996 3725175 3725501 3725888 3726129
3727346 3731047 3731090 3735058 3736295
3738912 3740627 3741430 3741436 3742086
3742091 3742093 3742094 3744565 3745180
3745181 3748946 3749528 3752396 3752398
3752560 3753179 3753304 3753354 3759375
3762433 3762629 3762632 3765462 3766054
3766056 3766814 3767849 3768367 3768736
3768865 3769294 3770650 3770772 3773071
3774357 3775273 3776632 3778334 3780886
3781930 3782242 3782552 3782983 3783476
3785882 3789098 3789500 3790170 3791070
3791958 3792202 3792370 3792524 3793529
3795521 3795524 3795525 3795528 3796310
3797938 3798787 3798791 3798792 3798793
3798794 3798797 3798993 3798996 3798998
3799569 3799870 3802370 3803656 3809921
3811249 3811251 3812232 3812467 3813948
3819951 3819956 3819958 3820898 3824287
3827267 3827855 3828726 3833455 3835889
3837299 3837443 3838175 3840046 3840340
3845306 3845795 3846249 3848394 3849185
3851064 3853895 3855302 3855305 3855318
3857058 3857912 3859940 3860799 3860837
3861653 3861682 3862380 3862663 3866106
3866855 3866859 3866861 3867783 3868348
3868756 3868890 3868894 3869246 3870012
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3870013 3870946 3870948 3871820 3873234
3873581 3873582 3873583 3873938 3873941
3874024 3874982 3877724 3877766 3878353
3878555 3880036 3880037 3880239 3880243
3880247 3880289 3880324 3880325 3881276
3881362 3881700 3881753 3882010 3883046
3883658 3883663 3884249 3884789 3885227
3886233 3886504 3886574 3887879 3888012
3888908 3888910 3889069 3889342 3889476
3890132 3890830 3891238 3891243 3891255
3891258 3892531 3892537 3893522 3893804
3894067 3894479 3895428 3895432 3895436
3895605 3897073 3897883 3897884 3898176
3898488 3899055 3901070 3901177 3901585
3903439 3905745 3905760 3906069 3906687
3906708 3906709 3907391 3908909 3909667
3909668 3910322 3910913 3911733 3911961
3912313 3912462 3912470 3912527 3912813
3912851 3912852 3912859 3912860 3912861
3912862 3912863 3912864 3912865 3913138
3913799 3914110 3915787 3916272 3916870
3917371 3917564 3918059 3918065 3918843
3918903 3919847 3921342 3921401 3921518
3921519 3921828 3921829 3922081 3922494
3922499 3923517 3923972 3925238 3925717
3925736 3925737 3926329 3926640 3926990
3927436 3929177 3931116 3931214 3931398
3932112 3932473 3932624 3933289 3933315
3933551 3934130 3934139 3934626 3935118
3935119 3935120 3935121 3935557 3936368
3936370 3938076 3938077 3938207 3938208
3939049 3939440 3939867 3939868 3940808
3941174 3941321 3941322 3942824 3942896
3947736 3948409 3949188 3949224 3949911
3950692 3951045 3951617 3951852 3951993
3952039 3952366 3952663 3952664 3952665
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3953223 3953438 3953441 3953831 3954372
3954375 3954377 3954378 3954380 3954381
3954749 3955948 3956077 3956470 3956634
3956827 3957094 3957341 3957803 3959122
3959376 3959694 3959710 3959951 3961228
3961230 3965039 3965322 3965326 3965328
3965329 3965330 3965364 3966174 3967593
3967694 3968073 3968807 3968891 3969658
3969897 3970365 3970691 3970765 3970766
3970767 3970769 3970770 3970771 3970772
3971071 3971231 3972111 3972116 3973291
3973877 3975076 3977220 3977223 3977660
3978306 3978307 3978474 3978975 3979215
3979219 3979821 3979823 3980027 3980028
3980029 3980035 3980038 3980150 3984049
3984524 3985173 3985789 3986655 3987026
3987118 3987512 3988229 3988361 3988362
3989093 3989094 3989095 3989097 3989098
3989753 3989991 3989992 3989995 3990601
3991747 3992802 3992999 3993714 3993964
3994048 3994249 3994645 3994849 3994857
3996405 3997131 3997387 3997590 3998044
3999243 4001491 4001493 4001494 4001496
4001498 4001500 4002111 4002634 4003074
4003152 4003831 4004017 4005416 4005848
4006161 4008169 4008979 4010064 4018875
4019074 4019524 4020095 4020098 4020480
4020482 4021620 4021768 4022488 4022598
4022599 4023696 4024198 4024439 4025118
4025749 4027701 4027773 4028755 4029227
4031588 4032144 4032146 4032151 4032284
4032289 4035883 4036276 4036862 4038626
4045233 4048740 4052891 4057468 4057480
4057807 4059892 4059895 4060113 4062269
4062909 4063568 4063906 4064927 4064930
4065857 4066792 4067023 4067058 4067296
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4068240 4068241 4068880 4069106 4069560
4069591 4069595 4069596 4069773 4069929
4070000 4070048 4070230 4070324 4070471
4070483 4070595 4070891 4070962 4071034
4071142 4071196 4071462 4071483 4071782
4072046 4072126 4072206 4072254 4072302
4072471 4072515 4072675 4073153 4073368
4073419 4073671 4073672 4073680 4073720
4073750 4073771 4073791 4073940 4074349
4074371 4074464 4074485 4074663 4074665
4074757 4074831 4074832 4074840 4075296
4075298 4075506 4075853 4077103 4077477
4077590 4077957 4077960 4078059 4078152
4078291 4078442 4078649 4078925 4079524
4080368 4080369 4080685 4091140 4091141
4102090 4115704 4124359 4153245 4153548
4158252 4158254 4160283 4161584 4165757
4171594 4172687 4173153 4177173 4179038
4179039 4179371 4179630 4180427 4181156
4182864 4183352 4183571 4183644 4186845
4189352 4193273 4194140 4194908 4194910
4195591 4197310 4198636 4198862 4200005
4200433 4201259 4201376 4204199 4205480
4206334 4206808 4206854 4207805 4208791
4209081 4209175 4209489 4211048 4211836
4211842 4212711 4212787 4214723 4215366
4215839 4215962 4216154 4216703 4216795
4217403 4218662 4218747 4220093 4220304
4220567 4220820 4221213 4221614 4221615
4221645 4221661 4221866 4222723 4223160
4223436 4223488 4223503 4223806 4224192
4224200 4224330 4224352 4224354 4224440
4224453 4224504 4224672 4224975 4225000
4225058 4225089 4225113 4225583 4225858
4226099 4226101 4226234 4226250 4226306
4226307 4226332 4226336 4226344 4226406
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4226441 4226478 4226486 4226489 4226733
4227142 4227143 4227161 4227181 4227310
4227328 4227399 4227542 4227629 4227792
4227793 4228068 4228159 4228162 4228209
4228620 4228636 4228660 4229159 4229160
4229210 4229352 4229667 4229696 4229822
4229823 4229861 4229866 4229868 4230066
4230227 4230239 4230264 4230366 4230424
4230450 4230553 4230706 4230707 4230763
4230796 4230837 4230864 4230901 4230903
4231074 4231121 4231122 4231468 4231469
4231542 4231551 4231645 4231669 4231781
4231842 4232009 4232012 4232014 4232021
4232023 4232026 4232049 4232097 4232098
4232102 4232114 4232172 4232173 4232256
4232275 4232306 4232309 4232314 4232391
4232450 4232451 4232494 4232495 4232496
4232617 4232658 4232691 4232811 4232906
4232907 4232920 4232922 4232940 4232947
4232948 4233030 4233072 4233073 4233113
4233122 4233130 4233133 4233212 4233226
4233228 4233229 4233258 4233424 4233429
4233435 4233453 4233463 4233466 4233467
4233495 4233504 4233530 4233579 4233580
4233581 4233582 4233585 4233586 4233587
4233588 4233604 4233656 4233709 4233711
4233727 4233768 4233781 4233782 4233827
4233830 4233831 4233832 4233850 4233874
4233875 4233876 4233877 4233881 4233927
4234099 4234101 4234194 4234199 4234218
4234226 4234278 4234282 4234285 4234386
4234392 4234460 4234461 4234462 4234478
4234559 4234629 4234737 4234827 4234833
4234893 4234979 4234988 4235008 4235034
4235101 4235228 4235229 4235248 4235256
4235274 4235279 4235294 4235296 4235297
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4235359 4235360 4235361 4235367 4235378
4235533 4235536 4235538 4235539 4235540
4235567 4235573 4235580 4235586 4235587
4235626 4235666 4235667 4235668 4235704
4235792 4235833 4235834 4235835 4235872
4235874 4235923 4235949 4235953 4235958
4235977 4235978 4235986 4235989 4235998
4235999 4236010 4236064 4236073 4236076
4236116 4236120 4236140 4236153 4236183
4236185 4236196 4236221 4236240 4236271
4236297 4236298 4236299 4236314 4236315
4236333 4236334 4236338 4236346 4236350
4236363 4236367 4236377 4236379 4236429
4236433 4236456 4236485 4236503 4236504
4236523 4236528 4236533 4236540 4236543
4236546 4236572 4236577 4236578 4236579
4236580 4236583 4236592 4236610 4236615
4236621 4236627 4236646 4236670 4236671
4236675 4236677 4236679 4236696 4236709
4236752 4236787 4236788 4236797 4236820
4236826 4236837 4236842 4236844 4236865
4236892 4236918 4236932 4236936 4236964
4237011 4237017 4237018 4237019 4237048
4237213 4237262 4237263 4237285 4237286
4237297 4237299 4237301 4237335 4237336
4237339 4237340 4237380 4237383 4237385
4237388 4237391 4237405 4237418 4237421
4237444 4237449 4237451 4237458 4237462
4237465 4237466 4237467 4237490 4237508
4237510 4237511 4237515 4237524 4237525
4237535 4237540 4237571 4237576 4237577
4237580 4237584 4237589 4237595 4237613
4237614 4237620 4237641 4237653 4237655
4237662 4237717 4237740 4237751 4237752
4237762 4237774 4237779 4237793 4237800
4237811 4237815 4237849 4237866 4237869
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4237871 4237873 4237874 4237875 4237883
4237884 4237905 4237927 4237928 4237929
4237930 4237931 4237950 4237960 4237961
4238004 4238007 4238012 4238019 4238020
4238021 4238022 4238025 4238037 4238063
4238105 4238195 4238196 4238203 4238210
4238211 4238212 4238229 4238260 4238261
4238269 4238275 4238280 4238298 4238305
4238320 4238321 4238328 4238331 4238370
4238387 4238396 4238415 4238422 4238425
4238428 4238429 4238432 4238433 4238435
4238436 4238439 4238440 4238448 4238452
4238470 4238480 4238485 4238492 4238495
4238518 4238524 4238527 4238535 4238539
4238540 4238579 4238679 4238693 4238697
4238759 4238760 4238779 4238782 4238784
4238820 4238821 4238822 4238823 4238824
4238838 4238839 4238840 4238841 4238842
4238844 4238846 4238849 4238850 4238855
4238857 4238863 4238874 4238875 4238876
4238877 4238878 4238887 4238896 4238897
4238900 4238901 4238902 4238903 4238920
4238921 4238922 4238923 4238933 4238934
4238935 4238946 4238959 4238992 4238998
4239001 4239003 4239021 4239022 4239023
4239025 4239026 4239027 4239028 4239051
4239060 4239067 4239068 4239070 4239081
4239082 4239083 4239084 4239085 4239091
4239092 4239093 4239094 4239096 4239123
4239124 4239125 4239126 4239127 4239144
4239147 4239153 4239157 4239160 4239163
4239180 4239182 4239183 4239185 4239186
4239188 4239189 4239206 4239207 4239215
4239218 4239219 4239221 4239228 4239232
4239248 4239249 4239252 4239256 4239264
4239266 4239267 4239269 4239270 4239276
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4239306 4239308 4239309 4239312 4239314
4239320 4239323 4239326 4239331 4239332
4239333 4239337 4239380 4239389 4239394
4239402 4239404 4239405 4239406 4239410
4239423 4239425 4239426 4239427 4239435
4239438 4239461 4239464 4239494 4239496
4239497 4239499 4239501 4239507 4239515
4239516 4239518 4239521 4239528 4239530
4239531 4239532 4239533 4239534 4239535
4239545 4239548 4239550 4239551 4239594
4239599 4239601 4239647 4239652 4239655
4239656 4239660 4239661 4239669 4239673
4239674 4239675 4239679 4239680 4239682
4239723 4239729 4239738 4239743 4239744
4239751 4239754 4239780 4239781 4239783
4239785 4239787 4239788 4239790 4239791
4239795 4239851 4239852 4239854 4239862
4239863 4239871 4239873 4239875 4239878
4239879 4239880 4239887 4239889 4239893
4239894 4239915 4239916 4239917 4239918
4239919 4239920 4239924 4239938 4239939
4239941 4239942 4239943 4239944 4239945
4239962 4239966 4239968 4239969 4239973
4239977 4239991 4239992 4239996 4240007
4240008 4240017 4240037 4240047 4240050
4240051 4240052 4240056 4240061 4240076
4240077 4240078 4240098 4240100 4240103
4240105 4240138 4240145 4240146 4240152
4240155 4240156 4240157 4240159 4240160
4240192 4240199 4240203 4240204 4240205
4240245 4240250 4240251 4240255 4240256
4240265 4240266 4240281 4240312 4240314
4240315 4240317 4240318 4240320 4240321
4240323 4240326 4240345 4240366 4240373
4240377 4240381 4240385 4240399 4240433
4240462 4240467 4240472 4240475 4240476
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4240485 4240497 4240501 4240502 4240503
4240511 4240529 4240531 4240532 4240580
4240599 4240602 4240604 4240609 4240617
4240618 4240620 4240625 4240635 4240640
4240641 4240660 4240668 4240688 4240689
4240701 4240702 4240709 4240710 4240753
4240782 4240783 4240797 4240798 4240799
4240803 4240804 4240872 4240893 4240894
4240895 4240899 4240901 4240902 4240904
4240905 4240921 4240928 4240929 4240930
4240931 4240954 4240955 4240969 4240991
4240994 4241055 4241056 4241064 4241089
4241090 4241094 4241095 4241099 4241101
4241103 4241107 4241108 4241109 4241111
4241116 4241122 4241126 4241129 4241130
4241144 4241167 4241169 4241179 4241181
4241187 4241206 4241207 4241220 4241222
4241223 4241224 4241225 4241227 4241228
4241237 4241238 4241248 4241250 4241252
4241259 4241260 4241263 4241266 4241267
4241271 4241276 4241287 4241336 4241340
4241341 4241344 4241375 4241381 4241382
4241405 4241465 4241494 4241495 4241496
4241499 4241512 4241519 4241522 4241526
4241527 4241528 4241530 4241533 4241554
4241580 4241598 4241625 4241640 4241641
4241643 4241689 4241694 4241698 4241705
4241758 4241759 4241768 4241777 4241785
4241794 4241799 4241813 4241817 4241824
4241825 4241829 4241837 4241840 4241842
4241853 4241872 4241884 4241915 4241920
4241921 4241922 4241923 4241924 4241926
4241955 4241957 4241962 4241968 4241969
4241970 4241971 4241972 4241973 4241977
4241978 4241979 4241980 4241988 4241989
4241990 4241991 4241992 4242007 4242012
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4242013 4242017 4242020 4242021 4242022
4242023 4242027 4242028 4242029 4242051
4242053 4242055 4242064 4242065 4242074
4242078 4242106 4242113 4242169 4242185
4242193 4242195 4242205 4242207 4242208
4242209 4242245 4242246 4242247 4242249
4242250 4242251 4242252 4242259 4242262
4242268 4242269 4242271 4242275 4242276
4242277 4242278 4242279 4242280 4242288
4242289 4242291 4242297 4242302 4242303
4242304 4242305 4242334 4242345 4242346
4242375 4242390 4242392 4242415 4242416
4242417 4242420 4242425 4242426 4242429
4242430 4242432 4242433 4242434 4242446
4242447 4242449 4242457 4242461 4242471
4242472 4242477 4242480 4242483 4242484
4242488 4242489 4242490 4242497 4242516
4242518 4242522 4242525 4242526 4242527
4242554 4242557 4242559 4242571 4242578
4242579 4242589 4242591 4242593 4242597
4242601 4242603 4242608 4242609 4242610
4242674 4242675 4242676 4242677 4242681
4242710 4242714 4242736 4242752 4242779
4242780 4242789 4242792 4242795 4242797
4242802 4242817 4242818 4242819 4242854
4242855 4242856 4242857 4242866 4242869
4242873 4242880 4242881 4242900 4242914
4242915 4242923 4242938 4242941 4243031
4243034 4243038 4243040 4243073 4243074
4243076 4243077 4243078 4243094 4243097
4243103 4243107 4243109 4243112 4243114
4243127 4243128 4243166 4243170 4243171
4243172 4243175 4243176 4243208 4243213
4243220 4243227 4243230 4243231 4243259
4243260 4243261 4243263 4243270 4243280
4243291 4243294 4243295 4243312 4243327
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4243328 4243338 4243351 4243359 4243360
4243361 4243368 4243394 4243414 4243420
4243421 4243431 4243454 4243457 4243463
4243466 4243493 4243499 4243500 4243518
4243535 4243550 4243560 4243563 4243588
4243590 4243591 4243593 4243595 4243596
4243597 4243598 4243599 4243600 4243607
4243622 4243624 4243649 4243698 4243703
4243704 4243706 4243712 4243714 4243715
4243725 4243730 4243744 4243747 4243757
4243765 4243766 4243790 4243791 4243796
4243798 4243799 4243804 4243806 4243807
4243818 4243821 4243822 4243824 4243826
4243827 4243828 4243830 4243843 4243848
4243851 4243853 4243879 4243894 4243905
4243913 4243914 4243915 4243934 4243936
4243945 4243950 4243954 4243962 4243965
4243972 4243981 4243982 4244002 4244009
4244033 4244034 4244048 4244049 4244059
4244061 4244062 4244064 4244066 4244078
4244079 4244114 4244115 4244127 4244133
4244134 4244170 4244172 4244176 4244182
4244183 4244187 4244194 4244195 4244197
4244201 4244205 4244206 4244215 4244224
4244239 4244253 4244257 4244258 4244265
4244266 4244267 4244268 4244271 4244274
4244278 4244280 4244291 4244292 4244303
4244304 4244315 4244317 4244318 4244319
4244322 4244328 4244361 4244363 4244364
4244365 4244366 4244367 4244368 4244379
4244380 4244382 4244383 4244384 4244385
4244399 4244401 4244404 4244407 4244412
4244413 4244414 4244416 4244417 4244421
4244423 4244426 4244429 4244430 4244439
4244441 4244442 4244444 4244447 4244449
4244450 4244452 4244454 4244455 4244457
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4244481 4244482 4244497 4244503 4244505
4244506 4244507 4244508 4244509 4244511
4244512 4244514 4244515 4244516 4244517
4244518 4244522 4244529 4244533 4244534
4244541 4244552 4244554 4244557 4244563
4244573 4244574 4244592 4244594 4244596
4244600 4244601 4244604 4244607 4244609
4244610 4244613 4244614 4244622 4244623
4244626 4244627 4244630 4244631 4244633
4244635 4244636 4244642 4244643 4244647
4244651 4244657 4244671 4244672 4244678
4244679 4244681 4244686 4244687 4244688
4244691 4244694 4244695 4244700 4244705
4244706 4244751 4244752 4244753 4244755
4244759 4244764 4244768 4244771 4244774
4244777 4244782 4244784 4244791 4244793
4244794 4244795 4244796 4244815 4244819
4244820 4244821 4244822 4244824 4244825
4244826 4244828 4244829 4244831 4244832
4244835 4244845 4244847 4244848 4244886
4244890 4244898 4244899 4244900 4244917
4244920 4244926 4244927 4244933 4244958
4244960 4244962 4244964 4244965 4244968
4244972 4244974 4244984 4245023 4245024
4245025 4245041 4245057 4245083 4245086
4245092 4245094 4245109 4245110 4245124
4245126 4245186 4245190 4245191 4245193
4245225 4245226 4245228 4245231 4245234
4245237 4245238 4245239 4245253 4245254
4245269 4245274 4245286 4245295 4245317
4245322 4245326 4245327 4245343 4245344
4245345 4245362 4245363 4245364 4245369
4245373 4245387 4245390 4245392 4245395
4245399 4245402 4245403 4245404 4245405
4245406 4245417 4245419 4245422 4245425
4245431 4245452 4245453 4245459 4245467
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020  
 

Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 
4245471 4245476 4245478 4245482 4245484
4245498 4245501 4245503 4245505 4245507
4245512 4245515 4245516 4245522 4245523
4245529 4245530 4245533 4245534 4245535
4245536 4245539 4245541 4245553 4245559
4245560 4245562 4245573 4245585 4245591
4245592 4245593 4245594 4245595 4245656
4245659 4245660 4245661 4245663 4245664
4245669 4245670 4245682 4245684 4245688
4245691 4245702 4245703 4245707 4245709
4245717 4245720 4245729 4245730 4245734
4245735 4245736 4245756 4245760 4245763
4245771 4245772 4245781 4245782 4245815
4245816 4245832 4245846 4245847 4245853
4245855 4245857 4245858 4245876 4245879
4245884 4245887 4245889 4245900 4245906
4245907 4245922 4245923 4245924 4245931
4245945 4245946 4245967 4245975 4245977
4245978 4245999 4246001 4246004 4246005
4246006 4246018 4246019 4246023 4246031
4246033 4246038 4246041 4246044 4246082
4246085 4246089 4246091 4246093 4246097
4246098 4246104 4246106 4246107 4246108
4246109 4246111 4246128 4246131 4246134
4246135 4246141 4246142 4246145 4246146
4246149 4246152 4246153 4246154 4246155
4246156 4246157 4246158 4246160 4246163
4246165 4246171 4246172 4246173 4246177
4246178 4246179 4246181 4246182 4246184
4246187 4246188 4246190 4246193 4246194
4246196 4246202 4246203 4246205 4246207
4246208 4246218 4246258 4246267 4246269
4246272 4246274 4246287 4246293 4246300
4246302 4246306 4246307 4246310 4246311
4246318 4246321 4246322 4246325 4246333
4246335 4246343 4246346 4246347 4246356
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020  
 

Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 
4246361 4246363 4246371 4246376 4246379
4246380 4246384 4246389 4246391 4246394
4246395 4246416 4246451 4246452 4246458
4246460 4246462 4246463 4246469 4246481
4246485 4246492 4246495 4246497 4246499
4246500 4246524 4246526 4246527 4246528
4246529 4246531 4246532 4246537 4246542
4246544 4246547 4246564 4246569 4246571
4246572 4246577 4246578 4246607 4246609
4246632 4246633 4246639 4246641 4246650
4246652 4246654 4246656 4246657 4246663
4246664 4246668 4246671 4246672 4246673
4246675 4246679 4246680 4246688 4246689
4246691 4246692 4246693 4246694 4246696
4246697 4246709 4246751 4246762 4246769
4246774 4246784 4246786 4246794 4246799
4246809 4246813 4246815 4246816 4246819
4246820 4246835 4246838 4246842 4246847
4246855 4246871 4246872 4246873 4246874
4246891 4246895 4246899 4246904 4246907
4246910 4246917 4246927 4246944 4246945
4246946 4246947 4246948 4246949 4246950
4246951 4246952 4246953 4246956 4246961
4246980 4246982 4246984 4246989 4246991
4246992 4247010 4247013 4247017 4247022
4247025 4247031 4247032 4247037 4247050
4247054 4247055 4247058 4247061 4247064
4247066 4247077 4247079 4247080 4247081
4247089 4247090 4247100 4247105 4247108
4247110 4247111 4247112 4247120 4247132
4247133 4247146 4247165 4247181 4247187
4247191 4247192 4247196 4247197 4247200
4247212 4247223 4247230 4247231 4247232
4247233 4247234 4247235 4247236 4247237
4247254 4247262 4247294 4247300 4247301
4247321 4247323 4247338 4247340 4247343
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020  
 

Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 
4247379 4247383 4247384 4247409 4247415
4247419 4247425 4247426 4247427 4247438
4247444 4247448 4247454 4247455 4247461
4247462 4247466 4247534 4247540 4247552
4247561 4247563 4247570 4247578 4247579
4247580 4247581 4247585 4247586 4247587
4247595 4247601 4247614 4247618 4247643
4247648 4247652 4247658 4247699 4247722
4247727 4247728 4247729 4247730 4247732
4247734 4247735 4247754 4247759 4247764
4247780 4247783 4247802 4247808 4247809
4247811 4247826 4247830 4247837 4247838
4247844 4247846 4247847 4247851 4247853
4247856 4247857 4247859 4247860 4247861
4247862 4247863 4247864 4247865 4247866
4247868 4247871 4247873 4247874 4247875
4247877 4247878 4247882 4247883 4247884
4247888 4247929 4247930 4247934 4247935
4247936 4247944 4247952 4247961 4247963
4247964 4247965 4247966 4247967 4247968
4247969 4247970 4247972 4247988 4247995
4247996 4248028 4248043 4248046 4248048
4248049 4248065 4248076 4248098 4248106
4248165 4248171 4248175 4248241 4248243
4248247 4248250 4248251 4248252 4248262
4248263 4248264 4248266 4248267 4248273
4248278 4248283 4248285 4248292 4248293
4248294 4248301 4248304 4248332 4248335
4248338 4248345 4248347 4248350 4248353
4248355 4248376 4248377 4248380 4248394
4248420 4248428 4248432 4248439 4248449
4248454 4248455 4248458 4248459 4248460
4248461 4248462 4248463 4248464 4248465
4248466 4248467 4248468 4248474 4248475
4248476 4248477 4248478 4248479 4248480
4248483 4248505 4248506 4248509 4248510
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020  
 

Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 
4248513 4248523 4248533 4248573 4248578
4248580 4248607 4248608 4248609 4248610
4248620 4248624 4248627 4248720 4248723
4248724 4248726 4248738 4248747 4248764
4248770 4248811 4248812 4248813 4248814
4248816 4248819 4248822 4248823 4248825
4248827 4248828 4248829 4248831 4248841
4248860 4248871 4248918 4248922 4248932
4248934 4248936 4248937 4248942 4248944
4248945 4248946 4248947 4248948 4248966
4249002 4249005 4249060 4249064 4249078
4249081 4249082 4249083 4249084 4249085
4249087 4249089 4249103 4249140 4249163
4249173 4249196 4249215 4249216 4249222
4249235 4249239 4249269 4249270 4249278
4249295 4249297 4249306 4249392 4249408
4249410 4249430 4249455 4249470 4249479
4249481 4249483 4249484 4249499 4249536
4249539 4249544 4249547 4249572 4249576
4249577 4249578 4249584 4249592 4249593
4249639 4249646 4249647 4249648 4249649
4249650 4249657 4249663 4249671 4249680
4249683 4249695 4249696 4249710 4249711
4249713 4249715 4249722 4249723 4249724
4249725 4249734 4249747 4249753 4249754
4249755 4249756 4249757 4249759 4249763
4249767 4249768 4249769 4249770 4249771
4249777 4249792 4249797 4249800 4249840
4249841 4249888 4249916 4249917 4249918
4249919 4249920 4249921 4249930 4249937
4249940 4249944 4249945 4249956 4249958
4249959 4249960 4249961 4249962 4249963
4249968 4249976 4249977 4249978 4249979
4249980 4249991 4249992 4249997 4249998
4249999 4250000 4250051 4250052 4250057
4250062 4250110 4250111 4250223 4250224
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020  
 

Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 
4250225 4250242 4250243 4250249 4250250
4250269 4250270 4250272 4250284 4250302
4250303 4250311 4250312 4250317 4250325
4250331 4250332 4250333 4250376 4250378
4250380 4250382 4250440 4250441 4250444
4250446 4250453 4250456 4250587 4250588
4250604 4250607 4250625 4250627 4250645
4250649 4250650 4250662 4250670 4250689
4250699 4250703 4250713 4250714 4250715
4250716 4250719 4250720 4250734 4250735
4250737 4250738 4250786 4250787 4250796
4250803 4250818 4250819 4250820 4250821
4250822 4250827 4250828 4250829 4250830
4250837 4250839 4250850 4250859 4250866
4250887 4250894 4250895 4250896 4250897
4250905 4250908 4250909 4250915 4250916
4250917 4250930 4250975 4250979 4250981
4250984 4250985 4251003 4251004 4251005
4251007 4251023 4251027 4251029 4251033
4251041 4251044 4251048 4251049 4251050
4251105 4251107 4251120 4251121 4251128
4251129 4251130 4251183 4251185 4251186
4251188 4251191 4251200 4251201 4251203
4251205 4251206 4251207 4251210 4251242
4251248 4251249 4251250 4251259 4251267
4251269 4251273 4251275 4251278 4251309
4251313 4251336 4251355 4251398 4251404
4251418 4251419 4251421 4251426 4251431
4251441 4251554 4251570 4251576 4251577
4251578 4251579 4251581 4251582 4251583
4251585 4251586 4251620 4251653 4251668
4251710 4251712 4251715 4251716 4251728
4251746 4251774 4251777 4251931 4251932
4251933 4251966 4251974 4251978 4251984
4251986 4251989 4251999 4252038 4252040
4252048 4252049 4252050 4252051 4252052
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020  
 

Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 
4252053 4252054 4252055 4252056 4252057
4252059 4252061 4252069 4252133 4252138
4252145 4252194 4252199 4252201 4252231
4252234 4252239 4252240 4252241 4252242
4252243 4252245 4252311 4252316 4252317
4252342 4252344 4252345 4252346 4252351
4252352 4252355 4252375 4252377 4252380
4252384 4252387 4252388 4252389 4252390
4252391 4252392 4252395 4252397 4252408
4252421 4252428 4252430 4252436 4252440
4252441 4252446 4252451 4252463 4252465
4252469 4252470 4252472 4252478 4252479
4252480 4252496 4252498 4252500 4252503
4252506 4252507 4252508 4252509 4252510
4252518 4252520 4252568 4252572 4252573
4252656 4252667 4252668 4252669 4252671
4252679 4252723 4252729 4252731 4252734
4252738 4252786 4252856 4252860 4252861
4252863 4252864 4252866 4252870 4252874
4252875 4252886 4252892 4252936 4252939
4252941 4252942 4252947 4252986 4252993
4252994 4252998 4253060 4253063 4253207
4253209 4253210 4253213 4253216 4253237
4253240 4253244 4253247 4253248 4253395
4253396 4253397 4253399 4253406 4253407
4253458 4253493 4253539 4253540 4253542
4253543 4253567 4253569 4253681 4253686
4253711 4253717 4253718 4253719 4253720
4253721 4253724 4253726 4253727 4253733
4253772 4253774 4253775 4253777 4253778
4253784 4253785 4253786 4253796 4253797
4253799 4253851 4253869 4253870 4253871
4253873 4253874 4253878 4254228 4254246
4254250 4254251 4254254 4254255 4254261
4254262 4254263 4254322 4254326 4254330
4254419 4254420 4254421 4254422 4254440
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020  
 

Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 
4254503 4254526 4254630 4254645 4254656
4254657 4254680 4254691 4254697 4254698
4254701 4254705 4254710 4254718 4254720
4254722 4254732 4254736 4254738 4254740
4254745 4254800 4254835 4254837 4254840
4254882 4254904 4254905 4254906 4254956
4254961 4255011 4255012 4255026 4255030
4255032 4255035 4255036 4255038 4255051
4255052 4255057 4255226 4255227 4255228
4255229 4255233 4255250 4255252 4255253
4255267 4255272 4255286 4255287 4255311
4255312 4255313 4255360 4255361 4255468
4255476 4255512 4255515 4255516 4255517
4255520 4255580 4255583 4255588 4255669
4255681 4255682 4255687 4255688 4255717
4255722 4255754 4255786 4255934 4255943
4255944 4255947 4255949 4256146 4256161
4256162 4256166 4256219 4256376 4256469
4256479 4256497 4256567 4256569 4256585
4256639 4256641 4256685 4256689 4256742
4256806 4256890 4256894 4256942 4256947
4256950 4256987 4257027 4257030 4257034
4257062 4257063 4257064 4257067 4258092
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020  

 
Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  

APPL NO CLASS  RENEWAL DATE
196436 9 13/06/2019
246327 29 28/12/2019
252748 34 11/11/2020
301410 31 12/12/2019
302149 12 15/01/2020
307473 7 06/08/2020
380999 25 17/09/2019
484871 11 28/01/2019
503054 8 28/12/2019
503836 9 12/01/2020
510435 5 16/05/2020
510454 5 16/05/2020
511816 12 13/06/2020
521102 16 11/12/2019
523407 17 25/01/2020
523766 9 01/02/2020
556239 5 09/08/2011
559779 22 04/10/2011
588355 33 11/01/2020
646350 3 22/11/2011
646352 21 22/11/2011
689090 7 04/12/2019
689111 7 04/12/2019
743934 30 16/12/2006
861833 29 21/06/2019
882032 29 15/10/2019
889303 12 01/12/2019
889646 34 03/12/2019
889794 3 03/12/2019
889796 5 03/12/2019
890346 14 07/12/2019
890420 7 07/12/2019
890591 23 08/12/2019
891291 3 13/12/2019
891817 3 15/12/2019
891818 3 15/12/2019
891819 3 15/12/2019
891918 7 15/12/2019
892184 12 16/12/2019
892487 
892939 
899547 

5 
6 
7 
 

17/12/2019
21/12/2019 
24/01/2010 
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
893884 9 23/12/2019
894125 1 24/12/2019
894126 2 24/12/2019
894127 3 24/12/2019
894128 4 24/12/2019
894129 5 24/12/2019
894130 6 24/12/2019
894131 8 24/12/2019
894132 10 24/12/2019
894134 13 24/12/2019
894135 14 24/12/2019
894136 15 24/12/2019
894137 16 24/12/2019
894138 17 24/12/2019
894139 18 24/12/2019
894140 19 24/12/2019
894141 20 24/12/2019
894142 22 24/12/2019
894143 23 24/12/2019
894144 24 24/12/2019
894145 25 24/12/2019
894146 26 24/12/2019
894147 27 24/12/2019
894148 28 24/12/2019
894149 29 24/12/2019
894150 30 24/12/2019
894151 31 24/12/2019
894153 33 24/12/2019
894154 34 24/12/2019
894998 3 29/12/2019
895000 3 29/12/2019
895363 5 31/12/2019
896150 5 05/01/2020
897703 32 13/01/2020
897912 28 14/01/2020
898682 25 19/01/2020
899265 5 21/01/2020
899268 5 21/01/2020
899565 5 24/01/2020
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
899566 5 24/01/2020
899567 5 24/01/2020
899568 5 24/01/2020
905846 25 25/02/2020
905847 23 25/02/2020
905848 25 25/02/2020
905849 23 25/02/2020
907440 3 03/03/2020
912878 5 27/03/2010
915215 3 31/03/2020
915684 30 03/04/2020
919619 30 20/04/2020
919626 30 20/04/2020
919627 30 20/04/2020
919629 30 20/04/2020
929707 30 05/06/2020
932062 5 14/06/2020
932065 5 14/06/2020
932066 5 14/06/2020
932067 5 14/06/2020
932068 5 14/06/2020
956861 6 18/09/2010
956863 8 18/09/2010
956867 12 18/09/2010
956873 18 18/09/2010
956880 25 18/09/2010 15:42:00
956883 28 18/09/2010
956938 11 18/09/2010
956946 19 18/09/2010
956955 28 18/09/2010
956956 29 18/09/2010
956957 30 18/09/2010
956958 31 18/09/2010
971887 7 21/11/2020
976252 7 11/12/2020
976253 9 11/12/2020
998351 12 21/03/2011
999893 19 28/03/2011
1017316 30 15/06/2011
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020  

 
Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  

APPL NO CLASS  RENEWAL DATE
1035316 5 08/08/2011
1042962 31 07/09/2011
1042964 34 07/09/2011
1046663 3 21/09/2011
1046717 7 21/09/2011
1047274 7 25/09/2011
1047697 31 26/09/2011
1047702 34 26/09/2011
1048403 16 28/09/2011
1050453 9 08/10/2011
1050454 9 08/10/2011
1050490 31 08/10/2011
1051481 5 11/10/2011
1051482 5 11/10/2011
1052100 6 15/10/2011
1053686 7 22/10/2011
1053765 1 22/10/2011
1057653 5 08/11/2011
1064947 34 05/12/2011
1064949 34 05/12/2011
1064961 31 05/12/2011
1064962 34 05/12/2011
1066383 5 12/12/2011
1066385 5 12/12/2011
1066386 5 12/12/2011
1067722 5 19/12/2011
1068008 5 19/12/2011
1068009 5 19/12/2011
1069722 5 27/12/2011
1072543 12 08/01/2012
1080288 3 12/02/2012
1085780 9 08/03/2012
1086081 5 11/03/2012
1086087 5 11/03/2012
1086088 
1178964 

5 
3 

11/03/2012
28/02/2013 

1223715 33 18/08/2013
1257419 32 26/12/2013
1257421 33 26/12/2013
1342371 5 04/03/2015
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1573810 42 28/06/2017
1573815 35 28/06/2017
1573819 31 28/06/2017
1573821 29 28/06/2017
1573844 42 28/06/2017
1573849 35 28/06/2017
1573855 29 28/06/2017
1760419 6 05/12/2018
1774140 29 14/01/2019
1777014 5 22/01/2019
1785100 35 13/02/2019
1785102 35 13/02/2019
1785104 35 13/02/2019
1785106 41 13/02/2019
1785749 41 16/02/2019
1813669 30 02/05/2019
1813670 32 02/05/2019
1828129 5 11/06/2019
1828130 5 11/06/2019
1828132 5 11/06/2019
1828133 5 11/06/2019
1828499 42 12/06/2019
1837456 21 08/07/2019
1842996 29 23/07/2019
1849029 5 10/08/2019
1853291 35 21/08/2019
1857336 35 01/09/2019
1863364 17 16/09/2019
1878978 32 03/11/2019
1879943 7 04/11/2019
1882750 7 10/11/2019
1883371 5 12/11/2019
1883372 5 12/11/2019
1883373 35 12/11/2019
1883374 35 12/11/2019
1885641 44 17/11/2019
1889644 34 27/11/2019
1890421 41 01/12/2019
1890523 44 01/12/2019
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1890670 3 02/12/2019
1891027 35 03/12/2019
1891063 11 03/12/2019
1891691 36 04/12/2019
1891872 9 04/12/2019
1891912 25 04/12/2019
1892063 11 04/12/2019
1892085 42 04/12/2019
1892141 35 04/12/2019
1892446 41 07/12/2019
1892452 19 07/12/2019
1892497 9 07/12/2019
1892637 5 07/12/2019
1892719 43 07/12/2019
1892765 19 07/12/2019
1893227 4 08/12/2019
1893682 5 09/12/2019
1893840 12 09/12/2019
1893841 12 09/12/2019
1893899 5 09/12/2019
1893900 7 09/12/2019
1893901 25 09/12/2019
1894048 24 09/12/2019
1894135 41 10/12/2019
1894144 10 10/12/2019
1894183 43 10/12/2019
1894278 14 10/12/2019
1894291 34 10/12/2019
1894343 35 10/12/2019
1894453 6 10/12/2019
1894454 7 10/12/2019
1894480 7 10/12/2019
1894481 12 10/12/2019
1894645 19 11/12/2019
1894646 19 11/12/2019
1894647 19 11/12/2019
1894648 19 11/12/2019
1894649 19 11/12/2019
1894650 37 11/12/2019
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1894651 37 11/12/2019
1894652 37 11/12/2019
1894653 37 11/12/2019
1894654 37 11/12/2019
1894722 37 11/12/2019
1894734 39 11/12/2019
1894738 11 11/12/2019
1894794 9 11/12/2019
1894805 6 11/12/2019
1894812 14 11/12/2019
1894831 7 11/12/2019
1894845 3 11/12/2019
1894889 35 11/12/2019
1894943 30 11/12/2019
1894944 14 11/12/2019
1894945 36 11/12/2019
1894958 14 11/12/2019
1894959 25 11/12/2019
1895005 16 11/12/2019
1895031 19 11/12/2019
1895032 35 11/12/2019
1895035 43 11/12/2019
1895057 34 11/12/2019
1895077 45 11/12/2019
1895087 3 11/12/2019
1895089 7 11/12/2019
1895211 9 14/12/2019
1895272 35 14/12/2019
1895273 41 14/12/2019
1895453 25 14/12/2019
1895454 25 14/12/2019
1895505 29 14/12/2019
1895506 30 14/12/2019
1895507 5 14/12/2019
1895508 5 14/12/2019
1895509 5 14/12/2019
1895667 14 14/12/2019
1895946 3 15/12/2019
1895947 3 15/12/2019
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1896393 35 16/12/2019
1896463 12 16/12/2019
1896464 17 16/12/2019
1896851 35 17/12/2019
1897610 11 18/12/2019
1897961 12 18/12/2019
1897963 12 18/12/2019
1898090 45 18/12/2019
1898362 5 18/12/2019
1898940 43 21/12/2019
1898941 33 21/12/2019
1898942 42 21/12/2019
1899038 33 21/12/2019
1899120 11 21/12/2019
1899385 38 22/12/2019
1899468 30 22/12/2019
1900505 41 23/12/2019
1900506 16 23/12/2019
1900507 9 23/12/2019
1900851 10 24/12/2019
1900906 5 24/12/2019
1900958 5 24/12/2019
1900959 5 24/12/2019
1901249 12 24/12/2019
1901941 18 29/12/2019
1901953 30 29/12/2019
1902127 5 29/12/2019
1902129 5 29/12/2019
1902130 5 29/12/2019
1902131 5 29/12/2019
1902132 5 29/12/2019
1902175 20 29/12/2019
1902671 16 30/12/2019
1902887 29 30/12/2019
1902995 1 30/12/2019
1902996 3 30/12/2019
1902997 5 30/12/2019
1902998 23 30/12/2019
1902999 24 30/12/2019
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1903000 25 30/12/2019
1903001 26 30/12/2019
1903002 30 30/12/2019
1903003 31 30/12/2019
1903774 1 31/12/2019
1904036 30 01/01/2020
1904606 19 04/01/2020
1904607 19 04/01/2020
1904819 31 04/01/2020
1904820 31 04/01/2020
1905467 31 05/01/2020
1906505 1 07/01/2020
1906506 1 07/01/2020
1908598 24 13/01/2020
1908905 5 14/01/2020
1909278 7 15/01/2020
1909280 11 15/01/2020
1910532 5 19/01/2020
1910822 99 19/01/2020
1910986 24 19/01/2020
1911059 21 19/01/2020
1911261 16 20/01/2020
1911378 12 20/01/2020
1912940 12 25/01/2020
1915162 9 01/02/2020
1916711 6 04/02/2020
1917546 3 05/02/2020
1921086 25 11/02/2020
1922271 16 15/02/2020
1923729 41 17/02/2020
1924241 3 18/02/2020
1924242 3 18/02/2020
1924243 3 18/02/2020
1924244 3 18/02/2020
1924245 3 18/02/2020
1924341 7 18/02/2020
1924342 7 18/02/2020
1924792 3 19/02/2020
1925296 41 22/02/2020
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1925297 41 22/02/2020
1925321 14 22/02/2020
1927281 99 24/02/2020
1927509 25 25/02/2020
1928940 34 02/03/2020
1929118 13 02/03/2020
1929119 14 02/03/2020
1929120 15 02/03/2020
1929121 16 02/03/2020
1929122 17 02/03/2020
1929123 18 02/03/2020
1929124 19 02/03/2020
1929125 20 02/03/2020
1929126 21 02/03/2020
1929127 22 02/03/2020
1929128 23 02/03/2020
1929129 24 02/03/2020
1929130 25 02/03/2020
1929131 26 02/03/2020
1929132 27 02/03/2020
1929133 28 02/03/2020
1929134 29 02/03/2020
1929135 30 02/03/2020
1929136 31 02/03/2020
1929137 32 02/03/2020
1929138 33 02/03/2020
1929139 34 02/03/2020
1929140 35 02/03/2020
1929141 36 02/03/2020
1929575 12 03/03/2020
1929880 11 03/03/2020
1929881 16 03/03/2020
1938054 99 18/03/2020
1938055 99 18/03/2020
1940347 5 23/03/2020
1943101 25 29/03/2020
1943102 25 29/03/2020
1947283 5 07/04/2020
1950182 42 13/04/2020
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1954406 41 22/04/2020
1955357 99 23/04/2020
1955358 99 23/04/2020
1956525 25 27/04/2020
1956526 24 27/04/2020
1956527 38 27/04/2020
1956530 35 27/04/2020
1964392 3 12/05/2020
1964394 3 12/05/2020
1966873 3 18/05/2020
1966874 3 18/05/2020
1966875 3 18/05/2020
1966876 3 18/05/2020
1966877 3 18/05/2020
1969285 42 21/05/2020
1969418 30 21/05/2020
1980166 3 15/06/2020
1981161 3 17/06/2020
1981163 25 17/06/2020
1981164 26 17/06/2020
1981165 31 17/06/2020
1981166 30 17/06/2020
1981168 23 17/06/2020
1981169 42 17/06/2020
1981170 26 17/06/2020
1981171 25 17/06/2020
1981172 24 17/06/2020
1981173 23 17/06/2020
1986132 6 28/06/2020
1989282 44 06/07/2020
1993915 42 15/07/2020
1994331 7 16/07/2020
1995778 42 20/07/2020
1996657 37 21/07/2020
2005390 30 06/08/2020
2005391 30 06/08/2020
2005392 30 06/08/2020
2006253 41 09/08/2020
2007075 7 10/08/2020
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
2007979 9 12/08/2020
2008977 12 13/08/2020
2016095 31 30/08/2020
2017948 36 03/09/2020
2020783 6 09/09/2020
2020784 11 09/09/2020
2020785 19 09/09/2020
2021906 5 13/09/2020
2021912 5 13/09/2020
2021914 5 13/09/2020
2024987 19 17/09/2020
2024988 19 17/09/2020
2029346 14 27/09/2020
2030010 34 28/09/2020
2030013 34 28/09/2020
2032298 30 04/10/2020
2036943 34 13/10/2020
2038399 16 15/10/2020
2038403 35 15/10/2020
2038405 42 15/10/2020
2042183 5 22/10/2020
2051412 5 10/11/2020
2062436 9 02/12/2020
2064052 35 07/12/2020
2066473 5 10/12/2020
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020  
 

NOTIFICATION 
SNo. NOTIFICATION 
1 The advertisement of the application No 2916970 published in Trade Mark Journal No 

1924 dated 21.10.2019 is cancelled as the process for withdrawal of acceptance is 
initiated 

2 The advertisement of the mark under application No 3627431 published in the Trade 
Marks Journal No 1933 dated 23.12.2019 is hereby cancelled as the IRDI is being re-
advertised 
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020  
 

PR Section 
J/  

SUBSEQUENT PROPRIETORS REGISTERED  
1673329 - 5, 1405596 - 10, 1590432 - 10, 788986 - 3, 597030 - 10, 1643858 - 10, 1643859 - 10, 597027 - 
10, 1643859 - 10, 597029 - 10, 1364032 - 10, 1643857 - 9, 1640970 - 10, 788985 - 3, 1333623 - 10, 788985 
- 3, 1673330 - 10, 1361071 - 10, 591205 - 10, 1587435 - 5, 1587436 - 10, 1412386 - 10, 1643862 - 9, 
1361071 - 10: Proprietor Altered to ACHIEVERS MARKETING PVT. LTD. , 30, KHAN MARKET, NEW 
DELHI-110003, # 157, 1ST MAIN ROAD, A.R. COMPOUND, MYSORE ROAD, CHAMARAJPET, 
BANGALORE-560 018,KARNATAKA, INDIA. 
MINOVA LIFE SCIENCES PVT. LTD., EASTERN MEDIKIT LTD., MANUFACTURERS.& MERCHANT , 
EASTERN MEDIKIT LIMITED
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
565783 29 21/01/2020 10:32:47
565784 29 21/01/2020 10:33:15
566658 14 23/01/2020 16:29:58
566706 23 23/01/2020 16:30:37
566712 8 23/01/2020 16:30:58
566714 21 23/01/2020 16:31:21
566715 21 21/01/2020 11:29:49
652554 3 20/01/2020 16:01:35
652677 28 21/01/2020 10:33:41
652928 3 21/01/2020 16:28:15
653191 1 22/01/2020 12:06:06
653440 9 22/01/2020 16:14:43
653606 2 23/01/2020 12:36:55
653892 7 23/01/2020 16:31:44
654394 9 24/01/2020 14:50:10
654402 16 24/01/2020 14:50:39
662337 30 20/01/2020 12:41:59
1074042 3 20/01/2020 12:42:44
1074097 25 20/01/2020 12:43:29
1074106 5 20/01/2020 12:43:53
1074138 5 20/01/2020 12:44:21
1074146 5 20/01/2020 11:44:06
1074147 5 20/01/2020 11:44:26
1074148 5 20/01/2020 11:44:47
1074153 29 20/01/2020 11:45:09
1074160 5 20/01/2020 12:01:45
1074161 5 20/01/2020 12:02:09
1074162 5 20/01/2020 12:02:34
1074164 16 20/01/2020 12:03:10
1074165 16 20/01/2020 12:03:34
1074168 29 20/01/2020 12:03:57
1074172 7 20/01/2020 12:04:21
1074174 30 20/01/2020 12:29:02
1074175 3 20/01/2020 12:29:32
1074177 16 20/01/2020 12:31:56
1074178 25 20/01/2020 12:32:18
1074179 9 20/01/2020 12:32:42
1074186 16 20/01/2020 12:33:06
1074191 9 20/01/2020 12:33:29
1074196 25 20/01/2020 12:33:51
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1074198 5 20/01/2020 12:34:28
1074210 5 20/01/2020 12:45:00
1074235 19 20/01/2020 12:34:59
1074236 30 20/01/2020 12:35:22
1074239 30 20/01/2020 12:35:46
1074250 11 20/01/2020 12:36:08
1074258 6 20/01/2020 12:36:32
1074259 30 20/01/2020 12:36:52
1074263 30 20/01/2020 12:37:16
1074264 9 20/01/2020 12:45:24
1074270 24 20/01/2020 12:37:49
1074273 16 20/01/2020 12:38:13
1074274 16 20/01/2020 12:38:38
1074279 5 20/01/2020 12:39:31
1074280 5 20/01/2020 12:39:54
1074290 16 20/01/2020 12:45:50
1074291 16 20/01/2020 16:02:24
1074292 9 20/01/2020 12:46:21
1074293 16 20/01/2020 12:46:42
1074294 9 20/01/2020 12:47:07
1074295 9 20/01/2020 12:47:33
1074297 1 20/01/2020 16:02:51
1074298 32 20/01/2020 12:48:21
1074299 3 20/01/2020 14:26:31
1074304 29 20/01/2020 14:27:37
1074308 5 20/01/2020 14:28:01
1074313 10 20/01/2020 14:33:43
1074314 9 20/01/2020 14:34:11
1074320 30 20/01/2020 14:35:30
1074322 25 20/01/2020 14:36:34
1074338 24 20/01/2020 14:37:03
1074342 5 20/01/2020 14:37:57
1074348 32 20/01/2020 14:38:34
1074351 7 20/01/2020 14:43:01
1074352 30 20/01/2020 14:43:31
1074354 2 20/01/2020 14:44:10
1074357 33 20/01/2020 14:44:56
1074359 7 20/01/2020 14:45:23
1074369 7 20/01/2020 14:46:07
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1074376 25 20/01/2020 14:48:13
1074385 11 20/01/2020 14:48:59
1074386 30 20/01/2020 14:49:28
1074387 30 20/01/2020 14:50:52
1074389 5 20/01/2020 14:52:09
1074390 5 20/01/2020 14:52:35
1074397 7 20/01/2020 14:52:55
1074401 20 20/01/2020 14:53:43
1074406 9 20/01/2020 14:54:26
1074411 17 20/01/2020 14:55:31
1074412 17 20/01/2020 14:55:59
1074413 17 20/01/2020 14:56:23
1074421 3 20/01/2020 14:56:59
1074424 34 20/01/2020 14:57:50
1074431 16 20/01/2020 14:58:47
1074445 10 20/01/2020 14:59:16
1074446 5 20/01/2020 15:00:21
1074447 5 20/01/2020 15:01:00
1074448 5 20/01/2020 15:01:32
1074453 2 20/01/2020 15:02:04
1074455 2 20/01/2020 15:02:33
1074457 1 20/01/2020 15:03:04
1074459 1 20/01/2020 15:03:31
1074462 11 20/01/2020 16:03:38
1074464 12 20/01/2020 16:07:15
1074465 9 20/01/2020 15:06:30
1074476 9 20/01/2020 15:07:07
1074489 26 20/01/2020 15:07:30
1074492 16 20/01/2020 15:07:56
1074493 28 20/01/2020 15:08:59
1074506 9 20/01/2020 16:07:41
1074507 16 20/01/2020 16:08:03
1074508 16 20/01/2020 16:08:23
1074509 9 20/01/2020 16:08:51
1074510 30 21/01/2020 10:34:34
1074511 5 20/01/2020 16:09:31
1074511 5 20/01/2020 16:09:31
1074514 25 20/01/2020 16:10:24
1074515 26 20/01/2020 16:10:57
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1074516 24 20/01/2020 16:17:18
1074518 26 20/01/2020 16:19:14
1074519 25 20/01/2020 16:26:45
1074520 24 20/01/2020 16:28:08
1074521 24 20/01/2020 16:28:38
1074522 25 20/01/2020 16:29:05
1074525 16 20/01/2020 16:29:34
1074527 5 20/01/2020 16:29:56
1074528 5 20/01/2020 16:31:09
1074537 23 20/01/2020 16:31:31
1074538 23 20/01/2020 16:31:58
1074540 32 20/01/2020 16:32:25
1074541 32 20/01/2020 16:33:41
1074545 30 21/01/2020 10:35:24
1074566 9 20/01/2020 16:36:09
1074567 9 20/01/2020 16:37:18
1074568 9 20/01/2020 16:38:53
1074573 7 21/01/2020 10:13:17
1074597 30 21/01/2020 10:13:43
1074598 30 21/01/2020 10:14:09
1074601 18 21/01/2020 10:14:31
1074605 31 21/01/2020 10:14:58
1074606 31 21/01/2020 10:15:20
1074607 34 21/01/2020 10:16:17
1074619 5 21/01/2020 10:16:43
1074620 5 21/01/2020 10:17:08
1074634 34 21/01/2020 10:17:44
1074643 5 21/01/2020 10:36:07
1074667 30 21/01/2020 10:18:12
1074689 14 21/01/2020 10:18:36
1074690 29 21/01/2020 10:19:02
1074691 31 21/01/2020 10:19:24
1074694 5 21/01/2020 10:19:46
1074700 16 21/01/2020 10:20:12
1074712 5 21/01/2020 11:30:35
1074713 5 21/01/2020 11:31:03
1074715 5 21/01/2020 11:31:27
1074716 5 21/01/2020 11:31:56
1074718 5 21/01/2020 11:32:20
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1074720 5 21/01/2020 11:32:41
1074721 5 21/01/2020 11:33:03
1074732 32 21/01/2020 11:33:22
1074736 9 21/01/2020 11:37:42
1074738 10 21/01/2020 11:38:04
1074743 34 21/01/2020 11:38:29
1074744 31 21/01/2020 11:38:57
1074746 9 21/01/2020 11:39:25
1074748 9 21/01/2020 11:39:48
1074752 24 21/01/2020 11:40:12
1074753 24 21/01/2020 11:40:49
1074754 24 21/01/2020 14:47:55
1074755 32 21/01/2020 11:46:07
1074760 4 21/01/2020 11:46:38
1074768 1 21/01/2020 14:48:42
1074769 1 21/01/2020 11:47:30
1074770 1 21/01/2020 11:52:30
1074771 1 21/01/2020 14:49:50
1074772 1 21/01/2020 11:53:27
1074774 1 21/01/2020 14:52:06
1074777 1 21/01/2020 11:54:07
1074781 5 21/01/2020 14:53:35
1074783 5 21/01/2020 14:54:19
1074784 5 21/01/2020 11:59:08
1074787 5 21/01/2020 11:59:33
1074788 5 21/01/2020 11:59:54
1074789 5 21/01/2020 12:03:31
1074790 5 21/01/2020 12:04:45
1074791 5 21/01/2020 12:05:54
1074792 5 21/01/2020 12:07:08
1074793 5 21/01/2020 12:09:54
1074794 5 21/01/2020 12:10:46
1074795 5 21/01/2020 12:11:31
1074796 5 21/01/2020 12:12:05
1074799 7 21/01/2020 12:13:41
1074808 9 21/01/2020 12:14:14
1074812 16 21/01/2020 12:15:27
1074814 5 21/01/2020 12:17:52
1074818 30 21/01/2020 12:18:30
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1074820 14 21/01/2020 12:19:24
1074822 29 21/01/2020 12:20:26
1074823 29 21/01/2020 12:22:04
1074829 5 21/01/2020 12:23:37
1074831 5 21/01/2020 12:26:35
1074832 5 21/01/2020 12:27:54
1074833 5 21/01/2020 12:30:46
1074833 5 21/01/2020 12:30:46
1074835 5 21/01/2020 12:32:34
1074837 5 21/01/2020 12:40:09
1074839 5 21/01/2020 12:41:00
1074839 5 21/01/2020 12:41:00
1074840 5 21/01/2020 12:41:24
1074841 5 21/01/2020 12:41:54
1074854 1 21/01/2020 12:43:31
1074855 34 21/01/2020 12:44:07
1074857 34 21/01/2020 12:46:05
1074869 9 21/01/2020 12:46:48
1074887 6 21/01/2020 12:49:03
1074890 16 21/01/2020 12:49:52
1074894 20 21/01/2020 14:27:29
1074908 9 21/01/2020 14:28:31
1074913 26 21/01/2020 14:31:02
1074915 10 21/01/2020 14:31:31
1074916 21 21/01/2020 14:32:03
1074917 10 21/01/2020 14:32:33
1074918 30 21/01/2020 14:33:19
1074927 3 21/01/2020 14:33:44
1074936 25 21/01/2020 14:34:08
1074941 1 21/01/2020 14:34:29
1074943 25 21/01/2020 14:34:55
1074948 5 21/01/2020 14:35:22
1074951 5 21/01/2020 14:35:54
1074952 2 21/01/2020 14:36:22
1074953 18 21/01/2020 14:36:43
1074985 5 21/01/2020 14:56:26
1074992 5 21/01/2020 14:37:20
1074993 5 21/01/2020 14:37:45
1074994 5 21/01/2020 14:38:13
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1074995 16 21/01/2020 14:38:43
1074996 9 21/01/2020 14:40:12
1074999 9 21/01/2020 14:40:50
1075000 16 21/01/2020 14:41:18
1075011 30 21/01/2020 14:44:29
1075015 30 21/01/2020 14:45:02
1075035 2 21/01/2020 14:45:46
1075053 33 21/01/2020 14:57:30
1075055 32 21/01/2020 14:58:24
1075056 32 21/01/2020 15:00:09
1075057 20 21/01/2020 15:00:37
1075060 16 21/01/2020 15:01:21
1075062 31 21/01/2020 15:01:43
1075063 31 21/01/2020 15:02:30
1075064 31 21/01/2020 15:03:06
1075073 20 21/01/2020 15:03:33
1075076 34 22/01/2020 10:07:59
1075077 16 21/01/2020 15:04:15
1075079 6 21/01/2020 15:05:01
1075080 6 21/01/2020 15:05:32
1075092 3 21/01/2020 15:06:11
1075093 16 22/01/2020 10:09:23
1075095 32 21/01/2020 15:08:26
1075096 32 21/01/2020 15:08:48
1075105 30 21/01/2020 15:09:21
1075106 32 21/01/2020 15:09:57
1075107 31 21/01/2020 15:10:38
1075109 30 21/01/2020 15:11:03
1075110 29 21/01/2020 15:11:31
1075111 28 21/01/2020 15:11:56
1075112 16 21/01/2020 15:12:32
1075113 5 21/01/2020 15:12:59
1075118 12 21/01/2020 15:13:21
1075119 20 21/01/2020 15:13:54
1075122 11 21/01/2020 15:14:18
1075125 11 21/01/2020 15:16:46
1075126 16 21/01/2020 15:17:22
1075127 8 21/01/2020 15:18:10
1075128 16 21/01/2020 15:19:31
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1075143 7 21/01/2020 15:20:00
1075147 16 21/01/2020 15:20:26
1075148 5 21/01/2020 15:21:15
1075150 5 21/01/2020 15:21:39
1075151 30 21/01/2020 15:22:02
1075153 16 21/01/2020 15:22:27
1075155 30 21/01/2020 15:23:11
1075157 29 21/01/2020 15:23:31
1075158 5 21/01/2020 15:23:54
1075159 3 21/01/2020 15:24:14
1075161 9 21/01/2020 15:24:36
1075168 9 21/01/2020 15:25:15
1075174 9 21/01/2020 15:25:36
1075175 16 21/01/2020 15:26:04
1075176 28 21/01/2020 15:26:32
1075181 1 21/01/2020 15:26:56
1075182 7 21/01/2020 15:27:19
1075183 9 21/01/2020 15:27:42
1075184 12 21/01/2020 15:28:08
1075185 11 21/01/2020 15:28:39
1075188 9 21/01/2020 15:29:03
1075189 9 21/01/2020 15:29:25
1075192 9 21/01/2020 15:29:47
1075197 25 21/01/2020 15:30:18
1075201 30 21/01/2020 15:30:42
1075206 5 21/01/2020 15:31:11
1075209 5 21/01/2020 15:31:32
1075215 9 21/01/2020 15:31:54
1075221 5 21/01/2020 16:06:49
1075222 16 21/01/2020 16:07:14
1075225 11 21/01/2020 16:07:40
1075226 9 21/01/2020 16:08:02
1075229 19 21/01/2020 16:08:28
1075231 32 21/01/2020 16:08:48
1075232 30 21/01/2020 16:09:10
1075234 14 21/01/2020 16:09:34
1075240 16 21/01/2020 16:09:53
1075243 16 21/01/2020 16:10:13
1075247 9 21/01/2020 16:10:34
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1075252 9 22/01/2020 10:10:15
1075254 33 21/01/2020 16:11:04
1075257 11 21/01/2020 16:11:24
1075262 10 21/01/2020 16:11:43
1075263 10 21/01/2020 16:15:18
1075264 16 21/01/2020 16:15:40
1075271 9 22/01/2020 10:10:41
1075303 5 21/01/2020 16:29:04
1075304 5 21/01/2020 16:29:24
1075309 3 21/01/2020 16:29:46
1075310 11 21/01/2020 16:30:07
1075314 9 21/01/2020 16:30:29
1075336 17 21/01/2020 16:30:48
1075343 5 21/01/2020 16:31:09
1075344 5 21/01/2020 16:31:29
1075346 25 21/01/2020 16:31:48
1075348 25 21/01/2020 16:32:12
1075351 12 21/01/2020 16:32:31
1075357 25 21/01/2020 16:32:50
1075359 16 22/01/2020 10:39:38
1075361 12 22/01/2020 10:40:10
1075365 12 22/01/2020 10:40:29
1075367 30 22/01/2020 10:40:54
1075369 5 22/01/2020 10:41:14
1075376 5 22/01/2020 10:41:36
1075378 5 22/01/2020 10:42:02
1075379 3 22/01/2020 10:42:26
1075381 29 22/01/2020 10:42:53
1075382 30 22/01/2020 10:43:18
1075384 32 22/01/2020 10:43:46
1075397 16 22/01/2020 10:44:16
1075406 29 22/01/2020 10:44:48
1075407 30 22/01/2020 11:13:12
1075412 16 22/01/2020 10:45:20
1075413 16 22/01/2020 10:45:43
1075417 5 22/01/2020 10:46:24
1075419 2 22/01/2020 10:46:50
1075420 9 22/01/2020 10:47:10
1075423 30 22/01/2020 10:47:40
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1075435 14 22/01/2020 10:48:14
1075436 14 22/01/2020 10:52:35
1075438 30 22/01/2020 10:52:57
1075442 34 22/01/2020 10:53:21
1075445 16 22/01/2020 10:53:50
1075453 9 22/01/2020 10:54:20
1075454 17 22/01/2020 10:54:45
1075456 11 22/01/2020 10:55:14
1075462 5 22/01/2020 10:55:40
1075464 8 22/01/2020 10:56:09
1075465 8 22/01/2020 10:56:32
1075466 8 22/01/2020 10:56:55
1075467 8 22/01/2020 10:57:22
1075469 30 22/01/2020 11:13:44
1075470 25 22/01/2020 10:58:02
1075479 3 22/01/2020 10:58:31
1075480 5 22/01/2020 10:59:10
1075481 5 22/01/2020 10:59:34
1075483 30 22/01/2020 11:00:03
1075484 30 22/01/2020 11:00:32
1075490 30 22/01/2020 11:01:05
1075492 25 22/01/2020 11:01:28
1075496 25 22/01/2020 11:02:03
1075501 17 22/01/2020 11:02:34
1075502 9 22/01/2020 11:03:10
1075503 9 22/01/2020 11:03:34
1075506 17 22/01/2020 11:04:12
1075507 9 22/01/2020 11:04:35
1075526 5 22/01/2020 11:05:22
1075535 9 22/01/2020 11:06:01
1075536 9 22/01/2020 11:06:31
1075537 9 22/01/2020 11:06:53
1075539 16 22/01/2020 11:14:24
1075540 16 22/01/2020 11:14:49
1075541 16 22/01/2020 11:07:26
1075547 5 22/01/2020 11:07:58
1075548 5 22/01/2020 11:08:26
1075550 5 22/01/2020 11:08:56
1075555 5 22/01/2020 11:09:19
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1075573 16 22/01/2020 11:15:26
1075574 5 22/01/2020 11:15:50
1075578 5 22/01/2020 11:17:08
1075584 5 22/01/2020 11:19:34
1075585 5 22/01/2020 11:19:59
1075586 5 22/01/2020 11:21:42
1075588 5 22/01/2020 11:22:02
1075589 5 22/01/2020 11:22:25
1075590 5 22/01/2020 11:22:51
1075594 5 22/01/2020 11:23:26
1075600 5 22/01/2020 11:23:52
1075603 5 22/01/2020 11:24:30
1075605 5 22/01/2020 11:24:59
1075607 5 22/01/2020 11:25:22
1075623 9 22/01/2020 11:25:43
1075638 16 22/01/2020 11:26:10
1075669 9 22/01/2020 11:26:32
1075674 30 22/01/2020 11:28:02
1075679 16 22/01/2020 11:28:26
1075683 30 22/01/2020 11:29:07
1075684 2 22/01/2020 11:30:47
1075686 4 22/01/2020 11:32:03
1075687 9 22/01/2020 11:33:15
1075693 12 22/01/2020 11:35:02
1075697 34 22/01/2020 11:36:25
1075701 29 22/01/2020 11:37:05
1075739 9 22/01/2020 11:42:02
1075740 11 22/01/2020 11:42:27
1075741 9 22/01/2020 11:42:55
1075750 9 22/01/2020 11:43:16
1075754 3 22/01/2020 11:43:41
1075755 25 22/01/2020 11:44:06
1075756 10 22/01/2020 11:44:29
1075757 34 22/01/2020 11:44:53
1075758 34 22/01/2020 11:45:18
1075759 9 22/01/2020 11:45:40
1075760 9 22/01/2020 11:46:05
1075761 9 22/01/2020 11:46:30
1075762 21 22/01/2020 11:47:03
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1075763 24 22/01/2020 11:47:23
1075764 3 22/01/2020 11:47:45
1075765 26 22/01/2020 11:48:08
1075788 5 22/01/2020 11:49:01
1075789 5 22/01/2020 11:49:25
1075792 9 22/01/2020 12:07:38
1075800 2 22/01/2020 11:50:05
1075810 9 22/01/2020 11:50:35
1075811 16 22/01/2020 11:51:08
1075840 19 22/01/2020 11:51:59
1075844 4 22/01/2020 11:52:29
1075845 3 22/01/2020 11:53:02
1075847 9 22/01/2020 11:53:22
1075856 16 22/01/2020 11:53:52
1075859 30 22/01/2020 12:08:31
1075860 30 22/01/2020 11:54:34
1075861 30 22/01/2020 11:54:59
1075862 30 22/01/2020 11:55:35
1075865 28 22/01/2020 11:56:03
1075867 20 22/01/2020 11:56:39
1075871 20 22/01/2020 11:58:06
1075874 30 22/01/2020 12:09:17
1075897 3 22/01/2020 11:59:45
1075900 5 22/01/2020 12:00:14
1075907 3 22/01/2020 12:00:36
1075908 3 22/01/2020 12:01:22
1075915 5 22/01/2020 12:01:51
1075922 19 22/01/2020 12:02:16
1075924 12 22/01/2020 12:02:43
1075933 5 22/01/2020 12:03:12
1075937 5 22/01/2020 12:03:34
1075939 5 22/01/2020 12:03:59
1075961 7 22/01/2020 12:15:38
1075962 7 22/01/2020 12:15:59
1075965 30 22/01/2020 12:16:28
1075984 16 22/01/2020 12:17:19
1075985 16 22/01/2020 12:18:10
1075986 16 22/01/2020 12:18:31
1075987 16 22/01/2020 12:19:07
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1075987 16 22/01/2020 12:19:07
1075988 16 22/01/2020 12:19:32
1076000 5 22/01/2020 16:19:04
1076010 6 22/01/2020 12:20:57
1076011 6 22/01/2020 12:21:19
1076016 11 22/01/2020 12:21:38
1076028 24 22/01/2020 12:22:02
1076030 3 22/01/2020 12:22:29
1076036 9 22/01/2020 12:50:14
1076037 9 22/01/2020 12:50:38
1076045 5 22/01/2020 12:51:26
1076046 5 22/01/2020 12:51:53
1076060 3 22/01/2020 12:52:27
1076061 7 22/01/2020 12:52:49
1076062 5 22/01/2020 12:53:11
1076081 16 22/01/2020 14:36:21
1076083 16 22/01/2020 14:36:48
1076087 5 22/01/2020 14:37:08
1076097 16 22/01/2020 14:37:31
1076112 30 22/01/2020 14:37:54
1076114 5 22/01/2020 14:38:15
1076115 5 22/01/2020 14:47:06
1076120 3 22/01/2020 14:47:32
1076121 9 22/01/2020 14:47:54
1076145 6 22/01/2020 14:48:16
1076151 21 22/01/2020 14:48:38
1076152 21 22/01/2020 14:49:01
1076154 21 22/01/2020 14:49:32
1076155 21 22/01/2020 14:50:08
1076156 21 22/01/2020 14:50:32
1076158 27 22/01/2020 14:51:29
1076160 33 22/01/2020 14:54:49
1076171 16 22/01/2020 14:55:14
1076176 1 22/01/2020 16:18:26
1076177 1 22/01/2020 14:56:00
1076178 25 22/01/2020 14:56:57
1076179 24 22/01/2020 14:57:37
1076180 20 22/01/2020 14:58:10
1076181 18 22/01/2020 14:58:32
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1076182 14 22/01/2020 15:12:21
1076183 25 22/01/2020 15:12:48
1076184 16 22/01/2020 15:13:14
1076191 3 22/01/2020 15:13:38
1076192 31 22/01/2020 15:14:00
1076193 31 22/01/2020 15:15:06
1076194 3 22/01/2020 15:15:32
1076197 13 22/01/2020 15:15:54
1076198 34 22/01/2020 15:16:19
1076202 5 22/01/2020 15:16:44
1076204 25 22/01/2020 16:20:38
1076213 6 22/01/2020 15:17:18
1076214 6 22/01/2020 15:17:38
1076222 9 22/01/2020 16:21:37
1076223 16 22/01/2020 16:22:01
1076260 11 22/01/2020 16:22:34
1076261 9 22/01/2020 16:23:18
1076262 9 22/01/2020 16:23:40
1076264 11 22/01/2020 16:24:03
1076267 5 22/01/2020 16:24:34
1076268 5 22/01/2020 16:25:09
1076274 9 22/01/2020 16:30:53
1076279 16 23/01/2020 11:57:34
1076281 16 23/01/2020 11:57:56
1076309 9 22/01/2020 16:31:31
1076310 28 22/01/2020 16:31:51
1076311 25 22/01/2020 16:32:13
1076318 7 22/01/2020 16:32:36
1076320 25 22/01/2020 16:32:59
1076325 32 22/01/2020 16:33:20
1076326 1 22/01/2020 16:33:48
1076328 28 22/01/2020 16:34:11
1076329 11 22/01/2020 16:34:33
1076330 16 22/01/2020 16:34:56
1076331 23 22/01/2020 16:35:15
1076332 24 22/01/2020 16:35:35
1076333 26 22/01/2020 16:35:55
1076334 28 22/01/2020 16:36:16
1076335 16 22/01/2020 16:36:36
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1076336 23 22/01/2020 16:36:56
1076337 24 22/01/2020 16:37:16
1076339 26 22/01/2020 16:37:36
1076340 28 22/01/2020 16:37:56
1076347 7 23/01/2020 10:43:30
1076348 9 23/01/2020 10:43:54
1076349 16 23/01/2020 10:44:15
1076351 1 23/01/2020 10:44:34
1076353 25 23/01/2020 10:44:54
1076354 25 23/01/2020 10:45:23
1076355 25 23/01/2020 10:45:48
1076360 1 23/01/2020 10:46:13
1076361 25 23/01/2020 10:46:36
1076366 12 23/01/2020 10:46:57
1076370 25 23/01/2020 10:47:18
1076371 14 23/01/2020 10:47:41
1076394 5 23/01/2020 11:11:32
1076395 5 23/01/2020 11:40:15
1076408 25 23/01/2020 11:41:23
1076417 3 23/01/2020 11:41:48
1076420 25 23/01/2020 11:45:13
1076421 26 23/01/2020 11:45:37
1076430 5 23/01/2020 11:46:04
1076432 5 23/01/2020 11:46:25
1076435 16 23/01/2020 11:46:50
1076436 9 23/01/2020 11:47:11
1076437 16 23/01/2020 11:47:32
1076438 30 23/01/2020 11:47:55
1076439 11 23/01/2020 11:49:18
1076440 32 23/01/2020 11:50:15
1076447 6 23/01/2020 11:50:36
1076448 7 23/01/2020 11:51:00
1076449 9 23/01/2020 11:58:38
1076450 11 23/01/2020 11:51:25
1076452 12 23/01/2020 11:51:47
1076457 25 23/01/2020 11:52:21
1076496 25 23/01/2020 11:52:42
1076498 7 23/01/2020 11:53:02
1076499 7 23/01/2020 11:59:22
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1076499 7 23/01/2020 11:59:22
1076500 7 23/01/2020 11:53:28
1076502 10 23/01/2020 11:53:51
1076504 10 23/01/2020 11:54:11
1076505 10 23/01/2020 11:54:34
1076506 10 23/01/2020 11:54:56
1076509 12 23/01/2020 11:55:24
1076518 12 23/01/2020 11:55:48
1076521 3 23/01/2020 11:56:12
1076525 30 23/01/2020 11:59:50
1076527 5 23/01/2020 12:00:13
1076533 5 23/01/2020 12:00:54
1076535 5 23/01/2020 12:01:18
1076538 3 23/01/2020 12:01:41
1076545 6 23/01/2020 12:02:52
1076554 16 23/01/2020 12:03:22
1076555 16 23/01/2020 12:03:44
1076556 16 23/01/2020 14:25:14
1076557 16 23/01/2020 12:04:22
1076576 24 23/01/2020 12:04:53
1076585 16 23/01/2020 12:05:20
1076597 12 23/01/2020 12:05:49
1076601 1 23/01/2020 12:06:13
1076606 30 23/01/2020 12:06:50
1076607 3 23/01/2020 12:07:20
1076612 3 23/01/2020 12:08:03
1076615 16 23/01/2020 12:08:27
1076617 29 23/01/2020 12:09:00
1076619 16 23/01/2020 12:13:19
1076621 34 23/01/2020 12:14:06
1076626 16 23/01/2020 12:14:40
1076627 16 23/01/2020 12:15:11
1076628 32 23/01/2020 12:15:39
1076629 30 23/01/2020 12:16:15
1076630 30 23/01/2020 12:18:18
1076631 30 23/01/2020 12:18:45
1076632 11 23/01/2020 12:19:12
1076636 30 23/01/2020 12:19:42
1076641 25 23/01/2020 12:20:12
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1076652 12 23/01/2020 12:20:55
1076655 21 23/01/2020 12:21:17
1076656 25 23/01/2020 12:21:51
1076660 25 23/01/2020 12:22:16
1076676 6 23/01/2020 14:28:01
1076684 16 23/01/2020 12:22:55
1076739 16 23/01/2020 12:23:22
1076743 9 23/01/2020 12:24:16
1076744 19 23/01/2020 12:24:53
1076745 16 23/01/2020 12:25:38
1076746 1 23/01/2020 12:26:13
1076751 3 23/01/2020 12:26:37
1076775 32 23/01/2020 16:32:14
1076776 9 23/01/2020 12:37:37
1076780 3 23/01/2020 12:38:02
1076781 30 23/01/2020 12:38:27
1076782 3 23/01/2020 12:39:14
1076783 3 23/01/2020 12:40:08
1076797 3 23/01/2020 12:40:52
1076798 3 23/01/2020 12:41:17
1076841 19 23/01/2020 12:41:49
1076842 19 23/01/2020 12:42:14
1076844 25 23/01/2020 16:32:54
1076846 25 23/01/2020 12:42:56
1076847 25 23/01/2020 12:43:22
1076854 16 23/01/2020 12:43:51
1076856 28 23/01/2020 12:44:15
1076857 23 23/01/2020 12:45:18
1076858 12 23/01/2020 12:45:39
1076860 5 23/01/2020 12:46:46
1076861 5 23/01/2020 14:29:02
1076862 5 23/01/2020 14:31:21
1076865 5 23/01/2020 14:32:15
1076869 21 23/01/2020 14:32:48
1076870 25 23/01/2020 14:33:25
1076871 2 23/01/2020 14:41:12
1076872 2 23/01/2020 14:41:40
1076873 5 23/01/2020 14:42:19
1076889 16 23/01/2020 14:43:38
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1076890 23 23/01/2020 14:44:10
1076891 24 23/01/2020 14:44:38
1076893 6 23/01/2020 14:45:05
1076894 6 23/01/2020 14:45:27
1076897 23 23/01/2020 14:45:50
1076898 9 23/01/2020 14:46:16
1076899 11 23/01/2020 14:47:10
1076900 17 23/01/2020 14:47:31
1076901 6 23/01/2020 14:47:54
1076911 12 23/01/2020 14:48:18
1076912 17 23/01/2020 14:48:59
1076915 25 23/01/2020 14:50:47
1076917 25 23/01/2020 14:51:10
1076923 12 23/01/2020 14:52:46
1076924 12 23/01/2020 14:53:10
1076925 12 23/01/2020 14:53:36
1076926 25 23/01/2020 14:54:03
1076927 25 23/01/2020 16:33:58
1076929 7 23/01/2020 14:54:37
1076932 10 23/01/2020 14:55:16
1076933 6 23/01/2020 14:56:39
1076934 19 23/01/2020 14:57:38
1076936 11 23/01/2020 14:58:29
1076937 5 23/01/2020 15:03:25
1076951 3 23/01/2020 15:03:59
1076952 3 23/01/2020 15:04:40
1076966 11 23/01/2020 15:05:13
1076970 9 23/01/2020 15:06:02
1076985 1 23/01/2020 15:11:16
1076992 5 23/01/2020 15:11:48
1076993 5 23/01/2020 16:34:44
1076996 5 23/01/2020 15:12:42
1077005 3 23/01/2020 15:13:19
1077007 18 23/01/2020 15:13:43
1077013 25 23/01/2020 15:14:27
1077067 5 23/01/2020 15:14:57
1077068 5 23/01/2020 15:15:24
1077072 5 23/01/2020 15:15:56
1077082 3 23/01/2020 16:35:32
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1077083 24 23/01/2020 16:35:52
1077087 5 23/01/2020 16:36:12
1077096 30 23/01/2020 16:36:32
1077097 30 23/01/2020 16:36:57
1077103 16 23/01/2020 16:40:34
1077123 9 23/01/2020 16:40:54
1077134 16 23/01/2020 16:41:15
1077140 9 23/01/2020 16:41:36
1077142 29 23/01/2020 16:42:02
1077143 9 23/01/2020 16:42:33
1077147 1 23/01/2020 16:42:54
1077149 5 23/01/2020 16:43:16
1077150 5 23/01/2020 16:43:36
1077151 3 23/01/2020 16:43:56
1077152 3 23/01/2020 16:44:17
1077153 5 23/01/2020 16:44:37
1077157 9 23/01/2020 16:44:59
1077158 32 23/01/2020 16:45:24
1077159 5 23/01/2020 16:45:45
1077165 9 23/01/2020 16:46:05
1077166 30 23/01/2020 16:46:30
1077167 9 23/01/2020 16:46:52
1077170 9 24/01/2020 10:52:34
1077173 30 24/01/2020 10:57:00
1077176 2 24/01/2020 10:59:47
1077177 2 24/01/2020 11:00:08
1077178 2 24/01/2020 11:00:32
1077183 6 24/01/2020 11:00:52
1077186 5 24/01/2020 11:02:35
1077192 3 24/01/2020 11:03:05
1077194 19 24/01/2020 11:03:27
1077195 19 24/01/2020 11:03:53
1077200 16 24/01/2020 11:04:16
1077202 2 24/01/2020 11:04:37
1077214 5 24/01/2020 11:05:01
1077216 2 24/01/2020 11:05:21
1077218 5 24/01/2020 11:05:47
1077220 5 24/01/2020 11:06:13
1077221 5 24/01/2020 11:06:36
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1077223 25 24/01/2020 11:06:59
1077226 6 24/01/2020 11:07:20
1077229 7 24/01/2020 11:10:27
1077230 16 24/01/2020 11:10:48
1077231 30 24/01/2020 11:11:19
1077247 12 24/01/2020 11:11:42
1077248 11 24/01/2020 11:12:04
1077249 11 24/01/2020 11:12:47
1077250 17 24/01/2020 11:13:29
1077272 3 24/01/2020 11:14:30
1077273 5 24/01/2020 11:14:52
1077274 9 24/01/2020 11:15:16
1077275 16 24/01/2020 11:15:41
1077276 30 24/01/2020 11:16:03
1077277 29 24/01/2020 11:16:28
1077286 11 24/01/2020 11:16:50
1077289 19 24/01/2020 11:17:15
1077303 11 24/01/2020 11:17:41
1077310 9 24/01/2020 11:18:32
1077329 9 24/01/2020 11:18:58
1077336 30 24/01/2020 11:45:22
1077337 30 24/01/2020 11:45:56
1077338 30 24/01/2020 11:46:28
1077339 30 24/01/2020 11:46:54
1077409 5 24/01/2020 14:51:07
1077423 29 24/01/2020 11:47:22
1077428 3 24/01/2020 11:47:55
1077445 30 24/01/2020 11:48:55
1077452 5 24/01/2020 14:51:35
1077453 5 24/01/2020 11:49:23
1077454 30 24/01/2020 11:49:45
1077456 5 24/01/2020 11:50:12
1077457 3 24/01/2020 14:52:15
1077458 3 24/01/2020 11:50:47
1077483 3 24/01/2020 11:51:19
1077486 18 24/01/2020 11:52:04
1077490 2 24/01/2020 11:52:31
1077518 5 24/01/2020 11:53:05
1077526 16 24/01/2020 14:52:43
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1077527 16 24/01/2020 11:53:44
1077535 9 24/01/2020 11:55:10
1077536 21 24/01/2020 11:56:00
1077537 29 24/01/2020 11:56:31
1077543 30 24/01/2020 11:57:09
1077557 5 24/01/2020 11:58:46
1077558 5 24/01/2020 11:59:06
1077560 5 24/01/2020 11:59:27
1077562 5 24/01/2020 11:59:46
1077564 20 24/01/2020 12:00:39
1077570 3 24/01/2020 12:01:19
1077576 30 24/01/2020 12:03:16
1077577 30 24/01/2020 14:54:22
1077578 30 24/01/2020 12:03:56
1077579 29 24/01/2020 14:55:25
1077588 11 24/01/2020 12:24:36
1077589 12 24/01/2020 12:24:59
1077591 6 24/01/2020 12:25:31
1077592 30 24/01/2020 12:26:00
1077593 1 24/01/2020 12:26:32
1077594 1 24/01/2020 12:26:58
1077596 9 24/01/2020 12:27:26
1077598 34 24/01/2020 12:27:52
1077599 34 24/01/2020 12:28:16
1077600 31 24/01/2020 12:28:45
1077601 3 24/01/2020 12:29:10
1077603 31 24/01/2020 12:29:31
1077604 12 24/01/2020 12:30:27
1077605 12 24/01/2020 12:30:55
1077606 30 24/01/2020 14:56:32
1077610 27 24/01/2020 14:57:06
1077611 27 24/01/2020 12:31:32
1077612 26 24/01/2020 14:58:02
1077613 26 24/01/2020 12:34:32
1077614 23 24/01/2020 12:37:09
1077615 23 24/01/2020 12:37:38
1077616 22 24/01/2020 12:38:02
1077617 22 24/01/2020 12:38:27
1077618 17 24/01/2020 12:38:48
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1938 ,   27/01/2020  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1077624 34 24/01/2020 12:39:17
1077630 31 24/01/2020 12:39:45
1077631 31 24/01/2020 12:40:16
1077639 30 24/01/2020 12:40:58
1077639 30 24/01/2020 12:40:58
1077640 30 24/01/2020 12:41:25
1077642 30 24/01/2020 12:41:53
1077652 9 24/01/2020 12:42:21
1077653 4 24/01/2020 12:42:49
1077657 11 24/01/2020 14:26:03
1077658 9 24/01/2020 14:26:27
1077662 12 24/01/2020 14:26:50
1077675 9 24/01/2020 14:27:17
1077678 3 24/01/2020 14:40:41
1077679 5 24/01/2020 14:41:38
1077684 3 24/01/2020 14:42:03
1077685 3 24/01/2020 14:43:01
1077687 29 24/01/2020 14:43:23
1077697 32 24/01/2020 14:43:50
1077707 16 24/01/2020 14:44:22
1077711 4 24/01/2020 14:45:00
1077721 5 24/01/2020 14:58:40
1077724 5 24/01/2020 14:59:04
1077732 3 24/01/2020 14:59:44
1077734 26 24/01/2020 15:00:56
1077735 26 24/01/2020 15:01:40
1077736 26 24/01/2020 15:02:03
1077739 25 24/01/2020 15:03:20
1077743 16 24/01/2020 15:04:05
1077769 16 24/01/2020 15:04:43
1077770 16 24/01/2020 15:05:51
1077771 16 24/01/2020 15:07:40
1077776 6 24/01/2020 15:08:28
1077777 27 24/01/2020 15:09:28
1077781 14 24/01/2020 15:10:03
1077782 8 24/01/2020 15:18:52
1077783 21 24/01/2020 15:53:14
1077784 9 24/01/2020 15:53:57
1077802 30 24/01/2020 15:54:41
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1077802 30 24/01/2020 15:54:41
1077812 5 24/01/2020 15:55:10
1077813 5 24/01/2020 15:55:37
1077814 5 24/01/2020 15:56:09
1077815 5 24/01/2020 15:56:34
1077832 16 24/01/2020 16:00:45
1077833 5 24/01/2020 16:01:12
1077834 5 24/01/2020 16:01:35
1077835 5 24/01/2020 16:02:00
1077836 5 24/01/2020 16:02:30
1077837 5 24/01/2020 16:02:57
1077839 5 24/01/2020 16:20:20
1077853 5 24/01/2020 16:20:54
1077854 5 24/01/2020 16:21:53
1077855 5 24/01/2020 16:22:19
1077856 5 24/01/2020 16:22:52
1077857 5 24/01/2020 16:23:13
1077865 25 24/01/2020 16:23:36
1077872 5 24/01/2020 16:24:27
1077873 5 24/01/2020 16:25:02
1077881 30 24/01/2020 16:25:46
1077882 30 24/01/2020 16:26:06
1077888 5 24/01/2020 16:26:28
1077907 5 24/01/2020 16:26:55
1077910 5 24/01/2020 16:27:17
1077911 5 24/01/2020 16:27:57
1077915 5 24/01/2020 16:28:39
1077944 5 24/01/2020 16:29:30
1077945 5 24/01/2020 16:30:04
1077946 5 24/01/2020 16:30:49
1077947 5 24/01/2020 16:31:11
1077956 32 24/01/2020 16:31:35
1077957 7 24/01/2020 16:31:59
1077958 7 24/01/2020 16:32:40
1077959 7 24/01/2020 16:33:02
1077960 7 24/01/2020 16:33:29
1077968 9 24/01/2020 16:34:14
1077969 9 24/01/2020 16:34:39
1077970 32 24/01/2020 16:35:26
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1078007 30 24/01/2020 16:45:15
1078008 30 24/01/2020 16:45:57
1078009 30 24/01/2020 16:46:24
1078011 30 24/01/2020 16:46:47
1078017 30 24/01/2020 16:47:15
1078018 30 24/01/2020 16:47:51
1078020 19 24/01/2020 16:48:49
1078021 19 24/01/2020 16:49:12
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: saucanaa : 
NOTICE

vyaapar icanh ko pMjaIkrNa ko ilae Aavaodk tqaa [sako AiBakta-AaoM sao 
ivaSaoYa $p sao yah p`aqanaa- kI jaatI hO ik p~acaar krto samaya saMbaMiQat 
vyaapar icanh rijaYTI/ kayaa-laya ka saMpUNa- saMdBa- , p~ saM#yaa ,tarIK , 
Aavaodna saM#yaa tqaa saMbaMiQat vaga- ik saM#yaa ka ja$r ]llaoK kroM 
ijasasao ik p~aoM ko yaqaaSaIGa\ inapTana krnao maoM sauivaQaa haogaI 
 
Applicants for registration of Trade Marks and their agents are 
particularly requested to quote in their replies full and complete 
Reference Letter No. and date, application number and the class to 
which it relates and send to the concerned office of Trade Marks 
Registry. This would facilitate quick disposal of letters. 
             

            Aaoma Pa`kaSa gauPta          Aaya.e.esa.
mahainayaM~k ,eksva 

AiBaklp tqaa vyaapar icanh
 

OM PRAKASH GUPTA , IAS
CONTROLLER-GENERAL OF PATENTS, 

DESIGNS, TRADE MARKS & GI 
 

             Baart sarkar vyaapar icanh rijasT/I ,mauMba[- 400037 
                           Wara p`kaiSat

                   Published by the Govt. of India, 

Trade Marks Registry, Mumbai-400037
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